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Abstract 

 

This thesis examines whether the economic benefits of international commerce 

are or can be equitably distributed between countries through international tax systems. It 

explores how international tax revenue is presently allocated between nations and 

considers how such allocations could be made more equitable. The idea that international 

tax revenues should be equitably shared between countries is implicit in the concept of 

inter-nation equity. Broadly, the concept proposes that countries should share their 

international tax base (or revenues) in a manner that is fair to all of the countries 

concerned. It forms the basis for a theoretical model of the relationships between the 

international tax system, inter-country distributive justice, and the socioeconomic 

disparities between countries. However, the distributive justice aspects of the concept as 

it is currently understood are problematic. This thesis investigates these concerns in both 

the theory of inter-nation equity and its application in international tax systems. The 

thesis finds that the current bases on which international tax is allocated do not support 

systematic redistribution between countries, partly because of a lack of clear distributive 

justice objectives in the underlying principle of inter-nation equity. To cure this 

shortcoming, the thesis offers two broad recommendations. First, the concept of inter-

nation equity should be expanded to include the element of redistribution as an explicit 

and integral component. Second, to support such a redistributive element, quantifiable 

determinants, such as the relative wealth of countries and the respective incomes that they 

earn from mutual cross-border commerce should be used as the basis for allocating tax 

between countries. Such changes would encourage countries to share their international 

tax revenues in a manner that is fair as well as systematically redistributive, rendering the 

inter-country tax allocation process more equitable.                                       
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Chapter 1 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

INTRODUCTION 

[M]odern high-income states have relied on income taxes and 

redistributive spending to reduce inequality nationally; yet few states have 

considered how their national tax systems might have important 

implications for international income flows between high-income and low-

income states and how their tax treaties might be used as a mechanism for 

achieving a fairer distribution of income internationally.1 

The world has experienced unprecedented global economic growth in the past hundred 

years.2 To a degree, this phenomenon has corresponded with the liberalization of trade 

and cross-border investment under landmark international agreements and the associated 

rise in cross-border commerce.3 As one of the objectives of this liberalization has been to 

                                                        
1 Kim Brooks, “Inter-nation Equity: The Development of an Important but Underappreciated International 

Tax Policy Objective” in John G Head & Richard Krever, eds, Tax Reform in the 21st Century: A Volume 

in Memory of Richard Musgrave (Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 2009) 

471 at 471. 
2 See Agnus Maddison, Contours of the World Economy, I – 2030 AD: Essays in Macro-Economic History 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007). He gives the world gross domestic product (GDP) at 

approximately $120 billion in 1000 A.D. and $2,733 billion in 1913, which shows a roughly 23-fold 

growth in about one millennium. But the next 23-fold growth took place in just 100 years immediately 

following that period, in which the world GDP registered an increase from $2,733 billion in 1913 to 

$63,129 billion in 2010.    
3 Some major developments in this respect include the establishment of the GATT (1947-48), the OECD 

(formerly OEEC, 1948), the WTO (1994), and various tax treaty regimes (e.g., the model tax conventions 

of Mexico in 1943, London in 1946, the OECD’s [drafted in 1963 and approved in 1977], and the UN’s in 

1980), and various declarations of the United Nations, etc. The direct relationship between global growth 

and global cooperation is demonstrated by their simultaneous growth: the world GDP was $5,332 billion in 

1950 (around the time that GATT and OEEC were implemented), $30,573 billion in 1995 (around the time 

the WTO came into force), and $65,216 billion in 2010 (data available on the United Nations website: 

un.org <http://data.un.org/Data.aspx?d=WDI&f=Indicator_Code%3ANY.GDP.MKTP.CD> last visited on 

March 14, 2015). During this same period, world exports (total merchandise trade) grew as follows: $62 



 
 

 

2 

 

enhance both national and international socioeconomic welfare,4 this global economic 

growth ought to have benefitted all countries. In particular, it should have helped the 

least-developed countries catch up with their richer counterparts. However, statistical 

evidence suggests that the international trend has been in the opposite direction, towards 

more inequality, at least for some countries.5 The unequal distribution of the economic 

benefits of cross-border commerce has been identified as one of the causes of the 

persistent gap between rich and poor countries, even under conditions of unprecedented 

growth. Recently, academics have begun to scrutinize the potential of international 

taxation for ensuring the equitable redistribution of the economic benefits of cross-border 

                                                                                                                                                                     
billion (1950), $5,168 billion (1995), and $15,300 billion (2010) (data from the WTO website: wto.org 

<http://stat.wto.org/StatisticalProgram/WSDBViewData.aspx?Language=E> last visited March 14, 2015.  
4 See e.g., United Nations: The Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order, 

(Resolution 3201, (S-VI), 1974); it generally stresses the need for an economic order based on equity to 

eliminate the widening socioeconomic gap between countries. See also Agreement Establishing the World 

Trade Organization (Marrakesh Agreement), 15 April 1994, 1867 UNTS 154, particularly its preamble. 

Similar objectives are part of almost all international economic agreements. See e.g., Arthur J. Cockfield 

and Aaron Schwabach, “The Role of International Law and Institutions,” in Knowledge for Sustainable 

Development: An Insight into the Encyclopedia of Life Support Systems, vol 3 11-25 (Oxford: UNESCO 

Publishing—Eolss Publishers, 2002) [Cockfield] (which provides that such agreements and objectives are 

based on the “neo-classical trade theories stipulating that international trade in specialized goods and 

services leads to greater national and international welfare.”) 
5 See e.g., “The history of inequality: Breaking the camel’s back”, The Economist 413:8907 (4 October 

2014) 82. It states that the global Gini co-efficient, “a measure of income inequality in which zero 

represents perfect equality—everyone has the same income—and 100 perfect inequality—one person has 

everything”, “rose from 49 in 1820 to 66 in 2000” and that this rise is not attributable to widening 

disparities between rich and poor within a single country but to “what is called “between-country 

inequality”, the gap between the rich and poor nations.” at 82-83. For instance, 14 percent (31.8 million) 

people in the US lived in poverty in 1981 when the US poverty threshold was $4,620; in 2005, the number 

of people was 12.6 percent (36.9 millions) and the poverty threshold was $9,973.5 In the same years, 

respectively, 86 percent and 74 percent (over one billion) people in South Asia were living on less than $2 

a day [See US Census Bureau, Current Population Reports: Consumer Income, Series P-60, No. 134 (July 

1982) and P-60, No. 233 (Aug. 2007). online: US Census Bureau 

<http://www2.census.gov/prod2/popscan/p60-134.pdf> and <http://www.census.gov/prod/2007pubs/p60-

233.pdf>, respectively; data on the poverty thresholds is available on the website 

<http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/ poverty/data/threshld/thresh05.html> and the World Bank, where 

detailed information is available on the World Bank’s website: <http://ddp-

ext.worldbank.org/ext/ddpreports/ViewSharedReport?REPORT_ID=17782& REQUEST_TYPE=VIEW> 

(visited 2 Feb 2012)]. Another example is the difference between the per capita GDP between the US and 

Asia (sans Japan and the former USSR) which increased from $8,922 in 1950 to $15,464 in 1973 and 

$25,195 in 2003 in direct relation with global economic growth. See generally supra note 2 for the data.  

http://stat.wto.org/StatisticalProgram/WSDBViewData.aspx?Language=E
http://www2.census.gov/prod2/popscan/p60-134.pdf
http://www.census.gov/prod/2007pubs/p60-233.pdf
http://www.census.gov/prod/2007pubs/p60-233.pdf
http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/%20poverty/data/threshld/thresh05.html
http://ddp-ext.worldbank.org/ext/ddpreports/ViewSharedReport?REPORT_ID=17782&%20REQUEST_TYPE=VIEW
http://ddp-ext.worldbank.org/ext/ddpreports/ViewSharedReport?REPORT_ID=17782&%20REQUEST_TYPE=VIEW
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commerce. 6  This study contributes to this discussion by first using tax equity and 

distributive justice theories to identify the shortfalls in the distributive justice aspects of 

the current international tax systems. It then explores how taxation systems can be used 

to achieve an equitable inter-country redistribution of the economic gains from cross-

border commerce.  

The study addresses the following general and loosely connected research 

questions: (i) Can international taxation redistribute international income and wealth 

between countries in a systematic manner in the same way as domestic taxation 

redistributes income and wealth between individuals?; (ii) Does the present form of 

international taxation cause fair redistribution of income and wealth between countries?; 

and (iii) How can the distributive justice aspects of the international tax regime be 

improved in the age of enhanced globalization?  

1.1 Inter-nation equity 

The modern international tax regime was established in the post-World War I 

era,7 and it was designed by wealthier nations to support their own interests.8 Although 

                                                        
6 Linda Sugin, “Theories of Distributive Justice and Limitations on Taxation: What Rawls Demands from 

Tax Systems” (2004) 72 Fordham L Rev 1991 at 2014-2015. Sugin argues that most economics-related 

regulation is aimed at maximizing wealth instead of distributing it, that market operation concentrates 

wealth and opportunity, and that taxation is the best tool of redistribution that we have and therefore it 

should be used to rearrange at least to some extent any resultant inequalities. 
7 League of Nations, Report on Double Taxation Submitted to the Financial Committee by Professors 

Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp, League of Nations Doc. E.F.S. 73. F. 19 18 (1923). The 

League of Nations Report is discussed in detail in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 2 below. 
8 United Nations, Department of Economics and Social Affairs, United Nations Model Double Taxation 

Convention between Developed and Developing Countries, ST/ESA/PAD/SER.E/21 (New York, 2001) 

[UN MTC]at xv. :“In 1921, the League of Nations, acting through its Financial Committee in response to an 

appeal by the 1920 Brussels International Financial Conference for action aimed at eliminating double 

taxation, entrusted a team of four economists (from Italy, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the 

United States of America) with the task of preparing a study on the economic aspects of international 

double taxation.” The four distinguished economists were Prof. Bruins (The Netherlands), Prof. Senator 

Einaudi (Italy), Prof. Seligman (USA), and Sir Josiah Stamp (UK). Moreover, the convention states that “In 
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the notion of sharing the international tax base between countries figured high in this 

regime right from the start, it did not explicitly adopt the notion of redistribution of 

income and wealth from high-income or rich countries to low-income or poor countries. 

Accordingly, the interests of less wealthy countries were downplayed. In part to address 

this problem, in the 1960s academics developed the concept of inter-nation equity. 

Through their work, the goal of redistribution was introduced into the international tax 

regime, but only as an after-thought, and the interests of many developing countries 

continued to be ignored in the actual implementation of these agreements. Academics 

have continued to grapple with both the principle and the implementation of the 

redistribution of wealth through international taxation, and there is no mutually agreed 

upon approach to this problem.9 Since the conditions in which the concept of inter-nation 

equity was first conceived have changed considerably, there is a need to revisit the 

theoretical foundations of the concept.10 This study addresses this problem by developing 

                                                                                                                                                                     
1922, the Financial Committee of the League invited a group of seven high-level tax officials (from 

Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, Italy, the Netherlands, Switzerland and the United Kingdom) to study 

the administrative and practical aspects of international double taxation and international tax evasion. In 

1925, the group was enlarged to include officials from Argentina, Germany, Japan, Poland and Venezuela.” 

online: un.org <http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/documents/DoubleTaxation.pdf> last visited on March 15, 

2015].  
9 See Richard A. Musgrave & Peggy B. Musgrave, “Inter-nation Equity” in Richard M. Bird & John G. 

Head, eds, Modern Fiscal Issues (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972) at 78-80. In particular, it 

states that “[t]he subject matter, as we recognize, is highly complex, especially if considerations of 

administrative feasibility (which we have largely overlooked) are added. Nevertheless, it seems evident that 

the matter needs rethinking, extending  the discussion beyond the narrow confines of the legal residence 

and territoriality rules. This is called for in the relationships among developed countries, but even more so 

in their dealings with low-income countries” at 80). This is discussed in further detail in the following 

chapter.   
10 Most of the principles of the present concept of inter-nation tax equity have their roots in the League of 

Nations Report of 1923, when there were relatively few types of international transactions, but their proper 

stock could not be measured because of the absence of appropriate technology, uniformity in global 

accounting standards, elaborate network of economic pacts, etc. However, the dynamics have changed 

since then. Not only has the quantum, nature, and complexity of international commerce grown to a great 

extent but the advent of e-technology, universal accounting principles, and international agreements have 

made it possible to measure them. However, the principles developed in the old standards remain current, 

despite the global economic modernization. 
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a new theoretical framework for understanding and assessing inter-nation equity, and its 

relationship to international tax regimes. 

1.2 Redistributive function of taxes 

Tax systems often emphasize raising revenue for the government, while 

simultaneously redistributing income and wealth from the well-off to the less well-off 

within a society. This is usually achieved through tax systems that exact net revenues 

from the higher-income persons for redistribution to the lower-income persons in a 

society. In other words, the persons who earn more income give up a relatively larger 

portion of their income (in the form of tax) for redistribution to the persons who earn less 

income. The concept of fairness in this context is generally denoted by the notion of 

inter-individual equity in taxation. This notion is embodied in the twin concepts of 

horizontal and vertical tax equity. The former provides that persons who are similarly 

situated socioeconomically ought to pay an equal amount of tax on their incomes; the 

latter provides that persons who are dissimilarly situated socioeconomically ought to pay 

unequal amount of tax on their incomes, such that the higher-income persons pay more 

tax than the lower-income persons.11 Analogously, the international tax system could be 

used to redistribute wealth between countries in the global community.  

The concept of fairness in taxation in the inter-country context, i.e., international 

taxation, is embodied in the notion of inter-nation equity, discussed above. However, this 

concept, as formulated in current theories, does not include the same equity principle as 

the one adopted in the domestic taxation system. Consequently, it does not achieve the 

                                                        
11 The concept of equity in taxation, including horizontal and vertical equity, is discussed in detail in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.2.2 below. 
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same outcome as inter-individual equity in a domestic context. This limits the 

redistributive potential of international taxation and its role in reducing the 

socioeconomic disparities between countries.  

This study advances the thesis that the concept of inter-nation equity in the 

international tax system should embody the same principles as the inter-individual equity 

concept in the domestic tax system. Broadly, in this context, this means that the country 

that earns the least income from mutual cross-border commerce should, as a general rule, 

be the country to benefit from the taxes on this commerce. In cases where there are 

substantial pre-existing socioeconomic disparities between countries, such as between 

developed and least-developed countries, the general rule may be modified to help the 

less well-off countries catch up with their well-off counterparts. Such an approach would 

embed the fairness and distributive justice aspects of the concept of inter-nation equity 

into the international tax system.  

Broadly, this thesis first develops a theoretical concept of fair redistribution in the 

context of inter-nation tax equity. It then assesses the existing patterns of international tax 

allocations against this framework in order to see the extent to which they conform to it 

and to address any shortfalls in this respect. By doing so, it arrives at the notion of 

fairness in the redistributive role of international taxation in theory as well as in practice. 

1.3 Methodology of the study 

As this study explores how the distributive justice aspects of international tax 

allocations intersect with cross-border economic activities, it draws on the disciplines of 

economics, law, and philosophy. Therefore, the analyses are both interdisciplinary and 
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qualitative. The qualitative analyses include a textual analysis (where legislation and soft 

law contents are examined), doctrinal analysis (where the content of judicial decisions is 

examined), and comparative analysis (which compares the contents of the different 

provisions of the law, soft laws, or other conceptual situations). In summation, the study 

generally applies a mixed methodology to meet its objectives. 

1.4 Outline of the thesis 

 This thesis can be divided into two parts: the first part develops a theoretical 

framework for the role of redistributive fairness in inter-nation tax equity, and the second 

presents an analysis of the existing international taxation systems to see how well they 

conform to the theoretical framework developed in the first part. Finally, the thesis offers 

some recommendations for integrating redistributive fairness into international taxation 

systems. 

The thesis begins by assessing the usefulness of current theories of inter-nation 

tax equity and fair redistribution in the context of the economics of cross-border trade and 

its taxability. Once a theoretical framework for understanding the relationship between 

fair redistribution and international taxation is established, the thesis investigates the 

international aspects of two taxation systems, the value-added consumption tax system 

and the income tax system, to examine how well they conform to the notion in inter-

nation equity. Then it separately examines the different types of transactions within each 

type of taxation system to evaluate the fairness content of the tax allocation peculiar to 

each of them. In addition, in the case of the income tax system, it examines the tax 
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allocation for each class of income separately under the two model tax conventions, the 

OECD and the UN models.  

The study is divided into 9 chapters including this one. Chapters 2 to 4 deal with 

the theoretical aspects of the study. They analyze the existing conceptions of inter-nation 

tax equity to see the extent to which they provide fair redistribution in theory. This is 

important because if the present understanding of inter-nation tax equity does not 

incorporate fair redistribution at the theoretical level, then it would not constitute an 

appropriate standard against which to assess the fairness of the present patterns of 

international tax allocation. At the end of the first part, this thesis arrives at an 

understanding of inter-nation tax equity that emphasizes the need for the best possible 

fair redistribution; this model serves as the foundation for the second part of the study. 

Chapters 5 to 7 probe the provisions for cross-border transactions in the value-added tax 

regime and the income tax regime to examine their level of conformity with the 

previously developed theoretical conception of inter-nation tax equity. Chapter 8 offers 

recommendations and Chapter 9 is the concluding chapter. The following account 

summarizes the layout of each chapter separately. 

Chapter 2 

In this chapter the theoretical foundation for the concept of fairer redistribution 

through international taxation is developed. It briefly reviews the literature on the 

economic effects of cross-border commerce and its taxation on all of the countries 

engaged in such activities, and it then demonstrates how such effects can be accurately 

measured with existing analytical tools. This chapter also examines the benefits of such 

mutual economic activities; it finds that although all of the countries engaged in mutual 
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economic activities receive economic benefits, as does the global economy, some 

countries benefit relatively more than others. It then reviews the economic determinants 

that are used to measure these phenomena in order to drive home the point that measures 

of high- and low-income or rich and poor can be applied at the country level like at the 

individual level. Thus, economic redistribution must also be considered at the country 

level.  

This chapter also throws some light on the importance of taxation systems and 

their potential for redistribution in the inter-country context. The development of the 

international income tax system and the economic value of taxes associated with 

international transactions are discussed. The different views on sharing international 

taxation are outlined, which have given rise to two model tax conventions depicting their 

respective views for a single taxation regime, namely the international income tax 

regime.  

Chapter 3 

  Chapter 3 considers the methods of redistribution that could effect an equitable 

sharing of the economic benefits of cross-border economic interactions. To provide a 

theoretical justification for such sharing, Chapter 3 examines distributive justice theories 

in the particular context of taxation. It examines the concept of equity as it applies to 

taxation, in both domestic and international settings. The literature on tax equity, 

redistribution through taxation, and economic distributive justice is reviewed and the 

basic concepts as well as the points of agreement and disagreement are identified. This 

analysis identifies the gaps in the existing approaches to the notion of inter-nation tax 

equity and creates a foundation for the ideas developed in the following chapter.   
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Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 develops a new theory of inter-nation tax equity that can be used as a 

standard to gauge the redistributive value of international taxation of cross-border 

transactions. To this end, it first evaluates the strengths and weaknesses of existing 

theories of inter-nation tax equity and distributive justice in the context of cross-border 

transactions. It then develops a new theory in inter-nation tax equity that draws on the 

strengths of earlier models, while addressing their weaknesses. This model is used in the 

subsequent chapters to assess the success of existing tax systems in achieving the goal of 

inter-nation equity. 

Chapter 5  

An important component of international taxation is the value-added tax system. 

Since there is no internationally accepted single model value-added tax system whose 

various provisions can be analyzed in the international trade context, although the 

OECD’s International VAT/GST Guidelines is a useful resource in this respect, this study 

uses the Canadian Goods and Services Tax (GST) regime as a proxy for this system. The 

rules under this regime are slightly different for the taxation of cross-border transactions 

of tangible property than for services or intangible property. These two types of 

transaction are, therefore, dealt with separately. Chapter 5 assesses GST rules on cross-

border supplies of goods and commodities or merchandise.  

This chapter examines the assignment of the right to tax to a corresponding 

country first in the case of import transactions and then in the case of export transactions. 

It looks into the economic effect of these transactions on each of the countries concerned 

and evaluates whether or not such assignment is in accordance with the fair redistribution 
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notion of inter-nation tax equity arrived at in Chapter 4. For this purpose, it performs a 

textual analysis of the relevant sections of the Excise Tax Act, which is the Canadian 

statute on goods and services consumption taxation. A doctrinal analysis is also 

performed in cases where judicial decisions bear on the cross-border tax allocation 

pattern. This analysis identifies those tax allocations that depart from the general 

principle of assignment of the right to tax and evaluates such departures as to whether or 

not they conform to the proposed notion of inter-nation tax equity. This exercise gives a 

general picture of how well the GST regime conforms to the proposed framework and 

shows whether a value-added tax on imports and exports of tangible property fairly 

redistributes the economic gains associated with cross-border commerce.  

Chapter 6 

Chapter 6 constitutes the second leg of the analysis of the GST regime. Therefore, 

it is similar to Chapter 5, but it examines the GST rules pertaining to cross-border 

supplies of services, e-commerce, and intangible property. Again, it evaluates how well 

the tax allocation on these cross-border transactions conforms to the inter-nation tax 

equity thesis proposed in Chapter 4. This chapter generally discusses the level of 

conformity of the GST regime with the proposed thesis in the domain of supplies of 

services and intangible property. Together with Chapter 5, it completes the analysis of the 

value-added tax regime as regards to the extent to which it causes fair redistribution in 

the context of international commerce, and concludes that this regime generally promotes 

a fair allocation of tax revenues. 
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Chapter 7 

The other taxation system evaluated in this study is the international income tax 

system. International income taxation is for the most part regulated by bilateral tax 

treaties (BTTs). The BTTs are usually based on the internationally accepted model tax 

conventions (MTCs) of the OECD and the UN. Where corresponding countries do not 

have a BTT in place, each country deals with international income taxation under its 

domestic laws. Such domestic laws are nevertheless to a large extent based on tax 

principles embodied in the MTCs. Therefore, unlike the analysis of the international 

value added tax system, where the tax system of a single country—the Canadian GST 

system—is used as a proxy for a general type, the international income tax system is 

evaluated through an analysis of the tax allocation patterns of the two MTCs. 

This chapter examines the assignment of the right to tax to a corresponding 

country in the case of different classes of income under the two MTCs. It looks into the 

economic effect on each country of a given transaction under a specific class of income 

(for example, cross-border payment for rendering of services or for return of profit on 

investment) and sees whether or not the allocation of tax on the income from such 

transaction causes a fair redistribution of the economic gain between them. In this 

manner, it brings out any inconsistencies in the allocation pattern for the different classes 

of incomes with the equitable sharing notion envisaged in the proposed inter-nation tax 

equity. It relies on the textual analysis of the two MTCs and their commentaries.  

In addition to highlighting where tax allocations depart from the principles of 

fairness defined in the concept of inter-nation tax equity advanced in Chapter 4, this 

chapter also shows differences in the tax allocation patterns between the two MTCs and 
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considers which one best produces redistributive fairness between countries. This 

analysis is of significance as the OECD and UN models are usually viewed as protecting 

the tax interests of rich and poor countries, respectively. The chapter concludes that 

neither MTC conforms to the proposed model of inter-nation tax equity based on 

distributive justice.  

Chapter 8 

Drawing on the analyses presented in the previous chapters, Chapter 8 develops 

measures that could be adopted to make international taxation systems align with the 

concept of inter-nation tax equity. It encompasses the fair redistribution of economic gain 

from mutual cross-border commerce in cases of both equal-status countries and unequal-

status countries.  

Chapter 9 

Chapter 9 summarizes the findings of the study and states its final outcomes, 

particularly, that international taxation has the potential to equitably redistribute 

international income between countries but that it is not living up to this potential at 

present.  

1.5 Conclusion 

 The above account sheds light on the salient features and scope of this study. It 

shows the study’s relevance in the overall scheme of globalization and the global efforts 

directed at finding solutions to the stubbornly persisting socioeconomic disparities 

between countries. Although it examines the two taxation systems—value-added tax and 

income tax systems—that are at the heart of the international tax regime that has taken 
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over the tariffs regime, it is still not an exhaustive analysis of the distributive justice 

issues that underlie the concept of tax equity between countries. It does propose a so far 

unexplored approach to inter-nation tax equity and it’s the notions of fair sharing and 

redistributive content, and contributes to the body of literature on the matter from a new 

perspective. 
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Chapter 2 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF ECONOMICS AND  

INTERNATIONAL TAXATION 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Broadly, tax can be defined as a monitory charge levied by a state on persons 

falling within its jurisdiction to raise revenue for the running of its affairs.1 It is usually 

levied on the basis of the economic statuses of the persons involved in the system, and 

thus must be understood as part of a wider economic system. Therefore, taxation in a 

closed economy, where income is produced and consumed within one economy, will 

follow different principles than in an open economy, where income production and 

consumption are interdependent on an outside economy. In the former case—generally 

characterized as domestic taxation—a country has exclusive tax authority that is sensitive 

only to internal influences; therefore, it can make tax policies that suit its singular 

interests. In the latter case—generally characterized as international taxation—a country 

shares taxing authority over mutual cross-border commerce with its trading partners. To 

evaluate the fairness of this sharing, it is imperative to know the economic effect of cross-

border commerce on the corresponding countries. This chapter first reviews the economic 

consequences of taxation in these two types of economies. It shows that economic 

                                                        
1 See e.g., Kempe v R, [2001] 1 CTC 2060 (T.C.C. [Informal Procedure]) (“[a] tax is a levy, enforceable by 

law imposed under the authority of a legislature, imposed by a public body and levied for a public purpose” 

at para 9). See also George Armitage-Smith, Principals and Methods of Taxation, 7th ed reprinted 

(London: John Murray, 1920) [Armitage-Smith] at 1; Luigi Cossa, Taxation: Its Principles and Methods, 

translated by Horace White from Scienza Delle Finanze (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1889) at 50. 
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interactions between countries do not necessarily provide equal economic benefits, and 

that there are economic determinants that can measure/determine these differences. It 

then gives an overview of current understandings of international taxation in open 

economies. By doing so, this chapter reveals the real economic imputation of cross-

border commerce and the extent to which it has figured in the formulation of the 

foundational principles of international taxation.  

The discussion is only meant to illustrate the economic dimensions of taxation. A 

complete analysis of the international economics is beyond the scope of this study. 

2.2      Understanding economic systems  

This section discusses the general macroeconomic dynamics of closed and open 

economies. It shows how economies are constituted and how they work in isolation and 

in mutual interaction with each other. It also highlights the importance of mutual 

economic interaction and its effects on the interacting economies. The role of taxation in 

these systems is also discussed in this section.  

2.2.1      The closed economy system 

In simple terms, a country with a closed economy does not engage in any cross-

border commerce.2 In such economies, producers and consumers of goods and services 

have circular economic relationships. Households (which are usually consumers) provide 

factor services to firms (which are usually producers) for producing goods and services. 

In return, firms pay households for these factor services. A central concept of economics 

                                                        
2 Christopher T.S. Ragan and Richard G. Lipsey, Economics, 11th ed, (Toronto: Pearson Addison Wesley, 

2005) [Ragan & Lipsey] at 840 (stating that an economy that does not engage in international trade is called 

a closed economy). 
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is that the production of output (goods and services) generates income;3 therefore, the 

payment received by households is their income, which they use to purchase the goods 

and services produced by the firms in the same economy. Hence, one powers the other. 

This cycle constitutes the economy of a country. If output production increases, it 

increases the factors’ income, which leads to increased consumption and, in turn, to a 

further increase in output production. In other words, due to its cyclical nature, an 

increase in any one of the three components of a closed economy is matched by increases 

in the others, creating economic growth, and vice versa. Figure 2.1 at the end of this 

chapter shows this cycle diagrammatically.4 

Production in a closed economy is measured by summing the values added in 

each step of the production chain until the final demand stage (i.e., the point when the 

output is consumed as a final product). Thus, the national income is the aggregate of the 

income claims all along the production chain. For instance, if the income of the workers, 

the raw material suppliers, and the owners involved in the production process at every 

stage of production, including the raw materials production stages, totaled $100, this 

would be the total national income. This amount would then be the amount available for 

expenditures on goods and services produced in that economy. Thus money flows 

through the system in a circular manner and keeps the economic cycle going.5     

In modern economics, national income is commonly measured as GDP (gross 

domestic product). Owing to the circular flow of income, GDP can be calculated in three 

different ways with similar results: the first method, called GDP on the expenditure side, 

                                                        
3 Ibid. at 475. 
4 Ibid., especially chapters 19 and 20. 
5 Ibid. at 497-498. 
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sums the expenditures in the economic cycle (i.e., the total expenditure on domestic 

output); the second method, called GDP by value added, sums the total value added in the 

economy (i.e., the value of all goods and services produced in the economy); and the 

third method, called GDP on the income side, sums the income side of the economic 

cycle (i.e., all of the income generated by output production).6 A growth in GDP indicates 

an increase in national income, a booming economy, and a rise in the standard of living; a 

fall in GDP indicates exactly the opposite. Therefore, GDP is presently a commonly 

accepted determinant for measuring the economic health of a country.7  

2.2.2 The GDP equation 

The GDP used for practical purposes is usually the GDP on the expenditure side. 

It is stated in equation form as follows: 

GDP =      Ca      +      Ia      +      Ga      +      (Xa      —      IMa),  

where  

Ca represents actual consumption, i.e., household expenditure on all goods and services, 

including, food, cars, phones, haircuts, transportation services, etc.; 

Ia represents actual investment, i.e., expenditure on the goods not for present 

consumption, for example, inventories, capital goods like plant and equipment, and other 

investment goods like residential housing, etc.; 

                                                        
6 Ibid. at 499. 
7 See e.g., “Calculating European GDP: Changing the scales”, The Economist 412:8901 (23 August 2014) 

(speaking of GDP as benchmark economic determinant). 
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Ga represents actual government purchases, i.e., expenditure incurred by the government 

on purchases of currently produced goods and services, for example, roads, hospitals, 

schools, etc., but excluding direct transfer payments; 

Xa represents exports, i.e., foreign expenditure on domestic goods and services; and 

IMa represents imports, i.e., domestic expenditure on foreign goods and services.8  

A plain look at the above equation shows that an increase in any of these variables 

except for imports, adds to the growth in GDP. In reality, expenditure is a proxy for 

output production. Since exports are produced but not consumed in the economy, they 

must be added to the equation to arrive at the correct production figure. Similarly, 

imports are consumed in an economy (under Ca, Ia, and/or Ga), but not produced there 

and, therefore, imports must be subtracted from the consumption/expenditure to arrive at 

the correct figure of production; otherwise, the output production would be overstated by 

the value of the imports. The recognition that expenditure on imports contributes to 

foreign GDP, not domestic GDP is a crucial observation in this study.9    

Even a simple closed economic cycle is not as simple as it looks. The basic cycle 

involves numerous steps, and factors such as governments and financial systems shape 

economic cycles differently. Here, only the taxation function of government in a closed 

economic cycle is further analyzed.  

 

 

                                                        
8 Ragan & Lipsey, supra note 2 at 499-502. 
9 Ibid. at 501. 
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2.2.3 Taxation in a closed economy 

The revenues raised through the tax system allow governments to provide public 

goods and services and to facilitate the economic cycle of a country; therefore, taxation is 

an integral part of a national economy. It is imposed on persons in relation to the 

economic activity that they perform in that economy. Taxation reduces the GDP in the 

first instance by taking money out of the economic cycle, but in the second instance 

increases it by injecting the same amount back in the form of transfer payments, 

expenditure, etc. The end result of government taxation on GDP is therefore neutral (see 

Figure 2.2). 

In Fig. 2.2 taxes collected by the government are part of the total income, but the 

money spent by the government is part of total expenditures. This is consistent with the 

notion that taxes are related to the total income earned in an economy. However, not all 

taxes are collected at the income earning (or income realization) point in an economic 

cycle. Most indirect taxes (generally consumption taxes) are collected at the point of 

expenditure in an economic cycle. Although the timing and mode of collection are 

different, all taxes are essentially taxes on the income of persons. Whether the taxes are 

collected when the income is earned, spent, invested, or transferred to others as gifts or 

inheritance, it is the income that is being taxed.10 Taxes imposed at different points in the 

                                                        
10 See e.g., Armitage-Smith, supra note 1 (“[t]axes are contributions from the national dividends; they must 

ultimately come out of the annual earnings of the nation. The private income of a nation is the index of the 

capacity of the people to pay taxes, since it is the real source of public revenue” at 4; and “[t]axation on 

consumption is really a method of taxing some incomes or portions of income which it is undesirable or 

inconvenient to tax directly” at 40). See also Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the 

Wealth of Nations, Vol III, (London: J Maynard, 1811) [Adam Smith] at 259 & 260. 
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economic cycle have different nomenclatures,11  but whether they are taken from the 

production or expenditure points in the cycle, their economic effect on the total national 

income is the same in a closed economy.  

For instance, if a tax of 40% is levied on a total income of $100, it will raise $40. 

This tax can be collected in one point in the cycle, such as $40 at the point where the total 

income is generated or $40 at the point where the total income is spent on the 

consumption of goods and services, but it can also be collected in increments, such as 

$20 during the income phase of the economic cycle, and $20 during the expenditure 

phase of the cycle.  

In a closed economy, alternative systems for taxing income can cause variations 

in the economic gains or losses of individuals, but it does not directly cause gains or 

losses to the treasury or economy of a country.12 This is because in a closed economy all 

of the taxes collected in a country go to the treasury of that country, and are spent in the 

same country. Obviously, taxation also has indirect effects on an economy, but these are 

beyond the scope of this study. For example, higher or lower rates, point of incidence of 

tax (income or consumption), exemptions, etc., can facilitate the economic activities that 

lead to better economic growth, or vice versa.  

As all persons and their incomes and expenditures in a closed economy fall under 

the exclusive jurisdiction of a single country, the issue of whether tax is imposed on the 

basis of residence or income earned is of academic importance only. In either case the 

                                                        
11 See e.g., Richard A. Musgrave, Peggy B. Musgrave & Richard M. Bird, Public Finance in Theory and 

Practice, 1st Canadian ed (Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson Limited, 1987) [Musgraves & Bird] at 203. 
12 Ragan & Lipsey, supra note 2 (“while the money taken from taxpayers, called the direct burden of the 

tax, is clearly a cost to the taxpayers, it is not a cost to society overall; it is merely a transfer of resources 

within the economy” at 451) [emphasis in the original]. 
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same treasury (or country) singularly receives the tax. However, as closed economies do 

not exist in the real world, real taxation systems are either residence-based or source-

based. 

2.2.4 The open economy system 

In an open economy, national economies interact with another through imports, 

exports, cross-border investments, etc.13 These interactions are mutually beneficial to the 

economies of the participating countries. But at the same time, each country is required to 

adjust its economy to new external influences, such as the corresponding countries’ 

competing economic interests and policies. In other words, in an open economy, 

individual countries exchange exclusive authority over their interests for the economic 

benefits of mutually interacting with another country.  

Cross-border investment and the trade in goods and services is a two-way process. 

According to David Ricardo’s theory of comparative advantage, 14  international 

commerce is not a zero-sum game between two countries in which the gain of one leads 

to the loss of the other. He posits that when two countries engage in mutual economic 

intercourse in such a way that each country uses its comparative advantage in the 

production and consumption of goods or services, then both countries are better off than 

when they exclusively produce and consume their own goods or services. This model 

implies the existence of economic specialization in each country, causing an overall 

production and consumption efficiency.15 In comparison, to argue for the importance of 

                                                        
13 See ibid. (“[a]n economy that engages in international trade is called an open economy” at 840). 
14 David Ricardo, On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (London: John Murray, 1817). 
15 See also Ragan & Lipsey, supra note 2 (for comparative advantage, a country is required “to specialize in 

the production of those products in which its opportunity costs are low” at 907). 
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cross-border commerce, Adam Smith used the concept of absolute advantage,16 which 

broadly refers to the ability of one economy to produce the same number of goods or 

services as another economy using fewer resources.  

According to theories of international trade, exports and imports are equally 

important for realizing the benefits of trade between corresponding countries. However, 

such theories pre-suppose an element of reciprocity in the mutual trade, for if one of the 

countries is unable to match the absolute or comparative advantage of the other, then 

their mutual trade flow is lopsided, resulting in net exports to one country and net imports 

to the other. As exports provide a country with the resources needed to purchase imports 

in the future,17 a net exporting country is in an economically advantageous position vis-à-

vis a net importing country. When this imbalance continues over a period of time, the 

benefits of the mutual trade are greater for the exporting country than for the importing 

country. In other words, although the overall process of exports and imports is in theory 

self-balancing for corresponding countries, in a given relationship one country may make 

a relatively higher gain than the corresponding country.  

The general economic dynamics of international trade in goods or services are 

also seen in cross-border or foreign investments and the income they generate. In the case 

of net factor income (or net primary income) on foreign investment, i.e., where income is 

paid to foreigners on their investments in a country, although both countries receive 

benefits, the home country benefits more than the host country.18 In other words, here 

too, one country makes a relatively higher gain than the corresponding country. This 

                                                        
16 Adam Smith, supra note 10. 
17 See Ragan & Lipsey, supra note 2 at 865. 
18 See Richard A. Musgrave & Peggy B. Musgrave, “Inter-nation Equity” in Richard M. Bird & John G. 

Head, eds, Modern Fiscal Issues (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972) [Musgraves] at 72-73.  
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extra gain is in net terms, i.e., gain (or loss) in capital earnings less gain (or loss) in labor 

incomes in the two corresponding countries. 19  This difference does not necessarily 

represent the exact amount of income realized by an individual participating in cross-

border commerce. This study focuses on the redistribution of this economic gain from 

cross-border commerce, because if one country consistently accumulates more of the 

gains the result is increasing socioeconomic disparities between the countries.  

A country’s overall cross-border transactions are recorded through a balance of 

payments account.20 It comprises three categories: the current account (which records 

trade in goods or services and net investment income), the capital account (which records 

transactions in assets or movement of capital), and the official financing account (which 

records transactions in the official reserves held by central banks of a country).21 The 

balance of payments account is always balanced, but surpluses and deficits can exist in its 

constituent accounts, as long as they cancel each other out and thus result in a balanced 

overarching account.22  

This study deals with the current account component of the balance of payments 

accounts. The current account in turn has two parts: the trade account (dealing with trade 

in goods and services) and the capital-service account (dealing with income from assets, 

such as dividends and interest).23 The current account can be in surplus or deficit.24 It is 

therefore one of the economic determinants of the health of a country’s economy. A 

current account surplus indicates that a country has net foreign assets, whereas a current 

                                                        
19 For a detailed discussion, see Ibid. See also infra note 31. 
20 See Ragan & Lipsey, supra note 2 at 886. 
21 Ibid. at 887-888. 
22 Ibid. at 889-892. 
23 Ibid. at 887-888. 
24 Ibid. 
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account deficit indicates that a country has net foreign debt.25 In the former case, it is 

wealthy and has more spending power; in the latter case, it is the opposite. The factors 

that play a role in creating such surplus or deficit states can be seen in the following 

equation: 

CA = (X — M) + NY + NCT, 

where 

CA is the current account; 

X is exports of goods and services; 

M is imports of goods and services; 

NY is the net income from foreign investment; and 

NCT is the net current cash transfers. 

The balance of trade is a measure of the total value of the export and import of 

goods and services for a given period of time. If the value of exports is greater than the 

value of imports (net exports), a country has a trade surplus and its balance of trade is 

said to be positive; if the value of imports is greater than the value of exports (net 

imports), a country has a trade deficit and its balance of trade is said to be negative.26 A 

positive balance of trade denotes monetary inflow into a country, whereas a negative 

balance of trade denotes monetary outflow from a country.27 

                                                        
25 Ibid. at 906-910. 
26 Ibid. at 887-888. 
27 Ibid. 
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In the context of economic cycles, trade surpluses and deficits are generally self-

balancing in an open economy over the long term and can be balanced by adjustments to 

other components of the balance of payments account in the short term. When a country 

has net exports in its production output, it accumulates a trade surplus vis-à-vis the 

importing country (which accumulates a trade deficit). This trade surplus translates into 

different economic attributes, such as the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves for 

future use in the international market. Over time, the production costs in the exporting 

country will increase and the production costs in the importing country will decrease; as a 

result, imports become cheaper than domestic products in the trade surplus country and 

exports become more expensive than domestic products in the trade deficit country. 

Under these circumstances, the international flow of trade between the two countries is 

reversed. Thus, over time the flow of imports and exports tends towards equilibrium. 

Before this change in flow is triggered, the first importing country meets its deficits by 

using its foreign exchange reserve, borrowing funds, using surpluses in its capital 

account, employing quantitative easing, and similar measures.28 If all such sources are 

exhausted before the complete reversal of the phenomenon, a country will go into default 

and will not be able to buy products in the international market. The corresponding 

country with a current account surplus (to which trade surplus and exports contribute) 

does not face such an eventuality. Therefore, on a plain scale, exports are better than 

imports for the economy of a country. 

A trade surplus is a direct addition to a country’s GDP (as it is formed by net 

exports), whereas a trade deficit is a direct reduction of its GDP (as it is the result of net 

                                                        
28 Ibid. at 889-892 (how deficits and surpluses in one account are balanced by the surpluses and deficits in 

the corresponding accounts). 
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imports).29 In addition, these phenomena make underlying indirect contributions to the 

GDP. The value to the economy of these additions and reductions is in reality more than 

the value directly determined from the recorded value of the exports and imports. 

Production of exports not only requires direct expenditures, which are reflected in the 

price of the product, but also requires supporting goods and services that are not reflected 

in the price of the product, For example, extra goods and services in the form of 

additional infrastructure are required to enhance production output over and above 

domestic needs, and these infrastructure projects increase the GDP spending. In the case 

of imports, the value generated by the supporting goods and services are never realized, 

as the imported goods and services are not produced in that economy.  

Similarly, the income from foreign investment also affects the economy of a 

country. A surplus of net income on foreign investments (the difference between earnings 

received and payments made by a country) adds to the GDP of a country, whereas a 

deficit of such income reduces the GDP of a country. Earnings made on foreign 

investments made by the government or the private sector bring money into that 

country’s economy, while payments made on foreign investments by foreign investors 

takes money out of the economy.  

The foregoing account highlights a two-pronged phenomenon. International trade 

and investment benefits both the exporting and importing countries, but provides a 

relatively higher benefit to the former rather than an equal benefit to both. Furthermore, 

as the effects of such economic activity can be measured under modern economic 

                                                        
29 Ibid. (“[e]xports create domestic income; imports create income for foreigners. Thus, other things equal, 

exports tend to increase our GDP, and imports tend to reduce it” and that “[e]xports raise GDP by adding to 

the value of domestic output and income” at 865). 
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concepts, it is possible to create models for the equalization of such benefits between 

pairs of countries.  

In academic models, an open economy is usually presented as a process of mutual 

interaction between two countries, such that the balancing of the current account of one 

country implies a balance in the current account of the other country. But in real life, 

multiple countries are involved in this process. As such, more often than not, country A 

has a current account deficit with country B, but a surplus with another country C. In this 

way, even if the overall current account of a country is balanced in a given period of 

time, it may be in deficit or surplus with individual corresponding countries. This shows 

that cross-border commerce always results in relative gains for the participating 

countries. Thus there is a need for a system that can redistribute the overall benefits of 

such commerce equally.  

2.2.5 Taxation in an open economy 

Taxation has different characteristics in an open economy. In such systems, part 

of the production output (or income generation) and expenditures of a country, i.e., the 

part that is related to its cross-border commerce, are dependent on the economy of the 

corresponding country. For example, the economic system and infrastructure of an 

importing country provide the environment for the consumption of the production output 

of an exporting country.30 As the corresponding countries mutually source the economic 

                                                        
30 See Klaus Vogel, “Worldwide vs. source taxation of income: A review and re-evaluation of arguments 

(Part III)” (1988) 11 Intertax 393 [Vogel Part III] at 398 (both source and residence countries contribute to 

income that is generated by mutual economic intercourse between them as it draws on rules of commercial 

law and other values integrated into their economies which are subject to respective sovereignties).   
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activity, they are both entitled to its economic benefits, including the tax component of 

such benefits.31 This taxation should occur in both countries.  

In practice, the economic interactions between countries is affected through 

natural or artificial juridical persons present in the respective countries, some of whom 

earn income directly from cross-border commerce, while others earn income indirectly by 

providing supporting services. All of their incomes contribute to the total income of the 

their country, thus taxation is not the only economic benefit of cross-border economic 

activities.32 The argument that both countries have the right to tax such income can result 

in taxpayers having to pay taxes for the same income in two countries. This double 

taxation of cross-border economic activities would upend the economic rationale of 

international commerce and its benefits. Double taxation is simply incompatible with the 

very structure of an open economy and if practiced would prevent the realization of the 

true benefits of such an economy. Instead, the countries involved in cross-border 

economic activities have to apportion the right to tax so that they both benefit, while 

avoiding double taxation. 

This compromise can be implemented in a number of ways. For instance, the 

income of a person generated by international economic activities can be taken as a tax 

base for the extra gain accumulated in the home country; this extra gain can be divided 

                                                        
31 See Musgraves, supra note 18, especially the discussion at 72-73. The Musgraves explains that when two 

economies interact both gain from the interaction but the gain of one is more than that of the other. They 

also clarify that both the countries earn domestic income from such transaction which falls in their 

exclusive domain for taxability and it is only that portion of the gain that is over and above the domestic 

incomes that may be shared through tax allocation.  
32 In practice, the losing economy also derives further gain in the process such as wages; when the tax on 

that gain is included then it would reach a rough parity. For more details, see ibid. and Musgraves, supra 

note 18 (which states that “[a] more meaningful approach from an economist’s point of view may be 

derived by taking a broader look at the national gain, including gains other than those which accrue via 

profit sharing through tax participation” at 72, and then goes on to factor the domestic labor income into the 

profit up for participation in the context of international transactions or cross-border economic activities.  
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equally (50:50) between the two corresponding (home and host) countries, which can 

each tax their respective portions according to their laws. Alternately, the entire extra 

gain tax base could be assigned to the lesser gain (or host) country, which may tax it 

according to its laws. In the former case, both the countries would have to separately 

define the taxability, leading to a doubling of compliance and enforcement efforts and 

costs. Furthermore, this would leave more of the extra gain in the home country. In the 

latter case, the cost doubling would be avoided and the extra gain would be shared more 

equitably.  

In systems where the home country levies tax on the taxpayer’s cross-border 

income, the whole of that income (including the extra gain) remains in the same country, 

and this country obtains a relatively higher gain from such commerce. In other words, the 

extra gain is not shared between the countries involved in cross-border commerce. In 

contrast, if the corresponding (or host) country levies the tax on the international part of 

the taxpayer’s income (concomitant with the tax amount), some of the extra gain is 

transferred from the home (or the relatively higher gain) country to the host (or relatively 

lesser gain) country. In this way, the extra gain would be shared, but the home country 

would still enjoy some of the extra gain. Thus, by assigning the right to tax cross-border 

income to the country that makes a relatively lesser gain, international taxation can 

redistribute the economic gains from cross-border commerce so that they are shared more 

or less equally by the participating countries. The potential to redistribute the extra gain 

has turned international income taxation into a full-fledged tax regime. 

Moreover, indirect taxes such as value-added tax on consumption may also affect 

the redistribution of taxes between countries engaged in cross-border commerce. A 
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consumption tax falls on the residents of a host-country (the importing country in normal 

parlance). It does not fall on the international income of a person (or a country). 

Therefore, it does not redistribute the extra gain of the home countries to host countries. 

Nevertheless, it can still indirectly affect redistribution between corresponding countries. 

Its assignment to a host country means that host-residents pay tax to the host-treasury. 

This lets each country retain its respective economic benefits from their mutual cross-

border commerce and does not have any redistributive effect. In other words, it at least 

does not redistribute any benefit from cross-border commerce from host to home 

countries and only lets the home country keep its extra gain. Its assignment to a home 

country would mean that host-residents (or the host-country’s economy) pay taxes to the 

home-treasury. This transfers money from the host to home countries. As such, it further 

reduces the gain of host-country, and increases the gain of the home-country. Moreover, 

if the host-country does not tax imports, as it is rightfully entitled (especially if it taxes 

similar domestic supplies), it puts itself at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis the home-

country. This disadvantage could boost the home-country’s production of exports and 

thus indirectly incur economic cost to the host-country.  

Therefore, whether or not a consumption tax is levied on imports, the 

corresponding countries enjoy the benefits of the cross-border commerce as per the 

normal dynamics of cross-border economic activity, i.e., the exporting country keeps a 

relatively higher gain than the importing country. The same outcome is arrived at by not 

charging consumption tax on exports. However, charging such a tax on exports doubles 

the relative extra gain of the exporting country, which under these circumstances collects 

both the consumption tax and the non-tax gain. This tax would be paid by host-residents, 
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not directly but incorporated into the cost of the imports they purchase. In this way, 

consumption taxation can cause redistribution from host to home countries, especially 

where the host-country is substantially richer than the corresponding home country. This 

attests to the notion that although indirect taxation systems do not redistribute extra gain 

from home to host countries, they can still cause redistribution of the economic gains of 

cross-border commerce from a host to a corresponding home country in an open 

economy.  

2.3      International taxation 

2.3.1      General concept  

International taxation may be considered a “misnomer” as there is neither an 

“overriding international law of taxation” nor a centralized world authority that governs 

it.33 Broadly, it denotes taxation of persons’ international transactions by a country under 

its domestic tax laws.34 Because international transactions involve two countries, both 

can lay a tax claim to the same tax base. This overlapping jurisdiction leads to double 

taxation, where the same person is taxed on the same transaction twice, once by each 

country. Furthermore, under double taxation, otherwise similarly situated taxpayers can 

be taxed unequally, merely because of their engagement in international rather than 

domestic commerce. This raises issues of fairness between taxpayers. Besides, it also 

reduces economic efficiency as the allocation of resources is guided by tax policies rather 

                                                        
33 Brian J. Arnold and Michael J. McIntyre, International Tax Primer, 2d ed, (The Hague: Kluwer Law 

International, 2002) at 2. 
34  Timothy J. Goodspeed and A..D. White, “International Taxation” (1996) Papers 96-11, Wellesley 

College, Department of Economics. 
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than economic expediency. For these reasons, the primary aim of international taxation is 

to avoid double taxation. 

To avoid double taxation one or the other country has to forego its tax, or both 

have to mutually forego some of their tax. In either scenario, one country gains at the 

expense of the other—rendering international taxation a zero-sum game. This makes the 

international tax regime contentious, as countries are reluctant to give up their tax.  

International taxation may imply any type of taxation system.35 However, due to 

the direct connection of income tax and value-added tax with global trade and investment 

activities the term usually denotes these two types of taxation systems. Of these two types 

of taxation, income tax is the most complex and controversial. The following section 

discusses only these two types of taxation.  

2.3.2       Tax sovereignty in international taxation 

Each country has its own issues, needs, and requirements. Therefore, their and tax 

policies vary accordingly. For instance, countries with demographic disparities in wealth, 

education, health, population, infrastructure, and socioeconomic wellbeing are likely to 

have different tax policies than those with no such disparities. 36  To address their 

respective plights, they might offer tax incentives like tax-free zones, investment credits, 

exemptions, tax holidays, etc. to concentrate economic and other activities in underserved 

and needy areas. Such measures are usually politically motivated, and governments 

                                                        
35 Such as property taxes, gift taxes, inheritance taxes, estate taxes, etc. 
36 See Richard A. Musgrave, “Fairness in Taxation” in Joseph J. Cordes, Robert D. Ebel & Jane G. 

Gravelle, eds, The Encyclopedia of Taxation and Tax Policy (Washington, DC: The Urban Institute Press, 

1999) 13-138 (generally stating that taxation is affected by politics, societal welfare maximization, pressure 

groups, provision of public goods, security of expectations and of property, etc.). 
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cannot easily compromise on them. That is why Professor Cockfield terms taxation 

“intensely political.”37 A country’s freedom to shape its tax policy to meet its own goals 

constitutes its tax sovereignty.  

International taxation challenges the tax sovereignties of countries. Under normal 

circumstances, countries levy taxes on persons resident in their territories based on their 

economic activities, whether such activities are carried out inside or outside their 

respective territories. In addition, they levy taxes on economic activities carried out in 

their territories, even if such activities are carried out by non-residents. Together, such 

taxability extends the taxing authority of a country to persons and activities beyond its 

geographical boundaries. As a result, two countries may have overlapping jurisdiction 

over the taxation of cross-border commerce. In such cases, following the principle of tax 

sovereignty, both countries can levy taxes according to their respective tax laws. 

However, the full exercise of such sovereignties causes double taxation. International 

double taxation is an impediment to cross-border commerce and its associated benefits. 

As the benefits of cross-border trade outweigh the tax benefits of double taxation, 

countries are usually willing to compromise on their tax sovereignty in this case. Such 

compromises may involve one or both the countries relinquishing all or some of their tax 

sovereignty. The magnitude of this compromise is usually dictated by the relative 

economic bargaining power of the countries. In most cases, the biggest compromise 

usually comes from the economically weak countries. In the types of international 

commerce that do not run the risk of double taxation, no country is ready to compromise 

its tax sovereignty. Overall, although countries are highly sensitive about their tax 

                                                        
37  Arthur J. Cockfield, NAFTA Tax Law and Policy: Resolving the Clash between Economic and 

Sovereignty Interests (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005) at 4. 
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sovereignty, it does not prevent tax cooperation between corresponding countries if larger 

gains are at stake.  

2.3.3       Development of international taxation 

Modern international taxation can be traced back to the reconstruction measures 

taken in the wake of the physical and economic devastation of World War I. In the post-

war period, countries tried to levy heavy taxes to generate resources for economic and 

other development. However, because of the weakened state of the domestic economies, 

it was difficult to raise sufficient revenues internally and many countries needed foreign 

economic involvement. In these circumstances, heavy taxation, compounded by issues of 

double taxation, was a hurdle to cross-border investments. Countries across the globe 

needed to find ways to balance tax sovereignty against the need for foreign investments; 

specifically, they needed to address the issue of double taxation to remove the 

impediments to international commerce.  

The first major and formal step in this direction was the League of Nations 

Report, 1923 (hereinafter, “Report”).38 This report examined the economic consequences 

of double taxation and the manner in which to avoid it.39 It focused on double taxation’s 

“interference with economic intercourse and with the free flow of capital” between 

nations.40 After demonstrating the deleterious effects of double taxation, the Report went 

on to a more complicated enquiry: “Which exchequer ought to bear the burden of paying 

                                                        
38 League of Nations, Report on Double Taxation Submitted to the Financial Committee by Professors 

Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp, League of Nations Doc. E.F.S. 73. F. 19 18 (1923) 

[Report 1923]. 
39 See ibid. (in addition to “a tax on pure income” it also considered other taxes in “specific taxes upon 

particular forms of wealth, with special reference to capital wealth in the form of succession and death 

duties, stamp duties, general property taxes, rates and land taxes, and other specific taxes apparently paid 

by things and not regulated by the financial ability of persons” at 27). 
40 Ibid. at 3. 
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for any relief given for double taxation?”41 The Report’s answers to this query are the 

foundations of the modern system of international taxation. However, this query obscured 

the issue of international taxation of cross-border economic activities that do not pose 

immediate double taxation problems.      

From the outset, the Report considered, independently and in combination, 

notions such as political allegiance, temporary residence, permanent residence (or 

domicile), location of wealth, and origin of production of wealth as criteria for 

determining the entitlement of countries to revenue from the international tax base. All of 

these notions appear, in varying degrees, in the current international tax regime. But the 

primary principle that evolved from this exercise was that of economic allegiance.42 For 

the most part, economic allegiance is a combination of the domicile and the 

location/origin of wealth principle. However, the concept is unsound.43 Although its plain 

meaning suggests an economic connotation, it is essentially a legal concept. It lacks a 

connection with the real economies of the countries for the improvement of which the 

principle was developed. The Report admits that, as it is unquantifiable, the concept of 

economic allegiance is inadequate for determining the appropriate sharing of tax between 

corresponding countries. 44  Nevertheless, it played a fundamental role in shaping 

                                                        
41 Ibid. at 17. 
42 Ibid. (describing economic allegiance as “[a] part of the total sum paid according to the ability of a 

person ought to reach the competing authorities according to his economic interest under each authority” at 

20). But the determination of economic interest has always been a matter of uncertainty. 
43 Ibid. (“[t]he analysis [of economic allegiance] is therefore not in any sense final” at 23).  
44 Ibid. (“When, however, it comes to the consideration of the taxation of pure income, it is difficult to 

establish that such analysis [of economic allegiance] can have great practical value; at any rate modern 

income is such a composite product and such a complex conception that even theoretically it is not easy to 

assign in a quantitative sense the proportions of allegiance of the different countries interested. Unless in 

theory the quantitative assignment can be made, it obviously is difficult to make it the basis of any practical 

plan” at 27). 
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international taxation. Therefore, it is no surprise that scholars see international taxation 

as occasionally at odds with the underlying economic realities of cross-border commerce.   

Since its introduction, the doctrine of economic allegiance has become the basis 

for source-based and residence-based taxation of active and passive incomes. This 

principle became the central theme of international income taxation and is a fundamental 

component of national tax laws all over the world.45 Moreover, it is also the basis of 

bilateral income tax treaties between countries. The rise in the number of such treaties 

constitutes a de facto international tax regime, which has played a big role in 

standardizing this principle. This whole process eventually led to the formation of the 

OECD and the UN model tax conventions, which have further entrenched the residence-

based and source-based taxation principle in the field of international income taxation. 

Thus, the whole edifice of international taxation rests on an ambiguous concept. 

The general rule under the residence/source principle of taxation is that if a person 

resident in one country is engaged in an income-earning economic activity in another 

country, the income tax goes to the country where the activity takes place (source 

country) in the case of his active involvement (or active income such as business 

income), but to the country of residence in the case of his passive involvement (or passive 

income such as income through investment only). In other words, tax on active income is 

sourced in the country of the activity and that on passive income is sourced in the country 

of residence. Thus, the regime applied to persons resident in one country and engaged in 

                                                        
45 Domestic tax laws following residence-based taxation are known as worldwide taxation systems and 

those following source-based taxation are known as territorial taxation systems. In the former, a country 

taxes the income of its residents wherever in the world it is earned as well as the income earned by whoever 

on its territory; in the latter, a country only taxes the income earned on its territory without regard to 

residence of the person earning it. But this bifurcation does not avoid double taxation by itself. 
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income-earning economic activity in another country. It did not apply to a person residing 

in the country where the activity occurred. 

Since a tax claim by both corresponding countries on the economic benefits of 

cross-border commerce is economically and legally justifiable, dividing the tax base 

between them on any basis—including the residence/source principle—seems to be 

reasonable in theory at least. Moreover, the basis on which the allocations are made 

hardly matters in situations where the countries are economically similar and their 

inbound and outbound economic flows are equal between or among them. But in 

practice, there is marked unevenness in these flows, in particular, between the developed 

and developing (or least developed) countries. Therefore, the residence/source basis for 

allocating taxation significantly affects the economic benefits of the countries involved in 

this trade.  

In the formative phase of modern international income taxation, the capital-

importing economies were primarily the needier countries. This gave rise to the 

assumption that source countries are poor countries. Therefore, source-based taxation was 

viewed as friendlier to poor countries and residence-based taxation as friendlier to richer 

countries. Under this assumption, the allocation of tax on cross-border investment 

incomes to residence countries came to be viewed as favorable to rich countries. 

Therefore, treaty arrangements that left a portion of residence-based taxes in the hands of 

source countries were considered favorable to the poor, as they required the rich countries 

to forgo a portion of the tax that is their share as per the principles of international 
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taxation laid down by the League of Nations Report.46 This stance, however, completely 

ignores the taxability in a situation where the poor country is the residence country and 

the rich country the source country.  

Despite the perceived fairness of these principles, once implemented these 

international taxation systems did not help developing countries. The growth in their 

international revenue was not commensurate with the growth in their international 

commerce. This prompted various international policy-making forums and tax scholars to 

stress the need to make international taxation fairer according to the principle of vertical 

inter-individual equity in taxation,47 a concept that is commonly known as inter-nation 

equity in international taxation. 

These scholars argued that revenue from the international tax base should be 

allocated to needy countries, over and above the shares they are entitled to under the 

source and residence frameworks embodied in model tax conventions. Obviously, this 

could not be extended to an unbearable cost for the corresponding country.48 This could 

be achieved by moving the international tax base from residence-based to source-based 

taxation, which would shift the tax on investment income from capital-exporting 

                                                        
46 In bilateral tax treaties between developed and developing countries a portion of the tax on investment or 

passive income that under the principles of international taxation belongs to the residence country is left in 

the hands of source countries on the premise that net tax in such situations usually goes to the developed 

countries which exports more capital than developing countries. In some instances, in addition to favor 

based on the general premise, further favor is extended by making the reciprocal rates more favorable to the 

developing countries. See e.g., Convention Between Canada and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan For the 

Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of Fiscal Evasion with Respect to Taxes on Income, 

Canada and Pakistan, 24 February 1976, SC 1976-77, c 29, Part II, (entered into force 15 December 1977) 

(generally, Pakistan can tax dividends paid to Canadian residents (including companies) from 15 to 30%, 

whereas Canada can tax at 15% maximum; Pakistan can tax interest paid to Canadian residents at 25%, 

whereas Canada can tax so only at 15 % interest; and Pakistan can tax royalty up to 20, whereas Canada 

can tax up to 15%). 
47 The development of the UN model tax convention was an effort in this direction. 
48 This is discussed in more detail in chapters 3 and 4 below. 
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countries (usually developed countries) to capital-importing countries (usually 

developing and least-developed countries). However, even after decades of advocacy, 

nothing has changed materially in this respect. Apart from some allocation of residence-

based revenue to source countries—a trend more pronounced in the UN model—the 

original approach is still the norm. Furthermore, even if all tax is allocated to source 

countries, this would not guarantee that income would be transferred from richer to 

poorer countries if the poor country happens to be the residence and the rich country 

happens to be the source country of the economic activity.  

A noticeable feature of the current international income tax regime is that it does 

not propose that the tax on the income from international trade in merchandise 

(imports/exports) should be shared between corresponding countries. As a result, only the 

exporting countries collect such taxes. Now, if the exporting country happens to be richer 

than the importing country, the taxability in this regard causes redistribution from the 

poor to the rich. As there is no tax-sharing involved here, this process is detrimental to 

poorer countries. It is difficult to speculate how such interactions would have influenced 

the development of the international tax system and its rules had this area been treated 

differently. It is likely that it would have produced a very different system than the one 

we see today.49  

In fact, international taxation in the value-added tax regime started to develop 

almost half a century later than in the income tax regime and it is not as complex. From 

                                                        
49 Annual merchandise exports and imports stood at $58.5 billion in 1948 when the modern economic 

system was being established on the world stage. In 2013, that figure stood at $18.8 trillion. Ignoring such a 

huge amount in the debate of inter-nation tax equity seriously undercuts redistribution objectives. (Data, 

online: un.org < http://unctadstat.unctad.org/wds/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=101>  last visited 

March 30, 2015).  
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its inception, it has generally been guided by the internationally established principle of 

destination-based taxation, and up to now has not required treaties for alleviating double 

taxation. Moreover, there are no obvious issues of unfair distribution between countries. 

Some issues as to whether consumption tax should be collected by home or host country 

remain, particularly in the services and e-commerce sector, but they do not affect the 

basic principles of this regime. At the same time, there is no underlying structure like the 

model tax conventions to standardize the implementation of this regime in international 

taxation. 

Thus, international taxation has greatly developed since its formal inception 

almost a century ago. Although the redistribution of the income generated by cross-

border commerce from richer to poorer countries was not one of its founding objectives, 

with the passage of time and with changing economic dynamics globally, it has become a 

primary objective of international taxation. Scholars and economists have continually 

sought different avenues to achieve this objective, and they have made some progress in 

this regard. However, the current regime does not take the true economic imputation of 

cross-border commerce and its taxability into account in its attempts to meet its 

redistribution objective. This leaves an inherent defect in the international taxation 

system, which will only become more pronounced as globalization expands. For further 

progress in this direction, this defect needs to be fixed.  

2.3.4 Tax sparing 

Tax sparing is a concept under the bilateral tax treaties (BTT) regime whereby 

one of the corresponding countries allows credit for taxes collected by the other country 
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as an incentive for economic development. 50  It usually exists between developed 

residence countries and developing source countries, and is a form of foreign economic 

aid implemented through the international taxation system. 51  It was not part of the 

original bilateral tax treaty regime, and was developed into its current form in the 

1950s.52  

Since the aim of the BTT regime is to avoid the double taxation of cross-border 

investment income, it usually functions on the premise that residence countries will give 

foreign tax credit for any taxes charged by the source countries on cross-border income; 

where such taxes fall short of setting off the whole tax amount in the residence country, 

the remaining amount can be charged accordingly. In this view, if a source country 

allows full relief from taxation to a non-resident, the country of which he is a resident 

would charge the full amount on its side. Thus, the taxpayer would in every case pay the 

whole amount of tax. This would neutralize any incentives that a source country might 

employ to meet its developmental goals. In tax sparing, the residence country does not 

charge tax on the income already taxed by the source country. 

Under tax sparing, instead of allocating international tax between them, 

corresponding countries agree to forgo some or all of their potential taxes, according to 

the terms of their mutual agreement. Therefore, this process is not about sharing the 

relative extra gain of one country with another. Instead, it avoids double taxation and, 

therefore, provides impetus to cross-border economic activity together with its attendant 

                                                        
50 See e.g., Deborah Toaze, “Tax Sparing: Good Intentions, Unintended Results” (2001) 49 Canadian Tax J 

879 [Toaze] at 880-882; OECD, Tax Sparing: A Reconsideration (Paris: OECD Publishing, 1998) [OECD 

Tax Sparing] at 10-11 (online: < http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en> last visited April 12, 2015). 

For more discussion on tax sparing, see n 137 to section 3.3.2.A of chapter 3 below. 
51 See generally Toaze, supra note 50; OECD Tax Sparing, supra note 50.  
52 See Toaze, supra note 50 at 883; OECD Tax Sparing, supra note 50 at 15.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en
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non-tax benefits. 53  Thus, it is a mechanism through which international taxation 

addresses the issue of socioeconomic disparities between countries, albeit in a very 

limited manner.  

Tax sparing has produced some economic benefits, but it also creates 

opportunities for abuse and tax avoidance.54 It has been used by the OECD as a tool for 

economic aid as part of the BTT network and appears in some BTTs between developed 

and developing countries.55 The OECD has also issued guidance on best practices in this 

respect, which attests to the previous general acceptance of this practice in international 

taxation.56  However, due to harmful tax competition and its potential for abuse, tax 

sparing has generally been discouraged by the OECD in more recent decades.57 It has 

therefore not attained the status of an accepted component in the international taxation 

regime. 

2.3.5       Some current and future trends 

Although international taxation usually denotes both income and value-added 

taxation, the term has become synonymous with international income taxation, which, 

due to its unending complexities and controversies, is at the center of most policy and 

intellectual debates on international taxation.  

                                                        
53 See OECD Tax Sparing, supra note 50 (“[s]ome commentators have agreed, however, that tax sparing 

has the advantage of being an automatic transfer of resources and one which promotes directly private 

sector development” at 22). 
54 Toaze, supra note 50 at 880. 
55 For the examples of BTTs with tax sparing provisions and the provisions itself, see OECD Tax Sparing, 

supra note 50 at 45-69. 
56 See OECD Tax Sparing, supra note 50 at 35-39. 
57 See ibid. at 41-43 (Recommendations). 
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There are currently more than 3000 bilateral income tax treaties in force 

globally,58 and this number keeps on growing. They set the tone of international income 

taxation, and all of them are based on one of the two model tax conventions. Although 

small modifications occur regularly, the basic regime is unlikely to change in the near 

future. Despite global concerns about the fairness of this regime in a globalized economy, 

there is little indication of new developments.  

The recent practice of incorporating the “most-favored nation” clause into tax 

treaties is, however, an important development. It has two potential applications. First, it 

can extend a concession already implemented with any contracting state to all other 

contracting states. Thus, if a residence country allows any source country to tax dividends 

at 20 percent, then this concession will extend to all other source countries who have 

treaties with the given residence country. In cases where there is marked unevenness in 

the flow of capital in both directions, this measure would make a difference; otherwise, it 

would not. If the treaty is between a poor and rich country, the poor country will benefit 

revenue-wise; but if it is between two rich countries, or two poor countries, it would 

rarely matter revenue-wise. Second, placing the “most-favored nation” clause in 3000 

odd treaties can be the first step in turning the treaty regime into an international system 

with uniform applicability to all countries. Ultimately, such a system could result in more 

international revenue ending up with the source rather than the residence countries; in 

other words, with developing rather than developed countries. This would be a more 

                                                        
58 OECD, Developing a Multilateral Instrument to Modify Bilateral Tax Treaties, OECD/G20 Base Erosion 

and Profit Shifting Project, (OECD Publishing, 2014) at 11 (available on the website of the OECD, online: 

OECD <http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264219250-en> last visited March 30, 2015).  
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practical step in the direction of the so far theoretically desirable but practically 

impossible inter-nation equity.  

There is currently no discussion about keeping tax on income drawn from 

international trade in merchandise outside the tax-sharing equation. But globalization has 

been a paradigm shift in global economics—reversing the utility of many economic 

concepts—and it might not be long before there is a change in this sphere.  

The role of international taxation in global economics has always been to 

facilitate and provide an impetus to international commerce. 59  While international 

taxation has arguably not frustrated international trade to a significant degree, it remains 

unclear how much the international tax regime continues to inhibit this trade. In 

particular, the issue of equitable allocation of international tax revenue is still 

unresolved—although the need to make such allocation is becoming increasingly 

obvious. The first step would be to ensure that the tax regime fully incorporates the true 

economic imputation of cross-border economic activities, so that it could be used as a 

basis for tax allocation. Once it is established that the tax burden in a given setup will be 

borne by those earning the highest income, the next step is to apply the principle of tax 

equity in an effort to alleviate any pre-existing disparities that are not addressed by the 

first step approach. 

The international VAT is also being tested in some areas such as the 

determination of the place of consumption of international services and e-commerce for 

                                                        
59 See e.g., OECD, Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital 2010 (Updated 2010), (OECD 

Publishing, 2012) (need and “importance of removing the obstacles that double taxation presents to the 

development of economic relations between countries” at I-1) [Also available on the website of the OECD, 

online: <http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/978926417517-en>]. 
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tax purposes.60 Various measures are underway to tackle these issues in a fair manner, 

including OECD Guidelines on GST/VAT. Some suggestions for treaties in these 

regimes have been floated, but so far no real headway has been made.61 As there are no 

substantial controversies in this regime, no major transformations are likely to occur.  

Thus, there are currently no new efforts to use the international tax regime as a 

medium for inter-country redistribution of the economic benefits of globalization. 

Unfortunately, this goal cannot be achieved by simply tweaking the old principles.    

2.4       Globalization 

Globalization refers to the growing integration of economies, cultures, politics, 

societies, etc. around the world. In the context of economics, it is viewed as the process 

of bringing together the whole world through trade, flow of capital, mobility of labor, and 

use of technology, making the economies of individual countries interconnected and 

interdependent.62 “Globalisation results in a more efficient allocation of resources across 

countries and generates important welfare effects, including higher productivity and 

                                                        
60 This is discussed in detail in chapter 6 below. 
61 Arthur Cockfield, “Jurisdiction to Tax: A Law and Technology Perspective” (2003) 38 Ga L Rev 85 at 

112 (seeing the need for international consumption tax treaties in an ever changing global economic and tax 

environment). 
62 OECD, Measuring Globalisation: OECD Handbook on Economic Globalisation Indicators, (OECD, 

2005) at 11 (stating, “[t]he term “globalisation” has been widely used to describe the increasing 

internationalisation of financial markets and of markets for goods and services. Globalisation refers above 

all to a dynamic and multidimensional process of economic integration whereby national resources become 

more and more internationally mobile while national economies become increasingly interdependent” and 

stating that “[d]espite the fact that economic integration is a dominant feature of globalisation, other 

dimensions are also of significance, including the social, cultural, political and institutional realms”) [Also 

available, online: OECD <http://www.realinstitutoelcano.org/materiales/docs/OCDE_handbook.pdf> last 

visited March 15, 2015]. See also Tatyana P. Soubbotina with Katherine A. Sheram, Beyond Economic 

Growth: Meeting the Challenges of Global Development (Washington, DC: The World Bank, 2000) 

(“[g]lobalization[] refers to the growing interdependence of countries resulting from the increasing 

integration of trade, finance, people, and ideas in one global marketplace. International trade and cross-

border investment flows are the main elements of this integration” at 66) [Also available, online: World 

Bank <http://www.worldbank.org/depweb/beyond/beyondco/beg_all.pdf > last visited March 15, 2015]. 
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efficiency, increased average incomes and wages, greater competition, lower prices and 

increased product variety and quality.”63 This means the economic benefits of one part of 

the world are dependent on the economic viability of another part. Therefore, “the 

process of globalisation also raises concerns in many countries, and needs to be well 

managed to ensure its benefits are widely distributed.”64 The concerns about the fair 

redistribution of the benefits of globalization among all countries should bring 

international taxation systems to the center stage. As taxation is an essential component 

of every economy and all countries assert their right to tax on income that is generated 

from their respective economies, all countries are interested in this issue. In globalization, 

a person resident in country X earning cross-border income might well be drawing on the 

economies of many countries to realize such income. In this setting, the source country 

would no longer be a single country, but a group of countries in a network. If taxes are 

allocated on the basis of the economic allegiance principle, all of the countries ought to 

have a tax share in such income. Thus, it is becoming increasingly important to devise 

strategies that allow all countries that contribute to a given income to get their due share 

of the tax on it, directly or indirectly; otherwise, the process of globalization cannot 

meaningfully benefit the whole globe. 

Take the example of a local person drinking a soda beverage of an international 

company while watching a polo match at Shandur Top:65 when he opens his drink, he is 

                                                        
63 OECD, Measuring Globalisation: OECD Economic Globalisation Indicators (OECD, 2005) at 7 [Also 

[available, online: OECD <http://browse.oecdbookshop.org/oecd/pdfs/free/9210031e.pdf> last visited 

March 15, 2015]. 
64 Ibid. 
65 Shandur is a plain amidst one of the highest mountain ranges in the world. It is located in the remotest 

and normally inaccessible areas in the northern-most district of Pakistan in the Khyber-Pukhtunkhwa 

province at an altitude of approx. 12,200 feet above sea level. It is home to the world’s highest polo ground 

known as Shandur Top. Every year in July, it hosts a famous polo festival visited by dignitaries, celebrities, 
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participating in an economic activity that is spread over thousands of miles and most of 

the continents of the world. The economic benefits of his sip at Shandur Top are spread 

from the vendor in Shandur who brings his merchandize on mules, the mule-owner who 

facilitates its carriage, the retailer and transporter in Chitral, 66  the distributor in 

Peshawar,67 the exporters in Dubai, and the factory in China to the company in the 

Americas and its stockholders all over the world. This is globalization, where the income 

of the stockholders (real owners) of the soda beverage brand is dependent on economies 

dispersed all over the world. In these circumstances, basing their economic allegiance, 

and thus their taxation, in any one of the countries, whether on the basis of residence or 

source, is denying the real economic interest of all of the other countries involved in the 

transaction. Therefore, in the globalized world, “it is becoming difficult to slice up the 

international tax pie so that countries can tax an appropriate share of international 

transactions.”68 This difficulty is compounded by the phenomenon that the principles of 

international taxation are incommensurate with those of international economics in 

globalization.    

Fair distribution of the benefits of economic globalization among the nations of 

the world is already a globally recognized concept and objective. As a medium of 

economic redistribution, the international tax regime can go a long way towards the 

achievement of this objective.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                     
and polo-lovers from around the world. Other than this festival there is hardly any economic activity at 

Shandur. But during this time, merchants bring in merchandise from far off areas.   
66 Chitral is one of the remotest districts (and city) of Pakistan. 
67 Peshawar is the capital of Khyber-Pukhtunkhwa, one of the four provinces of Pakistan. 
68 Arthur J. Cockfield, Globalization and its Tax Discontents: Tax Policy and International Investments, 

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010) at 10-11. 
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2.5       Conclusion 

Two interacting economies grow at a faster pace than either can independently. 

The resultant gain is, therefore, a product of mutual cooperation, and should be fairly 

shared between the corresponding countries; this is not only just, it will create further 

economic benefits. This chapter discussed the general dynamics of international 

economics and showed the true economic imputations of cross-border commerce. In 

particular, it highlighted that for any mutual cross-border economic activity one of the 

corresponding countries will always end up with a greater gain than the other. It also 

showed the limitations of the cross-border commercial system for the equitable 

redistribution of such extra gain. It demonstrated that such redistribution can be achieved 

by means of the taxation system and reviewed the efforts made to this effect. Moreover, it 

showed that due to the differences in the very natures of closed and open economies, the 

principles of taxation conceived and applicable in a closed economy cannot be simply 

applied in an open economy. As in an open economy two countries have justified claims 

to the same tax base, some sort of adjustment has to be made to the basic claims. 

Furthermore, it illustrated that corresponding countries make relatively higher and lesser 

gains from cross-border commerce and the current international taxation system does not 

take account of this economic fact when determining how to redistribute international 

income between countries. The next chapter explores the value of this notion in the 

context of equity in taxation.  
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Figure 2.1 A simple economic cycle in a closed economy without featuring taxation. 

 

                                             

 

Figure 2.2  Economic cycle in a closed economy featuring taxation. 
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Chapter 3 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF EQUITY IN INTERNATIONAL  

TAXATION: AN OVERVIEW  

 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the different understandings of inter-nation equity in 

taxation. To begin with, it briefly discusses how the notion of equity is used in taxation 

theory. In particular, it shows its two-pronged application: imposing tax in such a way 

that it causes economic redistribution from the rich to the poor, and allocating tax 

burdens fairly. This discussion shows that fairness in taxation is closely interconnected 

with the true economic imputation of commercial arrangements and transactions. This 

discussion is then extended to international taxation. First, it compares how the concept 

of fairness is applied in domestic and international taxation. It then examines the theories 

of inter-nation equity and how they incorporate the concept of fairness in taxation. It 

identifies the void that exists in the theory, concept, and literature as well as the practice 

of inter-nation equity.  

3.2 Equity and taxation 

To understand equity in taxation, it is necessary to consider its meaning in other 

contexts.1 Although the term equity is used often in the context of taxation, it is rarely 

                                                        
1 Darien Shanske, “Four Theses: Preliminary To An Appeal to Equity” (2005) 50 Stanford Law Review 

2053 (recently there have been more appeals to equity in various legal fields such as international law but 
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analyzed as an independent concept. The following analysis, therefore, evaluates equity 

as an independent concept as well as in the context of taxation.   

3.2.1      Equity 

Equity is an age-old legal notion, found in ancient laws and religions.2 Despite its 

familiarity, it does not have a standard definition,3 or represent a single true concept.4 In 

modern times, its meaning has further diversified:5 it can be used as a synonym for 

fairness or to denote the net value of the assets of a business.6 But unless its intended 

meaning in a given context is understood, it cannot be properly analyzed. That is why 

Shanske observed that “[e]quity should be appealed to, but only after it is clear what 

aspect of equity is being discussed and in what broader context.”7 

The word equity is usually traced back to Aristotle’s epieikeia in his 

Nicomachean Ethics and Rhetoric.8 His theory of equity has a flavor of natural law and 

natural justice.9 It is based on the principle that there is a universal law which is perfect 

                                                                                                                                                                     
that “[c]larity on the meaning of equity is a precondition for an appeal to equity—or at least it ought to be” 

at 2054). 
2 See Christopher R. Rossi, Equity and International Law – A Legal Realist Approach to International 

Decision Making (Irvington, NY: Transnational Publishers, Inc, 1993) at 22-23. 
3 See P. V. Baker & P. St. J. Langan, Snell’s Principles of Equity, 28th ed (London: Sweet & Maxwell Ltd, 

1982) at 6. 
4 See supra note 1 at 2068.  
5 For the various meanings of equity, see Daniel Greenberg et al., eds, Jowitt’s Dictionary of English Law, 

Vol 1, 3rd ed (London: Sweet & Maxwell, 2010) at 823-6; supra note 1 at 2069-78 (nineteen different 

aspects of equity); Gary Watt, Equity Stirring (Portland, OR: Hart Publishing Ltd, 2009) [Watt] at 36-40. 
6 See Watt, supra note 5 (“[t]he word ‘equity’ is used in a wide variety of contexts with meanings which 

vary from one context to another” at 36). See also A. Polinsky, An Introduction to Law and Economics 

(Frederick, MD: Wolters Kluwer Law and Business, 2011) at 7 (standard sense in which economists use 

the term equity is to refer to the distribution of income among individuals).  
7 Supra note 1 at 2055. 
8 See supra note 1 (general discussion on epieikeia, which is used as a synonym for equity; Nicomachean 

Ethics and Rhetoric are the names given to two of Aristotle’s most important works). 
9 See supra note 2 at 23. 
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and applies to all situations—leaving no room for injustice.10 But when expressed, for 

example in the written form, its universality is reduced to a generality, as written law is 

always expressed in general form. This general nature of written laws can be insufficient 

in specific situations or cases, which may require specific laws. Although all written laws 

ought to conform to the universal law, in reality once the universal law is expressed in 

man-made or written form it loses such conformity in certain respects, irrespective of 

whether it is a general or some specific law. In such situations, the written laws may 

reach a conclusion that is opposed to the universal law and, therefore, causes legal 

injustice. Equity is that virtue which corrects this mistake of law to effect a conclusion in 

accordance with the universal law. This is achieved by acting in the manner the lawgiver 

would have acted had he known the situation while giving the law. Therefore, to exercise 

equity, it is imperative that the person involved is guided by choice, habit, and justice that 

is conscionable and moral rather than being merely and purely strictly applying the letter 

of the law. In this view, equity has a dual character—it is an idea or type of natural justice 

and also a means to achieve such justice, and it can override written laws to correct any 

injustice flowing from them.11 

The idea of equity is present in the great legal systems of the world.12 It was 

particularly needed to balance the predominantly ‘form over substance’ character of early 

                                                        
10 Ibid. 
11 For detailed discussion, see supra note 1 at 2057-58 and 2074; supra note 2 at 23. Watt, supra note 5 at 

38-39 (showing the conscientiousness of a person exercising equity by way of an example from Charlotte 

Brontë’s novel Jane Eyre where Jane distributes her inheritance of £20,000—that she received from her 

uncle—with her cousins in equal shares despite being legally entitled to the whole amount alone); Ralph A. 

Newman, Equity and Law: A Comparative Study (New York: Oceana Publications Inc, 1961) at 13.  
12 See supra note 2 at 27-40 for discussion on equity and Roman law, common law and civil law. 
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laws.13 In the evolution of law, equity was the conduit for instilling morality into laws 

where it was found lacking. A practical form of this use of equity is seen in Roman law. 

Equity expanded with the refinement of the municipal law of Rome by providing 

remedial measures, particularly in matters related to property and contract. An important 

aspect of this development was that such measures took into account the relative equality 

of the political standings of individuals. Hence, persons similarly situated were treated 

alike, but those dissimilarly situated were treated differently. On this basis, Roman 

citizens were subject to the Roman law and foreigners were subject to a system 

associated with their citizenship, as both were dissimilarly situated.14 Hence, at quite an 

early stage, equity distinguished itself from plain or mathematical equality.  

In Islamic law, whose primary source is the Quran, equity exists in the form of the 

concept of istihsān.15 Istihsān has been viewed as a notion “inspired by fairness and 

conscience” such that it “authorise departure from a rule of positive law when its 

enforcement leads to unfair results.”16 The fairness element of istihsān is also guided by 

the concepts of universal law and natural justice, which are in turn embodied in the 

Quranic principles.17 Therefore, overruling a Quranic commandment, which is expressed 

                                                        
13 Stanley N. Katz, ed, The Oxford International Encyclopedia of Legal History, vol 1 (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2009) at 472. 
14 See supra note 2 at 29; supra note 3 (application of two sets of systems by courts in the Courts 

Ordinance of the Gold Coast, one comprising of the “common law, the doctrines of equity, and the statutes 

of general application which were in force in England” and the other “to give effect to any native law or 

custom, [ ]not being repugnant to natural justice equity and good conscience” at 6). 
15 See Mohammad H. Kamali, Equity and Fairness in Islam (Cambridge, UK: The Islamic Texts Society, 

2005) [Kamali] (“[i]stihsān is the nearest Islamic legal doctrine to the notion of equity in western 

jurisprudence” at 8). 
16 Ibid. 
17 Some commentators view istihsān as conceptually different than equity in that it is a concept rooted in 

the Quran (the Holy Book of Islam) and Sunnah (the traditions of Prophet Muhammad) and not in natural 

law and natural justice. See e.g., John Makdisi, “Legal Logic and Equity in Islam” (1985) 33 Am J Comp L 

63 [Makdisi] (for a detailed discussion generally, and he states that “[istihsān] has never been maintained 

by Islamic jurists as reasoning based on an equity independent of the Koran and the [Sunnah]” at 67). But 
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for a particular context, for the purposes of advancing overall fairness, would fall within 

its larger principle of justice and fairness rather than implying some kind of disobedience 

of the divine injunction.  

For example, the Quran provides the general rules of inheritance whereby the 

property of a deceased is to be distributed after satisfying any bequests and debts.18 The 

scripture sums up these rules in the words that they are “an injunction from God; and God 

is all-knowing, forbearing” 19 —stressing the importance of following them in full 

earnestness. However, during the early part of his reign, 20  Umar Ibnul Khataab Al-

Farooq,21 the second Caliph of Islam, had to deal with a case of inheritance somewhat 

differently than the expressed form provided in the Quran. In that case, the deceased was 

a woman who left behind two full-brothers, two half-brothers, a mother, and a husband.22 

A strict following of the Quranic injunction would distribute her property one-half to her 

husband, one-sixth to her mother, one-third together to her two full-brothers, and nothing 

to the two half-brothers. (The two half-brothers would be entitled to a share like any other 

relatives and non-relative poor persons only in the case where some of the property is still 

left after distribution in accordance with the Quranic rules, which happens usually when 

                                                                                                                                                                     
see Kamali, supra note 15 at 8-9 (stating that eventually there is a convergence of the values under Shariah 

(Islamic law, derived from the Holy Quran and Sunnah) and natural law “[n]otwithstanding their different 

approaches to the question of right and wrong, for example, the values upheld by natural law and the divine 

law of Islam are substantially concurrent. Briefly, both assume that right and wrong are not a matter of 

relative convenience for the individual but derive from an eternally valid standard that is ultimately 

independent of human cognizance and adherence” at 8). See also ibid. at 12 giving reference to the Quranic 

verse, 2:185, in support of the open scope of fairness in Quranic principles (“God wills that you shall have 

ease, and does not will you to suffer hardship”); Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy Qur’an: Text, Translation 

and Commentary, translated by Abdullah Yusuf Ali, US ed (New York: Tehrike Tarsile Qur’an, Inc., 2012) 

(“There is no compulsion in religion” at 2:256).   
18  See generally Muhammad Asad, The Message of THE QUR’ĀN, translated by Muhammad Asad, 

complete ed (England: The Book Foundation, 2003) at 4:6-12 (providing the rules of inheritance). 
19 Ibid. at at 4:12. 
20 Umar Ibnul Khataab reigned from 634 to 644 AD.  
21 He was given the honorific and epithet of Al-Farooq by Prophet Muhammad, which means a person who 

distinguishes right from wrong. 
22 For more details on the case, see Kamali, supra note 15 at 44-45.  
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the deceased has no direct relationships such as parents, children, spouses, and brothers 

and sisters.) However, the Caliph exercised istihsān and ruled that the half-brothers were 

entitled to a share of the one-third share with the full-brothers. This approach was 

“deemed to be just and equitable” and was supported by leading scholars of that age as 

well as adopted “more recently in the reformist legislation of Egypt and Syria in 1943 

and 1953 respectively.”23  

However, since its introduction and application in the initial period of the advent 

of Islam almost one and a half millennium ago, the concept has suffered a decline 

together with other legal concepts—such as ijtihād24—both in its theory and application 

in Islamic jurisprudence.25 Nevertheless, istihsān, i.e., the notion of equity in Islamic law, 

aptly informs the basic principles of the modern concept of equity. In the end, it is a 

concept that bridges the gap between the letter of law and the spirit of law in pursuit of 

natural justice.26 Although istihsān is essentially a legal rather than an economic doctrine, 

modern scholars and commentators are predisposed to its application in the economic 

arena as a medium for achieving distributive fairness.27 Thus, it reflects the concept that 

law is a method for achieving natural justice, and where its application per se does not 

achieve that end, natural justice is achieved through the concept of equity. 

                                                        
23 Kamali, supra note 15 at 44. See generally ibid. for other instances of istihsān in Islamic jurisprudence. 
24 See ibid. (“ijtihād: lit. exertion, independent reasoning by a qualified scholar to obtain legal rulings from 

the source of [Shariah or Islamic law]” at 127). 
25 See e.g., ibid. (“[i]stihsān is after all a part of the broader concept of ijtihād and has suffered a similar 

decline to that of ijtihād” at 4). 
26 See e.g., ibid. (“[t]he basic intent of istihsān is to ensure harmony between the letter and the spirit of the 

law, but its application is confined to cases where a conflict arises between the letter and the spirit of 

[Shariah or Islamic law] due mainly to the factual peculiarities and circumstantial anomalies of particular 

cases” at 3-4). 
27 See e.g., ibid. (istihsān is applied for equity in the case of charitable endowments, Islamic banking, 

unclaimed assets, etc.). 
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In the code-based system of civil law the concept of equity is somewhat 

different.28 Its principles are found embodied in the written law.29 Over time, it has been 

refined to the extent that written laws expressly provide that “the judge must act as 

legislator and decide according to []justice and equity[]” where there is “silence in the 

law.”30 Such measures led to the codification of the concept of equity itself.    

However, the most institutionalized form of the legal notion of equity is found in 

the English common law system, where it led to the establishment of separate courts for 

its administration.31 It works on the principle that where the operation of the common law 

produces substantial unfairness, it is corrected through equity and its courts.32 Here, the 

doctrine of equity is rooted in conscience.33 In the Middle Ages, the Chancellor was the 

person who had the power to use his conscience as the basis for decisions involving 

equity.34 However, this was not his private conscience, but one based on universal or 

natural justice.35 Therefore, the exercise of this conscience was not haphazard, but a 

systematic process giving uniform principles to equity.36 With time, this systematization 

diminished the place of conscience in equity due to standardization of the established 

                                                        
28 See supra note 2 at 37-38. 
29 See ibid. at 38. 
30 Ibid. at 39. 
31 See supra note 3, particularly, section 2 of ch 1 (where historical development of equity in common law 

has been described showing how equity divorced from the common law courts of King’s Bench, Common 

Pleas, and Exchequer, and rose to a separate system through the Court of Chancery, and “[w]hat had begun 

as an irregular process of petitioning the Crown in extraordinary circumstances had become a regular 

system of courts with a recognised jurisdiction” at 10; however, “[s]ystematisation has its price” as 

“[g]radually the rules of equity themselves came to suffer the fate of rules of law, and became stereotyped” 

[ibid. at 10, quoting A S Diamond, Primitive Law, 2nd ed (London: Watts & CO, 1950) at 349], which 

ultimately led to the merger of the various courts of equity with the main courts of common law, and “both 

systems were henceforth [ ] administered in the same courts” at 13. But the “rules of equity remained 

distinct from those of law” [ibid]); Watt, supra note 5 at 37-38. 
32 See supra note 3 at 5. 
33 See ibid. at 8. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Ibid. 
36 Ibid. 
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rules in this regard; nevertheless, the systemization did not altogether erase conscience 

from the concept.37  

Similarly, legislating equity in statutory rules diminished the traditional role of 

equity in the legal sphere;38 however, it also opened new space for equity. Because equity 

always follows written laws, particularly where they are not aligned with natural justice, 

it remains a part of the legal system. However, instead of passing through a long judicial 

process to develop new doctrines in the traditional manner, equity is applied through the 

legislative process. 39  The ease of legislation in modern nation-states provides an 

alternative and quick medium for inserting equity into laws, rather than leaving it to 

conscience and discretion.40  

In all of these systems, equity is equated with natural justice and morality, and the 

common law system has played a major role in highlighting this relationship, although 

these virtues are generally embodied in the common law itself. 41 Hence, equity mitigates 

and tames the rigors and hardships of the law and saves the law from being misused; its 

purpose is to achieve justice.42 In essence, it has remained the same in all of these diverse 

systems. It corrected what was amiss in the common law, and brought the common law 

                                                        
37 Ibid. at 10. 
38 Ibid. (this ultimately led to unification of the two different types of courts, one administering equity and 

the other common law). See ibid. at 12 for further details. 
39 See e.g., Makdisi supra note 17 (“Equity is grounded in the precepts of the conscience, a preconceived set 

of norms existing apart from positive law. Although it can (and has in the U.S.) become a complex of well-

settled rules, principles, and precedents which are part of the positive law, equity derives its legitimacy 

from the belief in a natural right or justice beyond positive law” at 67). 
40 Supra note 3 at 11. 
41  See Ibid; Klaus Vogel, “Worldwide vs. source taxation of income: A review and re-evaluation of 

arguments (Part III)” (1988) 11 Intertax 393 [Vogel Part III]. See also Klaus Vogel, “Worldwide vs. source 

taxation of income: A review and re-evaluation of arguments (Part I)”  (1988) 8-9 Intertax 216 [Vogel Part 

I]; Klaus Vogel, “Worldwide vs. source taxation  of income: A review and re-evaluation of arguments (Part 

II) “ (1988) 10 Intertax 310 [Vogel Part II].  
42 See supra note 3 ch 1 generally. 
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and legal justice into conformity with natural law and natural justice. Not only did it 

become a body of rules by itself, it was also the harbinger of the principles of modern 

law.43 And as “an abstract idea of justice, distinct from that which motivates common 

law” it “may be the starting-point of new rules of law”44 as well.  

Although the ‘natural justice’45 aspect of equity is usually passed over in most of 

its modern usages, it is present in varying degrees in both legal and non-legal contexts. 

The meanings commonly associated with equity—such as fairness, equitable, 

impartiality, evenhandedness, etc.—are quite broad, but they do have an element of 

natural justice in them. For example, Black’s Law Dictionary by defining “equitable 

distribution” in the context of family law as “[t]he division of marital property by a court 

in a divorce proceeding, under statutory guidelines that provide for a fair, but not 

necessarily equal, allocation of the property between the spouses” distinguishes equity 

from equality, and highlights how natural justice is embodied in the term equity and its 

multiple meanings or synonyms.46  

The ‘natural justice’ essence of equity is seen in its use in a variety of contexts, 

such as healthcare, education, employment, international law, etc. 47  The following 

section examines the use of the term equity in the field of taxation.  

                                                        
43 See George W. Keeton, An Introduction to Equity, 6th ed (Bath: The Pitman Press, 1965) at 3. 
44 Ibid. at 2-3. 
45 See Black’s Law Dictionary, 10th ed, sub verbo “natural justice” under “justice” (it defines natural 

justice as “[j]ustice defined in a moral, as opposed to a legal, sense”; and links it to “natural law” which is 

defined as a “philosophical system of legal and moral principles purportedly deriving from a universalized 

conception of human nature or divine justice rather than legislative or judicial action” (ibid, sub verbo 

“natural law”). 
46 Ibid, subverbo. “equitable distribution”. For a detailed discussion on the difference between equity and 

equality see Martin Bronfenbrenner, “Equality and Equity” (1973) 409:1 The ANNALS of the American 

Academy of Political and Social Science 9 at 9-23. 
47 See Watt, supra note 5 at 36. See also supra note 1. 
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3.2.2 Equity in taxation 

 “Taxes are a portion of private wealth, exacted from individuals by the State for 

the purpose of meeting the expenditure essential to carrying out the functions of 

government.”48 A tax is a compulsory charge on persons and activities falling under the 

jurisdiction of the state. It can also be defined as the state’s share of the private wealth of 

individuals under its jurisdiction. Modern taxation is focused on the monetary aspect of 

the compulsory charge; therefore, exacting money is its essential element.49 Over time, 

taxation has evolved from a method for governments to raise money to a policy tool in 

areas such as the redistribution of resources, correcting externalities, economic 

stabilization, etc.50 

The state’s legal right to tax a person, a transaction, or a property flows from the 

existence of a particular relationship between the state and its tax base.51 In the context of 

a single state, this relationship is grounded in the social contract theory, which states that 

the state and individuals have rights pertaining to one another and different individuals 

have rights between them. Social scientists view social cooperation as part of the 

                                                        
48 George Armitage-Smith, Principals and Methods of Taxation, 7th ed reprinted (London: John Murray, 

1920) [Armitage-Smith] at 1. See also Luigi Cossa, Taxation: Its Principles and Methods, translated by 

Horace White from Scienza Delle Finanze (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1889) [Cossa] at 50; Kempe v 

R, [2001] 1 CTC 2060 (T.C.C. [Informal Procedure]) (“[a] tax is a levy, enforceable by law imposed under 

the authority of a legislature, imposed by a public body and levied for a public purpose" at para 9).  
49  See Armitage-Smith, supra note 48 (“[a]mong the barbarous nations there is little organization or 

combination, and no system of taxation except in the form of obedience and service to the chief. Under 

feudal government the various grades of society were bound together by a system of land tenure in which 

military service, labour dues or customary payments, were exacted from all classes in some form. In course 

of time with economic development service was commuted to money payment, and by degrees taxation in 

some more or less arbitrary form appeared; it was long, however, before it was reduced to definite 

principles and methods” at 8). 
50 See Cossa, supra note 48 at 9-10. 
51 See Deiter Biehl, “A Taxonomy of International Taxation Principles” (1982) 2 Public Finance 189.  
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circumstances of justice. 52  Under this view, society should be understood as a 

“cooperative venture of mutual advantages.”53 Such joint efforts will increase production 

and lead to better lifestyles, but there will also be conflicts of interest, as individuals seek 

a larger share of the benefits. 54  As members of a society are not similar in their 

endowments, financial and otherwise, distributive justice obligations will always arise in 

a cooperative society, and the state plays a pivotal role in this process. This is manifested 

in the economic sphere by taxation. States collect and disburse taxes justly, so that the 

joint benefits are fairly distributed among those with whose cooperation they are 

produced. 55  However, to establish a taxation system that meets the principle of 

distributive justice is a complex process that has yet to be meaningfully resolved. For the 

most part, the challenge is to determine equality in the apportionment of tax among the 

contributors.    

The principle of equality in taxation is the fiscal application of the principle of 

equality of citizens before the law.56 However, the subjects of a taxing authority are not 

similarly situated—financially, socially, politically, even physically—and therefore 

exacting a uniform amount of tax from each person would not achieve equality.57 It is 

very difficult to calculate an exact tax that meets the principles of justice because of the 

difficulty “in the selection and valuation of taxable objects” as well as “by reason of 

                                                        
52 See David Hume, Enquiries Concerning Human Understanding (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1986) at 145-153; John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971) [Rawls] at 

126-130; David Gauthier, Morals by Agreement (London: Clarendon Press, 1985) at 10-14. 
53  Rawls, supra note 52 at 126. See generally Alexander W. Cappelen, “The Moral Rationale for 

International Fiscal Law” (2001) 15 Ethics & Int’l Affairs 97 [Cappelen] at 102. 
54 See Cappelen, supra note 53. 
55 See ibid.  
56 See Cossa, supra note 48 at 52. 
57 See ibid. at 53. 
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incidence and the repercussion of taxes.”58 Therefore, in practice, recourse has to be 

made to approximation.59 This brings into play the role of equity in taxation.   

Under the equality rule, equity in taxation does not result in equal taxes on all 

persons, but rather in an equal burden of tax on all of them. For example, similarly 

situated persons pay similar taxes and dissimilarly situated persons pay different taxes, 

but in such a way that their relative tax burdens remains similar, i.e., those with lesser 

endowments pay less and those with more endowments pay more. These two concepts 

are termed horizontal equity and vertical equity, respectively. 60  They are the foundation 

of just and fair taxation.  

There has been some scholarly debate about the separate normative foundations 

of horizontal and vertical equity in taxation, 61  but little discussion of the practical 

applications of these two types of equity. In practice, if vertical equity is met, horizontal 

equity would also be satisfied. However, the concept of equal tax burdens embodies a 

unique feature, that is its main appeal: it has the potential to redistribute resources even if 

all persons bear the same tax burden. Ensuring that all persons bear an equal tax burden 

is, however, not a simple task. Equity in taxation has been viewed as “a normative 

                                                        
58 Ibid. at 51. 
59 See ibid. 
60 See generally Nancy H. Kaufman, “Fairness and the Taxation of International Income” (1998) 29 Law 

and Policy in International Business 145 [Kaufman] (discussion on horizontal and vertical equity); Joseph 

E. Stiglitz, Economics of the Public Sector, 3rd ed (New York: W W Norton, 2008); Louis Kaplow, 

“Horizontal Equity: Measures in Search of a Principle” (1989) 42 Nat'l Tax J 139 [Kaplow: Horizontal 

Equity]; Richard A. Musgrave, “Horizontal Equity, Once More” (1990) 43 Nat’l Tax J 113 [Musgrave: 

Horizontal Equity]; Louis Kaplow, “A Note on Horizontal Equity” (1992) 1 Fla Tax Rev 191 [Kaplow; A 

Note]; Richard A Musgrave, “Horizontal Equity: A Further Note” (1993) 1 Fla Tax Rev 354 [Musgrave: A 

Further Note]; Paul R. McDaniel & James R. Repetti, “Horizontal and Vertical Equity: The 

Musgrave/Kaplow Exchange” (1993) 1 Fla Tax Rev 607 (1993) [McDaniel].  
61 See McDaniel, supra note 60; Kaplow: Horizontal Equity, supra note 60; Musgrave: Horizontal Equity, 

supra note 60; Kaplow: A Note, supra note 60; Musgrave: A Further Note, supra note 60. 
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concept; what one group thinks is fair may seem outrageous to another.” 62  This 

application of equity raises questions such as what criteria should be used to term persons 

similar or dissimilar and what constitutes an equal tax burden.63 Its success, therefore, lies 

in how these matters are determined.    

The two theories most commonly employed to model the equitable distribution of 

tax burden are the benefit theory and the ability-to-pay theory. Both originate from Adam 

Smith’s first maxim of taxation: “subjects of every state ought to contribute towards the 

support of government, as nearly as possible, in proportion to their respective abilities; 

that is, in proportion to the revenue which they respectively enjoy under the protection of 

the state.”64 The ability-to-pay theory views taxation as a loss incurred by a person and 

the benefit theory views taxation as payment for something in return; the former achieves 

fairness through the fair distribution of the loss and the latter by affixing appropriate 

values to the benefits.  

A. The benefit theory 

This theory provides that the tax which a person pays should correspond to the 

benefits he receives from the government. It is based on the principle that taxes are the 

price of benefits, such as public goods and services, which people receive from their 

                                                        
62 Christopher T. S. Ragan and Richard G. Lipsey, Economics, 11th ed, (Toronto: Pearson Addison Wesley, 

2005) at 449. 
63 See Kaufman, supra note 60 (yardsticks for equity “require[s] some basis upon which to identify those 

who are equals and to decide whether and to what extent unequals should be treated differently from one 

another” at 165). 
64 Adam Smith, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations, Vol III, (London: J 

Maynard, 1811) [Adam Smith] at 260. 
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taxing authority.65 Under this theory, the tax burden is distributed according to the use of 

public goods and services. People who receive more of such benefits should pay more for 

it. In this way, the taxation system is equitable.66. Hence, benefits taxation is closely 

associated with the consumer demand of public goods.67   

But the economic dynamics of purchasing private goods in the market are quite 

different than those of purchasing public goods. The marginal-utility value of each 

additional unit consumed plays an important role in determining the price, demand, and 

supply of goods in the market, as well as individual preferences and the efficient 

allocation of resources. These are not as important in the case of public goods, which are 

provided uniformly to all individuals. Not only is it difficult to determine the magnitude 

of public goods consumption by each person, it is difficult to assign a price to them. In a 

benefit taxation system, it is the sovereign prerogative of a government to affix a price to 

the benefits that it provides and to determine who uses more benefits, and must therefore 

pay more for them. 68  Such calculations may vary between governments. 69  In such 

systems, the marginal value of the benefits received does play an important role; 

however, it can be measured with a number of different indexes, such as income, wealth, 

consumption, etc. Persons ranked high on these indexes derive more benefits from the 

                                                        
65See Richard A. Musgrave, “Fairness in Taxation” in Joseph J. Cordes, Robert D. Ebel & Jane G. 

Gravelle, eds, The Encyclopedia of Taxation and Tax Policy (Washington, DC: The Urban Institute Press, 

1999) [Musgrave] at 135-138. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid.  
69 See generally, ibid. (Fixing tax amounts is a political process more than economic one. It is the public in 

general (society/ community) who terms a tax optimum (or fair) or not. And this is done through a 

democratic process and therefore is a sovereign decision of each people or government. Because some 

countries might be at an advanced level of development, some may be developing, and some may still lag 

far behind, each will have its own policy requiring different level of taxation. For example, one will need to 

boost pension and social security payments, the other to grow industry, and the other for education or 

health). 
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public goods and services and, therefore, may place higher marginal values on a given 

benefits than those with lower values on these indexes.70 Whether or not a tax under this 

theory is equitable, therefore, depends on how a payment corresponds to the marginal 

value placed on the benefits received. Depending on how a tax equates the marginal 

value of the benefits received, a tax can be regressive, proportional, or progressive and in 

this manner can play a negative or a positive role in the redistribution of income, wealth, 

and other resources.71 

The benefit theory has its shortcomings—attracting valid objections. First, it is 

difficult to ascertain what exact benefits each person receives. Furthermore, these 

benefits vary almost from person to person, meaning it would be necessary to determine 

the tax for each person separately, an impossible task. Moreover, there is no established 

mechanism for determining the price of the benefits or for assigning it in a manner that 

reflects the benefits received. For example, some people may enjoy a given benefit, such 

as a recreational park benefit, without paying any taxes for it, while another might pay 

more for the same benefit without using it. Conversely, some people might pay less than 

others for a given benefit but still receive less return for their payment; for example, a 

childless person might pay less tax for an education system benefit but he is receiving no 

educational services, whereas a person with many children although he is paying more, is 

receiving many times his input. Therefore, the benefit theory does not fit well into 

modern taxation systems, particularly those based on progressive income taxation.  

                                                        
70 Ibid. 
71 See Cappelen, supra note 53, n 3 (“distinction between redistributive and benefit taxes may not be as 

clear. One could also argue that at least some redistributive taxes could be understood as benefit taxes in 

the sense that wealthy individuals pay them for the benefits (e.g., lower crime rates, a better-educated 

workforce) that more egalitarian societies provide” at 97). 
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The benefit theory of taxation is often used in the taxation of inter-jurisdictional 

transactions, where it plays a role in justifying the entitlement to tax by a source over a 

residence jurisdiction. Therefore, objections to the theory are usually discussed in relation 

to the priority of source over residence taxability, and vice versa.72 Depending upon how 

it suits the peculiar conditions of a particular state, the substance in these objections can 

be merely political. 

Despite these shortcomings of the benefit theory, there is no doubt that everyone 

is better off in a state with a government that provides certain general benefits—such as 

administration, institutions and organizations, defense, security, infrastructure, law and 

order, etc. As governments finance these benefits by tax money, it is impossible to 

completely disregard a benefits theory of tax, contrary to some assertions.73 

B. The ability-to-pay theory 

Adam Smith did not clearly delineate the benefit theory from the ability-to-pay 

theory in his maxims on taxation.74 Perhaps he did not think them mutually exclusive.75 

Conversely, John S. Mill severed the relation between the two and observed that the 

obligation to pay tax is separate from a person’s consumption of governmental goods and 

services.76 To him, it was impractical to hold that some persons are more interested than 

                                                        
72 See Kaufman, supra note 60.  
73 See Thomas Hobbes, The Leviathan, ed by Richard Tuck (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1991) [1651] (“every man payeth equally for what he useth” at 239). But see also Kuafman, supra note 60 

(benefit taxation has lost favor with modern commentators). 
74 See Adam Smith, supra note 64. 
75 See Kaufman, supra note 60. 
76 Ibid. 
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others in a government and the benefits that it provides, and that therefore citizens should 

pay differently for the same benefits.77 

The ability-to-pay theory rests on the premise that taxation is a loss incurred by a 

taxpayer, and that this loss should be distributed among taxpayers in a fair and equitable 

manner.78 Under this theory, a tax is paid according to a person’s ability-to-pay rather 

than according to the benefits received. However, it has its own challenges, such as how 

to measure the ability-to-pay and on what basis a tax rate should be affixed to a particular 

ability. ‘Ability’ is measured with an index, which is frequently an index of income,79 

although consumption, wealth, etc. are not unusual either. Thus, a higher income means a 

greater ability to pay and thus higher taxes, and vice versa. In other words, those with 

similar abilities (e.g., income) pay similar taxes, which mean that those with dissimilar 

abilities pay dissimilar taxes. This theory is more aligned with horizontal equity and 

vertical equity,80 and thus its redistributive role is more obvious.81    

However, this theory’s difficult challenge lies in how to determine the ratio of tax 

to income in the first place, and then to determine how it should change as income rises 

or falls. That similarly placed persons should bear a similar tax burden is a notion based 

on the general principles of equality, but the problem remains, what should the basis of 

this tax burden be? The other question is how can a different tax create an equal burden 

                                                        
77 Ibid. 
78 See Musgrave, supra note 65. 
79 Ibid. at 118. 
80For detailed analysis and the dialogue of whether or not one type of equity is dependent on the other, see 

McDaniel, supra note 60; Kaplow: Horizontal Equity, supra note 60; Musgrave: Horizontal Equity, supra 

note 60; Kaplow: A Note, supra note 60; Musgrave: A Further Note, supra note 60. 
81 See Kaufman, supra note 60. 
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for dissimilar persons? This question goes beyond the principles of mathematical 

equality. In both cases, the real problem is determining the quantum of the burden.  

Equal sacrifice 

In J. S. Mill’s words, “equality ought to be the rule in taxation as it ought to be in 

all affairs of the government. Whatever sacrifice it requires should be made to bear as 

nearly as possible with the same pressure upon all.”82 This notion of “equal sacrifice” 

equates taxation with the sacrifice incurred by different persons. 83   However, Mill’s 

“equal sacrifice” is proportional in character, and this notion has lost popularity, as is 

evident from the progressive taxation that is in vogue globally. On the basis of modern 

theories “the utility of last dollar of income falls as income rises” and therefore “high-

income person A should pay more so as to incur a sacrifice equal to that of low-income 

person B.”84 On this basis, the “equal sacrifice” notion is subdivided into equal absolute, 

equal proportional, and equal marginal sacrifices. Although the tax amount in all of these 

“equal sacrifices” rises with income, the rate of rise may or may not match the rise in 

income, and these differences lead to regressive, proportional, or progressive taxation, as 

the case may be.85  

Least total sacrifice 

Another variant of the ability-to-pay theory is the “least total sacrifice.” Here, all 

the taxpayers are taken as a body, and the aim is to distribute the tax burden so that the 

aggregate sacrifice of this body of taxpayers is the minimum possible. This is in line with 

                                                        
82 John S. Mills, Principles of Political Economy, book IV & V, ed by D. Winch (London: Longman’s, 

1921) [1848].  
83 See Musgrave, supra note 65. 
84 Ibid.  
85 Ibid.  
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the utilitarian goal of maximizing society’s aggregate welfare, and is thought of as best 

achieved through the taxation principle of “equal marginal sacrifice.” 86  Under this 

principle, the marginal income utility is inversely related to the tax rates; where it 

declines, taxation becomes more progressive. This extends taxation “beyond what is 

needed for the finance of public services and into a tax-transfer scheme to equalize 

incomes,”87 which is the real welfare maximization of the society. However, progressive 

taxation is not unrestrained. The right to expectations and property interferes with its 

application. If a taxpayer has to pay as tax all dollars that had the least marginal utility, he 

would stop investing and stop trying to increase earnings—causing an inefficient 

allocation of resources and a deadweight loss of taxation.88 As the deadweight loss rises 

with a rise in the progressive marginal tax rates, the income equalization function of 

progressive taxation disappears.89    

One of the themes common to both the benefits and ability-to-pay theories is that 

they use the economic statuses of individuals—level of income and wealth—to 

determinate tax incidence for economic redistribution. 

C. Other theories of fair taxation 

Both of the above theories emphasize the economic perspective, which usually 

trumps morality for efficiency; however, there are alternative theories of equitable 

taxation that emphasize ethics and morality. These theories address the most difficult 

                                                        
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Deadweight loss of taxation occurs when taxpayers do not invest due to tax consequences; this results in 

loss of income to the taxpayers and loss of revenue to the government. 
89 Together, this is in line with Pareto Optimality, which in the taxation context implies a state where a 

redistribution of income for welfare (or happiness) maximization has reached a point that making some 

better off any further would make others worse off. 
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areas of equitable taxation, i.e., why should a person agree to pay progressively more 

taxes than others, for the cause of all. A brief account of these theories follows. 

In A Theory of Justice,90 John Rawls propounds the principles of justice that 

interacting parties could use to make just, fair, and mutually acceptable rules for the 

advancement of their respective interests in modern representative societies.91 To this 

end, he begins with the concept of the “original position.” Individuals in this position act 

from “behind the veil of ignorance,” not knowing anything about their position or  

relative strengths and weaknesses.92 He asserts that when individuals act from behind the 

veil of ignorance, they act with fairness and their decisions are guided by principles of 

justice; they regulate a representative society fairly, because they cannot favor one set of 

people over others, since they do not know which set of people they belong to or where 

their interests lie. Rawls then derives two principles of justice from this original 

position.93  

Rawls’s first principle espouses equality in all relationships within a given 

democratic setup. It states, “[e]ach person is to have an equal right to the most extensive 

                                                        
90 Rawls, supra note 52 (expounding Rawls’s distributive justice theory regarding the fair distribution of 

goods in a given setup or society).  
91 Ibid. at 11. 
92 Ibid.  See the discussion on the original position generally at 17-22, on veil of ignorance generally at 

136-142. Under these notions, it is assumed “that the parties do not know certain kinds of particular facts” 

about themselves or their interests (ibid. at 136). “First of all, no one knows his place in society, his class 

position or social status; nor does he know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities, his 

intelligence and strength, and the like. Nor, again, does anyone knows his conception of the good, the 

particulars of his rational plan of life, or even the special features of his psychology such as his aversion to 

risk or liability to optimism or pessimism . . . the parties must not know the contingencies that set them in 

opposition” (ibid). On the other hand, parties should know the particular facts about their society, such as 

the economic and justice requirements of the society (ibid). Otherwise, “[f]or example, if a man knew that 

he was wealthy, he might find it rational to advance the principle that various taxes for welfare measures be 

counted unjust; if he knew that he was poor, he would most likely propose the contrary principle” (ibid. at 

18-19).  
93 Ibid. at 60. 
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total system of equal basic liberties compatible with a similar system of liberty for all.”94 

He posits that all institutions or systems in a society should satisfy this principle by 

working towards the attainment of the proposed equality. In contrast, the second 

principle, the “difference principle,”95 provides for inequalities. Broadly, it states that 

social and economic inequalities are justified if they are so arranged that they benefit the 

least-advantaged in a society.96 With regard to the distribution of income and wealth, this 

principle provides that such distribution does not need to be equal but it should be for the 

benefit of the least-advantaged.97 Rawls derives both principles from a “more general 

conception of justice,”98 which he expresses as follows. “All social primary goods—

liberty and opportunity, income and wealth, and the bases of self-respect—are to be 

distributed equally unless an unequal distribution of any or all of these goods is to the 

advantage of the least favored.” 99  In the alternative, “[i]njustice, then, is simply 

inequalities that are not to the benefit of all,” 100  or of the least-advantaged, 101  at a 

minimum. 

Rawls considers the matter of taxation under his principles of justice and asserts 

that a taxation system should satisfy both these principles. He holds that where 

inequalities in wealth exceed a certain limit, social, economic, and political values 

                                                        
94 Ibid. at 302 (Rawls first states the preliminary version of his principles of justice and then develops them 

into a final version. The preliminary version of the first principles is given ibid. at 60). 
95 Ibid. at 75-83 
96 Ibid. (“[s]ocial and economic inequalities are to be arranged so that are both: (a) to the greatest benefit of 

the least-advantaged, consistent with the just savings principle, and (b) attached to offices and positions 

open to all under conditions of fair equality of opportunity” at 302). This is a restatement as a final version 

of the second principle of justice. The preliminary version is stated earlier (ibid. at 60).  
97 Ibid. at 302. 
98 Ibid. at 62. 
99 Ibid. at 303. This is also a restated final version of the preliminary one provided at 61. 
100 Ibid. at 62. 
101 The “everyone’s” or “all” used in the preliminary version is changed to “least-advantaged” in the final 

version in which Rawls states his principles. 
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become meaningless in democratic setups;102  therefore, “taxes and enactments of the 

distribution branch are to prevent this limit from being exceeded.”103 In other words, 

where inequalities in the distribution of income and wealth are not to the greatest benefit 

of the least-advantaged in a given setup, then a taxation system should be so formulated 

that it alleviates such inequalities or reduces them to a level where they become 

advantageous to the less well-off. He does not, however, espouse using a taxation system 

to its full vigor to achieve such an outcome. Instead, his theory provides that “the burden 

of tax is to be justly shared” and that the difference principle should be satisfied by the 

distribution of the taxes collected.104  

The starting point of this theory’s notion of a just sharing of tax burden is an ideal 

society that embodies both principles of justice. In the absence of pre-existing or pending 

inequalities and other complications, this theory espouses proportional taxation.105 First, 

it posits that proportional taxation treats “everyone in a uniform way.” 106  Then, it 

hypothesizes that such taxation will raise revenue, which would be redistributed in a 

manner that favors the least-advantaged and thereby satisfies the difference principle.107 

However, this argument accepts that proportional taxation alone is not enough to 

                                                        
102 Ibid. (regarding the essentials of democratic systems, it states that it is “these institutions that are put in 

jeopardy when inequalities of wealth exceed a certain limit; and political liberty likewise tends to lose its 

value, and representative government to become such in appearance only” at 278). 
103 Ibid. at 278. 
104 Ibid.  
105 Ibid. at 278-279 (in neutral situation, Rawls favor consumption taxation over income taxation; therefore, 

his argument of proportional taxation for the most part pertains to consumption taxation).   
106 Ibid. at 278-279. 
107 Ibid. (“[p]roportional expenditure (or income) taxes are to provide revenue for public goods, the transfer 

branch and the establishment of fair equality of opportunity in education, and the like, so as to carry out the 

second principle” at 279). An illustration of this would be that when revenue is raised uniformly from 

everyone in a society but is redistributed as direct transfers or by way of public goods in a way that is 

favorable to the least-advantage persons, proportional taxation has the same character in essence as 

progressive taxation. 
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eliminate existing inequality unless accompanied by a progressive distribution of the 

revenues raised through this tax system.  

Thus, in non-ideal, real world cases, where economic imbalances and 

complications always exist, this theory adheres to the notion of progressive taxation. In 

this regard, it advocates progressive taxation as a way to preserve the equality embodied 

in the first principle of justice.108 In the presence of pre-existing inequalities, this theory 

favors steeply progressive taxation.109 The level of progressivity depends on the level of 

distribution sought. More progressivity cause more distribution, and vice versa. 110 

Therefore, this theory essentially relates the just sharing of tax burden to the 

redistribution of income or wealth. A tax burden—proportional, progressive, or steeply 

progressive—is just, as long as it causes the desired level of redistribution in a society. 

Thus Rawls’s theory differs from the benefits and the ability-to-pay theories—the 

seminal theories of taxation in this regard—in the way it determines a fair tax burden.111  

Scholars have interpreted his notion of proportional taxation as being essentially 

the same as progressive taxation, which is inherently redistributive in nature.112 Most 

scholars argue that such a system is possible if the tax base of rich people is broader than 

the tax base of poor people in a given setup.113 They also see progressive taxation at play 

                                                        
108 Ibid. (it provides for progressive taxation where it is “necessary to preserve the justice of the basic 

structure with respect to the first principle of justice” at 279). 
109 Ibid. at 279 (stating that in case of “the injustice of existing institutions,” even steeply progressive 

taxation would be justified) 
110 See Musgrave, supra note 65. 
111 See Rawls, supra note 52 at 279.  
112 See e.g., Linda Sugin, “Theories of Distributive Justice and Limitations on Taxation: What Rawls 

Demands from Tax Systems” (2004) 72 Fordham L Rev 1991 at 1996 (stating that even a flat consumption 

tax as posited by Rawls can be redistributive less than a flat wealth tax). 
113 Ibid. at 1996 (for example, rich people spend more on food than poor). 
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where sufficient tax is collected and then redistributed to the benefit of the least-

advantaged person.114  

Rawls conceives of the tax system as a means to justice, not as its requirement.115 

To him, tax system is a mechanism for the redistribution of income and wealth in a 

society. His views on both progressive and proportional taxation support this conception. 

Instead of focusing on the apportionment of tax burden among the contributors of tax, the 

primary focus of this theory is on achieving tax equity through redistribution of the 

collected taxes. A system that achieves the desirable redistribution is equitable; one that 

does not, is not equitable. This theory, therefore, suggests that a tax system that is devised 

from behind the “veil of ignorance” and thus blind to the circumstances of the individuals 

being taxed, and based on the two principles of justice, would redistribute wealth from 

the most-advantaged to the least-advantaged.116   

In yet another approach, equity in taxation is viewed as a mechanism for restoring 

a natural order, in which only competitive earnings are seen as deserved earnings. Here, 

the aim is to correct unfair situations. Thus, taxing land rents (Henry George and Locke) 

and usury interests (Aristotle and Thomas Aquinas) on the premise that they are 

undeserved because no effort is involved in earning them is viewed to be equitable 

taxation.  

                                                        
114  Ibid. at 1999 (a proportional tax can certainly raise enough revenue to provide for substantial 

redistribution). 
115 Ibid. at 1997. 
116 See Rawls, supra note 52 (with regard to taxation, it states, “we assume the principles of justice to be 

applied to institutions solely on the basis of general information. We try to work out what rational 

legislators suitably constrained by the veil of ignorance, and in this sense impartial, would enact to realize 

the conception of justice. Ideal legislators do not vote their interests. With [ ] [this], the conception of 

justice as fairness becomes, I believe, more plausible” at 284). 
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Although the theories of equity in taxation discussed above adopt very different 

approaches, they all aim at making taxation more equitable. Therefore, despite the 

differences in their approach, in practice they are more or less blended. In fact, equity is a 

“matter of value judgments” and therefore “one cannot say that the other views are 

inherently wrong.”117 No system of taxation is based solely on any one of these theories 

of taxation; and no system totally excludes any one of these theories. Although typical 

real patterns of effective tax rates—low or even negative at the bottom, sharply rising in 

the middle, and flattening in the top brackets—are usually viewed as the product of the 

combination of theories of entitlement to earning and distributional correction for 

extreme inequality at the lower end, 118  the reality seems to be somewhat different. 

Perhaps, other players in tax policy-making such as businesses, pressure groups, and 

vested interests, exert heavy political influences that misalign actual taxation with its 

theoretical framework. Perhaps, there are other reasons why none of these theories are 

fully embodied in any taxation system. 

These theories make it abundantly clear that the concept of equity in taxation is 

tightly knitted to the redistributive function of taxation and the real economic standing of 

individuals. Therefore, wherever the term equity is used in taxation it invariably implies 

the distributive justice concerns of taxation on the basis of the income or wealth statuses 

of persons. 

                                                        
117 Richard A. Musgrave, Fiscal Systems, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969) [Fiscal Systems] at 

246. 
118 Ibid.  
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In the following discussion we will see the extent to which the notion of inter-

individual equity in domestic taxation informs inter-nation equity in international 

taxation. 

3.3 Equity in international taxation    

Equity in international taxation is more complex, simply because it involves 

cross-border persons, transactions, property, or taxing authorities. Distributive justice is 

the underlying principle of equity in taxation in a single-state situation. Such a taxation 

system redistributes joint resources and benefits produced through social cooperation 

among all the contributors. The theoretical question that emerges, is does the same 

principle apply in a multi-state context. Statist philosophers like John Rawls, Thomas 

Nagel, and David Miller119 argue that such distributive obligations are normally limited 

to the state.120 In contrast, Charles Beitz and Thomas Pogge, the cosmopolitans, argue 

that the distributive justice principles expounded by Rawls extend to all humanity, and 

therefore beyond the national boundaries into the international arena.121  

With globalization, the sphere of social—and in this case economic—cooperation 

has extended across national frontiers such that cooperation for mutual advantages is not 

limited by state borders; therefore, all those who participate in such cooperative activities 

                                                        
119 Ilan Benshalom, “The New Poor at Our Gates: Global Justice Implications for International Trade and 

Tax Law” (2009) 85 New York University Law Review 1.  
120 See Rawls, supra note 52; John Rawls, The Law of People, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1999); David Miller, “Against Global Egalitarianism” (2005) 9 Journal of Ethics 55; Thomas Nagel, “The 

Problem of Global Justice” (2005) 33 Phil & Pub Aff 113. 
121 See Charles R. Beitz, “Justice and International Relations” (1975) 4:4 Philosophy & Public Affairs 360; 

Charles R. Beitz, Political Theory and International Relations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 

1979); Thomas W. Pogge, Realizing Rawls (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1989); Thomas W. Pogge, 

“An Egalitarian Law of Peoples” (1994) 23:3 Philosophy & Public Affairs 195. Some scholars have taken 

the discourse of equity in international taxation to its effects on women. See e.g., Kathleen A Lahey, 

“International Transactions, Taxation, and Women: The Critical Role of Gender Analysis” (2009-2010) 

42:2 UBC Law Review 363.  
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have mutual rights and obligations to each other, including that of distributive justice.122 

The cosmopolitan approach can be seen in rudimentary form in existing policies. If the 

cosmopolitan view is adopted, then cross-border distributive justice obligations exist, and 

taxation has a redistributive role in the international context.123  

In the single-state context, we saw that the redistributive role of taxation is not to 

take money from some and give it directly to others. Instead, it is an elaborate system, 

where persons contribute tax according to their means and the state redistributes it in the 

form of public goods and services to all. The pivotal role of the state in this process is 

obvious, and the involvement of more than one state in international taxation systems is 

one of the reasons that international redistribution is complicated. 124  Cross-border 

redistribution entails paying taxes to another state so that it can provide public goods and 

services within that state. Thus, meeting the principles of equity in international taxation 

has different consequences than in domestic taxation, not only in the context of inter-

individual equity but also due to the additional issue of equity in the sharing of revenue 

between countries. To highlight the differences between inter-individual and inter-nation 

equity in international taxation both are discussed separately. 

                                                        
122 See Cappelen, supra note 53.  
123 See Jinyan Li, “Improving Inter-nation Equity through Territorial Taxation and Tax Sparing” in Arthur 

J. Cockfield, ed, Globalization and its Tax Discontents: Tax Policy and International Investments (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 2010) [Li]. Some scholars view a more focused role for international taxation 

such as addressing equity issues for women in the cross-border context. See e.g., Kathleen A Lahey, 

“International Transactions, Taxation, and Women: The Critical Role of Gender Analysis” (2009-2010) 

42:2 UBC Law Review 363 (“feminists working in this area have focused on identifying how international 

economic transactions and tax law affect women not as gender-neutral persons, but as a sex class. Unlike 

issues of inter-state equity, where the focus is on hierarchies of power and profit as between sovereign 

states—between capital-exporting countries and developing countries[]—issues imposed by gender 

inequality are examined by studying gender hierarchies of income, power, authority, and working 

conditions that cut across investor-host state dualisms and that disadvantage women in countries at all 

stages of development” at 364). 
124See Kaufman, supra note 60 (due to each country’s peculiar circumstances and notions of equity, 

equating “income tax equity in a multijurisdictional setting with inter-individual equity, whether in terms of 

horizontal and vertical equity or in terms of theories of economic justice, has confused efforts to develop an 

equitable international tax system” at 165).  
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3.3.1 Inter-individual equity in international taxation 

In order to establish horizontal and vertical equity among resident taxpayers, a 

country must determine their whole ability-to-pay. In a worldwide or residence-based tax 

system, taxpayers are required to pay tax to the government of the country they reside in 

on income derived from anywhere in the world. In territorial or source-based tax systems, 

countries tax the income earned within its boundaries, even if it is non-residents who earn 

it. If both systems are applied, the result is the double taxation of taxpayers who engage 

in cross-border commerce. To maintain equity, the extra tax burden has to be offset. This 

responsibility primarily rests with the residence country. The most straightforward way to 

address this problem is to allow full foreign tax credit (FTC). In this way, the tax liability 

of a resident taxpayer who engages in cross-border activities is the same as the tax 

liability of a resident taxpayer who does not. As such, his original horizontal and vertical 

equity is maintained. Partial FTC, deduction of tax from foreign income, exemption of 

tax on foreign income, and totally disregarding foreign taxation do not address the inter-

individual concerns of taxpayers in residence countries. In source countries, equity is 

maintained by taxing non-residents as residents. However, as the ability-to-pay 

assessment does not fall under the purview of the source country, the tax paid is 

considered an in rem tax.  

Inter-individual equity is not only a method for the state to fulfill its justice 

obligations to its taxpayers, it also causes economic efficiency. By putting the same tax 

burden on similarly situated residents, irrespective of their engagement in domestic or 

foreign economic activities, countries provide an environment in which resident 

taxpayers do not need to consider tax pressures when making decisions about domestic or 
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foreign investments. This is called capital export neutrality (CEN). It results in efficient 

resource allocation and more economic output. At the same time, when source countries 

lay the same tax burden on resident and non-resident taxpayers they create a tax neutral 

investment atmosphere, called capital import neutrality (CIN). It allows non-residents to 

earn income in a source country without facing tax discrimination vis-à-vis its residents, 

resulting in efficient resource allocation and overall economic gain. Although these are 

separate processes, in reality they are usually applied simultaneously in the same country. 

In practice, a country collects taxes from its residents who are investing at home and 

abroad (i.e., acting as a resident country for tax purposes), while at the same time 

collecting taxes for non-residents investing in it (i.e., acting as a source country for tax 

purposes); in the former case it employs CEN, whereas in the latter case it employs CIN.  

Hence, contrary to the apparent meaning of the term, inter-individual equity in 

international taxation is in fact equity of taxpayers within residence and source countries 

under their respective domestic tax laws. It does not denote cross-border inter-individual 

equity.125 

3.3.2       Inter-nation equity in taxation 

Intern-nation equity in taxation is generally defined as fairness in the distribution 

of the “tax revenue among nations” from cross-border economic activity.126 It is a direct 

                                                        
125 See Kathleen Lahey, “Missing Women: Gender-Impact Analysis and International Taxation” in Arthur J 

Cockfield, ed, Globalization and its Tax Discontents: Tax Policy and International Investments (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 2010) (although primarily discussing how international taxation favors men 

over women in cross-border economic activity, she states that even the gradually raising awareness about 

how international taxation can exacerbate cross-border disparities is focused on high- and low-income 

regions of the world than on the human level).  
126 Kaufman, supra note 60 at 188 & 198. Different scholars have viewed inter-nation tax equity differently 

and sometimes in particular contexts only, such as income from foreign capital, corporate tax base division, 
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product of the global desire to avoid international double taxation. If double taxation was 

not a possibility, any country could tax cross-border economic activity in the same 

manner as it taxes domestic activity—doing away with the issue of sharing international 

revenue ab initio. Therefore, countries that bears the economic burden to relieve double 

taxation because it is beneficial to all, ought to receive fair treatment in return. Under the 

present international tax system, the question then is whether source or residence 

countries should forego their revenue for the relief of double taxation. A just solution to 

this question constitutes inter-nation equity. A solution is simple when the international 

flow of goods and capital between two countries is equal, because if both take the same 

position (say source taxation of all activity) the end result is the same as in similar 

domestic taxation; however, when the flow is uneven, the results are considerably 

different from those of domestic taxation.127 In other words, the issue of inter-nation 

equity is more acute between rich and poor states.  

Over time, building on the concept of a fair sharing of international revenue, 

inter-nation equity has crystallized into a notion of vertical equity among nations, 

whereby the international tax system is seen as a tool for redistributing resources from 

richer to poorer countries.128 In this way, it draws upon the theories of taxation discussed 

above. Simply stated, to redistribute international resources, international taxation calls 

upon rich states to sacrifice some international tax, just as rich individuals pay more tax 

in a domestic setup. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
etc. However, here it is considered in its broader perspective of income and value-added consumption 

taxation. 
127  See Kim Brooks, “Inter-Nation Equity: The Development of an Important but Underappreciated 

International Tax Policy Objective” in John G Head and Richard Krever, eds, Tax Reform in the 21st 

Century (Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 2009) at 493. 
128 See Li, supra note 110. 
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Since Peggy Musgrave used the term “internation equity” in 1963 to denote “an 

equitable division of the tax base created by the foreign investment between the capital-

exporting and –importing countries concerned” 129  or “an equitable international 

distribution of the tax base,”130 it has been variously viewed as “equitable division of the 

tax revenue between countries,”131 “allocation of national gain and loss,”132 “distribution 

of the competence to tax,”133 “fair allocation of the tax base as well as international 

redistribution,”134 “equitable allocation of tax revenues between capital- importing and 

capital-exporting countries,”135 and as equitable division of “shares in the international 

tax-base among taxing jurisdictions or nations.”136 Some scholars have also used the term 

in specific contexts, such as international taxation of corporate income, tax sparing, tax 

jurisdiction, and cross-border redistribution. 137  In each case, it is a policy tool for 

reforming the international tax system into a fairer one.  

                                                        
129 Peggy Brewer Richman, Taxation of Foreign Investment Income--An Economic Analysis (Baltimore: 

Johns Hopkins Press, 1963) [Richman] at vii. 
130 Ibid. at 16. 
131  Peggy B. Musgrave, United States Taxation of Foreign Investment Income--Issues and Arguments 

(Cambridge: Harvard Law School, 1969) at 130 [Peggy Musgrave].  
132 Richard A. Musgrave & Peggy B. Musgrave, “Inter-nation Equity” in Richard M. Bird & John G. Head, 

eds, Modern Fiscal Issues (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972) at 63 & 68 [Musgraves]. 
133 Kaufman, supra note 60 at 188. 
134 Li, supra note 123 at 118. 
135 Alex J. Eason, International Tax Reform and the Inter-Nation Allocation of Tax Revenue (Wellington, 

New Zealand: Victoria University Press, 1991) [Eason] at 4. 
136 Fiscal Systems, supra note 117 at 238.  
137 See e.g., ibid. at 20 (for MNE taxation); Li, supra note 123 at 125 citing Mitsuo Sato and Richard Bird, 

“International Aspects of the Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders” (1975) 22:2 Staff Papers –

International Monetary Fund 384; Hugh Ault, “Corporate Integration, Tax Treaties and the Division of the 

International Tax Base: Principles and Practices” (1991) 47 Tax L Rev 565; Anne Schafer and Christoph 

Spengel, “The Impact of ICT on Profit Allocation within Multinational Groups: Arm’s Length Pricing or 

Formula Apportionment?” Discussion Paper No.03-53 (Centre for European Economic Research) 6-7; 

Kaufman, supra note 60; Vogel Part III, supra note 41; Deborah Toaze, “Tax Sparing: Good Intentions, 

Unintended Results”  (2001) 49 Canadian Tax J 879 (indicating that OECD members have included tax-

sparing provisions in at least some of their tax treaties as a component of an overall foreign aid policy 

aimed at promoting industrial, commercial, and scientific activities in developing countries); Samuel C. 

Thompson Jr, “The Case for Tax Sparing Along with Expanding and Limiting Subpart F. Regime” (2003) 

35 Geo Wash Int’l L Rev 303;  Joseph P. Crockett, “Tax Sparing: A Legend Finally Reaches Print” (1958) 

11  National Tax Journal 146; Damian Laurey, “Reexamining U.S. Tax Sparing Policy with Developing 
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A. The League of Nations Report and the fair sharing of international tax 

The first major attempt to regulate the sharing of international revenue was made 

in the League of Nations Report on double taxation discussed in the previous chapter. 

That Report recognized the competing claims of residence (worldwide taxation) and 

source (territorial taxation) countries.138  It considered political allegiance, nationality, 

temporary and permanent residence, place of origin, and location of wealth but finally 

settled on economic interest or economic allegiance as the basis of a country’s 

competence in taxation.139 This was somewhat in line with its primary consideration that 

tax by one or another country has “economic consequences.”140 This is a recognition of 

the fact that tax allocation can modify the economic effect of a given cross-border 

activity. However, it did not provide a concrete method for measuring economic interest; 

instead, it expressed reservations as to the proper practical application of this concept.141 

That is why its recommendations “seek a kind of rough justice in which each interested 

country obtains the approximate revenue it would receive if its interest could be 

                                                                                                                                                                     
Countries: The Merits of Falling in Line with International Norms” (2000) 20 Virginia Tax Review 467;  

Reuven Avi-Yonah, “Globalization, Tax Competition, and The Fiscal Crisis of the Welfare State”  (2000) 

113 Harvard Law Review 1575; Li, supra note 123 n 24 citing Karen B. Brown, “Can Cross-Border 

Distribution Serve the Caribbean Region?” <http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2007/11/brown-

delivers-.html>  (Nov.14, 2007) (arguing that cross-border tax policy should encompass cross-border 

distributive justice goals); and Eason,  supra note 135. 
138 See Kaufman, supra note 60 at 195. 
139 League of Nations, Report on Double Taxation Submitted to the Financial Committee by Professors 

Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp, League of Nations Doc. E.F.S. 73. F. 19 18 (1923) 

[League of Nations Report] (“[a] part of the total sum paid according to the ability of a person ought to 

reach the competing authorities according to his economic interest under each authority. The ideal solution 

is that the individual's whole faculty should be taxed, but that it should be taxed only once, and that liability 

should be divided among the tax districts according to his relative interests in each” at 20). 
140 Ibid. at p 7. 
141 Ibid. at 27 (“[w]hen, however, it comes to the consideration of the taxation of pure income, it is difficult 

to establish that such analysis [of economic allegiance] can have great practical value; at any rate modern 

income is such a composite product and such a complex conception that even theoretically it is not easy to 

assign in a quantitative sense the proportions of allegiance of the different countries interested. Unless in 

theory the quantitative assignment can be made, it obviously is difficult to make it the basis of any practical 

plan”). 

http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2007/11/brown-delivers-.html
http://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2007/11/brown-delivers-.html
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quantified using an economic allegiance analysis.”142 On this basis, the Report concluded 

that a reciprocal exemption from income tax between two countries was the best option, 

because if the capital flowing between them is the same in both directions, then such 

exemption would yield them approximately the same revenue as that which could have 

been determined on the basis of economic allegiance. 143  The Report goes on to 

recommend that where reciprocal exemption is not possible, the two countries could 

negotiate a treaty to develop rules that are reciprocally applicable at a percentage of the 

normal tax rates of those countries, with the ultimate goal of sharing international 

revenue in a way that approximated their economic interests.144 This second suggestion is 

the precursor of the bilateral income tax treaty regime. Although the economic allegiance 

doctrine was adopted as a basis of tax sharing between countries to recognize their 

overall economic interests in a given cross-border activity, it did not reflect the real 

“economic consequences” to the participating countries. It did establish that both 

residence and source countries are entitled to international tax, although it remains 

unclear how much tax each country is entitled to. It did not raise the question of 

redistribution in this whole scheme of tax allocation.  

Although the Report did not mention the term inter-nation equity, its recognition 

of the need to divide international revenue between countries was a small step in the 

direction of inter-nation equity. All subsequent efforts to achieve inter-nation equity, 

directly or indirectly, build on the principles laid down by this Report for the sharing of 

international revenue.    

                                                        
142 Kaufman, supra 60 at 199. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Ibid. at 199-200. 
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B. A national gain/loss perspective  

In the 1960s, Peggy Musgrave started to explore the sharing of international 

revenue from foreign investment as inter-nation equity in taxation.145 Following Hans 

Kelsen, she holds that “[t]here is wide agreement that a country has a right to tax the 

income and wealth of its residents or citizens whose rights to the protection and services 

provided by the state are matched by their duties to the state, among which is the duty to 

pay taxes.”146 Thus, in her theory of “national property rights” a home country has an 

initial interest in its taxpayers’ capital and income, and on this basis she favors a home 

country’s right to tax the foreign investment income of its residents and citizens.147 

However, to address the problem of distribution, she proposes a combination of source 

and home countries’ right to taxation,148  a conclusion not different from that of the 

League of Nations Report. However, her argument is not based on economic allegiance, 

but on political allegiance and distributive justice concerns.  

In contrast, Richard Musgrave adopts an economic perspective to inter-nation 

equity and introduces the “national gain and loss” concept. He notes that there are two 

quite distinct and different understandings of inter-nation equity: (i) “division of [] 

national gains or losses between the economies of two countries” and (ii) “division of 

                                                        
145 See Richman, supra note 116. 
146 Ibid. at 23, n 8 & 9 citing Hans Kelsen, The General Theory of Law and State (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 1946) at 75 & 241. 
147 Ibid. at 23-24. See generally Peggy B Musgrave, “Consumption Tax Proposals in the International 

Setting”, in Richard E Krever & John G Head, eds, Tax Conversations: A Guide to the Key Issues in the 

Tax Reform Debate (London; Boston: Kluwer Law International, 1997) [Musgrave, Consumption Tax] at 

449. See also Kaufman, supra note 60 (where she states that “[i]n a later work, [Peggy] Musgrave suggests 

that the home country may have “a measure of tax sovereignty over the property of residents which can be 

thought of as a national resource[]” at n 243). 
148 See Richman, supra note 129 at 24. 
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revenue gains and losses between their treasuries.”149 He hypothesizes that the tax on 

foreign investment income is a gain to the economy of the country it is awarded to and a 

loss to the economy of the corresponding country. Thus, inter-nation equity is not the 

sharing of the international tax but the sharing of the full consequences of an international 

transaction. He therefore concludes that the “basic question of inter-nation equity is thus 

one of national (not of treasury) loss.”150 Together with Peggy Musgrave, he proposes a 

more methodical approach to inter-nation equity and further refines his theory of national 

gain and loss as its main principle. 151  

The Musgraves’ starting point is the national entitlement approach.152 Based on 

the premise that the home country has an initial interest in its taxpayers’ capital and 

income, the Musgraves view inter-nation equity through the prism of “national gain and 

loss” to home (residence) countries.153 They observe that the income of a taxpayer is a 

national gain for his home country.154 Therefore, if the host country taxes such income, it 

is reducing the home country’s national gain. 155  If the home country avoids double 

taxation of its taxpayer, it suffers a treasury loss as well; but if it does not, its taxpayer 

will bear additional tax. In either case, the home country still incurs a national loss due to 

the host country’s taxation.156  The treasury gain or loss is a “matter of intra-nation 

transfer between treasury and individual and does not affect the existence of national gain 

                                                        
149 Fiscal Systems, supra note 117 at 246. 
150 Ibid. at 247. 
151 See Musgraves, supra note 132. 
152 See Kaufman, supra note 60 at 189; Li, supra note 123 at 119. 
153 See Musgraves, supra note 132 (“[i]t is thus the national gain or loss (not the treasury gain or loss) that 

is the subject of inter-nation equity as defined here” at 68). 
154 Ibid. at 68. 
155 Ibid. 
156 Ibid. 
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or loss.”157 In this situation, the home country’s national loss is the host country’s gain.158 

Therefore, the Musgraves ask whether the host country should be permitted to tax the 

income of foreign investors, “and if so, by how much.”159 

The Musgraves offer a number of legal-based and economics-based suggestions 

to justify host country’s taxation, even though it causes a national loss to the home 

country. They refer to these suggestions as “various principles of inter-nation equity,”160 

and do not assert that these principles are mutually exclusive. First, they examine the host 

country’s entitlement to tax under benefit taxation, and conclude that if, in practice, taxes 

are charged on the benefit theory alone then inter-nation equity “would be self-

implementing,”161 because each state would charge for the benefits they provided and 

there would be no question of sharing any revenue. But since this is not the case in 

practice, benefit taxation does not suffice, and it has to be supplemented by “non-benefit 

taxation.”162 Second, they examine the national gain and loss from the perspective of 

residence-based taxation and source-based taxation and conclude that both give different 

results. On the principle of territoriality, i.e., the legal right of source countries to tax all 

activity occurring within national boundaries, they argue that revenue should be allocated 

to source countries because residence-based taxation is more appropriate for establishing 

inter-individual equity but not inter-nation equity.163  

                                                        
157 Ibid. 
158 Ibid. at 70-71. 
159 Ibid. 
160Ibid.  at 70. 
161 Ibid. at 70-71 
162 Ibid. at 71. 
163 Ibid .at 72. 
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Next, the Musgraves draw on an economic principle of inter-nation equity, termed 

a “system of economic rents.” 164  This is an interesting approach which temporarily 

departs from the notions of legality, fairness, and morality that usually occupies the 

center-stage in this arena. The basic idea is that the national gain and loss of the residence 

country should not be viewed only in terms of “profit sharing through tax 

participation.”165 When residents of country A invest in country B, A usually reaps more 

gain than when A-residents make the same investment in A. Conversely, B usually reaps 

less gain from A-residents’ investment in B than when B-residents make the same 

investment in B. The gain is in net terms, it is a gain (or loss) in capital earnings less gain 

(or loss) in labor incomes. The Musgraves point out that, from the same activity, the 

national gain of A is more than the national gain of B. This raises the question, given the 

excess gain of A over B, “whether this [lesser] gain [of B] is enough.”166 Realizing that 

the magnitude of this difference can be great in some circumstances, for example, if B is 

poor in capital but rich in other resources, the Musgraves argue that B should charge a tax 

in order to “obtain a rental or royalty share in A’s gain over and above the addition to its 

labor income.”167 The amount of such rent could be fixed in relation to the net gain of A 

or the net loss of B arising from the mutual activity. Generally, this rent would be less 

than the tax rates in B, and when combined together with the other principles of inter-

nation equity (such as benefit taxation) would equal the tax rates of B. Hence, the 

Musgraves take the overall economic worth of the whole activity and then allocates the 

tax associated with it to the country that reaps a relatively lesser gain, which in this case 

                                                        
164 See Kaufman, supra at 60 at 191. 
165 See Musgraves, supra note 132 at 72. For detail discussion see 72-74. 
166 Ibid. at 73. 
167Ibid.  
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is B, the source (host) country for foreign investment. In other words, they argue that 

when two countries engage in mutual economic activity and one country earns more than 

the other, both are entitled to the benefit from the transaction; this can be achieved by 

allocating tax on the activity to the low-gain country until the benefit is equitably shared. 

Finally, they suggest “distributional considerations” as a principle of inter-nation 

equity, which would make the tax on income from foreign investments a tool of 

redistribution between countries.168 They argue that due to the absence of an adequate 

method to deal with the international disparities between resource endowments and per 

capita income, an “appropriate pattern of tax-imposed national gains and losses might be 

used to secure some degree of adjustment.”169 In their view, this could be achieved by an 

international tax structure in which tax rates would be inversely related to per capita 

income in the capital-importing country and directly related to per capita income in the 

capital-exporting country. 170  This principle is reminiscent of vertical inter-individual 

equity in domestic taxation, and can be called a rudimentary vertical inter-nation equity.  

The Musgraves prefer a tax system in which all the principles are mixed, and both 

tax bases and tax rates are agreed upon on an international basis;171 they stress the use of 

“meaningful economic principles.” 172  They also view the issue from multiple 

perspectives—i.e., those of corporations, multiple source countries—and find that they 

are conceptually not much different. They conclude their seminal work by stating that 

“[o]n the whole, it would seem desirable to implement redistributional objectives through 

                                                        
168 Ibid. at 74. 
169 Ibid. 
170 Ibid. 
171 Ibid. at 78.  
172 Ibid. 
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rate differentiation while attempting to divide the source in line with ‘true’ economic 

imputation.”173 

This theory has been further developed by Peggy Musgrave; however, her later 

contributions somewhat play down the importance of true economic imputation. 

Subsequent work on inter-nation equity by other scholars is usually based on the 

Musgraves’ theory and most of it is in the form of commentary. Therefore, these studies 

are not discussed here.  

C. Other views 

There is a general consensus among scholars about the nature of inter-nation 

equity. It is held that the poorer countries of the world are usually capital-importing 

countries, which are source countries for taxation purposes, and that under the current 

international taxation rules their tax share is insufficient for improving their economic 

health.174 Further, the current rules are not based on principles of fairness, and they must 

be changed to achieve vertical equity among nations,175 i.e., the rich countries must give 

up some of their share of revenue from cross-border commerce in favor of the poor 

countries. Although there is hardly any disagreement with this notion, it is not seen as 

very practicable.  

The inter-nation equity debate predominantly focuses on the sharing of tax on 

income from foreign investments. Most scholars view the matter under the prism of 

source/residence rules of international taxation, and they invariably conclude that both 

                                                        
173 Ibid. at 85. 
174 See Eason, supra note 135 at 20. 
175 Ibid. 
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source-based and residence-based taxation are justified, with a slightly greater emphasis 

on source taxation to meet redistributive objectives under moral obligations.  

Thus, most scholars of inter-nation equity have essentially agreed with the League 

of Nations Report and the Musgraves’ theory. Their contributions are therefore not 

discussed here. However, a few scholars have offered alternative views, which are 

discussed here to broaden the conceptual view of inter-nation equity.  

The total tax yield approach 

This approach takes into account the overall tax yield associated with cross-

border commerce, not just the international tax. It is based on the notion that, just as 

cross-border commerce is linked to other supporting factors and services in the 

corresponding countries, international tax is linked to taxes that are related to such 

supporting factors; therefore, the determination of international tax allocation should 

consider the related background taxation. The main advocate of this approach is Alex 

Eason. He does not discuss source or residence countries’ rights or entitlements to the 

international tax base, but approaches the matter as an allocation of the total tax yield. He 

argues that the current division is more or less accidental. In his view, the inequity in this 

accidental division lies where it acts to the prejudice of the lesser-developed countries, 

and that since the architects of the present regime are the developed countries such a 

prejudice cannot be ruled out.176  

He holds that any reform aimed at radically altering the existing division of tax 

revenue would generally be unacceptable in the real world, but that “ideally, a reformed 

                                                        
176 Ibid. 
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system would result in an overall welfare gain sufficient to be shared among source and 

home countries whilst also leaving some benefit for investing enterprises. If this could be 

achieved, at the same time giving source countries a slightly larger share of the benefit, 

so much the better.”177 Thus, his theory also focuses on benefits that do not arise directly 

from the sharing of international revenue. In this regard, in support of source taxation, he 

advocates an exemption system for residence countries instead of credit systems, and 

argues that such a shift would have little to no cost for residence countries, because it 

would encourage the repatriation of foreign profits that would then be available for 

reinvestment in home countries, which in turn would generate more tax.  

In contrast, he holds the view that abolishing the practice of withholding taxes on 

foreign investment income “would almost inevitably result in an appreciable tax loss for 

most source countries, especially for the lesser developed countries which tend to impose 

withholding tax at relatively high rates.”178 Again, he asserts that this would nevertheless 

attract more FDI, which would generate more economic activity, so that the revenue lost 

would be made good in the form of taxes on the resultant profits, sales, payroll, etc.179 

However, he qualifies this later approach with additional measures to compensate the 

source countries for the loss of revenue caused by the abolition of withholding taxes. 

Overall, he is a proponent of vertical inter-nation equity for redistributive purposes. 

International progressive taxation and tax expenditures 

Some scholars have suggested creating vertical inter-nation equity in the 

international income taxation by modeling it on domestic taxation, where vertical equity 

                                                        
177 Ibid. 
178 Ibid. at 21. 
179 Ibid. 
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is achieved through progressive taxation and various tax expenditures.180 They argue this 

could be achieved through tax treaties; for example, a treaty could specify that low-

income source countries were allowed higher withholding tax rates than high-income 

countries or could grant tax sparing. However, they acknowledge that redistribution 

under such measures would only be modest. Indeed, this is not different than the current 

international tax regime in which two countries can achieve such ends through bilateral 

tax treaties. 

The assignment approach 

The entitlement of a country to international tax is central to the debate on inter-

nation tax equity, but not all scholars are comfortable with this notion per se. Alexander 

Cappellen adopts an “assignment approach” instead of an entitlement approach to the 

international distribution of tax revenue. He holds that under the present international tax 

law, international income distribution has no role in the distribution of tax rights between 

countries, and that it is not essential that such rights should arise from any particular 

relationship between the country and the tax base. He proposes that “tax revenues should 

be distributed according to characteristics of the country,” such as the number of 

inhabitants and the per capita GDP.181 This theory also underlines the importance of 

vertical inter-nation equity by stating that “[t]he most important considerations are 

probably reforms that would secure for poor countries a larger share of tax revenues from 

                                                        
180 See Li, supra note 123 at 124. 
181 See Cappelen, supra note 53 at 109. 
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international transactions.”182 However, he is skeptical about his proposal being fulfilled 

because of the problems of implementation.  

Benefits theory and broadening of international tax base 

Klaus Vogel’s theory of inter-nation equity also offers some additional criteria. 

This theory is based on both legal and economic premises. It holds that neither the source 

nor residence countries have an original right to tax international income. This is in stark 

contrast to the Musgraves. Indeed, it explicitly objects to the Musgraves’ notion of 

national gain of residence country in the following words: 

“[The Musgraves] base their reasoning on the starting assumption that without 

any taxes being levied at all the foreign income an investor would be part of the 

national gain of the residence state. However, this presupposes a certain concept 

of ‘national gain’ and the existence of particular rules of commercial law 

according to which the proceeds of an investment become part of one state’s 

‘national gain’. Moreover, this argument disregards the fact that at the moment 

at which the income is produced it consists of values integrated into the 

economy of the source state and subject to the state’s sovereign[]ty. For these 

reasons, there can be no starting assumption.”183 

His theory sees the right to tax as arising from “sacrifice theory” and “benefit 

theory.”184 As both residence and source countries can demand sacrifice on a similar 

                                                        
182 Ibid. at 110. 
183 Vogel Part III, supra note 41 at 398. 
184 Ibid. (sacrifice theory denoting tax as “a sacrifice owed to the state due to the higher moral values of 

community purposes over individual aims”, and benefit theory denoting tax as “a consideration for benefits 

provided to the individual through state activities” at 394 & 398). 
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basis, they cancel each other, whereas the source country provides most or all of the 

benefits needed for the production of income. He also weighs the economic efficiency of 

taxation by source and residence countries and finds in favor of residence-based taxation. 

In the end, he holds that both taxation systems are equitable, but source taxation is more 

equitable, and therefore a better choice for taxing international income.  

Interestingly, Vogel applies his theory to a larger international tax base than any 

of the other scholars described here. Specifically, he considers equity in the sales and 

services context. Vogel asserts that the country where sales occur provide a market for 

sales (in other words, a host economy) without which income could not have been earned 

from sales. He observes that certain types of integration (such as trading within or 

permanent establishment) of the seller’s activity in the host economy will grant the 

source country the exclusive right to tax all income; but without such integration it will 

still have the right to tax at least some income from the sales, which he calls in express 

terms an “aspect of inter-nations equity.”185 He also asserts that a residence country can 

tax such income as well and thus use credit for foreign taxes to maintain inter-individual 

equity at home. However, it is unclear whether by advocating taxation of income from 

sales in a source country Vogel is implying that this is income from imports/exports, as 

he did not explicitly used these terms. Nevertheless, an analogy can be drawn from his 

theory for imports/exports as well. 

Unconventional approaches to international taxation 

The deadlock between source-based and residence-based taxation of international 

income has become increasingly frustrating. The inability of scholars and policy-makers 

                                                        
185 Ibid. at 401. 
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to address the recognized unfairness in international taxation—particularly between the 

developed and developing countries—has compelled some scholars to think outside the 

present international tax system in their quest to promote international distributive justice. 

The global resource tax advocated by Thomas Pogge for the reduction of poverty and 

income inequality,186 and the international currency transactions tax proposed by James 

Tobin, which could be used to the advantage of poor developing countries, are examples 

of such alternatives.187 Although such measures do not fall in the ambit of reforming the 

international tax system to achieve inter-nation equity, they further indicate that resource 

redistribution is one of the central objectives of international economic cooperation.  

The above discussion shows that inter-nation equity in international taxation 

mirrors the concept of inter-individual equity in the domestic setting; they share the 

objective of economic redistribution from the rich to the poor. However, inter-nation 

equity differs in its methods for achieving this objective. It does not assign the tax burden 

between corresponding countries on the basis of the higher or lesser income they make 

from mutual cross-border commerce, despite coming close to such an idea in theory. It 

attempts to conduct economic redistribution without taking into consideration the true 

economic imputation underlying international transactions.  

3.4 Conclusion 

This chapter reviewed the theoretical basis and development of the concept of 

inter-nation equity in taxation. In its legal connotation, equity denotes both justice as well 

                                                        
186 Thomas W Pogge, “A Global Resources Dividend”, in David A. Crocker and Toby Linden, eds, The 

Ethics of Consumption: The Good Life, Justice, and Global Stewardship (New York: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 1998) at 501-536. 
187 James Tobin, “A Currency Transactions Tax, Why and How” (1996) 7 Open Economies Review 493 at 

496 & 497. 
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as the means to justice, and in the context of taxation this justice primarily relates to the 

division of the tax burden and the tax pie among individuals. The discussion showed that 

the concept of equity in taxation has been influenced by the notions of the social contract, 

distributive justice, benefit theory of taxation, ability-to-pay theory of taxation (including 

its loss and sacrifice perspectives), marginal utility (national rental on marginal basis), 

welfare maximization, sovereignty, etc., and has played an important role in rendering 

taxation an effective system for the fair redistribution of income and wealth from rich to 

poor persons in a domestic setup. Equity is envisaged in a similar manner in international 

taxation, but the division of the tax burden and tax pie is between countries, not 

individuals. In this respect, a fair, just, and redistributive allocation of tax has been 

viewed as inter-nation equity. Therefore, inter-nation equity ought to be similar to inter-

individual equity in taxation in scope, principle, applicability, function, and objectives. 

However, the literature illustrates that although there is similarity in the redistribution 

objectives of these notions, their modus operandi for achieving those objectives is quite 

different. Furthermore, research in this area is limited and there is a gap in its proper 

appreciation. That gap needs to be filled, in order to realize the true potential of the 

concept of equity in international taxation.  
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Chapter 4 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

UNDERSTANDING THE ROLE OF EQUITY IN INTERNATIONAL 

TAXATION 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Most researchers envisage inter-nation equity in international taxation to be 

equivalent to inter-individual equity in domestic taxation within a single state. As 

distributive justice is one of the foremost objectives of equity in domestic taxation, it is 

seen as inherent in international taxation. The commonly accepted premise in all the 

extant theories is that to reduce the socioeconomic gap between countries, the less well-

off countries ought to receive a larger share of the tax revenue arising from cross-border 

commerce.1  However, the manner in which international taxation ought to meet this 

common objective is open to debate; the sufficiency of any, each, or all of the theories 

separately or jointly has not been established.  

One of the research questions of this study is whether the present international tax 

regime leads to fair redistribution between countries. 2  To answer this question, it is 

necessary to have a theory of fair redistribution against which the tax allocation patterns 

and principles currently at play can be judged. This chapter develops a model of inter-

nation tax equity that may be used to assess the distributive justice content of the existing 

framework of international taxation. First, it critically analyzes the central concepts of the 

                                                        
1 See the discussion in chapter 3 above, specifically section 3.3. 
2 See section 1.2 of chapter 1 above for details about this study’s research questions. 
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theories discussed in the previous chapters and explores the extent to which they satisfy 

the concept of inter-nation tax equity as envisaged in those theories. The analysis also 

brings out the respective strengths and weaknesses of these theories and determines 

whether any have the capacity to achieve the inter-nation tax equity. Next, it develops a 

competing argument by drawing on the central concepts of the different theories of equity 

in taxation. Last, it spells out the proposed thesis of this study and shows that it aligns 

with the concept of equity in taxation and meets the redistribution objective common to 

all the main theories discussed. The aim is to create a suitable benchmark for assessing 

the distributive justice content of international taxation.  

4.2 Central concepts of the main theories of inter-nation tax equity 

  

 This section briefly analyzes the general and specific concepts prevailing in the 

present discourse on inter-nation tax equity. It highlights their respective strengths and 

weaknesses, first to see if any of them are suitable for assessing the equity concerns of 

the international taxation regime, and second to inform the formulation of an alternative 

theory if none are a suitable standard in this regard.  

4.2.1  Tax base scope of the present theories 

 As to tax systems 

The taxation of cross-border commerce is not limited to income tax systems. It 

exists in other systems, such as indirect tax regimes like consumption tax, excise tax, 

sales tax, inheritance tax, etc. In the domestic context, indirect taxation is part of the 

inter-individual equity concept in taxation and is counted in the effective tax rates for 
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redistributive purposes.3 Indirect taxation is equally essential in the redistribution context 

of inter-nation tax equity. However, none of the discussed major theories of inter-nation 

equity mentions the role of indirect taxation on the fair redistribution of international 

income. Hence, a concept of inter-nation equity that does not take into consideration 

these systems, which more and more countries are relying upon for revenues, is 

fundamentally flawed.4  

As to income tax base  

Theoretical models of international income tax systems center on the allocation 

and sharing of tax on income from foreign investment. The tax consequences of other 

major cross-border sources of income are not considered in the discussions of tax equity. 

For example, most theories do not consider how the allocation of tax on income arising 

from cross-border trade in goods and services affects the inter-nation tax equity debate. 

Therefore, a major component of income generated from cross-border activities and the 

tax on it are not included in the discussion of using international taxation to redistribute 

income and wealth between rich and poor countries.5 Hence, these theories allocate to 

one or another country the tax on only a partial international income tax base. The only 

exception in this regard is Vogel’s approach, which incorporates cross-border trade. 

However, he does not discuss the distributive aspect of this extension. This limitation 

                                                        
3 For details, see the discussion in chapter 2 above, especially 2.2.3 and n 10.  
4  Liam P. Ebrill, The Modern VAT (International Monetary Fund: 2001) (“Value-Added Tax, first 

introduced less than 50 years ago, remained confined to handful of countries until the late 1960s. Today, it 

is a key source of government revenue in more than 120 nations. About 70 percent of the world’s 

population now live in countries with a VAT” at xiv). In addition, many countries that do not have a VAT 

regime have comparable other taxes like retail sales tax, etc. For example, Pakistan does not have a VAT 

regime but it has general sales tax regime in its stead.  
5 The magnitude of cross-border trade in goods stood at $18.8 trillion in 2013 (data source, online: un.org < 

http://unctadstat.unctad.org/wds/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=101>  last visited March 30, 

2015). For further details see the discussion in section 2.3.3 of chapter 2 above. 
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undercuts the premise that inter-nation equity is the same as the concept of equity in 

domestic taxation. A viable theory in this respect would therefore be one that considers 

all forms of tax systems related to international commerce and the full tax base in each 

such system. 

4.2.2 Tax allocation on the source/residence basis 

Almost all theories of inter-nation tax equity are engaged in the intractable debate 

of whether source or residence countries are entitled to tax international income. They 

generally agree that residence countries (where taxpayers reside) have the right to tax 

international investment income and source countries (where business occurs) have the 

right to tax international active business income. Ironically, but with some historical 

precedent, these theories are largely based on the presumption that residence countries 

are rich and source countries are poor.6 Therefore, for distributive justice purposes, they 

propose that source countries should be allocated some extra proportion of international 

tax on income from foreign investment.7 They generally posit that this would assign more 

international tax to poorer countries and turn international taxation into a system that 

would curb the growth of socioeconomic disparities between countries.8 This renders 

                                                        
6 This presumption has roots in the economic environment after World War I and lies at the heart of the 

League of Nations Report; at the time, foreign investment was needed to resurrect the countries weakened 

both physically and socioeconomically by war. Its similarity to income from cross-border capital 

employment renders this notion redundant for other types of cross-border commerce and their taxability. 

See the discussion in section 2.3.3 of chapter 2 above for a more detailed discussion. 
7  See e.g., Alex J. Eason, International Tax Reform and the Inter-Nation Allocation of Tax Revenue 

(Wellington, New Zealand: Victoria University Press, 1991) (“ideally, a reformed system would result in 

an overall welfare gain sufficient to be shared among source and home countries whilst also leaving some 

benefit for investing enterprises. If this could be achieved, at the same time giving source countries a 

slightly larger share of the benefit, so much the better” at 20). 
8 Richard A. Musgrave & Peggy B. Musgrave, “Inter-nation Equity” in Richard M. Bird & John G. Head, 

eds, Modern Fiscal Issues (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972). 
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inter-nation tax equity essentially a matter of allocating income tax only on foreign 

investment income on the basis of the source/residence principle of taxation. 

However, the rich/poor presumption that forms the basis of the above proposition 

is not always true; thus, in some cases, the methods of implementing inter-nation tax 

equity based on this presumption act against equity in taxation.9 For example, if it is 

assumed that there is an international agreement between all countries that entitlement to 

tax international income mainly belongs to source countries, would such entitlement 

ensure the fulfillment of the distributive justice function of international taxation? What 

would happen if the rich country is, or becomes, the source country? In that case, source 

taxation would redistribute international income in favor of the rich country and flout the 

requirements of distributive justice. A similar situation would occur if all entitlement is 

vested in residence countries, and a residence country is the richer of two corresponding 

countries. In addition, a poor country can be a source country for some transactions and a 

residence country for others, in which case it would only get a larger share of the 

international taxes if the entitlement rules switched back and forth from source to 

residence, which would be a ridiculous proposition. If half of the international tax base is 

allocated to residence countries and the other half to source countries, then redistribution 

will occur only when the net activity is highly active and falls in an area (whether 

residence or source) that belongs to the poor country. In short, even the fairest allocation 

                                                        
9 For example, just because FDI usually takes place from richer to poorer countries does not mean that 

source countries are always poorer. For assumption purposes it can be occasionally used, but erecting a 

full-fledge system upon such assumption is largely misplaced. See generally OECD, Tax Sparing: A 

Reconsideration (Paris: OECD Publishing, 1998) (recognizing that globalization has changed the 

traditional economic arrangements between rich and poor countries towards “a more balanced distribution 

of trade and investment flows” and that “[t]hese developments have blurred a number of traditional 

distinctions which underlie existing international tax arrangements” at 9) [Also available on the OECD 

website,  online: <http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en> last visited April 12, 2015].  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en
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rules arrived at on the basis of any source/residence theory cannot guarantee fair 

redistribution, as a change in the type, direction, or quantum of an international activity 

or a change in a poor country’s position from source to residence or residence to source 

will yield the exact opposite outcome—concentration of resources—under the given set 

of rules.10 

The source/residence approach also has limitations in the cross-border trade in 

goods scenario. Such trade generates international income from economic intercourse 

between two different countries (or economies) in the same way as foreign investment 

generates international income, but the source/residence issue does not arise in this case. 

A person R in country X produces goods and sells them to a person S in country Y. In 

this situation, the production of goods occurs in country X, the person R is resident of 

country X, the person S is resident of country Y. Upon its completion, the transaction 

realizes income in the hand of person R. However, the transaction cannot be completed 

without the involvement of person S and country Y. Therefore, the income arising from 

such transactions is clearly international in character, and so is the tax on it. But the 

source/residence principle does not address the allocation of tax in this scenario.11 

Moreover, the residence/source principle of taxation does not apply in all taxation 

systems. For example, cross-border taxation in the value-added tax system is based on the 

                                                        
10 For example, if the international tax base is allocated to source countries on the premise that they are 

needier countries and that such revenue will cause redistribution of resources, but the concentration of 

wealth in the hands of few within a particular needy country renders that country one with a net outward 

FDI stock in relation to a rich country, the international revenue will go to the rich country and instead of 

redistribution would cause concentration of resources in that rich country. Such examples can also occur on 

the trade front. 
11 See Klaus Vogel, “Worldwide vs. source taxation of income: A review and re-evaluation of arguments 

(Part III)” (1988) 11 Intertax 393 at 401 (on the international character of such income, Vogel raises the 

issue of also including this income in the international tax base up for sharing under the concept of inter-

nation tax equity). For more information in this regard, see the discussion in section 3.3.2.C of chapter 3 

above.   
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origin/destination principle of taxable supplies. Therefore, any theory that provides for 

allocating international tax on the residence/source basis automatically excludes those 

other systems from the ambit of any equitable distribution of tax between countries. 

Thus, the source/residence principle of taxation is not a suitable basis for forming 

guidelines for the redistributive allocation of international tax and achieving inter-nation 

tax equity.  

4.2.3 The economic allegiance principle 

 The concept of economic allegiance introduced by the League of Nations Report 

(hereinafter, “Report”) is reviewed in the previous chapter.12 To recap that discussion, the 

Report advances the notion that the economic interest (or economic allegiance) of a 

person in a residence or source country should be the determinant of a country’s rightful 

entitlement to international tax; this notion shaped the existing system for the fair sharing 

of international tax, which does not consider economic justice concerns.13 Moreover, the 

Report does not identify how the economic interest or economic allegiance of a person is 

to be determined in the first place. It does not consider issues such as current account 

deficit or surplus, trade deficit or surplus, relative economic benefit of one corresponding 

country as compared to the other, etc. In fact, it admits that economic allegiance—the 

basis of international tax allocation—is not quantifiable in practice, raising doubts about 

                                                        
12 For more details, see section 2.3.3 of chapter 2 above and section of 3.3.2.A of chapter 3 above. 
13 Nancy H Kaufman, “Fairness and the Taxation of International Income” (1998) 29 Law and Policy in 

International Business 145 (“The League's economic experts did not identify the principle of economic 

justice involved in their proposed division of economic interests in international income. The League of 

Nations economic experts relied on benefit theory. Their reference to benefit theory casts their proposals in 

entitlement terms: A country is entitled to the goods it acquires in the marketplace.[]  For the League's 

economic experts, the only relevant criterion for determining the extent of a country's interest in income is 

that of the country's economic connection to the income in relation to the economic connections of other 

countries to the same income” at 201). 
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its utility. In other words, the Report does not consider the true economic consequences 

of a cross-border transaction, despite relying on the principles of economics to develop a 

theory for the fair sharing of international tax.  

Moreover, the economic allegiance principle is discussed solely in the context of 

foreign investments and the income arising from it, excluding the myriad economic and 

other processes supporting the generation of such income and income from other types of 

cross-border commerce. In fact, the underlying economic allegiance argument has never 

been related to international taxation outside the income tax regime.  

Therefore, an international taxation system based on the principle of economic 

allegiance does not have the potential to advance equity in the division of the 

international tax base or to redistribute international income and wealth from rich to poor 

countries.  

4.2.4 Principles of national economic gain/loss and economic rents  

The “economic consequences” of international taxation were first raised in the 

League of Nations Report.14 Although these consequences form the basis of the economic 

allegiance principle, there is no conceptual clarity about these issues. As a result, 

economic consequences are not part of the ongoing debate about the fair division of 

international tax.  

The “economic consequences” of international economic activities have been 

examined in more detail by Richard Musgrave, and subsequently by Peggy Musgrave, 

who argue that international tax allocation between corresponding countries ought to be 

                                                        
14 See the discussion in chapter 2 for more details.  
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based on the true economic imputation of the international transactions and the tax 

related to them.15 They refine the concept into the related ideas of national gain/loss and 

economic rents, and suggest that a residence country A reaps an overall larger economic 

benefit than a corresponding source country B from foreign investment and the income 

arising from it, and that, therefore, the tax on the extra benefit portion ought to go to 

source country B (or that the rightful entitlement to such international tax vests with the 

lesser gain country in this scenario). In other words, the country that earns more income 

from an economic interaction with another country should bear the tax burden on such 

income by forgoing the tax in favor of the corresponding country. 

The allocation of a tax benefit to the country that makes the lesser gain is perhaps 

the best example of using the economic effects of a cross-border transaction to determine 

the allocation of international tax between countries; it parallels the use of the economic 

worth of individuals (primarily as income earned by them) as the basis for sharing the tax 

burden in a domestic setup under the concept of inter-individual equity. In fact, this 

theory has guided much of the debate on the international taxation of income from 

foreign investment (passive income), and has led to solutions such as leaving more tax on 

cross-border dividends and interest in the hands of source countries after vesting the 

initial right to residence countries. This is also the closest that inter-nation tax equity has 

come in principle to inter-individual tax equity; yet, the Musgraves did not draw any 

parallels between the two and the debate on inter-nation tax equity has not developed 

further. The Musgraves’ theory in this respect is not without deficiencies. 

                                                        
15 See supra note 8 at 85. 
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Scholars have raised objections to the Musgraves’ approach to inter-nation equity, 

particularly the national economic gain/loss and economic rents concepts; they argue that 

it is not founded on a theory of justice.16 The Musgraves have addressed such objections 

by suggesting that to meet distributive objectives, tax rates in source and residence 

countries should be based on their per capita income. 17  But there is no doubt that 

although these concepts usefully outline countries’ rightful entitlement to international 

tax on cross-border investment income, such entitlement in itself is not inherently 

redistributive from rich to poor countries. 

Under the Musgraves’ approach, depending upon which way a particular 

international investment or income is directed (inbound or outbound), the lesser-gain 

country (which they denote as the country that incurs the national economic loss), which 

is entitled to the international tax on the resultant gain, may very well be the richer 

country. If the poorer country takes an overall larger share of the gain in a given 

transaction (which they denote as the country that makes a national economic gain), 

assigning the entitlement to tax to the richer country does not of itself create a socio-

economic gap or widen a pre-existing socio-economic gap between the two countries. 

But such entitlement nevertheless slows down the process of bridging a pre-existing gap, 

and under this system it is not possible for the tax to be given to the national-gain country 

(the poor country here).   

Moreover, by focusing on foreign investment income alone, this concept leaves 

out much of international commerce. Its applicability to the many other taxation systems 

                                                        
16 See Jinyan Li, “Improving Inter-nation Equity through Territorial Taxation and Tax Sparing” in Arthur J. 

Cockfield, ed, Globalization and its Tax Discontents: Tax Policy and International Investments (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 2010) at 121; Kaufman, supra note 13 at 194. 
17 See the discussion in section 3.3.2.B of chapter 3 above for a detailed analysis in this respect.  
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that prevail in the world of international economics has not been considered. 

Furthermore, as the whole theory is based on the source/residence principle of taxation 

rules, it cannot be applied to those taxation systems that are not based on this principle. 

Again, this essentially excludes all other taxation systems, notably, the value-added tax 

system.  

Given these limitations, the national economic gain/loss and economic rents 

notions cannot be held as the appropriate theoretical foundations for the concept of inter-

nation tax equity, i.e., for allocating international tax in a way that redistributes tax from 

the richer to the poorer countries.  

4.2.5 Total tax yield approach18 

This approach focuses on redistributing income and wealth from rich to poor 

countries through international taxation, by giving source countries a slightly greater 

share of international tax. It advocates that the whole tax yield—international and 

domestic—connected directly and indirectly to cross-border commerce should be 

considered for redistributive objectives. It also posits that fair taxation would induce 

more foreign investment (hereinafter, “FDI”), which would eventually benefit both 

residence and source countries: to the extent that countries perceive they are sharing 

fairly in revenues from cross-border taxation they have an incentive to cooperate with 

respect to more international trade and investment.    

This approach considers a broader set of the economic consequences of cross-

border commerce and its associated taxation. This makes it a better reflection of the real 

                                                        
18 For further details on this approach, see section 3.3.2.C of chapter 3 above, specifically, under the 

heading “The total tax yield approach.” 
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economic effect of cross-border commerce on corresponding countries and enables it to 

identify the relative benefits that these countries obtain from such commerce, attributes 

that play an important role in meeting redistributive objectives. However, this approach is 

restricted to foreign investment, the income therefrom, and the taxation of such income. 

Moreover, by suggesting that more tax should be allocated to source countries, it is 

basing its redistributive objective on the assumption that source countries are always 

poorer. Such an assumption makes some sense in the context of FDI-related income, but 

it is not necessarily the case in practice. Furthermore, it does not envisage redistributive 

tax sharing of the taxes raised by cross-border commerce in the form of sales of goods 

and services. Therefore, at best it addresses the issue of redistribution in the context of 

cross-border commerce only partially. Even there, it does not illustrate how the 

background economic activity and taxation that support the actual cross-border 

transaction is to be determined or quantified and included in redistributive schemes. It 

also does not consider the economic determinants that are to be used to measure total 

yield.  

4.2.6 The assignment approach19 

 Unlike most theories of inter-nation tax equity, the assignment approach does not 

base the notion of a fair division of the international tax base on the concept of rightful 

entitlement of countries to taxes; instead, it makes redistributive objectives the sole 

motive for sharing international tax. This theory endeavors to achieve fair redistribution 

by examining the characteristics of countries, such as number of inhabitants and GDP. 

                                                        
19 For further details on this approach, see section 3.3.2.C of chapter 3 above, specifically, the subsection 

“The assignment approach.” 
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Unlike most theories discussed in this study, it does not confine itself to the tax on FDI 

income. Similarly, it does not rely on the source/residence concept. It advocates basing 

redistribution on the actual relative richness or poorness of the interacting countries. This 

approach allows researchers to explore and apply new approaches to international tax 

redistribution. 

This theory does not take into consideration the true economic imputation of 

international transactions, which is necessary to determine the actual redistributive effect 

of non-tax benefits in the poorer country before moving on to redistribution by means of 

taxation. This, together with its failure to consider rightful entitlement to tax, the 

assignment approach cannot properly address the issue of fairness in inter-nation tax 

equity, because for inter-nation tax equity to be effective, i.e., for redistribution to be fair, 

the situation without redistribution has to be clear. Absent this element, the rich countries 

would be subjected to an unfair sacrifice if they were required to pay for the ineptness of 

the poor countries. Perhaps that is why even the lead proponent of this approach is 

skeptical about its practical viability. In addition, it does not cater to tax assignment 

issues in cases where the corresponding countries are more or less on an equal socio-

economic footing.  

4.2.7 Sacrifice/benefit theory and the broadening of the international tax base 20 

We saw in the previous chapter that Klaus Vogel moved the discussion on inter-

nation equity beyond FDI income and theorized that both residence and source taxation 

of international income will be equitable if they rely on the sacrifice and benefit theories 

                                                        
20 For further details on this approach, see section 3.3.2.C of chapter 3 above, specifically, the subheading 

“Benefits theory and broadening of international tax base.” 
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of taxation. He put slightly more emphasis on source taxation, as he assumed that source 

countries are poorer, and therefore a tilt towards the source countries would result in 

redistribution that would cure poverty.  

By extending the debate on tax allocation for inter-nation tax equity purposes to 

tax on income from the cross-border sales of goods and services (which was hitherto not 

included in the discussion), this theory not only broadens the scope of the international 

income tax base available for sharing between corresponding countries, it also shows a 

way for effecting meaningful redistribution through the taxation system as a whole. As 

such, it serves as a theoretical platform for extending the debate to newer areas of 

taxation such as value-added taxation. This further broadens the international tax base 

that needs to be fairly redistributed.  

However, this theory does not espouse redistribution between countries. And 

although it espouses extending the scope of the discussion to new areas, it does not 

discuss other tax systems in its broadened scope. Moreover, it objects to the national 

gain/loss approach of the Musgraves, but does not show how, in the absence of economic 

impact criteria, an allocation could be termed fair. If the economic aspects are discounted 

in the debate on international commerce and its tax consequences, this theory would also 

have no yardstick to assess the transfer of income or wealth from rich to poor countries. 

Inter-nation tax equity is parallel to inter-individual tax equity, and in the latter, fair 

redistribution is a central objective and the economic determinants of individuals are used 

to determine how the tax will be apportioned; without parallel economic determinants for 

countries, this theory cannot fulfill its inter-nation tax equity objective in a meaningful 

way.   
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4.2.8 Conclusion 

The above discussion analyzed the central concepts in the theories aimed at 

identifying the proper division of international revenue. For the most part, they strive to 

effect a redistribution of income and wealth from rich to poor countries, and they are 

based on the assumption that such redistribution should be fair to all countries. Thus, the 

inter-individual equity concept that prevails in domestic taxation also underlies 

international taxation. However, each theory fails to meet its own objectives. Thus, the 

main theories of inter-nation tax equity do not achieve distributive justice between rich 

and poor countries, and thus fail to mirror the inter-individual equity principle seen in 

domestic taxation.  

None of the extant theories can be used as a benchmark for assessing the equity 

content of the existing international tax systems. Any such attempt would lead to 

misleading conclusions about either the tax base, tax systems, true economic imputation, 

or distributive justice concerns involved in a given cross-border commerce, and a fair 

sharing of tax is inconceivable if any of these factors are ignored.  Nonetheless, together 

they form a valuable platform for expanding the discussion in this regard.  

This study, therefore, does not use any of the present theoretical notions of inter-

nation tax equity for evaluating whether the international taxation system is a fair 

redistributive system. Instead, it will draw upon these theories to formulate a new 

theoretical concept of inter-nation tax equity that resembles the inter-individual tax equity 

concept of domestic taxation, not only in its distributive justice objectives but also in the 

manner in which they are met. This concept will then be used to evaluate fairness in 
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international taxation. The following discussion shows how the insufficiencies of the 

existing theories of inter-nation equity have given rise to a new argument that builds on 

the strengths of the older concepts and avoids their weaknesses.  

4.3 Formulating a new argument 

Extant theories deal with only a limited and narrow aspect of international 

taxation. This means that their proposals for the allocation of international tax so that it 

leads to the desired redistribution, even if efficient, would still have limited success. The 

allocations of restricted portions of the tax base might be contrary to the distributive 

justice requirements of the larger preexisting socioeconomic systems, and the parts of the 

international tax system not included in these allocations might even cause redistribution 

in the opposite direction. In sum, the net effect would not be a fair redistribution of the 

income, wealth, or economic growth generated by cross-border commerce. This would 

create a misleading situation where international taxation would be thought to be a 

theoretically equitable system, but in reality it would not be effectively countering the 

socioeconomic disparities between countries. Therefore, there is a need to redefine inter-

nation tax equity so that it can encompass all tax systems and the full tax base in each 

system, so that all tax allocations are fair and redistributive. Building on the prior work of 

Richard Musgrave, Peggy Musgrave, Klaus Vogel and others, this section attempts to 

formulate a concept that would have the strengths of the main theories of inter-nation tax 

equity, while at the same time taking care of their weaknesses. It does so by drawing 

upon the salient features of these theories and on the economics, taxation, and tax equity 

concepts discussed in chapters 2 and 3. 
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International revenue is an economic benefit. It adds to the economy of the 

country that collects it, but potentially at the expense of the corresponding country that 

cedes tax jurisdiction. Countries engage in economic activities for their respective 

economic benefits. The aim is to strengthen their domestic economies, and improve the 

lifestyles of their inhabitants. Without these benefits there is no reason to engage in cross-

border commerce. Therefore, if two countries are engaged in cross-border commerce, 

they are both entitled to the benefits that arise from it.21 This means that corresponding 

countries should get an equal share of the international revenue arising from such 

commerce. But is international revenue the only economic benefit of such economic 

intercourse?  

The disagreements about the proper methods for dividing international revenue 

between two countries so that it favors the poorer country are an effect of focusing on 

international revenue without considering all of the economic consequences of cross-

border commerce. In practice, international taxation is not an isolated phenomenon; 

revenue is only a portion of the overall economic gain that arises from economic 

intercourse between two countries.22 If not appreciated in its full context, strategies for 

sharing international tax to achieve distributive objectives are misleading. The 

international taxation system has to be viewed as a component of an organic whole, the 

international economic system, just as a domestic taxation system is viewed in the 

context of the domestic economy.  

                                                        
21 This is a recognized concept in theory (as evident from the theories discussed in earlier in this chapter 

and in chapter 3 above) as well as in practice (as would be seen later in sharing of tax under the model tax 

conventions of income tax). 
22 For details see the discussion in section 3.3.2.C of chapter 3 above. 
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Although cross-border commerce entails economic benefits for both participating 

countries simultaneously, the economic gain of one is higher than that of the other, and 

this varies with the type of transaction.23 In the absence of any tax on such extra gain, all 

of it would remain in the country where the gain is made. If the same country levies tax 

on the extra gain, again all of the tax would remain in the same country; it would only 

move from private hands to government treasury. Both these outcomes would violate 

distributive justice concerns, which require that both countries should benefit from the 

gain equally, as it is mutually sourced by both of them together and cannot arise if any of 

these countries stop participating. If the tax on such extra gain is levied by the 

corresponding country, then part of the extra gain (i.e., the extra gain minus the tax on it) 

would remain in the first country (in private hands), and part of it (i.e., in the form of tax 

on the extra gain) would go to the corresponding country (into its treasury). In this way, 

the extra gain of one country is distributed between both of the countries involved in 

mutual economic cooperation. Any other tax arrangement would not cause such 

redistribution. It is important to note here that the concern is the redistribution of the 

economic gain from cross-border commerce, not the tax. Taxation is only a medium for 

that redistribution.   

Chapter 2 discussed current accounts, trade accounts, and net factor income from 

foreign investment and their effect on the economy of a country. 24  It showed that 

countries with export and net foreign investment income surpluses make a relatively 

higher gain than the corresponding countries in a given period of time (a year say) in the 

                                                        
23  See supra note 8 at 72-73. See also the discussion in chapter 2 on imports, exports, and foreign 

investment and their impact on current account, trade account, and GDP of a country (or in other words on 

the economy of the country).  
24 For a detailed analysis in this regard, see the discussion in chapter 2 above. 
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full economic cycle between the countries. (On the completion of the cycle the exports, 

imports, etc., and the tax related to these balance each other off, but in a deferred form.) 

This not only corroborates the Musgraves’ national gain/loss concept in the context of 

FDI income between two corresponding countries, it also suggests that a similar 

relatively higher-gain and lesser-gain phenomenon exists in the case of cross-border trade 

of goods and services. In addition, it also settles the issue of identifying and labeling the 

country that makes the extra gain or the relatively higher gain and the relatively lesser 

gain from mutual commerce. An exporting country in the case of cross-border trade is the 

higher-gain (trade surplus) country and an importing country is the lesser-gain (trade 

deficit) country; a residence country in the case of foreign investment income is the 

higher-gain country, while a source country is the lesser-gain country.  

The extra-gain (or relatively higher-gain) and the relatively lesser-gain countries 

can also be identified and denoted in terms of the flow of money into or out of an 

economy. In the case of a higher-gain (or exporting or foreign income receiving) country, 

money flows into it as a result of a transaction; whereas, in the case of a lesser-gain (or 

importing or foreign income paying) country, money flows out of it as a result of a 

similar transaction. The flow of money can be used to determine the higher-gain and 

lesser-gain countries in cross-border economic situations that do not involve trade or 

foreign investment income and its related international taxation (e.g., estates and 

inheritance taxes, gift taxes, etc.). Drawing upon the generally accepted terminology used 

in economics—current account (or trade account) surplus and deficit—that are, 

respectively, used to denote higher-gain and lower-gain countries in cross-border 

commerce, this study denotes a country that benefits more from a given cross-border 
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economic activity (the higher-gain country) in any scenario by the term surplus-country, 

and its corresponding country, which benefits less from the same cross-border economic 

activity (the lesser-gain country), by the term deficit-country.  

Once the surplus-country vis-à-vis the corresponding country is determined, the 

next step in the distributive justice domain is to find the best manner for sharing the extra 

gain between the two. This method must be based on the concepts of distributive justice, 

as they pertain to taxation.  

The relatively higher and lesser economic gains scenario exists in the domestic 

setup too. Some people earn more income than others while engaging in mutual 

economic interactions within the same economy. For distributive justice purposes, this 

income is redistributed within the country from high income/wealth persons to low 

income/wealth persons by means of the taxation system (comprising of both direct and 

indirect taxation) under the concepts of horizontal and vertical tax equity. Broadly, these 

concepts dictate that the income and wealth of high-income persons is redistributed to 

low-income persons through taxes. This is the price they pay for socioeconomic 

cooperation, without which they would not enjoy their economic gain or income the way 

they do.25  

All theories of international taxation have a redistributive objective similar to that 

of domestic taxation, but their modus operandi for achieving it are very different. In their 

effort to redistribute the economic gains arising from cross-border commerce from richer 

to poorer countries, none of these theories suggest that the tax burden should be borne by 

                                                        
25 This whole equation syncs with the comparative advantage theory discussed in chapter 2. See also the 

discussion in section 3.2.2 of chapter 3 above.  
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the higher-gain country, i.e., by using a method similar to domestic taxation. In other 

words, although domestic taxation bases its redistributive function on the true economic 

imputation of mutual economic activities, international taxation does not. Without this 

basic understanding, none of the theories is able to emulate the redistributive concepts of 

domestic taxation in the international tax regime.  

The thrashing out of the concept of true economic imputation in the foregoing 

discussion crystallizes high-income and low-income players in the international context 

and brings redistribution in international taxation a step closer to redistribution in 

domestic taxation. The inclusion of true economic imputation provides the theories of 

international taxation with concepts similar to those used in domestic taxation, enabling 

them to approach their redistribution objective in a more meaningful way. The only 

remaining significant difference between international and domestic taxation is that to 

achieve the redistributive aims in an international setting, a country does not pay tax but 

forgoes its collection instead. The next issue is to establish the theoretical basis that 

would dictate the allocation of international tax to one or the other corresponding country 

in a manner that is fair, redistributive, and acceptable to both countries.  

Rawls’s theory of distributive justice employs a taxation system to redistribute 

income and wealth from the better-off to the not so well-off in the case of an inequality, 

where that inequality is not to the benefit of the least-advantaged in a society. This theory 

draws on basic concepts of economics and redistribution. As these basic concepts are also 

at play in the international context between countries, the distributive justice 

requirements of the economic gain (income or wealth) arising from mutual economic 

intercourse of countries can be viewed through the lens of Rawls’s theory.  
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To begin with, all cross-border economic activity as well as its background 

supporting activity at the domestic level is analyzed under Rawls’s principle of behind 

the veil of ignorance. In this case, the players are the two corresponding countries. As 

players “behind the veil of ignorance,” they would not know which of their various 

attributes might influence their impartiality in reaching a decision. For example, they 

would not know if they are the surplus-country or a deficit-country in a cross-border 

commerce, or if they are richer, poorer, or equally endowed vis-à-vis the other country, 

etc. But they would know other details of the economic activity, specifically that both 

countries benefit from it but that one country benefits more than the other.  

Under Rawls’s first principle of justice (i.e., equality), in the absence of any pre-

existing inequalities, when two countries engaged in mutual cross-border commerce 

approach the matter of the redistribution of the extra gain from behind the veil of 

ignorance, they will decide to share such gain equally in pursuit of distributive justice. 

This requires the redistribution of the economic gain from the surplus-country to the 

deficit-country. For Rawls, such redistribution would be achieved through taxation, in 

particular by allowing the deficit-country to tax the extra gain (or its underlying 

transaction). Since such assignment of tax would serve distributive justice, it could be 

construed as the rightful entitlement of a country to international tax under this concept.  

On this basis, the right to international tax vests with the deficit-country (i.e., the country 

with the lesser gain out of the two corresponding countries). Thus, the tax burden is borne 

by the surplus-country (i.e., the higher-gain country), just as in theories of domestic 

taxation the higher-income persons bears the tax burden for redistribution to the lesser-

income persons. Rawls’s first principle of justice, therefore, solves the issue of 
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determining which of the corresponding countries possess the right to tax in international 

taxation, and does so in the style of domestic taxation. An allocation of tax on this basis 

would act against the development of socioeconomic disparities between the 

corresponding countries. 

But the matter becomes complicated when there are pre-existing socioeconomic 

inequalities between corresponding countries. In that case, the allocation of tax as 

determined above would deliver two possible redistributive outcomes. If the poor country 

is the deficit-country in the equation then this allocation would redistribute the extra gain 

from the richer country (the surplus-country) to the poorer country, serving distributive 

justice between the two in both the limited (i.e., redistribution through taxation of the 

extra gain from surplus-country to deficit-country in the context of a given commerce) 

and the larger overall context (i.e., redistribution through taxation of the extra gain from 

the richer to the poorer country in the context of their overall socioeconomic position). 

Such allocation would act against the enlargement of the pre-existing disparities between 

them. However, if the poorer country is the surplus-country in the equation, then such 

allocation would redistribute the extra gain towards the richer country (the deficit-

country). In the latter case, such allocation serves distributive justice in the limited 

context (i.e., as between the surplus-country and the deficit-country), but not in the larger 

overall context (i.e., as between the poorer and richer country).  

It is pertinent to recall that both corresponding countries benefit from mutual 

economic activity. Therefore, transferring all of the extra gain (by not taxing it) by a 

deficit-country to a surplus-country does not mean that the deficit-country forgoes all the 

benefit of such activity; similarly redistributing a portion of the extra gain from a surplus-
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country to a deficit-country does not mean that the surplus-country forgoes all its gain (or 

extra gain) from the activity. Each country still has its own share of economic benefits. 

Tax allocation from a poor surplus-country to a rich deficit-country does not further 

widen the gap between the two in any way, because the poor country already takes extra 

benefit from the activity and any loss that it incurs in the form of tax allocation to the 

other country is only the extent of the tax on the extra gain.  

Nevertheless, the above tax allocation slows down the pace at which the gap 

between the two countries closes. In other words, in the absence of any taxation, a poor 

surplus-country would keep all of the extra gain from cross-border commerce within its 

economy, which contributes to bridging the socioeconomic gap with the corresponding 

rich deficit-country. But when taxation is introduced into the picture, some of this extra 

gain will be redistributed to the rich deficit-country, which will slow down the pace of 

convergence. The slowing down can be avoided by not allocating the tax to the rich 

deficit-country in this context. This would require that tax allocation be made against the 

principle of the right to tax of a country in international taxation arrived at under Rawls’s 

first principle of justice, meaning thereby that the tax be assigned to the surplus-country 

and the deficit-country should bear the tax burden.  

Accordingly, allocating international tax on the principle of domestic taxation to 

low-income countries can potentially slow down the process of bridging the gap between 

rich and poor countries; this challenges the fair redistribution role of international tax 

regime in globalization. The distributive justice concerns in the larger context (of fixing 

pre-existing inequalities) would be better addressed by allocating the tax to the surplus-

country (the poorer country) in this scenario, against the principle of rightful entitlement 
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that is applicable in the neutral perspective. But such allocation will create an inequality 

of its own, i.e., inequality in the just sharing of the extra gain arising from a given mutual 

cross-border commerce between the corresponding countries.  

Rawls justifies inequalities under his second principle of justice, the difference 

principle. It provides that inequalities can be tolerated if they are for the benefit of the 

least-advantaged. Since there can hardly be any scenario conceivable in the real world 

where socioeconomic inequalities between a richer and a poorer country could be for the 

benefit of the poor country, they would be intolerable under Rawls’s conception of 

distributive justice and have to be addressed in terms of his first principle of justice, i.e., 

redistributing the gain to the poor country (irrespective of whether it is a surplus-country 

or a deficit-country in the context of a given gain). In the scenario discussed here, such 

redistribution will only occur where the tax is allocated to the surplus-country or higher-

gain country (which is the poor country here) in a cross-border commerce. Such tax 

allocation would mean that the economic gain would not be shared but left in full in the 

economy of only one of the countries. This results in inequality between the two 

corresponding countries in the limited context of a given gain. But as this inequality is to 

the benefit of the poorer country (i.e., the least-advantaged of the two countries) in the 

larger context, it would be justified under Rawls’s difference principle. Moreover, the 

assignment of tax to the poor surplus-country does not come under a right to tax 

principle; it comes as a favor from the rich deficit-country, which still possesses the right 

to such tax.  

According to Rawls’s theory, when this situation is viewed from behind the veil 

of ignorance by the two countries, they would allocate the tax to the surplus-country 
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(which is otherwise the poor country). That is to say, that in the case of preexisting 

inequalities, they would opt not to exercise the right to tax as a deficit-country (where it 

is the richer of the two corresponding countries) in favor of a corresponding surplus-

country (the poorer of the two countries). And in this limited context, inequality would 

meet the requirements of justice under the difference principle. 

Given Rawls’s theoretical conception, it follows that for distributive justice 

purposes, the right to tax in international taxation vests in the deficit-country. In the case 

of corresponding countries on a more or less equal socioeconomic footing, international 

tax allocation ought to be made according to the right to tax as derived from economic 

principles. This would be fair as well as redistributive. However, in the case of 

corresponding countries that are on an unequal socioeconomic footing, international tax 

allocation should be made either as per the right to tax principle or against the right to tax 

principle in order to meet distributive justice concerns through international taxation. In 

real life, corresponding countries are not always of equal socioeconomic status, therefore, 

a conception that only serves the equal status scenario is not sufficient. A fair 

redistributive notion would therefore be one that provides for allocation as per the right to 

tax, but where this leads to unfairness, it provides for forgoing such right and allocating 

the right to tax according to the principles of redistributive justice.  

To summarize, the international taxation system plays a redistributive role at two 

different levels: at the level of the economic gain from cross-border commerce between 

two corresponding countries and at the level of overall economic situation of the two 

countries. The first level is more of a step towards effecting an actual redistribution at the 

second level. As a result, where a tax allocation that satisfies the distributive justice 
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requirement at the first level also satisfies the distributive justice requirement of the 

second level, international taxation is playing its desired redistributive role in such cases 

and the tax allocation meets the principles of equity in taxation. However, where it does 

not satisfy such requirements at the second level, then international taxation does not play 

its desired redistributive role and tax allocation in turn does not meet the principles of 

equity in taxation. In order to make such tax allocation equitable, the equality principle of 

the first level has to be broken in order to satisfy the equality principle of the more 

important second level. An international tax allocation on the above pattern puts the 

burden of tax on the richer (or high income or wealth) countries and mirrors domestic 

taxation as regards the distribution of tax burdens on the basis of the economic worth of 

persons. It, therefore, provides the theoretical foundations for an inter-nation tax equity in 

the style of inter-individual tax equity that has long been sought in international taxation.   

4.4 The thesis of the study 

The above account introduces the possibility of a more complete conception of 

inter-nation tax equity. Inter-nation tax equity may be broadly defined as the allocation of 

international tax between corresponding countries in such a way that it leads to the fair 

sharing of the economic benefits of mutual cross-border commerce, while addressing the 

socioeconomic gap between them. In line with this definition, the study advances the 

thesis that for the purposes of inter-nation tax equity, as a general rule, the right to tax 

with respect to international commerce ought to vest with the deficit-country, and that 

international tax should be allocated to a country as per such a right to tax; however, to 

achieve distributional objectives, in the case of pre-existing inequalities between the 

engaged countries, if the deficit-country is the richer of the two, international tax may not 
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be allocated as per the right to tax principle to the richer deficit-country but rather, it may 

be allocated contrary to such principle to the poorer surplus-country. 

In effect, the thesis combines the strong points of the main theories discussed 

earlier while addressing their weaknesses. It incorporates the true economic 

consequences of cross-border transactions, serves distributive justice for both the 

economic gains from international commerce and the pre-existing inequalities between 

corresponding countries, encompasses in its scope the full income tax base, and extends 

international taxation to any system of taxation. In short, it is a model of international 

taxation that shares the approach to tax equity present in the domestic context.  

Assigning the right to tax to deficit-countries and allocating international tax as 

per such right serves inter-nation tax equity in the following ways: (i) where both 

countries are of roughly equal socioeconomic statuses, it redistributes the extra gain of 

one to the other and acts against the formation of a socioeconomic gap between them 

because the surplus-country does not hold on to all of the extra gain; (ii) where both the 

countries are of substantially unequal socioeconomic statuses such that the deficit-

country is the poorer one, it redistributes the extra gain from the richer (surplus-country) 

to the poorer country and acts against the enlargement of the gap between them (in like 

manner to as mentioned at serial no. (i) above); and (iii) where both countries are of 

substantially unequal socioeconomic statuses such that the deficit-country is the richer 

one, it redistributes the extra gain from the poorer to the richer country and slows down 

the process of bridging the gap between them. In the absence of any taxation, the first two 

situations lead to formation or widening of inter-country socioeconomic gaps whereas the 

third situation leads to bridging of the gap. Since taxation does not transfer all of the extra 
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gain from the surplus-country to the deficit-country, in all three situations, such 

assignment acts against the socioeconomic gap between countries because it leaves both 

sets of countries with some of the extra gain (as tax or as extra gain itself). Conversely, if 

the right to tax is assigned to surplus-countries, it will form or enlarge the gap in the first 

two situations and speed up the bridging process in the third situation. These outcomes 

would also be arrived at when the right to tax is not exercised altogether (i.e., when none 

of the countries levy an international tax). Therefore, the best possible way of tackling the 

gap through the medium of international taxation would be to allocate tax as per the right 

to tax in the first two situations and not as per the right to tax in the third situation (i.e., 

either not allocating it to any country or allocating it contrary to such right to the poorer 

surplus-country). The allocation in the third situation would, however, come only as a 

favor from the deficit-country.   

This formulation of inter-nation tax equity would serve the distributional concerns 

of both rich and poor countries as well as equal and unequal status countries. It would 

effect a more or less equal distribution of the economic benefits of cross-border 

commerce between equal status countries, such that it would not let international 

commerce produce disparities between them. This leg can be achieved even without any 

network of bilateral tax treaties. It would also affect an unequal distribution of the 

economic benefits of cross-border commerce between unequal status countries such that 

more benefits would accrue to the poorer countries. This leg can be achieved through 

bilateral tax treaties.  

The proposed system provides two broad principles for the redistribution through 

taxation of the economic benefits of mutual cross-border commerce. The first principle 
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pertains to the redistribution of the extra gain from the surplus-country to the deficit-

country in such commerce. The second principle pertains to redistribution of the extra 

gain of the surplus-country from the richer to the poorer country. In the whole of this 

equation, the right to tax belongs to the deficit-country. Where the deficit-country is also 

the poorer country, then the allocation of tax as per the right to tax will meet both the 

principles, the first because such allocation will redistribute the extra gain from the 

surplus-country to the deficit-country and the second principle because it will also 

redistribute the extra gain from the rich to the poor country. But when the deficit-country 

is the richer country, then allocation of tax as per the right to tax will meet the first 

principle, but not the second: the first principle is met because it will redistribute the extra 

gain from surplus-country to deficit-country, but the second principle is not met because 

in this case it will redistribute the extra gain from the poor to the rich country. If all the 

extra gain is left with the poorer country, the gap between the countries would be rapidly 

bridged. The extra gain can be left in the poorer country either by the non-charging of tax 

by the richer deficit-country as per its right, or by allocating the tax to the poorer surplus-

country contrary to the right to tax principle.  

The more comprehensive understanding of inter-nation tax equity developed in 

this thesis is suitable for assessing the redistributive role of international taxation in the 

light of the ability of domestic taxation to place the tax burden associated with 

redistribution on high income/wealth persons. According to the model envisaged in this 

thesis it would be possible to assess whether an international tax system is contributing to 

the persistent economic disparities between countries even as global trade, investment, 

and economy continue to grow at phenomenal rates.  
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Allocation patterns that put the tax burden on high-income/wealth (or rich) 

countries would be redistributive in the same way as domestic taxation systems, and 

would conform to the understanding of distributive justice given in this thesis. If this 

pattern is found to exist, it would imply that international taxation does not reinforce the 

inequalities, and is in fact countering them. Allocation patterns that put the tax burden on 

low-income/wealth (or poor) countries would not be redistributive as understood here and 

would not meet the redistributive goals. This would imply that existing international 

taxation reinforces inequalities and is not playing its redistributive role. This thesis, 

therefore, helps to identify the areas of international taxation that do not honor the 

distributive justice concerns of economic gains arising from mutual economic activity 

between corresponding countries. Such shortcomings have to be fixed for international 

taxation to play a positive role in alleviating socioeconomic disparities between countries.  

4.5 Applicability of the thesis in the study 

The above thesis can be used to investigate the redistributive role of any tax 

system with international implications. Indeed, a full and proper assessment of the 

redistributive role of the international tax regime requires investigation of all its 

component tax systems. This study will examine the role of existing value-added tax and 

income tax systems in cross-border commerce. The Canadian Goods and Services Tax 

regime is a value-added tax regime that will be used as a proxy for value-added and 

consumption taxation in general. The model tax conventions of the UN and OECD will 

be used as a proxy for international income tax regimes.  
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In the investigative phase, the study applies a mix of textual and doctrinal 

research methodologies. The legal provisions relating to major and common international 

commercial activity in each system are analyzed  to determine whether they allocate a tax 

on such activities to the surplus- or deficit-country. At the same time, judicial decisions 

and soft law, as the case may be, are analyzed where the taxability is ambiguous or 

challenged in some way, particularly in the context of tax jurisdiction. This analysis 

shows the extent to which the right to tax (or tax allocation) conforms to the model 

developed above and therefore whether it conforms to the principles of distributive 

justice. It also shows how judicial decisions approach the substantive principles discussed 

above.  

4.6  Conclusion  

Equity in taxation generally implies natural justice and is the primary non-fiscal 

objective of taxation systems. Therefore, inter-nation tax equity is a value judgment.26 

Equity has been actualized as both an allocation of international tax between countries for 

redistributive purposes and as an allocation on the basis of their rightful share regardless 

of its redistributive consequences. In other words, it encompasses the concerns of both 

poor and rich countries alike. There is a general consensus among scholars that in its 

present form inter-nation equity is insufficient both in its scope and concept, as it does 

not play a redistributive role similar to inter-individual equity in domestic taxation. 

Although none of the extant theories individually present a solution to this insufficiency, 

together they provide a framework for the expansion of the concept of inter-nation tax 

equity so that it can be aligned with the inter-individual equity concept in domestic 

                                                        
26 Richard A Musgrave, Fiscal Systems, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969) at 246.  
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taxation—that is, so it can be used to redistribute income and wealth between poor and 

rich countries in a way that is fair to both of them. This study advances a model of inter-

nation tax equity that not only meets the common objective of the past theories, but also 

rationalizes the theoretical basis for meeting that objective. As outlined in this chapter, 

this model can be used to assess the redistributive role of international taxation in 

economic globalization. The following chapters explore the GST regime of Canada and 

the model tax conventions (OECD and UN) to see how well they conform to the 

conception of inter-nation tax equity discussed above.  
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Chapter 5 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

THE CANADIAN GOODS AND SERVICES TAX: TAXATION OF GOODS  

AND INTER-NATION TAX EQUITY  

 

5.1 Introduction 

The previous chapters introduced the alternative thesis of inter-nation tax equity 

and laid down its theoretical background. This chapter begins the investigative phase of 

the study, which aims at assessing the role of international taxation in the socioeconomic 

disparities between countries in the context of global cross-border commerce as well as 

economic growth. It examines value-added taxation, in particular, the taxation of cross-

border supply of goods and sees the level of its conformity with the inter-nation tax 

equity conception given in the proposed thesis. In this regard, conformity is depicted by 

an allocation of tax on such supplies to a deficit-country. Although a tax allocation to a 

surplus-country also conforms to the thesis in the context of corresponding countries with 

substantial disparities such that the surplus-country is the poorer one, but this study will 

consider such allocation as conforming to the thesis only where it is expressly provided 

that this is the reason of a tax allocation. Otherwise, an allocation of tax to a surplus-

country would depict nonconformity with the thesis. Where an allocation would conform 

to the thesis it would imply that the international VAT/GST regime is equitable as 

between corresponding countries and is not a contributing factor to the socioeconomic 

inequalities between countries, and vice versa.  
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In the inter-individual context in the domestic setting, taxation plays an important 

role in redistribution of income and wealth, irrespective of its mode, i.e., whether it is 

direct or indirect taxation. Similarly, the allocation of tax to a country as against another 

country causes redistribution in the international context, irrespective of whether it is a 

direct or an indirect tax. On that basis, allocation of a value-added tax with respect to a 

cross-border commerce to one or another country could affect their economic benefit 

from such commerce, help in sharing the gain, and play a redistributive role. This has 

been discussed in section 2.2.5 of chapter 2 above.   

Since the late 1990s, the OECD has been working with its members and certain 

non-members to promote consistent VAT/GST practices, particularly in the domain of 

cross-border supplies. These efforts have led to the development of International 

VAT/GST Guidelines by the OECD. Although the Guidelines do not have the force of 

law or account for all kinds of supplies in detail, they serve as a broad model for an 

international VAT/GST regime that countries may follow accordingly. For the most part, 

the Canadian GST system and the Guidelines are similar in their general approach. 

However, the Canadian GST is an enacted law, accounts for different kind of supplies in 

detail, and is supported by judicial decisions where it has ambiguities. Therefore, the 

analysis of VAT/GST regime is performed by using the Canadian GST as a prototype and 

proxy for it.   

The dynamics of taxability of cross-border supply of goods are different than 

services under value-added tax regime. Therefore, they are analyzed separately. This 

chapter deals with the first leg of international value-added taxation—taxation of 

goods—in an effort to see its inter-nation tax equity content. It gives a brief description of 
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value-added taxation, with particular emphasis on imports and exports. Next, it analyzes 

the GST provisions regarding the taxability of Canadian imports along with judicial 

decisions to see whether or not the allocation of its international tax (i.e., tax on cross-

border supplies of goods) complies with the thesis. This is followed by a similar analysis 

of Canadian exports. Finally, a conclusion is drawn from the outcome of this exercise as 

to whether or not the GST taxability of cross-border supply of goods meets the 

requirements of inter-nation tax equity as envisaged in the thesis and if such taxability is 

connected to the socioeconomic inequalities between countries.  

5.2 Value-added consumption taxation—the Goods and Services Tax of 

Canada (GST)1 

5.2.1       Overview 

The GST is legislated through the Excise Tax Act (hereinafter, “ETA”) in Canada.2 

It is a typical value-added consumption tax based on the tax credit system found in other 

OECD countries. This type of tax is also commonly called a value-added tax (VAT). It 

applies to supplies and purchases made in Canada by both commercial and non-

commercial persons, including governments. It is charged on every recipient of a taxable 

supply made in Canada and is calculated on the value of the consideration for the supply.3 

                                                        
1 See Muhammad Abbas & Arthur J Cockfield, “Canada” in Michael Lang, et al. (ed.), The Future of 

Indirect Taxation: Recent Trends In VAT and GST Systems Around the World, pp. 109-144. (Alphen aan 

den Rijn, The Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 2012) (for a general overview of the Canadian GST 

regime). 
2 Excise Tax Act, RSC 1985, c E-15, Part IX [ETA] (also available on the website of Government of Canada 

online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/> last visited April 19, 2015; the statutory texts of all 

sections can be accessed online on this link, therefore, specific texts of sections and online links to them are 

not always cited with the sections referred to in the following discussion). 
3 See ETA, ibid, s 165(1). “Subject to this Part, every recipient of a taxable supply made in Canada shall 

pay to Her Majesty in right of Canada tax in respect of the supply calculated at the rate of 5% on the value 

of the consideration for the supply.”  
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In other words, it is charged on consumption of goods and services in Canada for which 

the point of supply functions as a proxy. Imports that are meant for consumption in 

Canada are also subject to GST.4 

The terms “taxable supply”, “recipient”, “person”, “consideration”, and “Canada” 

are defined in the ETA, the statute that provides the GST legislation in Canada.5 Taxable 

supply is a broad term that covers most types of commercial transactions that involves the 

provision of property or services by way of sale, transfer, barter, exchange, license, 

rental, lease, gift, or disposition, etc. Recipient is generally a person liable to pay a 

consideration for the supply, or a person to whom a property is delivered or a service is 

rendered. Person is also defined broadly, covering an individual, a corporation, and any 

other type of artificial juridical person. Similarly, consideration includes any amount that 

is payable for a supply by operation of law. 

On the other hand, Canada is defined separately for domestic supplies and 

importation of goods. In the case of imports, its definition is adopted from the Customs 

Act.6 The effect of this differentiation is that certain transactions occurring on the seas 

and airspace over the submarines areas of Canada are not subject to GST but if these 

                                                        
4 See ETA, ibid, ss 212, 217 (“212. Subject to this Part, every person who is liable under the Customs Act to 

pay duty on imported goods, or who would be so liable if the goods were subject to duty, shall pay to Her 

Majesty in right of Canada tax on the goods calculated at the rate of 5% on the value of the goods”); section 

217 deals with imported taxable supplies (also available on government’s website, online: <http://laws-

lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-179.html#docCont> last visited April 15, 2015). 
5 See ETA, ibid, s 123(1) (it is the general definitions section for GST, also available, online: <http://laws-

lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-94.html#h-72> last visited April 15, 2015). 
6 Customs Act, RSC 1985, c 1 (2nd Supp) [Customs Act]. 
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transactions fall under importation of goods in terms of the Customs Act then they 

become liable to GST.7  

As a value-added tax, the GST is a transactional tax levied each time goods or 

services changes hands between a supplier and a recipient along the economic chain from 

the supply of raw materials to final consumption by an end-consumer. It is collected from 

a recipient by the supplier of a taxable supply on behalf of the Canada Revenue Agency 

(CRA), the government authority that administers the GST in Canada. Only those 

suppliers can collect GST that are registered with the CRA. These are called registrants.8 

Although any person making taxable supplies in Canada in the course of a commercial 

activity engaged in by the person in Canada can become a registrant, persons making 

annual supplies of more than $30,000 ($50,000 in case of public service bodies) are 

mandatorily required to be registered for GST purposes.9 In certain circumstances, this 

registration threshold does not apply to non-residents.10 On the other hand, those non-

residents who are required to register have to deposit a security with the CRA if they do 

                                                        
7 See ETA, supra note 2, s 123(2), (3) (“(2) Meaning of “Canada” — Subject to subsection (3), in this Part 

[i.e. Part IX of the ETA: Goods and Services Tax],  “Canada” includes 

(a) the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the coasts of Canada in respect of which the 

government of Canada or of a province may grant a right, licence, or privilege to explore for or exploit any 

minerals; and 

(b) the seas and airspace above the submarine areas referred to in paragraph (a) in respect of any activities 

carried on in connection with the exploration for or exploitation of minerals. 

(3) Idem — In or in respect of Division III [Tax on Importation of Goods], “Canada” has the same 

meaning as in the Customs Act”).    
8 See ETA, ibid, s 123(1) (providing that registrant “means a person who is registered, or who is required to 

be registered, under Subdivision d of Division V”). 
9 See ETA, ibid, s 240 (registration requirement; available online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-

15/page-217.html#h-123> last visited April 15, 2015). 
10 See ETA, ibid, s 143 (also available on the website, online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-

15/page-109.html#docCont> last visited April 15, 2015). See also supra note 1 at 127-128 (analysis of non-

application of registration threshold to non-residents in this regard).  
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not have a fixed place of business in Canada. This security is for ensuring that that the 

non-resident person will pay or remit the amounts collected by it as GST on its supplies.11 

As a consumption tax, the economic burden of the GST is borne by end-

consumers, i.e., persons who use a supply for personal or private or non-business 

purposes. Hence, the legal responsibility for payment of the GST lies on end-consumers. 

However, it is collected from them by the CRA through their suppliers, therefore, the 

legal responsibility for its collection and remittance lies on the suppliers. A supplier 

collects the GST from its purchaser and remits it to the government treasury after 

deducting the GST it has itself paid on its own business-related purchases. The deductible 

GST is called input tax credit (ITC).12 In cases where a supplier’s ITC is more than the 

GST it collects from its purchasers, a refund equal to the negative balance arises to the 

supplier. A supplier cannot claim ITC on its non-business related purchases though. For 

such purchases, a supplier is treated as end-consumer. This process ensures that business-

related supplies do not bear GST, rendering the GST neutral to businesses so far its 

incidence is concerned. This process also renders the GST regime self-enforcing as the 

tax collected by each supplier becomes the ITC for the next supplier down the chain until 

it reaches the final consumption stage where no more ITC can be claimed. In addition, 

this process collects a greater part of the GST well ahead of the time it becomes legally 

due at its point of final incidence. Although the GST is payable by the end-consumer on 

                                                        
11 See ETA, supra note 2, s 240(6) (also available online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-

217.html#h-123> last visited April 15, 2015). See also Canada Revenue Agency, GST/HST Memorandum 

2.6, (May 1999) (setting the security amount on the basis of 50% of the tax or estimated net tax of the non-

resident person in the preceding 12-month period and providing upper and lower limits); supra note 1 at 

116. 
12 See ETA, supra note 2, ss 169-170 (for general rules of input tax credit and restrictions, respectively; also 

available online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-127.html#docCont> last visited April 

15, 2015). 
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the total value of a finished product which could be several stages away from its first raw 

materials stage, it is collected at each intermediate stage instead.  

5.2.2      Exemptions 

For policy reasons, Canada does not tax all goods and services consumed in 

Canada. These exemptions are explicitly provided in the GST law and include 

prescription drugs, basic groceries, financial services, health care services, supplies by 

charities, etc. This exemption is, however, implemented in two different ways, i.e., 

through zero-rated supplies and exempt supplies.13  

The zero-rating method means that GST is charged on the supplies but at a rate of 

zero percent. Thus, suppliers collect no GST on their taxable supplies. However, against 

this zero tax collection on their supplies suppliers are entitled to claim ITC. In the case of 

the exempt supplies method, no GST is charged on the supplies. As a result, suppliers 

cannot claim ITC on their exempt supplies. Under both the methods, the end-consumer 

receives the goods and services without paying GST. But in the case of exempt supplies 

either the input GST paid by the supplier would be shifted onwards to the end-consumer 

in the price of the supplies causing a tax cascade or the suppliers would have to bear the 

economic burden of the tax rendering the GST non-neutral to them. These consequences 

are taken care of through a rebate system under the GST regime through which the whole 

or part of the locked GST is set off to the suppliers.   

                                                        
13 See ETA, ibid, Sch V, VI (for exempt and zero-rated supplies, respectively; also available on website, 

online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-329.html#h-160> last visited April 15, 2015 and 

<http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-330.html#docCont> April 15, 2015, respectively).  
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In addition, the GST law also exempts certain persons on all their purchases made 

in Canada. These include certain non-residents and the commonly known MUSH sector 

(representing municipalities, universities, schools, hospitals). This exemption is also 

implemented through the rebate mechanism.   

5.2.3      Classification of supply 

The GST applies differently to different types of supplies. Therefore, an 

appropriate classification is not only necessary for determining the place of supply, the 

rate of tax applicable, the manner in which the tax is collected and the timing of liability 

for the tax but it also obviates the chances of self-classification by taxpayers in a way that 

is most suitable to them and which could lead to loss of due revenue. For example, 

supplies of real property and personal property could entail different GST consequences, 

and if there is confusion in their classification then it can both cause administrative 

difficulties as well as invites revenue-losing tax planning by taxpayers. In order to 

preclude such eventualities, the GST law defines property and services which lead to the 

following broad classification of supply. 

(i)  Property: Property “means any property, whether real or personal, movable or 

immovable, tangible or intangible, corporeal or incorporeal, and includes a right 

or interest of any kind, a share and a chose in action, but does not include 

money.”14  

(ii) Real property: In respect of property in Canada real property primarily denotes 

land, buildings and fixtures, and includes dwelling houses, tenements, and any 

                                                        
14 See ETA, ibid, s 123(1). 
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leasehold or any other interest therein, whether legal or equitable. A mobile home, 

a floating home and any leasehold or proprietary interest therein are also treated 

as real property. But mobile homes and floating homes are deemed personal 

property in the case of exports.15  

(iii) Personal property: This has been defined to mean any “property that is not real 

property.”16 It can generally be divided into two major sub-types, tangible and 

intangible. Tangible personal property is not defined in the ETA but it generally 

includes objects or things those are physically perceivable or may be seen and 

touched and that are movable at the time their supply is made. Therefore, all 

goods, crops, fixtures, etc. are tangible personal property. Continuous 

transmission commodity such as electricity, crude oil, and natural gas also falls in 

this category. On the other hand, any property which is not real property or 

tangible personal property is intangible personal property; this includes 

contractual rights, corporation shares, and intellectual property (for example, 

patents, trade formulae, trademarks, trade names, designs, copyrights to literary 

and artistic works, etc.).17 

(iv) Services: It includes anything that is not property, or money, anything that is 

supplied to an employer by a person who is or agrees to become an employee of 

                                                        
15 Ibid. 
16 Ibid. 
17 See Irene J David & Mike Robillard, eds, Goods and Services Tax: Ernst & Young’s Complete Guide 

2009, Volume 1, Commentary and Analysis, 17th ed (Toronto: 2009) at 38. 
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the employer in the course of or in relation to the office or employment of that 

person.18 

(v) Money: It is excluded from the definition of both property and services; therefore, 

its transaction in consideration for a supply does not constitute a supply by itself; 

hence, it is not subject to GST as such. Money includes Canadian and foreign 

currency, cheques, promissory notes, money orders, letters of credit and other 

similar instruments. However, it does not include money sold as a collector’s 

piece or currency the fair market value of which exceeds its stated value as legal 

tender in the country of issuance.19  

(vi) Combined supplies: These are supplies having a combination of multiple elements 

(services, personal property or real property) where the consideration of each 

element is not separately identifiable. Here, the element whose value reasonably 

exceeds the value of the other elements is deemed to determine the type of the 

combined supply. If this is not possible and the combined supply includes real 

property as well, the supply is deemed to be of real property. In all other cases, 

the combined supply is deemed to be a supply of services. The rules applicable to 

all the elements in a combined supply are those applicable to the determining 

element of the combined supply.20 

 

 

                                                        
18 See ETA, supra note 2, s 123(1). 
19 Ibid.  
20 See ETA, ibid, s 168(8). 
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5.2.4      Place of Supply 

In the GST regime, supply is proxy for consumption of goods and services. Since 

GST applies only to consumption of goods and services in Canada, the place of supply 

plays a central role in determining the taxability of a supply. It identifies if a supply is 

domestic, import, or export, all of which entail peculiar tax consequences. Therefore, the 

GST law lays down rules as to when a supply is made in Canada and hence liable to the 

GST. These rules can be grouped under general rules and special rules, both of which are 

briefly discussed below. 

(i) General Rule 

The ETA sets out the general rules for determining whether a supply is made in or 

outside of Canada. These are summarized as follows.21 

1. Tangible personal property is considered to be supplied in Canada when it 

is delivered, its possession or use is given, or it is made available to a recipient in 

Canada. 

2. Intangible personal property is considered to be supplied in Canada if the 

property may be used in whole or in part in Canada, or relates to real property or 

goods ordinarily situated in Canada or to services to be performed in Canada; 

3. Real property and related services are considered to be supplied in Canada 

if the relevant property is located in Canada; 

                                                        
21 For full statutory texts, see ETA, ibid, s 142. 
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4. Other services are considered to be supplied in Canada if the service is 

performed in whole or in part in Canada. 

(ii) Special Rules 

In addition to the general rules, certain special rules also exist in the GST law 

which takes care of particular types of supplies. In a way, these rules are 

exceptions from the general rule. Some of these are as follows. 

1.  Telecommunication service is considered to be supplied in Canada if 

payment is for terminal or station situated in Canada. For long distance telephone 

charges, the place of supply is based on the “two out of three” test, i.e., whenever 

two or more of the following three elements are in Canada: the place of origin, the 

place of termination and the billing location.22 

2. Supply by a non-resident person of personal property or service that is 

made in Canada is deemed to be made outside Canada unless the supplier is a 

registered person, or the supply is made in the course of a business carried on in 

Canada, or the supply is of an admission in respect of an amusement or similar 

event.23  

3. Supply of publications by mail or courier made by a registered person is 

deemed to be made in Canada where the publications are sent to the recipient at 

an address in Canada.24 (A non-resident engaged in this activity has to register 

                                                        
22 See ETA, ibid, s 142.1. 
23 See ETA, ibid, s 143. 
24 See ETA, ibid, s 143.1. 
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itself; since the supply is deemed made in Canada it no more qualifies as import 

and does not attract GST on import).  

4. Goods that have been imported and delivered or made available in Canada 

to a recipient before being released by Customs are deemed to be supplied outside 

Canada. By this way, the person to whom goods are released in Canada after 

importation (i.e., the actual place of supply is Canada) becomes the importer and 

responsible for payment of the GST on imports.25 (But with the advent of the e-

processing of goods by Customs this two-step process (importation followed by 

release at a later date) has effectively shrunk into a one-step process as the 

imported goods are precleared and released on arrival in Canada). 

5. Property in transit (continuous transmission commodities such as crude 

oil, natural gas or electricity transported by pipeline, power line or other conduit) 

that is exported and then re-imported in the same form and measure in the course 

of being supplied from one to another point in Canada is deemed not to be 

exported or imported. Same is the case in the opposite scenario, i.e., when such 

property temporarily enters Canada in the course of being supplied from one to 

another point outside Canada.26 

Special rules also exist for supplies on board aircraft or vessel on an international 

travel which deems the qualifying supplies to be made outside Canada. 27 

Similarly, there are rules of place of supply for drop shipments. 28  These are 

                                                        
25 See ETA, ibid, s 144. 
26 See ETA, ibid, s 144.01. 
27 See ETA, ibid, s 180.1. 
28 See ETA, ibid, s 179. 
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discussed later on. But there could still be situations which are not covered by any 

of these rules, such as supplies through the internet or electronic commerce in 

respect whereof the CRA has issued Technical Information Bulletin B-090 

providing guidance for determining the place of supply in such cases. It also sheds 

light on how other such cases can be dealt with.     

 A cursory look at the above rules depicts that the supplies made outside Canada 

means that goods or services have been produced, supplied, and purchased in a foreign 

economy (or country), and has no connection with Canada (or its economy). No GST is, 

therefore, chargeable on such supplies. On the other hand, supplies made in Canada 

means that goods and services are produced and purchased in Canada in return for 

consideration paid from within the Canadian economy, and being a totally Canadian 

affair has got nothing to do with a foreign economy (or country). Therefore, the GST is 

charged on it as per the internal policies of Canada. International character is assigned to 

supplies when they are produced in one economy (or country) and supplied in another 

economy (or country). It is in such situations that the GST also acquires an international 

character and its allocation becomes a matter of importance for the corresponding 

countries as well as end-consumers (who may suffer double taxation).  

5.2.5      Other rules 

As the GST regime only taxes consumption of goods and services in Canada, it is 

designed in a manner that no taxable consumption slips out of the GST net. This is 

important for the fairness of the regime. Therefore, the GST law has other rules as well 

for ensuring that all taxable consumption is duly taxed. For example, small suppliers 
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(with supplies of $30,000 or less) are not required to register which could lure a supplier 

with more supplies than the threshold level to split up its business for splitting the 

supplies to bring it under the threshold and out of the GST net. This situation is countered 

by the associated person rules where the supplies of different persons are aggregated for 

the registration threshold purposes.29  

Similarly there are rules in the case of related persons in both the domestic and 

international context as well as the notion of permanent establishment in the international 

context. Such rules are meant to counter avoidance of GST chargeability. A detailed 

discussion on these is beyond the scope of this study though. Their main application in 

the international context is that if goods and services cross Canadian borders then that 

would constitute import (or export) even if they do not change hands from one person to 

another. In other words, even such transactions have economic consequences for Canada 

and the corresponding country and, therefore, they have to be tapped accordingly. As 

such, these supplies are imports or export, attracting GST rules applicable to imports 

and exports. The value of the consideration for such property (goods) or service is its 

FMV at the time of its supply. It is usually the reasonable arm’s length price 

determined in line with the CRA’s Information Circular IC 87-2R on ‘International 

Transfer Pricing’.30 Hence, PE-to-PE transactions are taxable like arm’s length imports 

and exports.   

 

 

                                                        
29 See ETA, ibid, s 127. 
30 Canada Revenue Agency, Information Circular IC 87-2R, “International Transfer Pricing” (17 September 

1999). 
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5.2.6      Imports and exports 

The GST is a destination-based tax, applicable at the place of consumption of a 

supply. Therefore, supplies consumed in Canada are taxable whereas those consumed 

outside Canada are not taxable under the GST regime. This principle also applies to 

international supplies involving Canada. As such, those inbound international supplies 

whose consumption destination is Canada—imports—are taxable. Conversely, the 

outbound international supplies whose consumption destination is outside Canada—

exports—are not taxable. Within this general rule, there are many sub-regimes for full or 

partial exemption of taxation depending upon the type and extent of consumption of a 

supply.31 For example, consumption of basic groceries in Canada is not a taxable event 

under the GST regime; therefore, supplies of basic groceries meant for consumption in 

Canada, whether domestic or imported, are not taxable supplies. And a proportionate 

relief is provided for conveyances in international transport that are temporarily used for 

Canadian domestic transport purposes.32  

Both import and export are broadly defined in the GST law. It provides that 

import means import into Canada and that export means export from Canada. 33 

Accordingly, these definitions capture Canadian international commerce in tangible 

property, intangible property, and services. Imports of goods (or tangible property) 

involve physical crossing of Canadian borders and therefore are dealt with differently 

than import of intangible property and services.34 The GST is collected on import of 

                                                        
31 See ETA, supra note 2, s 213, sch VII (exemptions, non-taxable importations, etc. specifying goods that 

would not warrant GST on their importation). 
32 See supra note 17 at 236. 
33 See ETA, supra note 2, s 123(1). 
34 See ETA, ibid, ss 212, 217 (mainly controlling the goods imports and other imports, respectively). 
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goods by the Canadian Customs agents at the time of clearing of the imports. This type of 

collection, however, is not possible in the case of intangible property and services as no 

physical crossing of borders occurs that can involve Customs agents. This brings into 

play the slightly different GST rules for both types of imports and exports.   

The above background of the Canadian GST system is not in any way a detailed 

description of the regime. It only briefly lays down the foundation for understanding the 

interaction of the rules with each other and with the general economic activity in an 

international context. The next section discusses the dynamics of GST regime vis-à-vis 

the thesis of the study in the case of imports and exports of goods (tangible property) 

only.  

5.3      Analysis of import of goods under the GST regime in the light of the thesis 

The purpose of this section is to look deeper into the GST and economic 

dynamics of import of goods (or tangible property) only. Exports are discussed in the 

next section. Intangible property, e-commerce, and services are dealt with separately in 

the following chapter. This would provide an insight into the allocation pattern of the 

GST in international transactions between Canada and another country.  

In many respects, imports and exports are to a great degree exactly opposite to 

each other, both procedurally and economically. Therefore, a discussion on imports will 

cover most of the conceptual framework for exports as well. For brevity purposes, such 

similar discussion would not be reproduced in full in the section on exports. However, in 

areas where there is a need for further elaboration then that is done accordingly.  
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5.3.1      Import of goods under the GST regime 

As stated, the GST is collected on import of goods by Canada Customs. Under 

section 214 of the ETA, administration of the GST on import is handled in accordance 

with the Customs Act as if the tax is a customs duty. Therefore, for the most part, 

yardsticks used for imports of goods under the Customs Act apply for GST purposes as 

well.  

Under the GST law, goods has the same meaning as in the Customs Act where it 

is has an inclusive definition.35 It generally includes all items that are merchantable; 

hence, such scrap and waste that are not saleable are not goods.36 On the other hand, both 

the ETA and the Customs Act provides that import “means import into Canada”.37 This 

means to bring goods from anywhere outside Canada to anywhere inside Canada and 

although this necessarily involves the act of crossing Canadian borders it may extend 

beyond the actual point of border crossing to the point of intended final destination within 

Canada, the test being “whether there is a direct link between the place of origin outside 

Canada and the destination inside Canada.”38 The bringing of goods into Canada is a 

physical act and is not dependent upon the intention of persons whether or not they 

brought the goods as imports.39 Therefore, releasing goods from a post office sent as gift 

                                                        
35 See ETA, ibid, s 123(1) (““goods” has the same meaning as in the Customs Act”); Customs Act, supra 

note 6, s 2(1) (““goods”, for greater certainty, includes conveyances, animals and any document in any 

form”). 
36 See Mohan A Prabhu, The 2008 Annotated Customs Act, (Toronto: Carswell 2008) at 3,8, 9. 
37 See ETA, supra note 2, s 23(1); Customs Act, supra note 6, s 2(1). 
38 Bell v R (1983), 3DLR(4th) 385 (SCC) at para 12. 
39 See Hoang v. Minister of National Revenue, 2006 FC 182; Hoang v. Minister of National Revenue, 2007 

FC 164 (F.C.). 
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from outside Canada is import into Canada by the receivers of such gifts even if they do 

not consider themselves to be importers.40  

5.3.2      The importation process 

The process of import usually concludes when the imported goods are reported 

and properly accounted for by an importer or his agent.41 This is the time when all the 

prescribed documents regarding the imported goods are presented to the Canada Border 

Services Agency (CBSA), the Customs authority in Canada that deals with imports.42 

These documents also provide the information regarding the settlement of payment 

between the vendor and purchaser, such as the amount paid or payable, the currency of 

settlement, the terms and conditions of settlement, etc. In most commercial imports, 

payments have usually been made by this time. The CBSA then performs the valuation of 

the goods for Customs duty purposes which is also used for levying the GST. Valuation 

of goods for GST is arrived at by compounding all duties and taxes on the value of goods 

determined for Customs duty.43 Once the GST is determined, it is collected together with 

the Customs duty.44 At this point the CBSA releases the goods to the importer. Where the 

importer is the final consumer of the import, he bears the economic burden of the GST 

                                                        
40 Klasen v Canada (Border Services Agency) (2005), 10 TTR (2d) 542 (CITT), 2005 CarswellNat 5807. 
41 Customs Act, supra note 6, s 12 (reporting of goods and exemptions from reporting such as goods that 

are pre-cleared are not required to be reported unless a Customs agent asks for it). 
42 See generally Daniel Kiselbach, Canadian Customs Law, (Toronto: Carswell, 2012) (importation process 

and documentation, such as cargo control document form (which details the point of release of the goods 

and the sufferance warehouse where the goods will be kept pending release), invoices, certificates of 

declaration, etc. (showing details of goods, of origin and destination of goods, of vendors and sellers, of 

release of goods, mode of commerce, etc.). 
43 See ETA, supra note 2, s 215 (the value of imported goods for GST = value of goods for Customs duty 

(even if Customs duty is not applicable) + certain other additional duties + excise tax).  
44 In some cases commercial importers are allowed to post a security and on reporting and accounting the 

goods by filing an import entry they would be released the goods without paying the GST at that very 

instant. They can pay their GST later on.   
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paid on the import; where he is a commercial importer, he shifts the burden onward to the 

end-consumer by claiming an ITC for the GST paid on his imports.  

Although all goods that enter Canada are imports and for the purposes of duties 

and taxes needs to be properly reported and accounted for, in certain situations this rule is 

somewhat relax. Goods on board a conveyance that enters Canadian waters or airspace 

while proceeding directly from a point outside Canada to another point outside Canada 

are exempt from reporting. 45  Similarly, trucks and containers used for international 

transportation into Canada are exempted from the reporting and accounting requirements 

in prescribed situations.46  

In addition, in some circumstances goods can be imported temporarily for re-

export as such, or after use or repair and in such cases the import process extends to the 

re-export in a way that duty and taxes relief and drawbacks are given if they are collected 

at importation. Also, where Canadian goods are exported for repair or modernization and 

returned to Canada as re-imports the duties and taxes are levied only on the value of the 

improvements and not on the total value of the goods.47 On the other hand, where goods 

qualifying for relief in duties and taxes are used for other than the prescribed purposes 

then they should be reported and accounted for to the extent so used by correcting any 

declaration that relates to the diverted goods.48  

Thus, although most imports are finalized on release, in some cases the 

finalization can still be a few stages away. This denotes that although prima facie imports 

                                                        
45 See Customs Act, supra note 6, s 12(5). 
46 See supra note 42 at 27. 
47 Ibid at 41. 
48 Canada Border Services Agency, Memorandum D11-8-5, “End-Use Program” (6 May 1998) (explaining 

legislative provisions and administrative policy on subsequent adjustments to import declarations). 
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seems to be just the physical entry of goods into Canada, in reality they are determined 

by the economic undercurrents of the cross-border physical movement of goods as well. 

What and how much of physical entry of goods into Canada constitutes imports under the 

GST regime seems ultimately to be a matter of its relationship with the Canadian 

economy, such as whether or not a consideration is paid for them from within the 

Canadian economy and whether or not they integrate into the Canadian economy.  

Under the Sale of Goods Act of the provinces (and also the common law 

principles), the term delivered or made available as used in section 142 of the ETA also 

includes delivery to a common carrier for delivery to the purchaser.49 Therefore, a supply 

delivered to a courier outside Canada for transportation to a Canadian purchaser could 

constitute a transaction that does not attract GST. This would absolve the foreign vendors 

from the ambit of the GST law; whereas, this would treat the Canadian purchaser as 

bringing goods from abroad into Canada and thereby constituting an import and put the 

onus of GST on the resident purchasers. However, in the ADV50 case discussed below, 

the Federal Court of Appeal held that a delivery by a registrant to a courier outside 

Canada for further delivery in Canada was a taxable supply made in Canada. Conversely, 

supplies of personal property made by non-residents within Canada are deemed to be 

made outside Canada.51 This gives rise to the possibility that although the physical import 

of the personal property might be made by the non-resident but by deeming the supply to 

be outside Canada the resident purchaser becomes its deemed importer instead and has to 

                                                        
49 See e.g. Sale of Goods Act, RSO 1990, c S.1, s31.(1) (“Where in pursuance of a contract of sale the seller 

is authorized or required to send the goods to the buyer, the delivery of the goods to a carrier whether 

named by the buyer or not, for the purpose of transmission to the buyer, is, in the absence of evidence to 

the contrary, delivery of the goods to the buyer”). 
50 ADV Ltd v Canada, (1997) GSTC 60 (TCC), aff’d 1998 GSTC 64 (FCA). 
51 See ETA, supra note 2, s 143; ETA, supra note 10. 
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pay the GST on it.52 So in addition to the general process of imports there could be some 

extraordinary or deemed ways of concluding imports as well. This gives a better view of 

how GST regime connects taxability to the economic effects of imports rather than purely 

to their physical movement.  

The economic effect of imports on the economy of a country vis-à-vis its 

corresponding exporting country and the moderating role of VAT/GST in that context has 

been discussed in detail in chapter 2 above. 53  In the light of that analysis, proper 

allocation of GST, coupled with a redistributive allocation of direct tax on international 

income, therefore, plays a part in the redistribution of the economic benefits of 

international commerce and makes it a meaningful system in the fair sharing of global 

economic growth. In the following discussion we will see how Canada charges its GST 

on international transaction and whether or not that charge conforms to the thesis of this 

study that tax related to international transactions ought to be allocated to the deficit-

country (which, as the importing country, is Canada in this scenario). 

With this background, the following discussion explores how the Canadian GST 

is allocated in different forms of Canadian imports.   

5.3.3      GST allocation in imports 

To conform to the thesis the GST regime ought to impose tax on all cross-border 

supplies that leads Canada towards a current account deficit. This would happen when 

goods are brought into Canada in consideration for payments made from within Canada 

                                                        
52 See supra note 1 at 127-128. 
53 For a detailed analysis on how allocation of GST to one or the other corresponding country causes 

redistribution of international income and wealth between countries, see the discussion in section 2.2.5 of 

chapter 2 above. 
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(or the Canadian economy). Goods brought into Canada for which no consideration is 

paid out of the Canadian economy would not lead to a current account deficit and ought 

not to attract GST. Supplies that causes a current account deficit to Canada leads to a 

current account surplus in the corresponding country. Allocating value-added tax to the 

corresponding country, therefore, gives it the non-tax benefit as well as the tax benefit 

(that can go into the redistribution pool of that country) from such supplies, which is in 

conflict with the notion of inter-nation tax equity embodied in the thesis. Where a deficit-

country does not exercise its rightful entitlement to tax, a surplus-country might assume 

that right (such as by not allowing ITC at the export stage), disturbing the tax equity 

between them to the detriment of the deficit-country. This can happen to Canada if it does 

not exercise its rightful entitlement to tax import supplies.  

For example, usually basic groceries are exempt in any VAT regime. But basic 

groceries or another item that is exempt in Canada but not exempt in a corresponding 

country can cause loss to Canada. Suppose, if Canada exempts medical equipment and 

country X does not, then when the medical equipment is imported into Canada it will 

cause Canada to be a deficit-country, entitling it to GST on the import in principle but 

which it does not levy for other policy reasons. Now suppose if country X manufactures 

the equipment at a much cheaper cost than Canada such that the cost stays cheaper than 

that of Canada even if country X charges VAT on it (say by not allowing ITC on its 

exports), the product would still remain competitive against similar Canadian product or 

in the Canadian market. However, now the VAT component would be incorporated in its 

cost and the tax would be collected by country X instead. On the other hand, if country X 

does not charge VAT on it, the private exporter will have room to jack up the price much 
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higher than the cost and still keep it competitive against similar Canadian product. In 

both cases, Canadian economy would pay for the additional advantage of the country X’s 

economy (in one case to its treasury and in the other to private hands). However, if other 

factors (costs, exchange rates, etc.) are constant, then there would be no room for this 

phenomenon to take place.  

The following discussion analyzes the GST allocation pattern in different forms 

of imports.  

A. Import of general goods 

Goods are imported into Canada when they are brought from outside Canada to 

inside Canada. The GST regime provides for taxability of imports.54 This means that all 

goods that enter Canada are subject to GST and as importing countries are deficit-

countries the imposition of GST on such imports by Canada would conform to the thesis, 

signifying that the GST regime is aptly playing its redistributive role in cross-border 

economic arrangements. On a broader level, the analysis would end here. However, all 

goods imported into Canada does not have the same economic implications of 

contributing to trade and current account deficits of Canada, and bearing on its GDP 

through such deficits. Therefore, a blanket imposition of GST on all import of goods into 

Canada would not satisfy the thesis properly. Besides, relief from GST on imports could 

also be given for some other policy concerns. On one hand, this shows the possibility of 

conflicts between the GST taxability on imports and the thesis; on the other hand, the 

                                                        
54 See ETA, ibid, ss 212, 216. 
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openness by Canada in some circumstances to the forgoing of rightful entitlement to tax 

is a point that can be used for cross-border redistribution through the GST system as well.  

For example, suppose that Canada does not tax an import of goods for 

enforcement reasons while it taxes the domestic supplies of the same goods. In such a 

case, it can arrive at a formal arrangement with a least-developed country to charge its 

GST-comparable tax on its end at the export stage. This would give tax benefits to a poor 

surplus-country in the equation and cause GST-induced redistribution. 

The GST on imports is normally imposed on the person who imports goods into 

Canada. Its practical manifestation can be in more than one ways. For example, a foreign 

person sells and delivers goods to a Canadian person outside Canada. This transaction 

does not attract GST. The foreigner is, therefore, not required to comply with any GST 

provisions. The Canadian person can then make arrangements and bring the goods into 

Canada. When he is clearing the goods at the Customs stage and files a record and 

account the import, the import is complete and he becomes liable to GST. Second, the 

foreigner person makes all arrangements and brings the goods into Canada. It accounts 

the imports and clears them before selling them in the Canadian market. In this case the 

foreigner is the importer of the goods and he has to pay the GST on it on the import 

stages. Finally, the most common form of commercial import is that a foreign vendor 

sells products to the order of a Canadian purchaser and delivers it in Canada. In this case 

the transaction is complete when the seller and purchaser fulfill their entire obligations to 

each other and the purchaser takes those documents/proof in respect of meeting the 

obligations to the Customs authority and record for the goods. In this case, the Canadian 

resident person is the importer and is liable to GST on such imports. In all these cases, 
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goods come into Canada (or the Canadian economy) in return for monetary consideration 

going out of Canada (or the Canadian economy).55 In other words, it turns Canada into a 

deficit-country, and charging GST on such supplies is in accordance with the thesis. 

In Toyota Tsusho America, Inc. v Canada,56 a US company, which was a GST 

registrant, sold and delivered cars to Canadian customers FOB Canada (i.e., delivered in 

Canada and seller pays shipping costs) without collecting GST on it for the reason that 

the supplies took place outside Canada and the goods were later imported, cleared, and 

GST-paid by the customers themselves. However, despite observing that the legislation 

regarding the place of supply could lead to contradictory results, the Tax Court of Canada 

held that the supplies were made in Canada and the registrant company was obliged to 

collect the GST on it. Whether it was the registrant or its customers who brought the cars 

into Canada, they had to pay the GST on it; whereas the ultimate incidence would in any 

case be borne by the customers (if they were the end-consumers). And in both the cases 

the economic effect is the same, i.e., Canada would be a deficit-country in the transaction 

and in the light of the thesis, therefore, entitled to the GST on it. The importation GST 

implications of this judgment are unclear though. Instead of not treating the supplies as 

imports, this approach seems to be directed at the regulatory aspects of the regime as 

regards the obligations of a non-resident registrant. 

On the other hand, section 143 of the ETA deems certain supplies by non-

residents made in Canada as made outside Canada. This provision captures those 

                                                        
55 In practice, goods can be exchanged for goods during the importation process. The GST regime has 

provision for barter imports such as in sections 153(3),(4) (barter between registrants) and 181.3 (barter 

exchange networks) of the ETA.  The ultimate effect of such imports is the same as imports for monetary 

consideration. But their discussion is beyond the scope of this study, which therefore uses only monetary 

consideration for thrashing out the issue.   
56 Toyota Tsusho America, Inc. v Canada, 1997 GSTC 83 (TCC). 
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transactions which are made by such non-residents who are not required to register for 

GST purposes (such as below $30,000 threshold, not engaging in prescribed business 

activities in Canada, etc.).57 It has the effect of turning in-Canada supplies into imported 

supplies, engaging the principle of reverse charge of GST on the recipient of the supply. 

Such supplies if made by non-registrant residents to other residents inside Canada would 

not attract GST. Although this provision is mainly related to the supply of services, a 

supply of goods that may fall under it would also be covered by it.  

In effect, section 143 of the ETA covers a situation in which a non-resident 

supplies goods (or services) inside Canada for a consideration paid from Canada and 

takes that consideration out of Canadian economy into his/her own country’s economy 

(by virtue of actually and eventually belonging to that economy). In this case, although 

goods do not cross Canadian borders physically but the underlying economic effect of the 

transaction turns Canada into a deficit-country with respect to the country of the non-

resident. Therefore, a GST charge on such transaction is in accordance with the thesis.  

However, in Visa Jewellery & Thai Silk Co. v R,58 where an unregistered non-

resident imported jewelry into Canada for exhibition and paid GST on it, the court 

disallowed rebate on the jewelry that was not sold and exported back from Canada. The 

courts held that section 215.1(1) of the ETA is not met by the appellant as it did not 

import the jewelry on sale-or-return or any other basis provided therein. This was despite 

the fact that the CRA paid rebate to the appellant in earlier years in the same 

circumstances. This treatment is inconsistent with the thesis. Here, GST has been charged 

                                                        
57 For further analysis of the dynamics of section 143, see supra note 1. 
58 Visa Jewellery & Thai Silk Co v R, 2004 GSTC 56 [TCC].  
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on imports that actually never entered the Canadian economy as they were neither used or 

consumed in Canada nor was any consideration paid for them from the Canadian 

economy. As such, they did not cause Canada to be a deficit-country that would have 

warranted charging GST on the transaction. It appears that the court went more on the 

form of the law than its economic substance while reaching its decision. Some of the 

jewelry that was imported was sold in Canada, which means that to that extent only it 

caused Canada a deficit-country, and charging GST on that portion was, therefore, in line 

with the proposed thesis.  

In contrast to the above case, in Jiang Jewelry,59 another case with similar facts 

but pertaining to a later period, where jewelry was imported into Canada by an 

unregistered nonresident and GST paid on it, the GST was returned through a remission 

order. This vindicates the position of the proposed thesis as against that taken in the 

above judgment and shows that an import of goods that does not have the effect of 

turning Canada into a deficit-country is not liable to GST. The above discussion shows 

that in the case of general goods importation Canadian GST regime in principle follows 

the notion of assigning the right to tax to deficit-countries as propounded by the thesis for 

establishing inter-nation tax equity in international taxation.  

B.  Import of continuous transmission property  

Continuous transmission property such as oil, natural gas, or electricity 

transported by pipeline, power line, or other conduit into Canada constitutes an import of 

such property and is therefore subject to the GST. Here, the same general principle 

                                                        
59 Jiang Jewelry Inc. Remission Order, PC 2005-706. 
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applies that it is physically brought into Canada by crossing Canadian borders from a 

foreign country in return for money that is paid from and leaves the Canadian economy. 

However, according to section 144.01 of the ETA, when such property physically comes 

into Canada by crossing Canadian borders from a foreign country it would not be treated 

as imports if it enters Canada while being transported between two points outside Canada 

or when it enters Canada while being transported between two points in Canada through a 

foreign country. As such, this entry into Canada does not attract GST. The whole process 

of crossing Canadian borders is exactly the same to the one where GST is leviable. The 

only difference lies in the fact that in the one case the entry into Canada is not in return 

for money leaving the Canadian economy while in the other it is.  

This notion is further supported by some of the conditions that are dictated by the 

GST law in this regard. It provides that the entry and exit measures and state of the 

commodity must be the same except what could be altered or consumed as incidental to 

its transportation. This again implies that so far no cross-border payment from the 

Canadian economy is involved even slight changes in the commodity are acceptable. It 

also provides that if it is stored in the process and then transported onward in the same 

form that is fine. However, it is unclear here that if money is paid for storage from the 

Canadian economy to the foreign country then how would that be dealt with.  

In Tenaska, 60  Tenaska Marketing Canada, a division of Tenaska Marketing 

Ventures Corp. (a Nebraska corporation), purchased natural gas in western Canada and 

then transported it through a pipeline passing through the US to its customers in  eastern 

                                                        
60  Tenaska Marketing Canada, a Division of TMV Corp. v. Canada (Minister of Public Safety and 

Emergency Preparedness), 2007 FCA 223. 
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Canada. In compliance with some US rules, it sold the gas to its affiliate as it crossed 

Canadian borders into the US and re-purchased it back as it crossed back into Canada 

downstream. The CBSA treated this re-entry on re-purchase as imports subject to GST. 

Tenaska did not agree with this treatment in view of section 144.01 of the ETA which it 

claimed was not taken into account by the CBSA audit officer, although it conceded that 

the natural gas that it purchased from the US and that was transported together with the 

Canadian gas was import and subject to GST. The Federal Court of Appeal affirmed the 

Federal Court’s decision of reassessment of the matter by a different audit officer by 

taking into view section 144.01. It held that even if the Canadian gas commingled with 

the US natural gas still if its quality and quantity at reentry is similar and equal (or less) 

to that at its point of exit from Canada then it would qualify section 144.01 of the ETA.  

Viewing Tenaska through the lens of the economic imputations concept of 

exports and imports (i.e., the relatively higher-gain and lesser-gain concepts, 

respectively) propounded in the thesis reveals that even where imports/exports involve 

purchase/sale, they are not subjected to GST so far they squarely offset the underlying 

economic effect of each other for Canada. In Tenaska, when the natural gas was sold by 

Tenaska to its affiliate at the point of exit from Canada—export to the U.S.A—that 

caused Canada to be a surplus-country as against the U.S.A, but when it was re-

purchased by Tenaska—import from the U.S.A—that caused Canada to be a 

correspondingly deficit-country as against the U.S.A.  The net effect of these physical 

and economic transactions on the Canadian economy was nil (barring slight differences 

due to incidental alterations during transportation). Thus, in the overall context, it caused 

Canada neither to be a surplus-country nor a deficit-country. Since the rightful 
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entitlement to GST in terms of the thesis arises only if Canada would be a deficit-country 

vis-à-vis the U.S.A, which is not the case here, the non-chargeability of GST therefore 

satisfies the requirements of the thesis. It also highlights that GST chargeability on 

international transactions comes into play only where the Canadian economy reaps a 

relatively lesser gain from the transaction, irrespective of the physical form of 

exports/imports.  

C.  Import by mail or courier services 

In addition to the general commercial imports, imports are also made by means of 

mail and courier. The economic effect of imports by this mode is the same as general 

commercial imports of goods involving the physical crossing of international borders. It 

causes trade and current account deficits and turn Canada into a deficit-country. 

Therefore, GST is ought to be charged on these imports as well. The Canadian GST 

regime provides for such GST chargeability, and to that extent is in accordance with 

thesis. However, GST is not collected on certain imports through mail orders that are 

under $20 value although they have the same economic imputation for Canada as the 

imports valuing more than $20. 61  This appears mainly to be for cost efficiency 

purposes.62 Nevertheless, this treatment is inconsistent with the thesis.  

                                                        
61 See ETA, supra note 2, s 213, sch VII, s 7 (exception from tax on importation of goods and non-taxable 

goods). “213. No tax under this Division is payable in respect of goods included in Schedule VII”; and 

Schedule VII, “7. Goods (other than prescribed goods) that are sent to the recipient of the supply of the 

goods at an address in Canada by mail or courier (within the meaning assigned by subsection 2(1) of the 

Customs Act) and the value of which, determined under paragraph 215(1)(a) of the Act, is not more than 

$20.” See also Ernst and Young for a detailed discussion, p. 242 and 243. 
62 See e.g. supra note 17 (“[t]he intention of this provision is to relieve CBSA from the obligation of 

collecting tax where the cost of collection would outweigh potential revenues” at 242). 
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The $20 rule is different in the case of publications. Publications are usually under 

$20 in value and foreign publishers routinely supply them to the Canadian market. Thus, 

it not only gets into competition with the domestic publications but also has a big 

cumulative value as well. Moreover, it constitutes a single sector, which renders its 

handling easier and perhaps mitigates the cost efficiency concerns arising from the lower 

cost per unit. Therefore, Canada imposes a GST on these imports even if they are under 

$20 in value. This is managed through registering non-resident publishers under the GST 

and deeming their supplies as in Canada instead of imports. So, neither their customers 

nor the publishers pay GST on publication supplies as imports but as normal sales within 

Canada. The real effect of the transaction is similar to regular imports though: monetary 

consideration in return for the publication is paid by Canadian customers to foreign 

sellers, therefore, it causes Canada to be a deficit-country, rightfully entitled to GST on 

such cross-border activity. 

 The $20 rule for GST applicability in the case of publication imports was brought 

in response to representations from the Canadian publishing industry because it put them 

at a competitive disadvantage against their foreign counterparts, as similar domestic 

supplies attracted GST. 63  This is one example of how GST chargeability or non-

chargeability can affect the economic position of countries in the cross-border commerce 

context. 

 The approach of registration of non-resident suppliers to tap GST on supplies of 

publications can also be employed to capture the GST that is lost for cost efficiency 

                                                        
63 See supra note 17 (“[t]his provision was enacted as a result of representations from the Canadian 

publishing industry, which felt it would be at a competitive disadvantage if foreign publications could 

escape the GST net” at 242-243).  
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concerns in the case of other supplies of goods that are less than $20 in value. If the 

suppliers are too diverse, scattered, or not regular suppliers to constitute a defined sector 

to be made registrants, perhaps the mailing, postal, or courier companies who deliver the 

goods or the bank, credit card, or other e-payment companies through whom payment is 

effected by the purchasers (importers) to the suppliers (exporters) may be employed for 

collection of GST on such imports. This would bring the GST treatment of even such 

imports in line with the thesis. 

In ADV Limited v. Canada,64 a case involving two US companies whose business 

was to sell goods to Canadian customers through mail order, the Federal Court of Appeal 

held that supplies of goods made by them to a carrier in the US for onward transmission 

to another carrier for Customs clearing and direct mailing from Canada Post facility 

within Canada to its customers are supplies made in Canada. Both the companies 

solicited orders by placing advertisements in Canadian magazines, purchased services 

from Canada post on meters, sent goods (which were printed material), and were GST 

registrants for claiming ITCs of GST paid on their purchases. The court based its 

reasoning on the interpretation of the term is, or is to be, delivered or made available in 

Canada to the recipient of the supply as used in section 142(1)(a) of the ETA. But had the 

US company not been a registrant, the goods of less than $20 in value supplied by it to its 

customers in Canada would have constituted imports and, therefore, escaped GST 

chargeability under the $20 rule for imports. Such an outcome would have been 

inconsistent with the thesis. 

                                                        
64 ADV Ltd v Canada, (1997) GSTC 60 (TCC), aff’d 1998 GSTC 64 (FCA).  
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In this case, therefore, by holding these supplies as made in Canada, the court 

avoids a situation where Canada would lose its GST (which it has not waived off 

otherwise, for any other policy reasons say) on a transaction that causes it to be a deficit-

country. This outcome brings the GST chargeability in line with the principles of the 

thesis.  

D. Temporary importations65 

Temporary importation occurs when goods are imported into Canada and then re-

exported. This happens in a variety of situations, such as international conveyances, 

equipment for various purposes that is not found in Canada, display goods, imports by 

exporters of processing services, etc. This regime is usually limited by time, i.e., the 

imports have to be re-exported within a given time. The economic effect of temporary 

importation where there is no difference between the imported and re-exported goods is 

nil, i.e., whatever goods comes into the Canadian economy in return for a consideration 

goes out of it, whether or not in return for any consideration. Therefore, it does not cause 

Canada to be a deficit-country or a surplus-country to trigger GST applicability.  

However, many a times goods that enter Canada and then leave it are not exactly 

the same such as due to some alterations made in them or because of consumption of 

some of them that has taken place inside Canada (or within the Canadian economy). 

These situations can cause Canada to be a surplus-country or deficit-country, depending 

upon the overall economic imputation of the completed transaction. In cases where 

                                                        
65 These are generally covered in the exemption and relief provisions of the ETA with respect to GST.  For 

example, see s 213 read with Schedule VII to the ETA, supra note 2. For a detailed discussion in this 

regard, see generally supra note 17 at 235-259. 
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Canada becomes a deficit-country, GST is triggered to that extent. This taxability is in 

line with the thesis.  

Moreover, in cases where the imported goods violate their time frames in Canada, 

they lose their temporary nature. This can happen even if they are re-exported afterwards. 

Such taxability appears to be mainly a product of administrative or regulatory expediency 

for ensuring proper compliance with and proper functioning of the regime in this respect. 

Nevertheless, it is inconsistent with the principles of the thesis.  

Very similar in nature to the import/re-export regime is the export/re-import 

regime where Canadian goods are temporarily exported for some processing and then re-

imported for consumption in Canada. In this case as well, when goods leave the Canadian 

economy and re-enters it after some sort of value-addition (which could be in the form 

goods or services), the consideration involved is for the value-addition that has taken 

place between the exit and the re-entry points. Thus, only such monetary consideration 

leaves the Canadian economy, and causes Canada to be deficit-country only to that extent 

in the overall completed transaction. In terms of the thesis, tax is allocated to the deficit-

country in a cross-border transaction that causes a trade and current account deficit to one 

country and a surplus to the corresponding country. GST is levied on this additional 

component and the remaining re-imported goods are not subject to GST. This treatment is 

in accordance with the thesis. The following categories of temporary imports throw more 

light on this phenomenon. 
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i.  International conveyances66 

International conveyances are vehicles, aircrafts, vessels, railways, and 

containers, etc. used for the transportation of passengers and goods between Canada and 

a place outside Canada. Under normal circumstances, they are imported into Canada 

together with the passengers or goods and then re-exported in the same form. No 

consideration is paid from the Canadian economy for these conveyances when they enter 

Canada for providing international transport services. Again, no consideration is received 

by the Canadian economy for these conveyances when they leave Canada and enters a 

foreign country in the course of providing international transport services. Therefore, 

these imports and re-exports do not cause Canada to be a deficit-country or surplus-

country, respectively. However, on occasions when they are diverted to provide domestic 

transportation services in Canada, whether or not such services are bundled with the 

international ones, then consideration is paid for them from the Canadian economy to the 

extent of their use therein. Such diversion causes Canada to be a deficit-country to that 

extent.  

So far as international conveyances do not engage in Canadian domestic 

transportation and does not cause Canada to be a deficit-country, GST is not levied on 

                                                        
66 Relief in the case of international conveyances are provided through a mix of regulations and remission 

orders, etc. For example: for exemption of containers, see ETA, supra note 2, s 213, s 9 of sch VII; for 

exemption of temporarily imported buses and aircrafts for use in Canada on a lease basis, see Value of 

Imported Goods (GST/HST) Regulations, SOR/91-30, s 14 read with Customs Notice N-027, “Temporarily 

Imported Conveyances” (5 November 1991); and for exemption of Canadian-based aircraft—parts, 

equipment, commissary, and passenger convenience items, see Canada Border Services Agency, 

Memorandum D8-2-21, “Instructions Pertaining to the Aircraft (International Service) Remission Order” 

(Ottawa: 9 September 2013), Remission Order, “Order Respecting the Partial Remission of Customs 

Duties, Sales and Excise Taxes Paid on Parts, Equipment and Other Items for Use by Canadian Air Carriers 

Providing International Commercial Air Service”. For more details in this respect see generally supra note 

17 at 236-241.    
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their importation.67 On the other hand, importation GST is levied on such conveyances 

where they do engage in domestic transportation and by that token causes Canada to be a 

deficit-country. This GST is a fraction of the actual amount that would be levied if the 

conveyances are fully imported. Therefore, the non-chargeability as well as the 

chargeability of GST in these situations are both in accordance with the thesis.  

Moreover, the above treatment is available for a limited period of time only. If 

that limit is breached then the imports could be treated as commercial imports in full and 

taxed under the normal procedure and rates even if they are re-exported later on. For 

instance, the import of busses and aircrafts on a short-term lease not aggregating more 

than two years for use in Canada qualifies for a partial relief from the GST on the basis of 

the extent of use but after that it is subject to GST in full.68 A vessel that is imported 

temporarily for domestic use in Canada under specified circumstances is treated in a 

similar manner.69 The full taxability of an import of goods that are re-exported after the 

                                                        
67 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VII, s 1. 
68 Value of Imported Goods (GST/HST) Regulations, SOR/91-30, s 14 (“14. For the purpose of subsection 

215(2) of the Act, where 

(a) a bus or aircraft (referred to in this section as “the conveyance”) is, on a particular day, imported 

temporarily by a lessee of the conveyance under a lease with a non-resident lessor with whom the lessee is 

dealing at arm’s length, 

(b) the conveyance is exported on or before the earlier of 

(i) the day that is 24 months after the particular day, and 

(ii) the day on which the lease is terminated, 

(c) if the conveyance is imported more than once, the cumulative number of months in the periods 

throughout which the conveyance is held in Canada by the lessee under a lease with the lessor does not 

exceed 24, and 

(d) on request made in writing to the Minister before the particular day, the lessee obtained written 

authorization from the Minister to determine the value of the conveyance under this section, subject to any 

terms and conditions that may be specified in the authorization, 

the value of the conveyance shall be determined by the formula 

(1/60 × A × B) + C 

where 

A is the value for duty of the conveyance, 

B is the number of months in the period beginning on the particular day and ending on the day the 

conveyance is first exported after the particular day, and 

C is the remaining duties payable in respect of the conveyance”). 
69 Ibid. 
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expiry of a set period of time is not in accordance with the thesis because in the overall 

completed transaction Canada is not turned into a deficit-country to the full extent in this 

case too, although such taxability might have other policy reasons to cater to.70  

On the other hand, when Canadian containers in usable conditions are exported 

out of Canada and in their place the same number of similar foreign containers in usable 

condition are imported into Canada, the imported containers are relieved from GST, 

although the goods under question are not the same ones.71 Again, such export and import 

in the aggregate does not cause Canada to be a surplus-country or deficit-country; 

therefore, the non-chargeability of the GST on such imports is in line with the thesis.   

ii. Goods and equipment temporarily imported into Canada for use or display  

Goods and equipment may be temporarily imported into Canada for Canadian 

domestic use. This is a situation where consideration is paid for the import of goods. 

However, full consideration is not paid for such imports because the goods are re-

exported as such after their use in Canada is over. In this type of importation, although 

goods are commercially imported, they do not add to the trade or current account deficit 

of Canada to their full value because of their subsequent export. It does, however, cause 

such deficit to the extent they are paid for from inside Canada (or from the Canadian 

economy). And to that extent it causes Canada to be a deficit-country and in terms of the 

thesis entitles it to GST on the supplies (imports) to the same extent. As Canada applies 

GST consistent with the use (or partially) and not on the full value of goods, its GST 

treatment in this respect is in accordance with the thesis.  

                                                        
70 For example, such taxability might be aimed at stopping abuse of the GST regime under this head instead 

at the true economic imputation of the supplies or transaction. 
71 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VII, s 9. 
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Sometimes no GST is applied in this type of importation, i.e., full relief is given 

from GST chargeability. Where a consideration is paid for the importation, non-

applicability of GST to that extent is not in line with the thesis. In such cases, Canada 

forgoes its rightful entitlement to tax. This could be, nevertheless, under the dictates of 

other policy concerns. Other policy concerns are important even in providing the partial 

relief, such as in some cases the partial relief is extended only if the temporarily imported 

goods are not available in Canada, or on the basis of if such import is made by a resident 

or a non-resident person. This means that if these conditions are not fulfilled then GST 

would be applied in full. Since the deficit effect of such import is not to the extent of its 

full value, such taxability would be in conflict with the thesis.  

Similarly, import of equipment, aircrafts, and goods for demonstration and 

display in Canada qualifies for full or partial relief from GST depending upon whether or 

not it meet certain requirements which are provided in the law.72  

That other policy concerns impacts GST chargeability on imports in preference of 

the true economic imputations of the immediate import transaction can be explained by 

way of example in the following situations. Where goods produced or owned by a non-

resident who is considering the acquisition of Canadian processing or packaging 

machinery are imported to Canada to demonstrate the performance of Canadian 

processing or packaging machinery, full relief is provided from chargeability of the GST 

on the partial consideration paid for such imports.73 As such demonstration appears to 

promote the sale of Canadian machinery to non-residents (i.e., paves the way for 

                                                        
72  See e.g. Temporary Importation (Excise Levies and Additional Duties) Regulations, SOR/89-247 

[Temporary Importation] (for a list of goods). See generally supra note 17 at 247-257.  
73 See Temporary Importation, supra note 72, sch item 3; supra note 17 at 250.  
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Canadian exports) that leads to trade and current account surplus for Canada, sacrificing 

the rightful entitlement to GST by not levying it seems to be somewhat balanced. 

Conversely, where a Canadian resident imports machinery, equipment, or other articles 

(that are not available from production in Canada) to demonstrate it to prospective 

customers in Canada, the partial consideration paid for such import is not subject to relief 

from GST chargeability.74 The effect of this demonstration appears to be inducing more 

imports, so no relief is given in this case. In other words, where the demonstration of 

temporarily imported goods induces Canadian exports, GST is not charged even on the 

partial consideration paid for it; and where it induces Canadian imports, the GST is 

charged on the partial consideration paid for such imports.  

iii. Imports by exporters of processing services (inward processing)75 

Goods imported into a country and processed or used in the processing of other 

goods that are then exported results in an aggregate gain to the economy of that country, 

because what is imported would usually be less in value than when processed further or 

other goods made from it and then exported. Such imports, in a short time, eventually 

causes trade and current account surplus to a country and are, therefore, good for the 

growth of an economy, and it is no surprise to see countries encouraging such imports 

that can be quickly turned around into exports. Accordingly, Canada has put in place 

measures in its GST regime to this end.   

Under the GST law, in certain circumstances, a registrant is allowed to import 

goods free of GST.76 The basic requirement for such GST-free imports is that the goods 

                                                        
74 See Temporary Importation, supra note 72, sch item 4; supra note 17 at 250.  
75 For detailed discussion on the scope and applicability of this regime, see generally supra note 17 at 257-

258. 
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are imported for processing, distribution, or storage in Canada and subsequently exported 

without being used or consumed in Canada except to the extent incidental to the 

transportation of the goods. In addition, goods that are used (other than fuel, lubricants, 

and plant equipment) in the processing of goods to be exported can also be imported tax-

free. The re-export is valid till four years from the date of actual importation. Similarly, 

the GST law also allows GST-free imports to registrants that exports more than 90 

percent of their output or operates under the export distribution centre certificate.77  

This means that commercial imports are made which causes Canada to be a 

deficit-country. According to the thesis, Canada is rightfully entitled to the GST on such 

imports. By not levying GST on it, Canada forgoes its rightful tax and comes in conflct 

with the thesis. However, the non-levy of GST is conditional upon using the imports for 

producing goods that are to be exported. Such resultant exports turn Canada into a 

surplus-country that strips it off its rightful entitlement to tax on cross-border supplies. 

When these imports are seen in a larger overall perspective, they are a single step in a 

multi-step transaction that ultimately leads to exports, trade surplus, current account 

surplus of Canada and add to the Canadian economy. So GST is waived on imports that 

directly translate into exports in a short period of time.  

Seen in the larger perspective, not levying GST on the above type of commercial 

imports does not come in conflict with the thesis. On the other hand, the time limitation 

of 4 years avoids abuse of the provision of law and recaptures GST on those commercial 

imports which got relief at the first stage but did not re-export the goods (to bring their 

                                                                                                                                                                     
76 ETA, supra note 2, s 213.2, sch VII, s 8.1. 
77 ETA, ibid, s 273.1, sch VII, s 11. 
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GST treatment in line with any other regular commercial imports). Since if the goods 

imported are not re-exported they cause Canada to be a deficit-country like any other 

imports, Canada is rightfully entitled to GST on it in terms of the thesis. But in situations 

where the limitation period of 4 years is passed and the re-export is effected after that 

time then the economic imputation in the overall perspective would not cause Canada to 

be a deficit-country, yet it would charge GST on the first-stage import. This would in 

essence be inconsistent with the thesis.  

E. Drop shipments 

The concept of drop shipments is used in the case of tangible property (or goods) 

and therefore is mentioned here. But the international aspect of drop shipments in effect 

involves a supply of services as well and is therefore discussed in the next chapter.  

5.4      Analysis of export of goods under the GST regime in the light of the thesis 

The GST applies only to supplies that are made in Canada.78 It does not apply to 

supplies that are made outside Canada.79 Moreover, it also does not apply to exports. As 

such, the recipients of such supplies are not subject to GST and the supplier cannot 

collect GST from them. 

The GST law provides that “export[] means export from Canada”. 80  In 

Scapillato,81 the Tax Court of Canada stated that export requires “a severance of goods 

from the mass of things belonging to this country with the intention of uniting them with 

                                                        
78 See ETA, ibid, s 165(1). “Subject to this Part, every recipient of a taxable supply made in Canada shall 

pay to Her Majesty in right of Canada tax in respect of the supply calculated at the rate of 5% on the value 

of the consideration for the supply.”  
79 See ETA, ibid, s 142(2)(a) (supplies made outside Canada). 
80 ETA, ibid, s 123(1). 
81 Scapillato v R, [2003] GSTC 57 (TCC). 
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the mass of things belonging to some foreign country.” In Mainil,82 the court held that 

“[a]ccording to Black's Law Dictionary, exportation is "the act of sending or carrying 

goods from one country to another". It follows that the mere crossing out of a country's 

border of goods for commercial purposes constitutes exportation. The fact that the 

Plaintiff failed to import the wheat into the U.S. is completely irrelevant, since 

importation is a separate transaction.”83 These views, however, does not take into account 

the economic significance of exports.  

The following is a brief analysis to highlight the economic dynamics of exports 

and the way the GST regime deals with exports in the light of the proposed thesis.  

5.4.1 Export of goods under the GST regime84 

 In general connotation, exports are supplies made to foreigners. Therefore, all 

cross-border supplies would fall under the term. This is largely recognized under the GST 

law. In addition, some supplies of goods that are yet to cross Canadian borders are also 

recognized by the GST law as exports. The eventual effect of both types of supplies is 

moving the Canadian current account towards a surplus. And in both cases, whether 

physical crossing takes place or not, the GST does not apply to such exportation supplies.  

5.4.2 The exportation process 

The exportation process comprises of selling and sending Canadian products 

outside Canada. The goods can be sent out of Canada in a variety of ways discussed 

                                                        
82 Mainil v Minister of National Revenue, 2006 FC 1062, 2007 1FCR D-5 (F.C.). 
83 Ibid at para 27. 
84 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VI, part V (for export regime under the the GST law, listing in detail the 

supplies that constitutes exports and are therefore exempted from GST through the zero-rating mechanism). 
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below. Generally, the exportation process can be different physically than economically, 

i.e., it is possible that a physical export of goods occur but it has no economic 

consequences for Canada, or that a physical export of goods does not occur yet it has 

export-like economic consequences for Canada. The court’s view in Mainil is a case in 

point as regards the former position, i.e., export of goods only in the physical sense.85 The 

double aspect of exports is also recognized by the GST law.  

Under the GST law, the exportation process can be broadly divided into direct and 

indirect exportation. In the former case, goods are sent to foreign purchasers in return for 

consideration. In the latter case, certain taxable supplies that are actually made in Canada 

are deemed to be exports although the goods are still in Canada. This is done on the basis 

that such supplies (or Canadian products) would ultimately be directly exported by the 

final purchaser in Canada. In both cases, however, the eventual bottom line is the same: 

goods leave Canada for consideration that enters Canada.  

In the context of the GST regime, the exportation process is fairly simple since 

exports are GST-free. Only a certificate from relevant authorities or receipt showing that 

goods have been exported is enough to conclude exports for GST purposes on which the 

exporter can then claim an input tax credit (ITC). Further details of the exportation 

process are not essential for understanding its GST implications and are therefore outside 

the scope of this study. But some peculiar situations that may be of significance are 

discussed below.   

 

                                                        
85 See supra note 82 (the court held that just the physical crossing of border is enough to constitute an 

export; the economic aspects of such cross-border activity, however, did not figure up in the court’s 

position in this respect). 
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5.4.3 GST allocation in exports 

According to the thesis, international tax should be allocated to the deficit-country 

for inter-nation tax equity (fairness and redistributive) purposes. Allocation of a tax on 

international income to one or the other country directly causes the redistribution of the 

extra gain of one country from mutual cross-border commerce to the other. However, in 

the case of GST, the redistribution is facilitated by not allowing the tax to go to a country 

which already makes more income from the transaction as in that case the country that 

earns more would also get the tax on such transaction. The impact of GST chargeability 

or non-chargeability on the sharing of the economic benefits from cross-border supplies 

between corresponding countries is discussed in detail in chapter 2 above.86  

As Canada makes more economic gain from exports than the corresponding 

country makes from the import, it is not entitled to the tax on such commerce. Therefore, 

Canada does not collect GST on its exports even if the corresponding importing country 

has no similar tax to apply to the imports on its side of the transaction. The destination-

based character of GST is fully in line with this redistributive concept of the thesis.  

However, even non-collection of GST from the importers of Canadian exports can 

have some consequences of its own.87 For example, the exporter will pay GST on the 

purchases but cannot collect GST on its sales to foreigners against which he can recover 

such GST though ITC. This can either lead to incorporation of the GST into the value of 

the exports and be transferred to the importers to be economically borne by the importing 

                                                        
86 For a detailed analysis on the economic effects of cross-border commerce on corresponding countries 

and the role of GST allocation in that context, see the discussion in section 2.2.5 of chapter 2 above. 
87 See also the discussion in section 5.3.3 above in the context of GST non-chargeability on Canadian 

imports. 
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economy through the phenomenon of tax cascading or cause the exporter to absorb it as a 

cost. Both these situations are undesirable. In the former, in essence the GST is 

borne/collected from another economy to which it causes a double loss both by first 

taking the transactional gain and then a tax that is not even related to the transaction on 

top of it. In the latter case, the Canadian exports are put at a competitive disadvantage in 

the international markets. The GST regime, therefore, takes care of these situations by 

zero-rating the export supplies. By this, it allows exporters to collect tax on export 

supplies (which are actually not taxable) at zero percentage (which comes out to zero 

collection or non-collection) and then claim an ITC against the zero amount of GST 

collected on their exports.88 In this way the GST (or any other value added tax) that is 

associated with international transaction is forgone by exporting countries.  

By refunding the GST to the ultimate exporter, the GST system actually refunds 

all the GST collected on the exported goods right from the first raw material input point 

through the export point. On the other hand, like all countries, Canada also encourages its 

exports and, therefore, usually takes measures to reduce financial hurdles in the export 

cycle by stopping the GST collection at a point as far from the ultimate exportation as 

possible. In this regard, it has set regimes where a supplier can even forgo GST collection 

on its supplies within Canada if they are for sure to be exported.89 This complicates the 

export regime of the GST a little bit, but its economic effect on the exporting and 

importing economies essentially remains the same.  

                                                        
88 See section 5.2.2 of this chapter above for a general discussion on exemption from GST through zero-

rating. 
89 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VI, part V (details of the exports provisions and tax treatment under the GST 

regime generally). 
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As exports add to trade surplus, current account surplus and the GDP of a country, 

little interest is demonstrated by countries in the tax associated with exports as compared 

to the tax associated with imports. And Canada is no different in this respect as regards 

its GST regime. It is fairly flexible and lenient in the export regime. However, this makes 

it all the more important to find out which supplies end up as exports and which are not, 

because if supplies that are not exports are classified as exports than it will take 

advantage of the lenient regime to escape GST even when it would be subject to it. The 

GST treatment of exported services and intangible property is trickier than export of 

tangible property but it is discussed in the next chapter. Here, export of tangible property 

is discussed. For convenience sake, the discussion is divided into direct and indirect 

exports, and under each type between general goods and continuous transmission 

property.   

5.4.4     Direct exports 

Export of tangible personal property that is made by the Canadian suppliers 

directly means that the goods are sent and delivered outside Canada by the Canadian end-

supplier. This is different than when such suppliers can sell the goods to registered 

persons in Canada and yet treat those supplies as export because the registered recipient 

would undertake to subsequently export it.  

A. Regular exports of general goods—delivery outside Canada90 

A Canadian supplier can supply general goods by delivering them outside 

Canada. Such supplies would be treated as exports and zero-rated, i.e., GST-free, where 

                                                        
90 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VI, part V, s 12 (GST treatment of regular exports of general goods by 

delivering them outside Canada). 
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the supplier delivers them in the prescribed manner.91 All the supplier is required to zero-

rate the supplies as exports and obtain an ITC against it is to have proof of delivery to a 

carrier or consignee, postal/courier receipt, or any other document that confirms that 

goods have been sent to an address outside Canada. Since this is the sole requirement for 

converting supplies into zero-rated exports, it is of great importance in the GST export 

regime. This view is also favored by courts which do not accept unauthentic documents 

as proof of exports even if they originate from such relevant authorities as Canada 

Customs.92   

However, once exports are established, the supplies become zero-rated with no 

obligation on the supplier to collect GST on it. In Rockwood Motor Products v. R.,93 a 

case where the Canadian registrant sold cars to US customers and did not collect GST on 

the assumption that the transactions are zero-rated exports, the court held that once the 

CRA accepts that the export took place it can no more demand for any evidence that is 

administratively required by the CRA. In that case, the supplier drove the vehicles into 

the US and “the bills of sale were all signed in the United States, delivery of the 

                                                        
91 Ibid. Section 12 provides, “A supply of tangible personal property (other than a continuous transmission 

commodity that is being transported by means of a wire, pipeline or other conduit) if the supplier 

(a) ships the property to a destination outside Canada that is specified in the contract for carriage of the 

property; 

(b) transfers possession of the property to a common carrier or consignee that has been retained, to ship the 

property to a destination outside Canada, by 

(i) the supplier on behalf of the recipient, or 

(ii) the recipient’s employer; or 

(c) sends the property by mail or courier to an address outside Canada.” 
92 Style Auto G.J. [Moujaes] v. R., 2008 GSTC 57 [TCC] (in this case the appellant, who sold 33 cars and 

did not collect GST on it because he claimed that they were exported, was unable to provide proper 

evidence in support of his claim of exports and the court did not accept some incomplete carriage contracts 

and Form B-13 (Export Declaration) that were not signed and validated by Canada Customs).   
93 Rockwood Motor Products v. R., 2005 GSTC 84 [TCC]. 
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automobiles was made in the United States and Ontario dealer plates were removed and 

replaced by plates of the purchaser”.94  

Courts have gone as far as to overrule the letter of the law where it is in conflict 

with actual exports. In Evasion Hors Piste Inc. v. R95 and Gagné-Lessard Sports Inc. v. 

R, 96  two cases of similar nature, Canadian persons engaged in business of selling 

snowmobiles, ATVs, and motorcycles sold vehicles to US customers in Canada and did 

not collect the GST on such sales on the basis of treating them as exports. These vehicles 

were either transported into the US by the sellers and handed over to the customers there 

or by the customers themselves. In both cases, the seller would be the importer of record 

and the customer as the ultimate consignee. A third party would be responsible for 

handling the documents and any fees etc. related to the transaction. The CRA did not 

object to the fact of the exportation but treated these transactions as not constituting zero-

rated exports and, therefore, assessed both cases for GST, interest, and penalties for not 

collecting GST on the said transactions.  

On appeal, the court held that “the Minister's assessment is consistent with the 

letter of the [ETA]” but that “it does not conform to its spirit.”97 The court held that “[i]t 

is clear from the provisions of the ETA that tangible personal property exported outside 

Canada should not be subject to GST.” 98  It thrust an economic justification for 

nonconformity of the taxability with the spirit of the law by stating that “[i]n fact, this 

reflects one of the major reasons for replacing the old federal sales tax with the GST: to 

                                                        
94 Ibid at para 5. 
95 Evasion Hors Piste Inc. v. R, 2007 GSTC 167 (TCC). 
96 Gagné-Lessard Sports Inc. v. R, 2008 GSTC 50. 
97 Supra note 95 at para 21. 
98 Ibid. 
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make Canadian goods more competitive in the global marketplace.” 99  Therefore, it 

“strongly recommend[ed] that the Minister exercise his power under subsection 23(2) of 

the Financial Administration Act and issue a remission order reimbursing [the appellants] 

for the GST, interest and penalty for which [they were] assessed, but -- and this is 

obvious -- only to the extent that he is satisfied that the vehicles were actually exported to 

the United States. If the Minister does not take this measure, a grave injustice will be 

done to [the appellants], which [are] unable to force [their] U.S. customers to pay [them] 

the GST that they should have paid [them] in its capacity as agent for the Minister.”100 In 

the wake of these judgments, both the appellants were relieved of their assessed GST, 

interests, and penalties through separate remission orders.101  

In the above scenario, Canadian goods were supplied for consideration to U.S. 

customers and as such constituted export like any other commercial export supplies. The 

economic imputation of this transaction was that Canada (as exporting country) made a 

relatively higher gain than the U.S. In other words, this transaction added to the trade 

surplus and current account surplus (and by that way to the GDP) of Canada, causing it to 

be a surplus-country. In terms of the thesis, as a surplus-country, Canada is not entitled to 

the GST on these transactions. Therefore, charging GST on these transactions was 

inconsistent with the thesis. And the court went beyond the letter of law to rule against 

the GST chargeability, and by rectifying the inconsistency vindicated the tax allocation 

principle propounded by the thesis.  

 

                                                        
99 Ibid. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Evasion Hors Piste Inc Remission Order, P.C. 2009-1540 and Gagné-Lessard Sports Inc Remission 

Order, P.C. 2009-1226. 
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B. Supply of personal property to unregistered foreign carriers 

In some circumstances, supply of personal property made in Canada is treated as 

a zero-rated export.102 This is the case when such a supply is made to an unregistered 

non-resident person who acquires it for consumption, use, or supply in certain 

prescribed situations.103 This may cover purchases of spare parts, fuel, and other goods 

necessary for the business. Such purchases, when made in Canada by registered 

domestic carriers, are fully subject to GST. In the case of unregistered foreign carriers, 

Canadian goods are supplied to a foreign person, which supplies have the same 

economic imputation as commercial exports: goods are sent from Canada for 

consideration coming from abroad. Therefore, such supplies are treated as exports and 

zero-rated so that no GST is collected on them. Since this transaction causes Canada to 

be a surplus-country, non-chargeability of GST on it is therefore in accordance with the 

thesis.  

C. Supply of fuel to registered international carrier104 

 The supply of fuel is a zero-rated export even in the case of registered 

international carriers who are engaged in the business of international transportation of 

                                                        
102 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VI, part V, s 2. 
103 The prescribed conditions are stated, ibid. The exemption applies when the property is acquired for 

“consumption, use or supply 

(a) where the person carries on a business of transporting passengers or property to or from Canada or 

between places outside Canada by ship, aircraft or railway, in the course of so transporting passengers or 

property; 

(b) in the course of operating a ship or aircraft by or on behalf of a government of a country other than 

Canada; or 

(c) in the course of operating a ship for the purpose of obtaining scientific data outside Canada or for the 

laying or repairing of oceanic telegraph cables. 
104 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 2.1 (“A supply of fuel made to a person who is registered under 

Subdivision d of Division V of Part IX of the Act at the time the supply is made, where 

(a) the person carries on a business of transporting passengers or property to or from Canada or between 

places outside Canada by ship, aircraft or railway; and 

(b) the fuel is acquired by the person for use in the course of so transporting passengers or property.” 
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persons and property by ships, aircrafts, or railways and acquires the fuel for use in the 

course of such transportation. In this case too, Canadian goods are supplied to a foreign 

person in return for consideration from outside Canada (and for use at least partly outside 

Canada). The economic imputation is similar to commercial exports in this case as well. 

Hence, it causes Canada to be a surplus-country in the situation, and the non-charging of 

GST on it is in line with the thesis in this case too.  

5.4.5    Indirect exports 

In this study, indirect exports refer to the supplies made in Canada to a person 

who would subsequently export it. Such supply despite being in Canada is zero-rated in 

specific cases. The effect of this type of export is similar to the direct exports though. It 

just provides ultimate exporters a relief from GST compliance and in cash flow to make 

them more competitive internationally. It takes place in both the general goods and 

continuous commodity supplies. 

A. General goods 

A supply of tangible personal property made by a supplier in Canada to a 

recipient who intends to export it is treated as a zero-rated export supply.105 Certain 

conditions have to be met for qualifying this treatment. These generally include that the 

recipient effect the export immediately, without consuming it in Canada and without 

changing its quality or quantity in anyway. Moreover, the supplier has to obtain some 

concrete evidence of the fact that the property has been exported. In cases where the 

recipient is an export trading house authorized to issue export certificates, such certificate 

                                                        
105 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 1. 
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is enough evidence of exports and even if the recipient subsequently does not export the 

supply the supplier would still be entitled to its zero-rating and would not be called upon 

to pay the GST not so collected.106 Similarly, an export distribution centre certificate is 

good evidence of zero-rating supplies made to such a centre.107 The ultimate effect of 

such made-in-Canada supplies is similar to the general commercial export, i.e., it causes 

Canada to be a surplus-country and the corresponding country to be a deficit-country. 

Therefore, non-levy of GST on a domestic supply that has the effect of export is in 

accordance with the thesis.  

B. Continuous commodity 

A supply made in Canada of property that is a continuous commodity (natural 

gas, oil, electricity) is also treated as zero-rated exports in more or less the same manner 

as in the case of general goods discussed above. 108  The supplier has to ensure by 

obtaining a declaration in writing from the recipient that it intends to export the supplies 

without processing, consuming, or altering it in any manner (except what is incidental to 

normal transportation). And if the recipient thereafter does not export it, the supplier 

would remain absolved of any GST liability on account of zero-rating a taxable supply 

made in Canada. On the basis that the ultimate effect of such domestic supply is the 

export of the goods from Canada, this domestic supply is not subjected to GST. As the 

eventual effect of such domestic supply, i.e., export, causes Canada to be a surplus-

country, the non-levy of GST on it is in accordance with the thesis. 

                                                        
106 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 1.1. 
107 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 1.2. 
108 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 15.1, 15.4. 
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However, international commerce in the continuous commodity takes place in 

some peculiar settings too. In some cases a supply of continuous commodity that is made 

in Canada by a supplier (first seller) to an unregistered person (first buyer) who supplies 

it onward to a registrant in Canada is treated as a zero-rated export supply.109  This 

requires that the first buyer’s onward supply is in consideration from the registrant for a 

similar commodity in return outside Canada, a form of exchange of commodities.110 In 

addition, there has to be no alteration in the form, quantity, and quality of the commodity 

except what is incidental to normal transportation (or carriage), which is to be done 

through a wire, pipeline, or other conduit from the time the supply is made by the first 

seller up to the time received by the registrant. Moreover, the first seller has to maintain 

satisfactory evidence of the first buyer’s supply of the commodity to the registrant. In the 

absence of this exchange, the commodity would have first been exported by the first 

buyer for a consideration and then imported back for sale to a Canadian registrant in 

return for the same consideration with the net effect of causing Canada or the 

corresponding country to be neither a surplus-country nor a deficit-country. A similar 

outcome is effected in the case of the exchange too. Therefore, non-levy of GST on the 

domestic supply in this scenario is in line with the thesis.  

5.5      Conclusion 

The analysis in this chapter depicts that Canadian imports of goods are largely 

subject to GST, with few exceptions possibly dictated by other policy reasons. Where the 

economic imputation of a physical import of goods into Canada is not as per the normal 

                                                        
109 For a detailed discussion in this respect, see e.g. supra 17 at 199-201. 
110 See ETA, supra note 2, sch VI, part V, s 15.1. 
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commercial imports, the GST does not apply to it generally. This means that GST applies 

only to imports that cause Canada to be a deficit-country—revealing that GST 

chargeability is linked with the underlying economic imputation of imports. Some areas 

still remain where either the GST is charged even when the overall effect of the 

transaction does not cause Canada to be a deficit-country or is not charged even in 

situations where Canada is the deficit-country. This is inconsistent with the thesis and has 

the potential of causing double taxation if the corresponding country imposes its GST-

equivalent tax on the basis of the overall imputation for that country of that cross-border 

economic activity, an eventuality that is not good for both countries. Similarly, it can 

cause double non-taxation with its concomitant effects. This is discussed in more detail in 

chapter 8 (Recommendations). It also found that Canadian export of goods is generally 

not subject to GST chargeability. There are some exceptions to the general rule though. 

In this case as well, although exceptions may cater to other policy reasons, they may end 

up in double taxation and its deleterious effects. The exemption of certain domestic 

supplies that lead to exports shows that in this case as well non-chargeability of GST is 

basically aligned with the underlying economic imputation of exports. In some situations 

where a provision of the GST law, its interpretation, or implementation results in a tax 

allocation that is contradictory to the above principle, even courts have stepped in and 

rectified the anomaly.  

The GST regime, nevertheless, does not engage in active redistribution of income 

and wealth to address pre-existing inequalities. That would happen if Canada forgoes the 

GST on imports as per its rightful entitlement principle to a corresponding poor country 

(least-developed) country and by that way encourage that country’s exports and boost its 
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economy or allow it to charge VAT at its end causing a direct transfer to its treasury.111 

Since Canada exempts imports from GST in certain circumstances, this arrangement is 

quite possible to achieve, perhaps under some bilateral treaty framework. However, 

Canada does not have a system in place in this respect.  

Thus, in view of its general principle of taxing imports and not taxing exports of 

goods, the GST regime does not alter the starting positions of exporting and importing 

countries of having relatively higher gain and relatively lesser gain, respectively. In 

addition, despite its potential, the GST regime does not embody distributional objectives 

and address the issue of pre-existing socioeconomic disparities between countries. 

However, as such, it is also not a cause of the global socioeconomic disparities in the 

context of cross-border commerce. It nevertheless leaves room for being more equitable. 

In other words, the destination-based principle on which the right to international VAT is 

normally vested in the importing country is in line with the proposed thesis, rendering the 

international value-added consumption taxation as a system that generally serves inter-

nation tax equity; however, the inconsistencies with this principle pointed out above also 

needs to be addressed.  

                                                        
111  For details on the dynamics of how value-added consumption taxation plays an inter-country 

redistributive role in the context of cross-border commerce between corresponding countries, see the 

discussion in section 2.2.5 in chapter 2 above.  
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Chapter 6 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

THE CANADIAN GST: TAXATION OF SERVICES AND INTANGIBLE  

PROPERTY AND INTER-NATION TAX EQUITY  

 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter continues the investigation of the fairness content of the GST regime 

in the case of cross-border supply of services and intangible property. A fundamental 

difference between the cross-border supplies of goods and that of services and intangible 

property (hereinafter, “IP”) is that in the former case the supply has to pass through the 

Customs systems of the two corresponding countries whereas in the latter case it does not 

do so. As such, taxation in the former case is enforceable through Customs authorities 

and easier than that of in the latter case, which is usually enforced through the suppliers 

or through self-assessment by the recipients of the supplies. The economic effect of both 

is the same though. Importation leads to a current account deficit in the importing 

economy (or country), and exportation leads to a current account surplus in the exporting 

economy (or country). Therefore, in principle, the GST regime should apply to 

international trade in services and IP in the same manner as it does in the case of goods. 

Nevertheless, the rules needed to reach such similar results would be different owing to 

the difference in the nature of the supplies. 

Recognizing the difference in the way international commerce in services and IP 

is transacted than in the case of goods, the GST regime sets different rules for the 
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chargeability and non-chargeability of tax on such transactions. Ideally, like the import 

and export of goods, services and IP should suffer GST when imported, but not when 

exported. Any divergence from this principle would render the GST applicability to 

services and IP inconsistent with the thesis—raising questions regarding tax equity 

concerns in the allocation of the GST. Exceptions to this ideal treatment could be 

triggered because of other competing policy reasons though.  

This chapter analyzes the allocation pattern of GST in the case of international 

supplies of service and IP to see the extent to which it conforms with the principle of 

inter-nation tax equity propounded in the thesis. The background salient features of the 

GST regime that informed the analyses of cross-border taxation of goods in the previous 

chapter are the same for a discussion in this chapter as well, and therefore not repeated 

here for brevity. The discussion first focuses on import and export of services by 

examining the main provisions of the GST law that deals with their taxability. Each 

provision is evaluated separately so that a comparative picture could be arrived at where 

their taxability differs from one another as well as from the thesis. This is followed by a 

similar analysis of cross-border supplies of IP. Next, some special situations are 

separately discussed to explore their GST chargeability patterns in view of the thesis. 

Finally, the discussion is concluded by summarizing the extent to which the GST regime 

in general and the GST treatment of cross-border supplies of services and IP in particular 

play a role in establishing inter-nation tax equity as envisaged in the thesis as against its 

potential to do so.  
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6.2 Import and export of services 

The GST law defines service as anything other than property, money, and a 

service provided to an employer under the terms of an employment with such employer.1 

Like goods, a supply of services that is made in Canada is taxable under the GST law; 2 

similarly, a supply that is made outside Canada is not taxable under the GST law. 

Therefore, whether or not a supply is made in Canada or outside Canada is instrumental 

in the GST taxability of the supply of services. As such, the place of supply rules plays a 

crucial role in the taxability of services as well.3 Again, like in the case of goods, supplies 

made outside Canada that are not taxable means that the service has been produced and 

supplied in a foreign country (or economy) and the consideration paid for it is also from a 

foreign country (or economy) and, therefore, has no connection with Canada. And 

supplies made in Canada of a service also produced in Canada in return for consideration 

paid from within Canada (or its economy) have no connection with a foreign country. 

Here, the GST taxability is an exclusively Canadian domain.  

International character is accorded to a supply of services where an in-Canada 

supply is made to a non-resident person for a consideration paid for it from a foreign 

country (or economy). Such supplies constitute exports of services. It is also accorded 

where an outside-Canada supply is made to a resident person for consideration paid for it 

from inside Canada (or the Canadian economy). Such supplies constitute imports of 

                                                        
1 Excise Tax Act, RSC 1985, c E-15, Part IX [ETA], s 123(1) (the ETA also available on the website of 

Government of Canada online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/> last visited April 19, 2015; 

the statutory texts of all sections can be accessed online on this link, therefore, specific texts of sections and 

online links to them are not always cited with the sections referred to in the following discussion). 
2 See ETA, ibid, s 165(1). “Subject to this Part, every recipient of a taxable supply made in Canada shall 

pay to Her Majesty in right of Canada tax in respect of the supply calculated at the rate of 5% on the value 

of the consideration for the supply.”  
3 For details on place of supply rules, see the discussion in section 5.2.4 of chapter 5. 
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services. The internationalization of supplies renders supplies made in Canada (which are 

otherwise chargeable to GST) not taxable under the GST regime on account of being 

exports in its economic substance. It also renders supplies made outside Canada (which 

are otherwise not chargeable to GST) taxable under the GST regime on account of being 

imports in its economic substance. This phenomenon will receive more light in the 

discussion that follows in this chapter.    

Due to the intangible nature of services, the ETA provides separate place of 

supply rules for services than other supplies. The place of supply of a service made in 

relation to real property is the country where the real property is situated. Thus, if the real 

property is situated in Canada then the supply would be made in Canada; 4 otherwise, 

not.5 In other cases, a supply of service is made in Canada if the service is performed, or 

is to be performed, in whole or in part in Canada.6 In contrast, a supply of service (other 

than relating to real property) is made outside Canada if the service is performed, or is to 

be performed, wholly outside Canada.7 The rules also provide that certain services can be 

prescribed to be made in, or outside, Canada irrespective of where they fall under the 

other rules.8 However, no such services have been prescribed under this rule as yet.  

                                                        
4 See ETA, ibid, s 142(1)(d) (General rule for in Canada supplies: “For the purposes of this Part, subject to 

sections 143, 144 and 179, a supply shall be deemed to be made in Canada if ... in the case of a supply of 

real property or of a service in relation to real property, the real property is situated in Canada”). 
5 See ETA, ibid, s 142(2)(d) (General rule for outside Canada supplies: “For the purposes of this Part, a 

supply shall be deemed to be made outside Canada if ... in the case of a supply of real property or a service 

in relation to real property, the real property is situated outside Canada”). 
6 See ETA, ibid, s 142(1)(g) (General rule for in Canada supplies: “For the purposes of this Part, subject to 

sections 143, 144 and 179, a supply shall be deemed to be made in Canada if ... in the case of a supply of 

any other service, the service is, or is to be, performed in whole or in part in Canada”). 
7 See ETA, ibid, s 142(2)(g) (General rule for outside Canada supplies: “For the purposes of this Part, a 

supply shall be deemed to be made outside Canada if ... in the case of a supply of any other service, the 

service is, or is to be, performed wholly outside Canada”).  
8 See ETA, ibid, ss 142(1)(f), 142(2)(f) (General rules for in Canada supplies, s 142(1)(f): “For the purposes 

of this Part, subject to sections 143, 144 and 179, a supply shall be deemed to be made in Canada if ... the 
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The following discussion explores the extent to which taxability of cross-border 

supplies of services under the GST law meets the requirements of the thesis and, 

therefore, plays a role in addressing socioeconomic disparities between countries.  

6.2.1      Import of services  

Services whose supplies are made outside Canada but to recipients who are 

Canadian residents generally constitute import of services. This includes certain supplies 

by an unregistered non-resident person to a resident person that are actually made in 

Canada but deemed to be made outside Canada.9 Since such supplies do not involve 

physical crossing of borders like goods, the GST on the import of such supplies cannot be 

collected by Canada Customs. As such, not only is the tax collection left to self-

assessment but a set of rules is designed to see where, when, and how much tax has to be 

self-paid on which sort of supplies. Sometimes, where the import is by the end-consumer, 

import GST is paid when the recipient pays consideration for the service. At other times, 

when the import is made by commercial importer, the import GST is not paid at the time 

of import but at a later stage when the service reaches its final consumer in one form or 

another. This must not be confused with non-payment of GST on the import of a service; 

it is only payment at a latter step in the distribution chain. The only imported services to 

                                                                                                                                                                     
supply is a supply of a prescribed service”; and general rules for outside Canada supplies, s 142(2)(f): “For 
the purposes of this Part, a supply shall be deemed to be made outside Canada if ... the supply is a supply of 

a prescribed service”).  
9  See ETA, ibid, s 143 (available online at < http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-15/page-

109.html#docCont >). See also Muhammad Abbas & Arthur J Cockfield, “Canada” in Michael Lang, et al. 

(ed.), The Future of Indirect Taxation: Recent Trends In VAT and GST Systems Around the World, 109-

144. (Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands: Kluwer Law International, 2012) [Abbas] at 127-128 

(analysis of non-application of registration threshold to non-residents in this regard; and economic analysis 

of justification for the deeming of place of supply). 
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which import-stage GST does not apply is those services which are either exempt or zero-

rated or otherwise declared a prescribed supply to which GST does not apply.   

Imported services are generally taxed under the imported taxable supply rules.10 

Imported taxable supply is defined by the GST law and caters some special situations that 

can escape GST taxability undetected. It includes tangible and intangible properties as 

well. Depending upon whether a service is treated as an imported taxable supply plays a 

great role in determining its taxability. A detailed discussion in this regard is beyond the 

scope of this chapter but a general account of these rules is given along with their inter-

economy effects to see how it aligns or does not align to the proposed concept of inter-

nation equity. 

6.2.2 Imported taxable supplies of services 

A.   General 

A supply of a service made outside Canada to a person who is a resident in 

Canada is generally an imported taxable supply.11 An imported taxable supply of service 

is taxable in the hands of the recipients whether it is made for use in a commercial 

activity or for personal (final) consumption.12 The economic effect of this supply would 

be that a service that is produced in a foreign economy is sold to a consumer in the 

Canadian economy so that it integrates into the Canadian economic cycle. In return for 

this, a consideration is paid by the consumer from the Canadian economy that reaches the 

                                                        
10 See ETA, supra note 1, s 218 (“Subject to this Part, every recipient of an imported taxable supply shall 

pay to Her Majesty in right of Canada tax calculated at the rate of 5% on the value of the consideration for 

the imported taxable supply”) 
11 See ETA, ibid, s 217 (s 217 is quite extensive, available online: <http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/e-

15/page-179.html#docCont>). See also Canada Revenue Agency, GST Memoranda 300-9, “Tax on 

Supplies: Imported Services and Intangible Property” (Ottawa: 2 January 1991). 
12 See ETA, ibid, s 218. 
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seller in the foreign economy and integrates into that economy. The overall effect is that a 

service is imported into Canada in return for a monetary consideration that leaves 

Canada. Such economic effect pushes the Canadian economy into a current account 

deficit and the corresponding foreign country’s economy into a current account surplus. 

In other words, the foreign economy makes a relatively higher gain vis-à-vis the 

Canadian economy from this transaction. On the same analogy as in the case of the 

importation of goods, as a deficit country in this transaction, Canada is entitled to the 

GST on such transaction in terms of the thesis. A GST charge on such transactions 

conforms to the thesis. This taxability is, therefore, in accordance with the thesis.  

Under this general category of supply of services, some supplies that otherwise 

meet the definitional criteria of imported taxable supplies are excepted from GST 

taxability. Prima facie, this means that in the case of the exceptions the GST system does 

not work in conformity with the thesis; however, this might not be necessarily the case. 

These exceptions are, therefore, examined to reveal the extent of their contradiction with 

the thesis.  

(i)- Supplies of services made outside Canada to a resident acquired for consumption, 

use, or supply exclusively in the course of commercial activities in Canada by the 

importing person are not treated as imported taxable supplies.13 The economic 

effect of such supplies is similar to a regular import, and therefore subject to GST. 

On the face of it, not treating such supplies as imported taxable supplies implies 

an exception from GST chargeability, but in effect this is only an exception for 

                                                        
13 See ETA, ibid, s 217(a)(i) (it excludes from the ambit of “imported taxable supply” a supply of service 

that is “(i) acquired for consumption, use or supply exclusively in the course of commercial activities of the 

person or activities that are engaged in exclusively outside Canada by the person and that are not part of a 

business or an adventure or concern in the nature of trade engaged in by the person in Canada”). 
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payment of GST at the import stage. Once the importing person uses the service 

in its commercial activity, it is passed onward to final consumers in the value of 

the product sold to them and the GST is collected on it at that stage. Thus, in the 

end, GST is collected on the imported service with the same effect as described 

above in the general case, because of which this exception is not in conflict with 

the thesis.  

 However, in situations where the service cannot be passed over to a Canadian 

end-consumer, such as in the case of onward supplies by unregistered residents or 

by a registered persons engaged in exempt supplies, both of whom cannot collect 

GST from the recipients of their supplies, this exception would lead to non-

chargeability of GST on a transaction that causes Canada to be a deficit country 

and by that reason would be inconsistent with the thesis. 

(ii)- Imported taxable supplies do not include a supply of services made outside 

Canada to a resident person that is acquired by a person for use exclusively in 

activities that are engaged in exclusively outside Canada and that has nothing to 

do with that person’s Canadian business/commercial activities.14 This situation 

presupposes the integrated involvement of the resident person in a foreign 

economy (or country) other than and separately from his involvement in the 

Canadian economy. The economic imputation in this case is that although the 

supply of service is made to a resident (which would otherwise be an imported 

taxable supply), it is financed by its operations that are taking place outside the 

Canadian economy. The service is produced and consumed in a foreign economy 

                                                        
14 Ibid. 
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and the consideration for it is also paid from a foreign economy. And despite the 

fact that a Canadian resident is involved, the Canadian economy does not come 

into play in this situation and is, therefore, neither caused to be deficit-country nor 

a surplus-country. As such, the issue of its entitlement or non-entitlement to GST 

vis-à-vis the corresponding foreign country does not arise in terms of the thesis. In 

these circumstances, excepting such an outside Canada supply to a resident from 

GST taxability does not come in conflict with the thesis.   

(iii)- Where a supply of service is made outside Canada to a person who is an 

individual and a Canadian resident, such supply is not treated as a taxable 

imported supply if that individual consumes that supply exclusively outside 

Canada.15 Such services mainly include personal services of meals, transportation, 

lodging, etc. In this case, if the resident individual is a regular part of both the 

economy of Canada and of the foreign country separately (i.e., if she is engaged 

in independent and unconnected economic activities in both countries) then such a 

supply would signify that the consideration is paid for it from her foreign 

economic activity in that foreign country (or economy), and not the Canadian 

economy. This would eliminate the connection of the underlying economic effect 

of the Canadian economy with the supply. As such, the supply transaction would 

not cause Canada to be either a deficit-country or a surplus country and would 

preclude the GST allocation issue with the foreign country. This is in essence 

somewhat similar to the situation discussed at serial no. (ii) above. Therefore, 

                                                        
15 See ETA, ibid, s 217(a)(ii) (it excludes from the ambit of “imported taxable supply” a supply of service 

that is “(ii) consumed by an individual exclusively outside Canada (other than a training service the supply 

of which is made to a person who is not a consumer”). 
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exempting such a supply (which is otherwise caught in the ambit of imported 

taxable supply) from GST chargeability is in accordance with the thesis.  

However, if the resident individual is not a regular part of the foreign economy 

and receives such services in return for consideration that is paid by her from 

income pertaining to (or earned in) the Canadian economy then this transaction 

resembles the economics of regular import and causes Canada to be a deficit-

country, entitling it to GST. Canada, however, does not charge the GST on it. 

Although the non-chargeability of GST might be dictated by other policy 

concerns, such as costs and efficiency issues or reciprocal balancing (e.g., 

charging GST or providing GST rebate on such supply made to non-resident 

foreign tourists in Canada, or that the Canadian resident already pays a GST-

equivalent tax to the corresponding foreign country), this treatment as such is 

inconsistent with the thesis.  

In cases where the corresponding foreign country provides rebate to Canadian 

residents from their value-added tax, the Canadian non-chargeability of GST 

would lead to a double non-taxation, impairing inter-individual tax equity at home 

and inducing Canadian income spending abroad and a deficit in the Canadian 

economy. As such GST non-chargeability goes to the economic benefit of the 

corresponding foreign country, on the flipside it can be used as a medium to 

redistribute the economic benefits of cross-border commerce from a rich country 

to a poor country. Therefore, if Canada would not charge GST only in the case 

where the corresponding foreign country is a least-developed country then 

forgoing its rightful entitlement to GST would benefit the least-developed country 
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and meet the second principle of the thesis. However, apparently, Canada does 

not employ GST non-chargeability in this case on the basis of economic standing 

of a corresponding country.  

On the other hand, the GST law explicitly treats differently training services that 

an individual receives and consumes exclusively outside Canada.16 It appears that 

if such services are provided to the individual in personal capacity then they are 

similar to the other services so provided with respect to their GST exception as 

discussed above; but if the supply of the training services which the individual 

receives is made to a person who is not the consumer then in that case such 

training services would remain a taxable imported supply for GST purposes. This 

can happen in cases where a resident employer purchases outside Canada training 

services for its employee.17 In this form, the services are being imported for use in 

commercial activity in Canada. Although the economic effect is similar to other 

imports in the case of supplies of both forms of training services, the GST is 

charged only on the latter form. Thus, the GST treatment of the former does not 

align with the proposed thesis while that of the latter aligns with it.   

(iv) Imported taxable supplies also do not include the supply of a service made outside 

Canada to a Canadian resident in respect of a tangible personal property that is 

either situated outside Canada at the time the service is performed or is exported 

from Canada as soon as the service is performed without consumption/use in 

                                                        
16 Ibid. 
17 See Irene J David & Mike Robillard, eds, Goods and Services Tax: Ernst & Young’s Complete Guide 

2009, Volume 1, Commentary and Analysis, 17th ed (Toronto: 2009) at 262. 
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Canada.18 The economic effect of the supply here is surely of an import that 

causes Canada to be a deficit-country, entitling it to GST on it. However, Canada 

does not charge the GST on such a supply. This treatment is inconsistent with the 

thesis.  

In an interesting case, Alveberg v R,19 a Canadian resident owned a 1935 Ford 

wooden station wagon of which the wood component was no more there. There 

was no facility in Canada to rebuild the wooden portion of the body to bring the 

car back to its original shape. Such a facility was available in California in the 

United States. So the appellant took the chassis there and rebuild a wooden body 

on it. In bringing it back to Canada, the appellant was assessed to GST based on 

the value of the car (i.e., the value-added to it in the US). The appellant objected 

to this assessment in that the value-added to the car had two components, the 

material (mainly wooden parts) and the labor. He was of the view that the labor 

component was not subject to GST because it was not an imported taxable supply 

as the tangible property on which the labor service was performed was situated 

outside Canada at the time of such performance. The Crown took the position that 

the import was of “goods” to which the labor was incidental and therefore 

included in the value of goods. However, the court first held that “[t]he cost of the 

materials was incidental to the supply of the specialized service, rather than the 

                                                        
18 See ETA, ibid, s 217(a)(iv) (it excludes from the ambit of “imported taxable supply” a supply of service 

that is “(iv) a service (other than a custodial or nominee service in respect of securities or precious metals 

of the person) in respect of tangible personal property that is 

(A) situated outside Canada at the time the service is performed, or 

(B) exported as soon after the service is performed as is reasonable having regard to the circumstances 

surrounding the exportation and is not consumed, used or supplied in Canada after the service is performed 

and before the exportation of the property”). 
19 Alveberg v R, 2001 GSTC 113 (TCC). 
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cost of the specialized labour being an integral element of the cost of goods”,20 

and therefore the payment for labor was not in any way a payment for “goods” 

(the wooden parts).21 On that basis, it held that as such it is not an imported 

taxable supply of service that attracts the GST.  

The GST treatment in the above case exemplifies a difference in GST taxability in 

import of goods vis-à-vis services in very similar circumstances. The wooden 

parts and the labor services were both purchased by the Canadian resident in the 

US. Since the appellant was not in any way a regular part of the US economy (as 

he was not making any income over there), the payment was made by him from 

within the Canadian economy. Thus, a Canadian consumer paid consideration 

from the Canadian economy to consume the production of the US economy. This 

gives rise to an international transaction and causes Canada to be a deficit-country 

in that transaction with respect to the goods as well as services. As such, in terms 

of the thesis, Canada was entitled to GST on the import of both the goods (wood 

material) as well as the services (labour). If this same work were done in Canada, 

both components of the supply would be subjected to GST.  

By forgoing its rightful entitlement to tax on the imported taxable supply, Canada 

leaves an opening for more of such exempted imported taxable supply of services, 

inducing more imports and pushing the its current account balance towards a 

deficit. Concerns about this anomaly are echoed in one of the arguments advanced 

by the Crown in Alveberg that exempting such value-addition from importation 

                                                        
20 Ibid at para 14 
21 Ibid at para 18. 
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GST would encourage “Canadians to get work done in the United States on a 

GST free basis, that if performed in Canada would be subject to GST.”22  

(v)- The supply of a transportation service made outside Canada to a resident person is 

excluded from imported taxable supplies although the payment made for it by a 

Canadian resident implies that it is made from the Canadian economy and, 

therefore, affects the Canadian economy similar to regular imports, necessitating 

GST imposition.23 Therefore this exception is inconsistent with the thesis.  

(vi)- Legal services rendered outside Canada to a Canadian resident in connection with 

criminal, civil, or administrative litigation are exempted from imported taxable 

supplies.24  This appears to be the case even if they pertain to a business in 

Canada. Legal services other than these are dealt with as imported taxable 

supplies. As the economic imputation of the exempted legal services is the same 

as the non-exempted legal services and other imports, relieving them from GST 

chargeability is inconsistent with the thesis.  

 In BJ Services Company Canada Inc.,25 the Tax Court of Canada did not treat the 

fees paid to an unregistered nonresident special financial advisor for providing 

services to assist the appellant in defending against a hostile takeover bid to be 

litigation services that could be excluded from imported taxable supply. But the 

court ruled that such services were for use in commercial activities (even if the 

                                                        
22 Ibid at para 17. 
23 See ETA, supra note 1, s 217(a)(v) (it excludes from the ambit of “imported taxable supply” a supply of 

service that is “(v) a transportation service”). 
24 See ETA, ibid, s 217(a)(vi) (it excludes from the ambit of “imported taxable supply” a supply of service 

that is “(vi) a service rendered in connection with criminal, civil or administrative litigation outside Canada, 

other than a service rendered before the commencement of such litigation”). 
25 BJ Services Company Canada Inc v R, 2002 GSTC 124 (TCC). 
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appellant made no taxable supplies thereafter) and therefore cannot be treated as 

imported taxable supplies in that category. As discussed at (i) above, this 

exclusion is only of temporary effect as the GST is ultimately collected at the 

final consumption stage and is therefore in line with the thesis.    

These rules highlight that due to the unique nature of cross-border commerce of 

services and their GST taxability, the GST law first devise rules that capture almost every 

services transaction, even those that otherwise falls outside its purview, and then provides 

exceptions in certain situations. When viewed in the backdrop of the economic effect of 

these transactions, the following patterns of the GST chargeability emerge. First, where a 

supply transaction cause Canada to be a deficit-country and the GST is levied on such 

transactions, this chargeability is in conformity with the thesis. Most of the cross-border 

commerce falls under this category. Second, where cross-border supply transactions 

causes Canada to be a deficit-country but the GST is not charged on such transactions, 

then the non-chargeability is inconsistent with rightful entitlement principle of the thesis. 

The inconsistency with the first principle can be used to the benefit of the least-

advantaged country in which case it will satisfy the second principle the thesis. However, 

there is no evidence that Canada does not observe the first principle in order to meet the 

second principle because the non-chargeability of GST by Canada where it is rightfully 

entitled to charge it is not connected in any way to the economic standing of the 

corresponding foreign country.  
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B.    Supplies between permanent establishments  

Under the GST law permanent establishments of an entity in Canada and outside 

Canada are deemed to be separate persons.26 Therefore, imported taxable supplies made 

by the foreign branch to the Canadian branch are subject to self-assessment of the GST 

on the value of the consideration for the supply.27 In case the services are for use in 

commercial activity then the GST is permitted to be not collected at the import stage as it 

is automatically collected down the supply chain at the point of the end-consumption at 

which point the final supply has the real value of the imported taxable supply properly 

incorporated in it. 28  Some conditions apply to these transactions but the economic 

imputation of such imported supply is that it causes Canada to be a deficit-country and, 

therefore, rightfully entitled to the GST on it in terms of the thesis. 

However, the situation is somewhat different in the case of financial institutions. 

In their case, through a complex arrangement of rules, such exemption is not available in 

the case of imported taxable supplies between permanent establishments.29  Since the 

supplies of financial institutions are exempt from the GST, therefore, they cannot be 

permitted to not collect GST on imported supplies (such as on management services) 

because in that case such supplies cannot be collected down the supply line.30 This would 

                                                        
26 See ETA, supra note 1, s 132 (rules on residency in Canada and permanent establishments).  
27 See ETA, ibid, ss 123(1), 126, 132, 218, 220; Abbas, supra note 9 (rules and discussion on the taxability 

of supplies between PEs under the GST law).  
28 This is covered in the provision for the exclusion of supplies related to commercial activity from the 

imported taxable supplies. See ETA, supra note 1, s 217(a)(i). See also supra note 17 for more discussion at 

266. 
29 See generally ETA, supra note 1, ss 217, 217.1, 218.1, 220 (general rules relating to GST chargeability 

regarding financial institutions and financial services in the context of imported taxable supplies). See also 

supra note 17 at 584-586 (detailed discussion in this regard).  
30 Exempt supplies are not included in the meaning of commercial activity in section 123(1) of the ETA. On 

the other hand, supplies that are used in commercial activity in Canada are excluded from imported taxable 

supplies, see e.g. ETA, supra note 2, s 217(a)(i). 
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give a competitive advantage to those financial institution which import services supplies 

as compared to those which acquire these supplies in the Canadian market and pay GST 

on them. Moreover, it would lure financial institutions to acquire imported supplies that 

would ultimately lead to more and more imports, transactions that lead Canada towards a 

current account deficit; whereas all this would occur even without a GST charge on it. 

Therefore, financial institutions have to collect importation GST on their imported 

taxable supplies with no option of passing on this obligation down the supply line. This is 

also in accordance with the rightful entitlement to tax principle of the thesis.  

On the other hand, where the GST is collectable at the import stage, the real value 

of the consideration for the supply cannot be tapped as occurs in cases where it becomes 

part of the eventual value of the supply down the line when it is made to a final consumer 

in the supply of non-financial services.  

In the case of financial institution, the value of consideration of the imported 

supply is therefore linked to the value of the deduction claimed for that supply under the 

Income Tax Act. A deduction for income tax means that the Canadian income is reduced 

by the amount of the deduction, and a deduction for income tax means that the service 

has been purchased into the Canadian economy for such amount of consideration leaving 

the Canadian economy. This shows how the two taxation systems are guarding the 

Canadian economy whenever it is undergoing an international transaction that leads to a 

deficit in the current account balance of Canada (or cause it to be a deficit-country). This 

also shows that GST is charged on a transaction to the extent that it causes the deficit, 

which is a treatment that is in accordance with the first principle of the thesis.  
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6.2.3 Deeming rules as to the place of supply of services 

A.  General supplies of services 

Cross-border supply of services is taxed under the GST regime under the concept 

of imported taxable supply, which provides for chargeability of GST when a supply of 

service is made outside Canada to a Canadian resident person. As such, it does not apply 

to a supply that is not made outside Canada. Therefore, the place of supply is of 

fundamental importance in charging GST on the cross-border supply of services. If a 

place of supply of a transaction is changed, actually or by a deeming rule, it will change 

the applicability of the concept of imported taxable supplies to a given supply of services 

and affect its GST consequences accordingly. 

Broadly, services are supplied in Canada if the services provider is in Canada and 

the service is performed in Canada, and they are supplied outside Canada if the service 

provider is outside Canada and the service is performed outside Canada as well. 

However, on occasions, a supply of service that does not wholly take place in Canada (or 

the Canadian economy) is deemed to be made there. Similarly, a supply that does not 

take place wholly outside Canada (or in a foreign economy) is deemed to be made 

outside Canada.31 As the GST regime is designed to capture under the imported taxable 

supply provisions only a services supply made actually outside Canada, these rules can 

complicate the taxability of cross-border supply of services by deeming a place of supply 

that is different from the actual one. This can have the following two kinds of effects.  

                                                        
31 ETA, supra note 1, s 143. 
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First, the GST may either be charged on a transaction that is in essence an export 

and causes Canada to be a surplus-country; or that it might not be charged on a 

transaction that is in essence an import and causes Canada to be a deficit-country. Both 

these situations are inconsistent with the thesis and disturb the inter-nation tax equity 

concerns. Second, such taxability might create a double taxation (or double non-taxation) 

scenario depending upon how the same transaction is approached by the corresponding 

foreign country—entailing its own consequences, such as causing competitive 

disadvantages to some persons as against others and hurting the economic efficiency of 

trade between two countries and its concomitant benefits as well.   

In Robin Aerospace Products Ltd v R,32  a case essentially pertaining to GST 

chargeability on exports and discussed later in the exports section in this chapter, 

professional/technical and advisory services were provided to a non-resident with respect 

to tangible personal property. The economic effect of these services was in the nature of 

exports: a Canadian service was provided in return for a foreign consideration. 

Nevertheless, a portion of those services was charged to GST while another portion was 

not, on the basis that the charged services were performed inside Canada which according 

to the place of supply rules is subject to GST. This resulted in a taxability that is not in 

accordance with the thesis. Thus, the place of supply rules can lead to GST allocations 

that are not in accordance with the thesis.  

In addition to the above scenario, a similar problem is caused where the GST law 

treats supplies that are made partly in and partly outside Canada as supplies made in 

Canada. Here, Canada recognizes the part foreign nature of the supply but still taxes it. 

                                                        
32 Robin Aerospace products Ltd v R, 2005 GSTC 38 (TCC). 
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Consequently, a transaction that is essentially an export in its entirety may still suffer tax 

merely because of the place of supply rules that may apply to it. In a case titled Fredrico 

v R,33 another case discussed in the exports section of this chapter, thats what exactly 

happened.34 If proper arrangement is not done in the form of some systematic reciprocity 

or treaties, etc. and if the foreign country also has a comparable VAT regime in place, it 

can apply its consumption tax to it as well. Depending upon how that country defines 

place of supply of services that are rendered in part in that country and in part outside it, 

it can tax the whole of the supply or only that part of the supply which is performed there. 

In both cases there would be double taxation, (more so in the first situation than in the 

second though). This taxability is also not in accordance with the thesis. 

Thus, the place of supply rules can lead to GST allocations that are not in 

accordance with the thesis. 

B. Real estate services supply 

The GST law provides that a place of supply of a service made in relation to real 

property is the country where the real property is situated.35 This would mean that a 

supply related to a real property situated in a foreign country is a supply made outside 

Canada. Making an outside-Canada supply in this respect to a Canadian resident would 

become an imported taxable supply of service chargeable to GST.36   The economic 

imputation of such supply is similar to any other import, i.e., it causes Canada to be a 

deficit-country. As such, its taxability would be in line with the thesis. However, such a 

                                                        
33 Fredrico v R, 2005 GSTC 103 [TCC]. 
34 See the discussion below in section 6.4.1.A for more details.  
35 See ETA, supra note 1, ss 142(1)(d), 142(2)(d) (general rule regarding supply of real property made in 

Canada and made outside Canada depends upon where the property is situated).  
36 See ETA, ibid, ss 217, 218 (imported taxable supply categories and their chargeability). 
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supply is expressly excluded by the GST law from the ambit of imported taxable 

supplies,37 bringing its taxability in conflict with the thesis.  

By deeming services in relation to real property as being made in the country 

where the property is situated, the GST law converts a proper cross-border supply 

transaction of such services to either a wholly Canadian affair or a wholly foreign affair. 

For example, a service provided to a Canadian resident in Canada in relation to a real 

property situated outside Canada is actually international in character but it is deemed 

under the GST law to be an exclusively foreign matter falling outside the purview of GST 

chargeability. The service is consumed by the Canadian resident and the consideration for 

the service is paid out from the Canadian economy—events exactly similar to other 

importation—which means that it causes Canada to be deficit-country, yet GST is not 

charged on it.  

Conversely, a service provided to a non-resident outside Canada in relation to a 

real property situated in Canada is actually international in character but it is deemed 

under the GST law to be an exclusively Canadian matter falling in the purview of GST 

chargeability. The service is consumed by the non-resident and the consideration for the 

service is paid out from the foreign economy—events exactly similar to other 

exportation—which means that it causes Canada to be surplus-country, yet GST is 

charged on it. This means that the GST chargeability in the case of cross-border services 

related to real property does not follow the true economic imputation of the transaction 

due to the deeming provisions. Therefore, the taxability in both the situations does not 

conform to the thesis.  

                                                        
37 See ETA, ibid, s 217(a)(iii). 
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Not charging GST when a foreign service is provided to a Canadian resident (i.e., 

in an otherwise GST-chargeable transaction) is somewhat neutralized in theory by taking 

a totally opposite approach by charging GST when a Canadian service is provided to a 

non-resident (i.e., in an otherwise GST-exempt transaction). But this would hold true 

only where the inbound and outbound quantum of such services is at least approximately 

equal, which is seldom the case in practice. When these quanta are unequal, then the 

country that exports more of the services would be arguably in a better position.  

Depending upon how a corresponding foreign country would treat such supplies, 

charging GST in this manner could have varying outcomes. If the corresponding country 

follows taxability as per the thesis, it would not tax a supply of services related to a real 

property situated there made to a Canadian resident on account of being an export supply, 

whereas Canada would not tax the same on account of being an outside-Canada supply, 

and together they would lead to double non-taxation of the supply and its associated 

consequences.38 And it would tax a supply of services related to a real property situated 

in Canada made to a country X resident on account of being an import supply, whereas 

Canada would tax the same on account of being a supply made in Canada, and together 

they would lead to double taxation of the supply and its associated consequences. 

In addition, GST chargeability on this pattern puts corresponding countries in a 

more advantageous position in certain cases as against Canada. For example, suppose that 

the GST (or GST-equivalent tax, say VAT) regimes of Canada and country X are 

engaged the in cross-border supply of services related to real property situated in both 

                                                        
38  For example, the consequences of double non-taxation can include distributive justice and inter-

individual equity concerns, economic efficiency concerns (as tax expediency will start dictating economic 

decisions), etc. 
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countries. Suppose further that all background factors between Canada and country X are 

similar. Country X does not charge VAT on the supply of services related to real property 

situated there, whereas Canada charges GST on such supply respecting the property 

situated in Canada. Now if a resident of country X invests in real property situated in 

country X and receives services related to real property over there, she will not pay any 

VAT on it. For the same investment and services in Canada, she will pay GST on a 

supply of services related to real property. From an economics perspective, she will not 

invest in Canada. This will drive away from Canada both foreign capital investments in 

real property as well as services income. 

Same will be the case with a Canadian resident. If he invests in real property in 

Canada and receives supply of services related to the real property, he will pay GST on 

such supplies (because of being domestic supplies). But if he invests in country X, he will 

not pay VAT (because country X does not charge VAT on the supply of such services 

while Canada treats it as a wholly foreign matter, not as imports, and does not charge 

GST on it). This would render country X economically friendlier to him than Canada, 

again forcing capital investments in real property as well as services income out of 

Canada.  

In contrast, if the GST and VAT allocation both follows the thesis then none of 

the above situations arise. When country X’s resident invest and receive real property 

services at home, she would be liable to VAT on such domestic supplies as per the rules 

of country X’s VAT regime; when she invests in Canada and receives a supply of 

services connected with it, she would be liable to pay VAT on such import supplies as 

per the rules of country X’s VAT regime. And when a Canadian resident invests in real 
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property and receives a supply of services, he pays GST on it as domestic supplies; and 

when he invests in country X and receives a supply of services related to it, he pays GST 

on it as imported taxable supplies. This renders investment in real property and cross-

border supply of services tax neutral in both cases, addresses domestic inter-individual 

tax equity concerns, and answers the inter-nation tax equity questions of cross-border 

commerce. This also shows how GST chargeability or non-chargeability against the 

thesis may impact the economy of Canada and its corresponding country and highlight 

the role and importance of international taxation in the redistribution of the benefits of 

cross-border commerce. 

6.3 Export of services  

The GST regime for the export of services is similar to that of for the export 

goods. It works through the zero-rating mechanism. The supply of exported services is 

zero-rated to relieve it from GST. A service is treated as an export when it is destined for 

consumption abroad (which means that it is produced in the Canadian economy and paid 

for from a foreign economy). The GST law lists supply of services that have cross-border 

characteristics and are zero-rated and not chargeable to GST. 39  This treatment is 

essentially opposite to the import of services and can be used to neutralize a non-

chargeability of GST on imports (which is inconsistent with the thesis in its own stead) 

by a chargeability of GST on exports of such services (which again is inconsistent with 

the thesis in its own stead), no matter how small that setting off might be in practice. A 

                                                        
39 Such supplies are generally listed in detail (including exceptions from them) in various sections of Part V 

of Schedule VI to the ETA, which covers zero-rated supplies with respect to exports. For details, see e.g. 

ETA, supra note 1, ss 2, 2.2-9.  
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cross-border supply of services, actual or deemed, would be exempt from GST if it is 

covered in the zero-rating provisions; otherwise, it would be chargeable to GST.  

More than the place of performance, the GST regime for export of services is 

generally guided by whether the supply of such services is made by a registrant to a non-

resident recipient in or outside Canada. In some situations, though, a service provided to 

a resident can also be treated as export. This may occur where the resident is acquiring 

the service for use exclusively in business activities outside Canada. Resident persons 

who are engaged in economic activities carried out exclusively outside Canada implies 

that they are part of the foreign economy as well where they earn income and incurs 

expenditure. Now if such resident persons purchase a service produced in the Canadian 

economy for use exclusively outside Canada then they are paying for it from their income 

from the foreign economy. That turns the transaction into an export. Again, this shows 

that international transactions (or exports) occur when income from a foreign economy is 

paid for a service (or goods) produced in the Canadian economy, irrespective of whether 

such payment is made by a resident or a non-resident person. As the concept of residence 

of a person is tied to the person’s economic allegiance to a country and his integral 

involvement in its economy, payment for supply of goods or service by (or to) a non-

resident usually acts as a proxy for cross-border transaction in the GST regime because of 

his economic allegiance to the corresponding country and integral involvement in that 

country’s economy. In situations where a supply to a non-resident does not entail such 

underlying economic effect, it is not treated as an export. All this can gives rise to a 

situation where a supply of service is not an export in essence and yet GST is not charged 
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on it, or that such supply is an export and yet GST is charged on it, both situations being 

in conflict with the thesis.   

The economic effect of exported services is that it causes Canada to be a surplus-

country. Therefore, it has to forgo GST entitlement in favor of the corresponding deficit-

country in a cross-border supply of service for the GST regime to be equitable in the 

international context. The following account shows how the GST law deals with export 

of services and the extent to which it follows the inter-nation tax equity principle 

propounded in the thesis. The discussion does not cover the full categories of such 

supplies though. It covers only selected categories as a sample to analyze the principle 

behind all such supplies.  

6.3.1     Services provided to non-residents  

A.  General 

GST is a tax on consumption of goods and services in Canada. Mostly, 

consumption is deemed to occur in Canada when the supply of goods and services is 

made in Canada. That is why GST is imposed on the recipients of supplies made in 

Canada.40 At times, goods and services are supplied in Canada but for consumption 

outside Canada. These are treated as exports, and are relieved from the GST through the 

process of zero-rating. If the consumption phenomenon is translated into the economic 

dynamics of a transaction, consumption occurs in the economy (or the country) from 

whose factors income the supply of goods or services is paid from. This analogy is 

particularly important in the case of cross-border supply of services as regards the 

                                                        
40 See ETA, ibid, s 165. 
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determination of the country of their consumption because unlike in the case of goods it 

does not have a physical perspective that can also be relied upon in this regard.  

To determine that a service is consumed outside Canada even if it is supplied in 

Canada, the GST law uses the proxy of “a supply of a service made to a nonresident 

person” for GST chargeability in the general category of supply of services.41 Thus, an 

otherwise taxable supply of service that is made to a nonresident person would not attract 

GST and qualify for zero-rating under the exports category. This appears to be largely 

based on the premise that a non-resident will most often consume the service outside 

Canada. In other words, the supply of a service produced in Canada will be paid for by a 

consideration from a foreign economy (or country). The underlying economic effect of 

this treatment is similar to commercial exports in any category. It causes Canada to be a 

surplus-country not entitled to GST in terms of the thesis. Therefore, relieving such 

supplies from GST is in conformity with the thesis.  

However, all supplies of services are not treated alike. Some supplies of services 

made in Canada to non-residents are not relieved from GST chargeability by the GST law 

whether or not they are consumed abroad, economically or on the basis of place of 

performance.42 These are excluded from the zero-rating regime for exports, despite being 

exports in essence and causing Canada to be a surplus-country. Such taxability is 

inconsistent with the thesis.  

                                                        
41 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 7. 
42 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 7(a)-(h). 
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In Robin Aerospace Products Ltd v R, 43  professional/technical and advisory 

services were provided to a non-resident with respect to tangible personal property for 

some time outside Canada and then inside Canada. The economic effect of the whole 

transaction was the same in both situations, i.e., monetary consideration for the services 

entered the Canadian economy from the foreign economy both when the services were 

rendered outside Canada as well as inside Canada and caused Canada to be a surplus-

country. The whole transaction is, therefore, essentially an export of services. However, 

the Tax Court of Canada held that the services performed outside Canada does not attract 

GST whereas those performed inside Canada attracts GST. As a result, Canada charged 

GST on a transaction that also gave it a relatively higher gain (or caused it to be a 

surplus-country) as compared to the corresponding foreign country. This treatment is 

against the notion of inter-nation equity propounded in the thesis.  

In another case titled Fredrico v R,44 which involved a supplier who provided 

placement services for domestic workers by charging fees to the workers as well as the 

employer, the court held that although the service was of global nature it was performed 

in part in Canada which turned the supplies as made in Canada and subject to the GST 

law. Again, although this transaction involved another country and brought monetary 

consideration to the Canadian economy and caused it a relative gain vis-à-vis the other 

country to whose consumers it sold the services, yet Canada imposed the GST on it. In 

this regard, the court stated that “even if Global Care receives part of its fees from 

workers in the Orient who wish to work in Canada” it is still liable to GST.45 Here, the 

                                                        
43 Robin Aerospace Products Ltd v R, 2005 GSTC 38 (TCC). 
44 Fredrico v R 2005 GSTC 103 [TCC]. 
45 Ibid at para 8. 
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GST regime does not conform to the proposed notion of inter-nation tax equity of the 

thesis but the court decision endorses such inconsistent chargeability as good law. 

In cases where there are hybrid supplies of services (i.e., performed in part in 

Canada in part outside it), it could be the case that the services are the product of the 

Canadian economy and are sold to a consumer in the foreign economy whether for 

performance inside or outside Canada. In these circumstances, they become export of 

services, and in line with the GST system and the proposed thesis they should not be 

taxed, because exports already add to the Canadian economy vis-à-vis the corresponding 

foreign economy. However, in the above case where such services are exported they were 

still ruled to be liable to the GST. One of the problems with charging GST on supplies 

that are essentially exports in nature is that such supplies are viewed as imports by the 

corresponding country and, therefore, would usually suffer a VAT levy on that side, 

causing double taxation. But if the GST taxability both in Canada and its corresponding 

country are in accordance with the thesis, such double taxation would be automatically 

avoided. 

There are also some special categories of supply of services in the GST zero-

rating regime for exports. These are dealt with somewhat differently than the general 

category.46 Some of these categories are discussed separately in the following analysis to 

see their conformity level with the thesis.  

 

 

                                                        
46 See e.g. ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, ss 5, 7(f) and ss 22, 7(c) (for acting as an agent and for postal 

services, respectively). 
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B. Service made to individuals 

  A supply of service that is made to a nonresident person is not zero-rated in the 

case where the person is an individual who is in Canada and has contact with the 

supplier.47 This can occur in situations such as haircuts, restaurant meals, laundry, etc.48 

Similarly, when a service is rendered to an individual in Canada in the course of being 

made to a non-resident it is also not zero-rated.49 This could occur in cases where a non-

resident sends its employee to Canada and pays for the services that are rendered to him 

in Canada. In such a case, the supply of services is in essence made to a non-resident who 

is not in Canada but the individual to whom the services are rendered is in Canada. In 

both these situations, the services are being paid for from a foreign economy and are in 

essence exports, which should not attract GST in terms of the thesis. There are 

corresponding provisions for the supply of such services when they are imported that can 

balance GST chargeability on exports because no GST is charged on their imports despite 

being otherwise chargeable to GST as imports.50  

This reciprocal arrangement is understandable in a perfect world where the export 

and import of such services between Canada and a foreign country are the same, which is 

almost impossible in practice. Otherwise, the country that would have more exports 

                                                        
47 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 7(a). 
48 See supra note 17 at p-206. 
49 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, ss 7(a), 7(a.1). 
50 For a discussion to see that corresponding supplies in the opposite direction, i.e., as imports or imported 

taxable supplies, are not charged to GST despite their imports character, see ETA, supra note 1, s 217(a)(ii) 

(it excludes from the ambit of “imported taxable supply” a supply of service that is “(ii) consumed by an 

individual exclusively outside Canada (other than a training service the supply of which is made to a person 

who is not a consumer”). See also supra note 17 at 262 (stating examples of imported taxable supplies to 

include “meals, haircuts, dry-cleaning, transportation services, entertainment, and other personal services 

consumed outside Canada” at 262). This signifies some sort of a reciprocal treatment to exempting imports 

and taxing exports of the same class of supplies against the established destination-based taxation principle 

of the GST regime.  
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would be in an obvious advantage: first, for being a surplus-country in the transaction; 

second, for getting the GST on the transaction as well. Therefore, for the most part, such 

reciprocity would not align the GST chargeability in the situation at hand with the thesis. 

Moreover, in certain cases the non-resident persons can get a rebate for the GST so 

charged which effectively neutralizes the tax and aligns the overall GST treatment in line 

with the thesis. The rebate provisions are separately, but briefly, discussed later in this 

chapter. However, the GST chargeability on the export of training services described 

above appears to be even not neutralized by an opposite treatment on the import side as 

their import is also taxed.51 

6.3.2 Supply of services to unregistered foreign carriers 

Every recipient of a taxable supply made in Canada is chargeable to GST. 

However, a supply of services made in Canada to unregistered foreign carriers is not 

chargeable to GST in certain circumstances.52 Such supply is excluded from the ambit of 

the GST through the zero-rating mechanism. All the three circumstances in which such 

supply of services is relieved from GST chargeability involve a supply of services 

produced in Canada in return for consideration paid for it from a foreign economy, which 

                                                        
51 See especially ETA, supra note 1, s 217(a)(ii) (reproduced at supra n 50, excluding “a training service the 

supply of which is made to a person who is not a consumer” from the purview of imported taxable supply) 

and ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 7(a.1) (which does not exclude it in the corresponding case of its export 

while providing: “A supply of a service made to a non-resident person [is a zero-rated supply], but not 

including a supply of ... (a.1) a service that is rendered to an individual while that individual is in Canada”).  
52 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 2. (“A supply of property or a service (other than a supply of real 

property by way of sale) made to a non-resident person who is not registered under Subdivision d of 

Division V of Part IX of the Act at the time the supply is made, where the property or service is acquired by 

the person for consumption, use or supply  

(a) where the person carries on a business of transporting passengers or property to or from Canada or 

between places outside Canada by ship, aircraft or railway, in the course of so transporting passengers or 

property;  

(b) in the course of operating a ship or aircraft by or on behalf of a government of a country other than 

Canada; or  

(c) in the course of operating a ship for the purpose of obtaining scientific data outside Canada or for the 

laying or repairing of oceanic telegraph cables.” 
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causes Canada to be a surplus-country on the pattern of regular exports. The non-

chargeability of the GST in the case of these supplies is, therefore, in conformity with the 

thesis.  

The services covered under the above GST non-chargeability regime generally 

include repairs, maintenance, and other similar services. The CRA has viewed that 

cruise-ships’ shore excursions are not included in these services as they are not acquired 

in the course of transporting passengers. But this issue is given a different treatment in 

some foreign jurisdictions which hold that a pleasure cruise was a single supply of 

transportation services that included accommodation, entertainment, catering, and 

sightseeing, etc.53 Payment for these services are also essentially in the form of exports 

and, therefore, charging the GST on it is inconsistent with the thesis.  

6.3.3      Air navigation services54 

A supply of air navigation services is zero-rated when it is made in Canada to 

registered persons, whether or not they are residents.55 The supply has to be made to a 

                                                        
53 See e.g. David Sherman, Practitioner’s guide Goods and Services Annotated. (citing the UK VAT 

Tribunal’s case Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Co. (LON/94/1146A, 14 July 1995, aff’d [1996] 

STC 698 (QB) in response to CRA’s views sent to the author’s (David Sherman’s) letter David which does 

not tax cruise-ships’ shore excursion essentially treating the related supplies as exports).  
54 See Civil Air Navigation Commercialization Act, SC 1996, c 20, s 2(1) (definition of air navigation 

services: ““air navigation services” means  

(a) aeronautical communication services, 

(b) aeronautical information services, 

(c) aeronautical radio navigation services, 

(d) air traffic control services, 

(e) aviation weather services, 

(f) emergency assistance services, and 

(g) flight information services, 

in respect of Canadian airspace or any other airspace in respect of which Canada has responsibility for the 

provision of air traffic control services”). 
55 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 2.2 (“A supply of an air navigation service (as defined in 

subsection 2(1) of the Civil Air Navigation Services Commercialization Act) made to a person who is 

registered under Subdivision d of Division V of Part IX of the Act at the time the supply is made, if  

http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/acts/C-29.7
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person who is engaged in the business of transporting passengers or property by aircraft 

to or from Canada, or between two points outside Canada and the service is acquired for 

use in the course of such transportation.  

In the case where the registrant is a nonresident, the consideration paid for the 

supply would be from a foreign country (or economy). The supply of air navigation 

services produced in the Canadian economy would therefore be equivalent to exports. 

This would cause Canada to be a surplus-country. Therefore, not levying the GST on the 

transaction by zero-rating it conforms to the thesis.  

Conversely, the same supply of air navigation services produced in the Canadian 

economy when made to an unregistered non-resident person who do not meet the 

qualifying conditions of zero-rating would be chargeable to GST. For example, if the 

service is acquired by an unregistered non-resident person for private use then it would be 

chargeable to GST. In this case, a transaction of similar nature as the above one that 

causes Canada to be a surplus-country is charged to GST. This is inconsistent with the 

thesis.  

6.3.4 Services performed on temporarily imported goods  

A supply of services made in Canada in respect of tangible personal property that 

is ordinarily situated outside Canada, is temporarily imported for the purpose of 

                                                                                                                                                                     
(a) the person carries on a business of transporting passengers or property to or from Canada, or between 

places outside Canada, by aircraft; and  

(b) the service is acquired by the person for use in the course of so transporting passengers or property”). 
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performing the service on it, and is re-exported after the performance of the service is 

zero-rated and exempt from GST chargeability.56 

The economic imputation of this supply is that a service produced in the Canadian 

economy is purchased for a consideration from a foreign economy. In other words, this 

constitutes an export of service, causing Canada to be a surplus-country and on that 

account not entitled to GST on such supply in terms of the thesis. The zero-rating of these 

services is therefore in line with the thesis.  

In this view of the matter, a similar transaction on the import side would lead to 

the GST chargeability for exactly the opposite reasons. These are normally covered under 

the imported taxable supplies provisions. However, as pointed out in the discussion on 

the imported taxable supplies above, in some situations the GST is not charged in that 

case through exclusion of certain supplies from the purview of imported taxable 

supplies.57 On one hand, such non-chargeability of the GST is inconsistent with the thesis 

in its own stead. On the other hand, usually an anomaly in the GST chargeability in terms 

of the thesis on the import side is set off by similar anomaly on the corresponding export 

side, but non-chargeability in the above fashion (where particular imports are relieved 

from GST but corresponding exports are not subjected to it) does not do so. This can put 

Canada in a disadvantageous position on its cross-border trade, relieving imports from 

GST and not charging GST on similar exports. Although in situations where it will levy 

                                                        
56 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 4 (“A supply of 

(a) a service (other than a transportation service) in respect of tangible personal property that is 

(i) ordinarily situated outside Canada, 

(ii) temporarily imported for the sole purpose of having the service performed, and 

(iii) exported as soon as is practicable after the service is performed; and 

(b) any tangible personal property supplied in conjunction with the service.” 
57 For details on the supplies that are excluded from imported taxable supplies under the GST law, see the 

discussion in section 6.3.1 above.  
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GST correspondingly on exports—which would be against the thesis—some 

neutralization can occur between the GST treatment of exports and imports of similar 

supplies, but as discussed above it is highly dependent on the equality of a country’s 

inbound and outbound supply of similar services, an unlikely situation in practice. 

Besides, it is not a systematic approach so as to justify inconsistency with the thesis in 

any respect.  

In Robertson v. R.58 and Hawkins Taxidermists of Canada Ltd. v. R.,59 two cases 

of similar nature, where the resident persons were taxidermists who turned dead animals 

into lifelike mounts for sending them abroad, the Tax Court of Canada has held that the 

taxidermy services provided are not zero-rated because the property (the dead animals) 

was not imported into Canada for the services and then exported back. Thus, here, in 

almost the same economic transactions one is treated totally different then the other. In 

essence this is a clear-cut case of export of services and should not have been subjected to 

the GST in line with the thesis. However, the court held it otherwise and therefore 

rendered it in contradiction to the proposed thesis. But this GST taxability is offset by a 

corresponding GST relief on the import form of similar supplies. Again, this is not a 

systematic handling of the GST aspects of international transactions. What if Canada is 

always in the import situation? That would mean that most of the time it would not be 

collecting import tax whereas it would also not be offset by taxing the corresponding 

export transactions.  

 

                                                        
58 Robertson v R, [2002] GSTC 13 (TCC). 
59 Hawkins Taxidermists of Canada Ltd V R, [2005] GSTC 133 (TCC). 
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6.3.5 Agent’s or representative’s services 

A supply of the service of acting as an agent or a representative to a nonresident 

person is not taxable under the GST and is zero-rated where the service is in respect of a 

zero-rated supply made to the nonresident person or is in respect of an outside Canada 

supply made to or by the nonresident person.60  

A closer look at this provision reveals that it zero-rates a specific category of 

services. A supply of agency services which relates to a supply that is itself not taxable 

either on account of zero-rating, such as being an export supply, or on account of being 

made outside Canada and falling outside the GST jurisdiction are included in this 

category. The economic imputation of this transaction is that a service produced in the 

Canadian economy is paid for by a consideration from a foreign economy. In other 

words, its economic effect is like exports and causes Canada to be a surplus-country. 

Therefore, not levying GST on such supply of services is in conformity with the thesis. 

6.3.6 Advisory, professional or consulting services 

A supply of these services made in Canada to non-residents is zero-rated under 

the GST regime.61 The underlying principle is the same as any other regular export. Such 

                                                        
60 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 2.2 (“A supply made to a non-resident person of a service of 

acting as an agent of the person or of arranging for, procuring or soliciting orders for supplies by or to the 

person, where the service is in respect of  

(a) a supply to the person that is included in any other section of this Part; or 

(b) a supply made outside Canada by or to the person.” 
61 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 23 (“A supply of an advisory, professional or consulting service made to 

a non-resident person, but not including a supply of 

(a) a service rendered to an individual in connection with criminal, civil or administrative litigation in 

Canada, other than a service rendered before the commencement of such litigation; 

(b) a service in respect of real property situated in Canada; 

(c) a service in respect of tangible personal property that is situated in Canada at the time the service is 

performed; or 
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non-chargeability of GST conforms with the notion of inter-nation tax equity envisaged 

in the thesis. However, there are certain exceptions to this rule too. Services provided to 

non-residents are not relieved of the GST where 

(i)- they are in the form of litigation services but not pre-litigation services; 

(ii)- they are provided in respect of real property situated in Canada; 

(iii)- they are in respect of tangible property located in Canada; and  

(iv)- they are in the nature of services performed by an agent or a representative.62 

From the point of view of their underlying economic effect, the supplies in the 

exceptions category are similar to the zero-rated export supplies. As such, they turn 

Canada into a surplus-country. For example, supply of litigation services and pre-

litigation services made in Canada to non-resident persons has the same economic 

consequences for Canada, yet the GST chargeability is different in each case. Where the 

effect of these supplies is the same as in the case of any other category of commercial 

exports, charging GST on them is inconsistent with the thesis. Again, the exceptions 

might be dictated by other policy reasons, such as that similar litigation services when 

imported are not subjected to GST. But unless all factors are equal (including inbound 

and outbound supply of the services) between Canada and the other corresponding 

country, the country with higher exports will get more benefit both in the form of being a 

                                                                                                                                                                     
(d) a service of acting as an agent of the non-resident person or of arranging for, procuring or soliciting 

orders for supplies by or to the person”). 
62 See supra note 17 at 207. 
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surplus-country (and making a relatively higher gain on the transaction) and by charging 

a GST/VAT on the transaction, an eventuality that is inconsistent with the thesis.  

6.3.7      Other services  

There are various other types of services that when supplied to non-residents do 

not attract the GST and qualify for zero-rating.  The underlying theme here is that these 

are in the nature of exports, i.e., they are destined for consumption abroad. Therefore, not 

levying GST on such supplies would be in accordance with the thesis. Some of these 

supplies are discussed as follows. 

Postal services 

Postal services are zero-rated in cases where they are provided by a registrant 

supplier who carries on the postal business and provide services to a recipient in the same 

business but who is an unregistered nonresident.63 This essentially means that a Canadian 

postal service business operator exports postal services to a foreign postal service. As 

such, the supply of these services attains the characteristics of exports and causes Canada 

to be a surplus-country, not entitled to charge GST on the transaction in terms of the 

thesis. The GST treatment meted out to such supply of postal services, therefore, 

conforms with the thesis.  

But as zero-rating of postal services applies only in the case of their supply to an 

unregistered non-resident person engaged in the business of providing similar services, a 

supply of such services made to any other unregistered non-resident person would be 

                                                        
63 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 22 (“A supply of a postal service where the supply is made, by a 

registrant who carries on the business of supplying postal services, to a non-resident person who is not a 

registrant and who carries on such a business”). 
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chargeable to GST. For example, a supply of postal services by a Canadian postal service 

business to a foreign gift store business would not be zero-rated and chargeable to GST. 

This happens despite its similarity with the zero-rated supply of postal services, 

particularly, in being an export like that supply and causing Canada to be a surplus-

country. 64  Charging GST on such postal services is, therefore, inconsistent with the 

thesis. Moreover, this shows the contradiction in the GST regime as regards taxability of 

cross-border supplies.  

Telecommunications services 

Similar to the supply of postal services, telecommunications services are zero-

rated when provided by a registrant supplier to an unregistered nonresident engaged in 

the same business.65 Such supplies also resemble exports in nature and effect. A service 

produced in the Canadian economy is supplied in return for consideration paid for it from 

a foreign economy, adding a surplus in the current account balance (or economy) of 

Canada and deficit in the current account balance (or economy) of the foreign country. 

Therefore, relieving such supplies from GST chargeability is in conformity with the 

thesis.  

In SWS Communications Inc. v. R.,66 two Canadian registrant companies supplied 

VoIP services to nonresident telecommunication providers who had permanent 

                                                        
64 Sometimes export supplies are taxed because a corresponding import of such supplies is not taxed for 

other policy reasons. But this can create double taxation if the corresponding foreign country taxes the 

Canadian export supply as an import supply at its end, with its attendant consequences.  
65 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 22.1 (“A supply of a telecommunication service where the 

supply is made, by a registrant who carries on the business of supplying telecommunication services, to a 

non-resident person who is not a registrant and who carries on such a business, but not including a supply 

of a telecommunication service where the telecommunication is emitted and received in Canada”). 
66 SWS Communications Inc v R, [2012] GSTC 33 (TCC) (In this case two similar cases of registrant 

Canadian companies was dealt with together. The judgment noted that “[t]he evidence shows that SWS and 
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establishments (PEs) in Canada.67 The CRA assessed them to GST on the VoIP services 

that they provided on the basis that they had PEs and were therefore residents in Canada. 

However, the Tax Court of Canada held otherwise. It stated that only if the supplies were 

made to the PEs for consumption in its activities that it carried out in Canada then they 

would not be zero-rated and chargeable to GST. But if such is not the case then they are 

zero-rated and not chargeable to GST.  

Under the GST law, PEs are treated as separate persons from their primary 

establishments, primarily due to their integral involvement in the Canadian economy. 

Therefore, they have GST consequences separately than their non-resident principle 

establishments. It then goes that where a supply is made to a non-resident person in 

connection with its activities through its PE then such supply is wholly in the context of 

the Canadian economic cycle: the service is produced as well as consumed and paid for 

from (by the non-resident person) within the Canadian economy. Such a supply does not 

resemble exports and is, therefore, chargeable to GST. But the principle establishment of 

the non-resident (when not employing its PE) is not integrally involved in the Canadian 

economic cycle and the consideration that it will pay for a supply of service by a 

registrant would come from the foreign economy, which transforms the nature of the 

supply of services into exports and not chargeable to GST. The court ruling endorses this 

view that till the consideration paid for supplies comes from the foreign economy it 

                                                                                                                                                                     
CMI, which were incorporated in Canada and based in the Montreal region, operated as wholesale service 
providers in the voice over internet protocol ("VoIP") telecommunication industry. They negotiated 

wholesale pricing arrangements with carriers for the transmission of VoIP communications over the 

Internet. In turn, SWS and CMI provided access to these Internet pathways to other wholesale VoIP service 

providers at a slight mark-up on their per-minute cost” at para 7). 
67 VoIP stands for voice over Internet Protocol. VoIP services generally means telephone services over the 

Internet. 
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would be zero-rated whereas in cases when it is generated and comes from the Canadian 

economy then it is taxable.    

In this case, the transaction was in essence exports of Canadian services as it was 

made between a registrant and a non-resident (not involving its PE in Canada), causing 

Canada to be a surplus-country; therefore, the court’s judgment that the GST is not 

applicable on such supplies is in conformity with the thesis. In the alternative situation 

where the court held that the GST would be applicable, the transaction would be 

essentially a Canadian domestic transaction, precluding the engagement of the surplus-

country and deficit-country notions. In that situation, the PEs would be part of the 

Canadian economic cycle and making an income there the spending of which does not 

bring into play any international commerce into picture. This would appear to be the case 

even if the payment is made by the parent from abroad as that would actually be on 

behalf of the PE, who could well have made it from its Canadian income but chose not to 

do so such as for tax planning reasons. In other words, it can be said that by just coloring 

a transaction to look like an export would not make it an export in the actual overall and 

larger economic sense of the term to qualify for GST relief.   

On the other hand, zero-rating the supply of telecommunication service made only 

to those unregistered non-resident persons who are engaged in a similar business means 

that the supply of such services is not zero-rated in the case of unregistered nonresident 

persons engaged in other businesses despite such supplies being essentially similar to the 

zero-rated ones and therefore exports in nature. This would be inconsistent with the 

thesis. 
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A supply of a telecommunication service by a registrant to an unregistered non-

resident where the telecommunication is emitted and received in Canada also constitutes 

an export so far it is paid for from the foreign economy. However, by excluding it from 

its exports zero-rating regime, the GST law renders it chargeable to GST. This is in 

conflict with the thesis. Again, the GST chargeability of the supplies of 

telecommunication service shows the contradiction in the GST regime as regards 

taxability of cross-border supplies.  

6.4 Import and export of intangible property  

Intangible property is not defined in the ETA and may be deemed to be a property 

that is neither real property nor tangible personal property, money, or service. However, 

the ETA divides intangible property (IP) into intellectual property and intangible personal 

property (IPP) by awarding different treatment to these two types under various 

provisions.68 Intellectual property generally includes an invention, patent, trade secret, 

trade-mark, trade-name, copyright, industrial design or other intellectual property, or any 

right, licence, or privilege to use such property. 69  IPP includes all other intangible 

property such as contractual rights, options, rights with respect to some real property or 

goods, etc. The place of supply rules for intangible property closely resembles the pattern 

seen for supplies of services. IPP is supplied in Canada where the property may be used 

in whole or in part in Canada.70 It is also supplied in Canada where it relates to real 

property situated in Canada, to tangible personal property ordinarily situated in Canada or 

                                                        
68 See e.g. ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, ss 10, 10.1. 
69 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 10. 
70 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 142(1)(c)(i). 
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to a service to be performed in Canada.71  And it is supplied outside Canada where the 

property may not be used in Canada, or where it relates to real property situated outside 

Canada, to tangible personal property ordinarily situated outside Canada or to a service to 

be performed wholly outside Canada. 72  Again, these rules treat inbound supplies 

differently than outbound supplies for GST purposes.  

Like all other supplies, confusion arises sometimes when an intangible property is 

not taxed at the importation stage in particular. In situations where this happen it is not 

the case that no GST is levied on it but that the levy is delayed to the point of final 

consumption. It must not be equated with exemption from GST. As is the case with the 

GST, it applies to the intangible property when it is consumed in Canada, and not when it 

is consumed outside Canada. The import and export rules are therefore fairly similar to 

those for services. The following discussion explains the chargeability and non-

chargeability of the GST on international transactions involving intangible property to 

see its conformity with the thesis.  

6.4.1      Import of intangible property 

Imports occur when property or services that are outside Canada (or produced 

outside Canada) are brought into Canada for consumption. Unlike tangible property, and 

like services, the consumption of intangible property cannot be tracked from physical 

movement of the supply. Therefore, the GST law deals with it through the imported 

taxable supplies provisions in much the same way as in services.73 It first provides which 

supplies of intangible property constitutes imported taxable supply and then requires 

                                                        
71 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 142(1)(c)(ii). 
72 See ETA, ibid, sch VI, part V, s 142(2)(c). 
73 See ETA, ibid, s 217. 
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every recipient of the imported taxable supply of intangible property to pay GST on the 

value of the consideration of the imported taxable supply.74 This importation provision is 

different than section 212 which involves goods and their valuation by Customs 

authorities, a step which is not possible in the case of imports of intangible property. 

Moreover, this involves a supply made outside Canada often by unregistered non-

residents with no business connection to Canada therefore they cannot be required to 

collect tax on such supplies. As such, the recipients are required to pay the GST on a self-

assessment basis.   

There are two types of imported taxable supplies of intangible properties, where 

the supply is made outside Canada and where it is made inside Canada. Out of these the 

former is the real import of intangible property whereas the latter is a deemed import 

only. Their separate analysis would shed light on the extent of similarities of their 

underlying economic effect for Canada.   

A.  Import of intangible property where the supply is made outside Canada 

A supply of intangible personal property (IPP) made outside Canada to a resident 

person is an imported taxable supply that is taxable under the GST regime.75 The essence 

of this taxability is similar to that of the imports of goods where goods produced abroad 

enter the Canadian economy in return for consideration paid for them from the Canadian 

economy, a transaction that causes Canada to be a deficit-country. Here, the purchase by 

a resident is used as a proxy for consumption of the IPP in Canada in the absence of 

                                                        
74 See ETA, ibid, s 218. 
75 See ETA, ibid, s 217(c), 218. 
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physical tracing of the supplies. Therefore, chargeability of GST where a resident 

acquires taxable imported supply of IPP outside Canada is in conformity with the thesis.  

However, all such supplies are not treated as taxable imported supplies. The GST 

law provides some exceptions to this rule as well.76 These exceptions can either signify 

that that the supplies are not imports in essence (although they might be caught up by the 

general provision for imported taxable supply and subjected to GST) and therefore not 

chargeable to GST, an eventuality that conforms with the thesis; or they can signify that 

the supplies are imports in essence as well but GST is not imposed on them for some 

other reasons, an eventuality that is inconsistent with the thesis. For example, a supply of 

IPP produced in Canada that would be zero-rated even if made, consumed, and acquired 

within the Canadian economy are exempted from the definition of imported taxable 

supply even if it is actually imported. This would lead to non-chargeability of GST on a 

transaction that causes Canada to be a deficit-country. Although such non-chargeability 

could satisfy domestic inter-individual tax equity concerns, it can disturb cross-border 

equity issues and induce more tax driven imports, pushing the Canadian economy 

towards a deficit vis-à-vis a corresponding foreign country.  

On the other hand, import of IPP made for consumption in commercial activities 

carried on in Canada means that the importer can claim it back through the input tax 

                                                        
76 See ETA, ibid, s 217(c) (“a taxable supply (other than a zero-rated or prescribed supply) of intangible 

personal property made outside Canada to a person who is resident in Canada, other than a supply of 

property that 

(i) is acquired for consumption, use or supply exclusively in the course of commercial activities of the 

person or activities that are engaged in exclusively outside Canada by the person and that are not part of a 

business or an adventure or concern in the nature of trade engaged in by the person in Canada, 

(ii) may not be used in Canada, or 

(iii) relates to real property situated outside Canada, to a service to be performed wholly outside Canada or 

to tangible personal property situated outside Canada”). 
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credit mechanism and therefore there is no need to put an additional administrative, 

compliance, and economic/cash burden on the importer. These supplies in reality get 

taxed at its final point of consumption down the supply chain. Such non-chargeability of 

GST on a supply made outside Canada to a resident person is in conformity with the 

thesis. 

Similarly, where intangible personal property is supplied to a resident outside 

Canada for use exclusively in business activities outside Canada that has no business 

connection in Canada then the GST regime excepts such supplies from the definition of 

imported taxable supply and relieves them from GST chargeability. These supplies in 

essence do not constitute an import at all and, therefore, does not cause Canada to be a 

deficit-country. If residents are engaged in a business that is carried out exclusively 

outside Canada with no Canadian connection, they are part of the foreign economy where 

they are involved in production, generation of income, and consumption cycles. And this 

does not engage the cross-border flow either of the supply of intangible personal property 

or the consideration paid for it. Although it meets the proxy of supply made outside 

Canada to a resident that is employed for capturing the import of IPP in the GST net, it in 

no way constitutes imports and therefore is rightly relieved from GST chargeability in 

terms of the thesis.  

In the same way all the other exceptions either do not constitute an import 

transaction or fall under some other policy concern. However, in the latter case, they can 

still cause Canada to be the deficit-country and not charging GST on such supplies is 

inconsistent with the thesis. 
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B. Import of intangible personal property where the supply is made in Canada 

Treating a supply of IPP made in Canada as an import is apparently contradictory 

to the very notion of imported taxable supply. However, in certain circumstances this is 

what the GST law exactly does. Section 217(c.1) of the ETA provides that a taxable 

supply of intangible personal property that is made in Canada is an imported taxable 

supply if the intangible property has previously been zero-rated under sections 10 and 

10.1 of Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA. These two provisions are discussed in detail in 

the section on exports below, but generally they relate to supply of intangible property to 

unregistered nonresident recipients and is an export that is sort of the exact opposite of 

the imported taxable supplies made to a resident (discussed above). The supply of zero-

rated supplies in Canada is not subject to GST. Section 217(c.1) avoids a situation where 

a taxable supply might slip out of the GST net because it is zero-rated for export 

purposes. The economic effect of this transaction is reached in two steps. In the first step, 

the supply is made (or in the process of being made) to an unregistered non-resident 

person—an export—causing Canada to be a surplus-country and, therefore, relieved from 

GST chargeability through the zero-rating mechanism. However, the property is 

ultimately not exported; instead, it is sold back in Canada for consumption there. In the 

second step, when the property is supplied in Canada the transaction becomes an import, 

causing Canada to be a deficit-country and, therefore, chargeable to GST. The net effect 

of the GST charge would be the same as it would be in the case if the property is supplied 

directly to the consumer as a domestic supply. Hence, both the zero-rating at the deemed 

export stage and the GST chargeability at the deemed import stage are both in line with 

the thesis.  
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However, even such supplies are not always treated as imported taxable 

supplies.77  Again, as discussed above in the case of a supply of IPP made outside 

Canada,78 these exceptions could either capture the essence of a transaction or ignore it 

altogether for some other policy reasons. As such, the GST treatment in the case of 

supplies falling under the exceptions provisions may raise issues of conformity or non-

conformity with the thesis, as the case may be. These provisions are explained by the 

Department of Finance in explanatory notes through examples.79 These are discussed in 

order to find out their underlying economic dynamics and conformity of their GST 

treatment with the thesis. 

Section 217(c.1)(i) of the ETA is explained through the example of supply of a 

digital musical file.80 Broadly, a supply of IPP is zero-rated as an export where it is made 

to an unregistered non-resident person.81 This zero-rating is on the premise that the IPP 

would be consumed outside Canada. But if that non-resident instead of exporting such 

zero-rated supply of IPP for consumption outside Canada supplies it for consumption in 

                                                        
77 See ETA, ibid, s 217(c.1) (“a taxable supply made in Canada of intangible personal property that is a 

zero-rated supply only because it is included in section 10 or 10.1 of Part V of Schedule VI, other than 

(i) a supply that is made to a consumer of the property, or 

(ii) a supply of intangible personal property that is acquired for consumption, use or supply exclusively in 

the course of commercial activities of the recipient of the supply or activities that are engaged in 

exclusively outside Canada by the recipient of the supply and that are not part of a business or adventure or 

concern in the nature of trade engaged in by that recipient in Canada”). 
78 See the discussion in 6.4.1.A above for further details. 
79 For details see Department of Finance, “Legislative Proposals and Explanatory Notes to Implement 

Remaining Budget 2007 Tax Measures”, Cat No.: F1-35/2007-1E, (October 2007) at 321 (available online: 

<http://www.fin.gc.ca/drleg-apl/BIA207_e.pdf> last visited 31 March 2015) page 321. 
80 Ibid at 321 (“New subparagraph 217(c.1)(i) excludes a supply of IPP made to an individual who is a 

consumer of that IPP from being an imported taxable supply under new paragraph 217(c.1). The definition 

“consumer” of property or a service in subsection 123(1) of the Act applies for the purposes of new 

subparagraph 217(c.1)(i). For example, the purchase by an unregistered non-resident individual of IPP that 

is a digital music file under a supply made in Canada that is zero-rated by section 10.1 of Part V of 

Schedule VI would not be an imported taxable supply described by new paragraph 217(c.1) if the music 

file were acquired for the individual’s personal use because the purchaser would be a consumer of the 

IPP”). 
81 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 10.1. 
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Canada then the subsequent taxable supply made in Canada is deemed as imported 

taxable supply in order to recapture the GST that was not charged because of the export 

character of the supply in the first leg of the overall transaction which ultimately ended 

up in Canada. Such taxability is therefore in conformity with the thesis. But if the 

unregistered non-resident person is the consumer of a supply that was zero-rated for 

exports then no recapture of GST is triggered as the original deemed export transaction 

stays put. The non-resident has paid for the supply from a foreign economy and 

consumes it instead of a subsequent taxable supply in Canada. Therefore, excluding such 

a zero-rated supply from the definition of imported taxable supply and by that virtue from 

GST chargeability is conformity with the thesis.  

The second scenario is explained by way of an example of IPP that is a patent. 

The purchase by an unregistered nonresident person of IPP that is a patent acquired for 

use exclusively in manufacturing a product the supply of which is a commercial activity 

of the person would not be an imported taxable supply described by paragraph 217(c.1).82 

In this case, when the supply of IPP is made in Canada in the first place to the 

unregistered non-resident person, it is essentially an export; therefore, it is zero-rated. 

However, the non-resident instead uses it in Canada, which would ordinarily neutralize 

the GST relief (or zero-rating) extended to it at the time of export, making it liable to 

GST. But by using it for manufacturing a product that could be either supplied in-Canada 

(where the GST would be charged and collected at a later stage and recaptured) or 

                                                        
82 See supra note 79 at 321 (“New subparagraph 217(c.1)(ii) excludes a supply of IPP from being an 

imported taxable supply under new paragraph 217(c.1) if the IPP is acquired for consumption, use or 

supply exclusively in the course of commercial activities of the recipient of the supply. For example, the 

purchase by an unregistered non-resident person of IPP that is a patent acquired for use exclusively in 

manufacturing a product the supply of which is a commercial activity of the person would not be an 

imported taxable supply described by new paragraph 217(c.1)”). 
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exported (where GST would not apply again), the intermediary role of the non-resident is 

relieved from GST burden. In the end, the GST treatment is not affected by such 

exclusion. Therefore, such exclusion is in line with the thesis.  

The third scenario pertains to a recipient of the supply engaged in activities 

exclusively outside Canada. The supply of such zero-rated IPP is not imported taxable 

supplies in the hand of the recipient.83 This provision shows that although the supply is 

made in Canada, in essence it is an export. The supply was zero-rated in the first place on 

account of export, i.e., an IPP produced in the Canadian economy was supplied in return 

for consideration paid for it from a foreign economy, causing Canada to be a surplus-

country. Otherwise, an IPP supply made in Canada is taxable under the GST law, 

whereas a zero-rated supply is not taxable even if it is imported into Canada. When the 

non-resident supplies it in Canada to another person who is going to use it in activities 

exclusively outside Canada that has nothing to do with Canadian business activities, it 

means that the recipient is taking it outside Canada as exports as well. The end result in 

both situations, jointly and severally, is the same, i.e., exports from Canada that causes it 

to be a surplus-country. Therefore, non-chargeability of GST on it, by not including it in 

imported taxable supplies, is in conformity with the thesis.  

                                                        
83 Ibid (“New subparagraph 217(c.1)(ii) also excludes a supply of IPP from being an imported taxable 

supply under new paragraph 217(c.1) when the property is acquired for consumption, use or supply 

exclusively in the course of activities that are engaged in exclusively outside Canada by the recipient of the 

supply and that are not part of a business or adventure or concern in the nature of trade engaged in by the 

recipient in Canada. For example, a supply of IPP that is a software licence for specific management 

functions acquired for use exclusively in the course of the activity of operating an apartment building 

situated outside of Canada that is not part of a business or adventure or concern in the nature of trade 

engaged in by the recipient in Canada would be excluded by new subparagraph 217(c.1)(ii) from being an 

imported taxable supply under new paragraph 217(c.1)”). 
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In any case, the above examples reveal that generally in cases where the economic 

effect of a supply is that of an export it is ultimately relieved of GST even if it is actually 

or as per rules consumed in Canada, and vice versa. Hence, both the general rule and the 

exceptions to it are generally in conformity with the proposed notion of inter-nation 

equity.   

6.4.2 Export of intangible property84 

The export of intangible property is quite similar to that of services. It is also dealt 

with through the proxy of supply to unregistered non-resident persons. The same 

mechanism of zero-rating is applied here as well. However, slightly different rules apply 

to some than other intangible property. Intellectual property is dealt with under a different 

section than other types of intangible property. It is pertinent to mention that originally 

only the supply of intellectual property was treated as exports when it was made to an 

unregistered non-resident person, which left the export of other intangible property liable 

to GST. But later on export of all intangible property qualified for relief from GST after a 

change in the law.85 Therefore, these are discussed under different headings. 

A. Export of intellectual property    

The supply of intellectual property that is made outside Canada is generally not 

taxable and that made inside Canada is generally taxable under the GST regime. In some 

cases, however, the opposite result occurs. This is usually the case where import or 

export takes place. In cases where an intellectual property is supplied to an unregistered 

                                                        
84 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 10, 10.1. 
85 Section 2, Budget and Economic Statement Implementation Act, 2007, SC 2007, c 35, s 2 (introduced 

section 10.1 of Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA which pertains to IPP). 
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non-resident that supply is treated as export and, therefore, zero-rated.86 This is because it 

is not possible to physically trace the export of intellectual property the way it can be 

done in the case of goods. Export occurs when a Canadian product is sold abroad for 

consumption there. In the case of intellectual property, the supply to an unregistered non-

resident person is treated as export because usually the consideration for it would be paid 

from a foreign economy and therefore its place of consumption would be that economy as 

in the case of other exports. Therefore, even if such supply is made to the non-resident in 

Canada, it is still treated as export.  

Determining a supply of intellectual property made in Canada as an export on the 

basis that it is made to an unregistered non-resident has its own pitfalls nevertheless. It 

also gives rise to the possibility that the non-resident might consume the supply in 

Canada, particularly where the non-resident is engaged in production and consumption 

activities in the Canadian economy as well. One reason for still treating this as export and 

not levying GST on it could be competing policy concerns such as difficulty in, or 

compliance cost efficiency of, enforcing its taxability; the other could be that it still 

remains export in essence in that the Canadian consumption portion is a step in the 

overall larger and actual foreign consumption and in the aggregate ultimately leads to 

export. It then goes that supplies that eventually culminate in exports (in the short term) 

also cause Canada to be a surplus-country; therefore, exempting such supplies from GST 

chargeability is in conformity with the thesis.  

                                                        
86 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 10. 
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In Canadian Copper & Brass Development Assn v Canada (hereinafter, 

“Canadian Copper”),87 a non-profit Canadian association produced videos about market 

development of copper for a nonresident association. The nonresident funded the cost of 

certain market projects. The CRA concluded that the funds were received with respect to 

projects that included “production of videos, printing of publicity material and 

organization of trade shows to promote various usages of copper”88 and that the benefits 

of the supplies were “primarily for consumption, use or enjoyment in Canada”89 and, 

therefore, not zero-rated. The appellant held that production of the videos was in the 

nature of intellectual property and therefore zero-rated under section 10 of Part V of 

Schedule VI to the ETA. However, the court did not agree with the appellant’s position. 

The court also did not rule on the nature of these supplies whether they constituted 

services or intangible personal property. The decision also did not throw any light on the 

underlying economic dynamics of the transaction or its taxability. 

The essence of the transaction in Canadian Copper was that goods/services were 

produced in the Canadian economy and supplied in return for consideration paid for them 

from a foreign economy. These are the elements of all commercial exports. Therefore, in 

terms of the thesis, GST ought not to have been levied on it because, as exports, such 

supplies push the Canadian economy into a surplus. Hence, the court ruling is squarely in 

conflict with the thesis. It leads to charging GST on exports.   

                                                        
87 Canadian Copper & Brass Development Assn v Canada, [1997] GSTC 11 (TCC). 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid. 
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An interesting case in this respect is Dawn’s Place Ltd v R (hereinafter, “Dawn’s 

Place”). 90  In that case, the issue in question was that whether or not subscription 

payments made by non-residents to view and download images and videos on an adult 

website were zero-rated on account of being for the supply of intellectual property as 

provided in section 10 of Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA. In this case, the Federal 

Court of Appeal held that the supply was of intangible property but that it was not 

intellectual property. Since section 10 zero-rated only intellectual property, therefore, the 

supply in the instant case was not zero-rated. Hence, the GST was levied on a supply that 

was essentially an export transaction. Such GST chargeability is in contradiction with the 

thesis.  

In Dawn’s Place, the case is largely built on classification of the supply based on 

whether or not it is intangible intellectual property. It did not take into account the 

economic effect underlying the transaction, which was the same in both the situations. In 

a way, the case was based on form rather than the substance of the transaction. If the 

supply were of intellectual property, it would have been an intellectual property export. 

An intellectual property produced in the Canadian economy would be supplied in return 

for consideration paid for it from the foreign economy—causing Canada to be a surplus-

country for this transaction. And if the supply were of IPP, it would have been an IPP 

export. An intangible personal property produced in the Canadian economy would be 

supplied in return for consideration paid for it from the foreign economy—causing 

Canada to be a surplus-country. Therefore, there is hardly any plausibility in treating the 

two differently. 

                                                        
90 Dawn’s Place Ltd v R, [2006] GSTC 137 (FCA). 
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The case also brought up the issue of tax neutrality although it was not considered 

in the reasoning of the judgment. But the discussion on neutrality did raise the issue that 

treating electronic supply different than similar supply through magazines is like treating 

two similar types of exports differently, zero-rating one and not zero-rating the other.91 

Since both had the same economic effect for Canada, both ought to have been treated 

similarly. The honorable judges expressed their uneasiness with this aspect of the 

transaction and framed it as a tax policy issue. Taxing export could cause double taxation 

as a supply that is export for Canada would be import for the corresponding country and 

imports are seldom relieved from taxation in value-added consumption tax regimes, 

which taxation also conforms with the thesis.  

In response to the odd result in Dawn’s Place, a change was brought in the law to 

address the issue. Section 10.1 was introduced that provided for zero-rating of all 

intangible property and thus broadening the scope from what was originally provided in 

section 10 of the Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA. The new legislation removes the 

anomaly and brings the GST chargeability in accordance with the thesis.  

                                                        
91 See ibid at paras 30-31 for a discussion by the honorable court on the doctrine of neutrality. “It is 

appropriate to comment on one argument that was raised in this appeal but does not form any part of my 

reasoning in this case. I refer to the argument that the correct interpretation of section 10 must respect the 

doctrine of neutrality, which is the notion that tax should not provide an incentive or disincentive it 

determining the manner in which business is conducted. Specifically, the Crown argued that if the supply 

of copyrighted material in electronic form is zero-rated, then the supply of electronic versions of 

copyrighted material would have an advantage over the supply of the same content in the form of a 

magazine. Dawn's Place agreed that neutrality was important, but argued that the supply of electronic 

material to non-residents is the functional equivalent of the export of magazines, so that if the supply in this 

case is not zero-rated, the export of magazines would have an advantage over the supply of electronic 

material to non-residents. 

[] I found the submissions on neutrality to be of no assistance, given the record of this case. The doctrine of 

neutrality generally is a guideline for the development of tax policy, which in turn may inform the drafting 

and enactment of tax legislation. However, except for what may be inferred from the language of section 10 

and the relevant elements of the statutory scheme, I have no basis for determining the policy underlying 

section 10. In particular, I have no basis for determining whether, or to what extent, section 10 is intended 

to give effect to the doctrine of neutrality”). 
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B. Export of intangible personal property 

It appears that the discussion in Dawn’s Place Ltd on tax neutrality stimulated the 

legislature into action to take notice of a situation where an export could get into the GST 

net. As stated above, that decision was followed by the introduction of section 10.1 in 

Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA, which provides for zero-rating of the export supplies 

of IPP. A cursory view of that discussion depicts that the judges were in a catch 22 

situation on the issue of the doctrine of neutrality, where zero-rating of the transaction 

would disturb neutrality from the Crown’s point of view and not zero-rating it would 

disturb neutrality from the point of view of Dawn’s Place.92  

The court did not indulge in “determining the policy underlying” the under 

reference provision of law. 93  It held that the “doctrine of neutrality generally is a 

guideline for the development of tax policy, which in turn may inform the drafting and 

enactment of tax legislation.”94 The Crown’s position, nevertheless, was in conflict with 

the thesis because it was arguing for GST on a supply that was essentially an export in 

nature. Moreover, it appears that the Crown was also equating export supply to domestic 

supply in its argument based on the need for neutrality. On the other hand, the legislature, 

the policy setting body, proceeded exactly against the Crown’s side of the argument and 

answered the question that the court left open by zero-rating export supplies of IPP 

                                                        
92 Ibid at para 30. The court referred to the issue of doctrine of neutrality in the context of the “argument 

that the correct interpretation of section 10 must respect the doctrine of neutrality, which is the notion that 

tax should not provide an incentive or disincentive it determining the manner in which business is 

conducted.” 
93 Ibid at para 31. At that time the law relating to intangible property in this respect was provided in s 10 of 

Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA, and it did not explicitly cover intangible personal property. It provides, 

“A supply of an invention, patent, trade secret, trade-mark, trade-name, copyright, industrial design or other 

intellectual property or any right, licence or privilege to use any such property, where the recipient is a non-

resident person who is not registered under Subdivision d of Division V of Part IX of the Act at the time the 

supply is made.” 
94 Ibid at para 31. 
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through an enactment in the GST law. Accordingly, after the change in law, the export of 

all intangible property was zero-rated like any other export.  

In Stantec Inc v R,95 the Tax Court of Canada held that a supply of the shares of a 

Canadian resident registered corporation to non-resident shareholders is a zero-rated 

supply under section 10.1 of Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA. But for the most part, the 

IPP export provision is directed at digitized supplies made through the internet. The CRA 

has explained situations where a supply of IPP to an unregistered nonresident is treated as 

export and zero-rated under section 10.1 of Part V of Schedule VI to the ETA through 

examples in its GST/HST Info Sheet (April 2007).96  All those IPPs are produced in 

Canada and supplied in return for consideration paid for them from a foreign economy. 

The underlying economic effect of these supplies is similar to other exports, causing 

Canada to be a surplus-country and, therefore, not entitled to GST in terms of the thesis. 

But this rule is not free of exceptions though. The following discussion highlights the 

exceptions. 

                                                        
95 Stantec Inc v R, [2008] GSTC 137 (TCC), aff’d [2009] GSTC 143 (FCA). 
96 Canada Revenue Agency, “GST/HST Info Sheet” (April 2007) at 2 (stating, “Examples of supplies of 

IPP that will now be eligible for zero-rating under the proposed provision include: 

• subscriptions to Web sites that provide subscribers with a right to access and use digitized content on the 

site, such as information in a database or images, and that may also include a right to download a copy of 

the digitized content; 

• subscriptions to interactive Web sites that provide subscribers with a right to access and use digitized 

content, such as games, music and videos, on the sites while they are online; 

• digitized information, such as news items or stock market data, that is delivered electronically on a 

periodic basis to subscribers based on their personal preferences; 

• digitized products, such as music, images, and books, that are downloaded from Web sites and paid for 

individually”). (available online <http://www.cra-arc.gc.ca/E/pub/gi/gi-034/gi-034-e.pdf.> last visited 

March 22, 2015). 
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(i)- A supply of IPP made to an individual is not zero-rated unless the individual is 

outside Canada at the time of the supply.97 In essence, this transaction is not different 

than a similar export supply to a non-individual person, which would be zero-rated, yet it 

is treated differently. In this case, the supply of IPP is equivalent to export; yet it is 

subjected to GST. This might be dictated by some other competing reasons; nevertheless, 

such treatment is inconsistent with the thesis, unless it is taken care of through the rebate 

mechanism (which is no more as effective now as it was prior to 2007).98  

(ii)- A supply of IPP that relates to real property situated in Canada, tangible personal 

property ordinarily situated in Canada, or a non-zero-rated service that is supplied in 

Canada is also excluded from being treated as exports or zero-rated supply.99 Again, the 

normal underlying economic effect of this supply is similar to any other export, yet it is 

not treated as export. There is hardly any way available to recapture the tax paid on the 

export of these supplies. Moreover, it also creates room for double taxation. Such 

taxability does not conform to the thesis. 

(iii)- Similarly, a supply of IPP to a non-resident in the nature of making available a 

telecommunication facility for services as defined in paragraph (a) of 

“telecommunication services” in section 123(1) of the ETA is also not treated as export 

                                                        
97 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 10.1(a) (“A supply of intangible personal property made to a 

non-resident person who is not registered under Subdivision d of Division V of Part IX of the Act at the 

time the supply is made, but not including 

(a) a supply made to an individual unless the individual is outside Canada at that time”). 
98 For a detailed discussion, see supra note 17 at 356. 
99 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 10.1(b) (“A supply of intangible personal property made to a 

non-resident person who is not registered under Subdivision d of Division V of Part IX of the Act at the 

time the supply is made, but not including 

(b) a supply of intangible personal property that relates to 

(i) real property situated in Canada, 

(ii) tangible personal property ordinarily situated in Canada, or 

(iii) a service the supply of which is made in Canada and is not a zero-rated supply described by any 

section of this Part or Part VII or IX”). 
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and zero-rated despite its obvious export character.100 Again, this is in contradiction to 

the thesis.  

(iv)- A supply of IPP that may only be used in Canada is also excluded from zero-

rating. This could be viewed in two ways. First, if the non-resident is a part of the 

Canadian economic cycle (i.e., involved in production and consumption activities in 

Canada) then the purchase of the IPP would not be a cross-border activity that could 

cause Canada to be either a deficit-country or a surplus-country as against the 

corresponding country. This would preclude the GST allocation issue between them 

altogether. GST chargeability would be a wholly Canadian affair. Second, if the non-

resident pays the consideration for the supply from a foreign economy then the 

transaction becomes an export in essence, causing Canada to be a surplus-country. Not 

zero-rating such supplies is inconsistent with the thesis. 

Perusal of the above depicts that different parameters are used for determining 

exports of IPP but once it is determined that an IPP transaction is export then it is treated 

similar to other exports. Although the supply to unregistered nonresidents in no way 

means that consumption outside Canada is guaranteed, yet such supplies are zero-rated 

most of the time. This is in line with the economic reality underlying the transaction, i.e., 

                                                        
100 See ETA, supra note 1, sch VI, part V, s 10.1(c) (“A supply of intangible personal property made to a 

non-resident person who is not registered under Subdivision d of Division V of Part IX of the Act at the 

time the supply is made, but not including 

(c) a supply that is the making available of a telecommunications facility that is intangible personal 

property for use in providing a service described in paragraph (a) of the definition “telecommunication 

service” in subsection 123(1) of the Act”). “[T]elecommunication service[](a) the service of emitting, 

transmitting or receiving signs, signals, writing, images or sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, 

cable, radio, optical or other electromagnetic system, or by any similar technical system, or 

(b) making available for such emission, transmission or reception telecommunications facilities of a person 

who carries on the business of supplying services referred to in paragraph (a)”); whereas 

“telecommunications facility[] means any facility, apparatus or other thing (including any wire, cable, 

radio, optical or other electromagnetic system, or any similar technical system, or any part thereof) that is 

used or is capable of being used for telecommunications”). 
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that exports bring economic benefit to Canada as against the corresponding importing 

country and therefore GST is not levied on it. Yet, there are situations where this rule is 

broken under various other policy dictates. Physical consumption in Canada can also be a 

reason for it, but as has been observed this can occur in those cases where zero-rating is 

allowed. Such exceptions in IPP taxability in whatever form they may be are in tension 

with the proposed thesis though.   

6.5       Some other situations 

 In addition to the regular form of international commerce discussed in the 

preceding sections, there can be some special situations as well. Mostly, these situations 

comprise of the GST treatment of non-traditional transactions or in some case 

international transactions of private nature. A detailed discussion of these is beyond the 

scope of this study, however, excluding them altogether would also deprive us of a good 

view of our GST analysis. Therefore, a brief account is presented in this respect in the 

following paragraphs.  

6.5.1      Electronic commerce 

The conventional way of carrying on businesses has dramatically changed with 

the advent of computers and the internet. Products that in the past could only be traded 

physically, and in tangible form, can now be supplied over the internet in digitized forms, 

for example, books and videos. Similarly, services that could only be provided physically 

at the place of the customer can now be provided over the internet without requiring the 

physical presence on site. These developments have also challenged taxation rules that 

were originally designed for the conventional form of business and trading. In the GST 
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regime, it has raised confusion as to the nature, place, and taxability of an e-commerce 

supply. The e-commerce can give rise to such situations where the rules for traditional 

form of supply have no place. However, this has to be answered in the face of the ever-

growing e-commerce that is the sine qua non of today’s e-age. 

Therefore, the CRA has issued an information bulletin B-090 to explain the 

interpretation of key provisions of the GST law pertaining to electronic commerce as well 

as the administrative policies in this respect.101  In that bulletin, electronic commerce 

denotes only supplies made over the internet. The bulletin provides that since e-

commerce involves the delivery of products and services by suppliers to their customers 

all over the world without having any physical presence in the countries of the recipients, 

therefore, there is a need to further understand the characterization of supplies, place of 

supply, residency rules in this new context for the purposes of GST taxability. The 

bulletin discusses these in detail. However, here only a brief overview is given.  

The general rules of taxability apply to e-commerce as well. Generally, taxable 

supplies (other than zero-rated supplies) made in Canada attracts the GST, whereas when 

made outside Canada they do not attract any GST. The traditional type of international 

commerce generally occurs when a supplier in one country supplies goods or services to 

a recipient in another country. This is not so in the case of international e-commerce. In 

the traditional commerce, goods have to physically cross Canadian border and services 

are physically performed in or outside Canada which attract different GST taxability as 

have been discussed in the relevant sections. But in the case of international e-commerce 

this situation changes. The physical or tangible element is taken out of it. However, to a 

                                                        
101 Canada Revenue Agency, “GST/HST Technical Information Bulletin B-090” (July 2002). 
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large extent, though, the intangible property and services are more or less taxed in the 

same way as discussed above. When brought into Canada they are taxed and when taken 

out of Canada they are zero-rated. Except in these situations the place of consumption is 

determined by using the proxy of whether supplies are made to residents or non-residents. 

Most of these transactions are discussed in the earlier section and are therefore not 

revisited separately. 

In e-commerce, like services and IPP, the main issue is the place of a supply. 

Once that is established, whether in Canada or outside Canada, the rest of the rules of 

import and export apply here in a manner similar to services and IPP in particular. The 

bulletin, however, expands the traditional scope of the in-Canada supplies of IPP 

provided in section 142(1)(c) by interpreting the expression “may be used” to mean 

“allowed to be used.” In the context of international transactions, it can have its 

implications as a transaction that is not economically an export or import can be turned 

into one by the above interpretation and that would entail an anomaly in the redistributive 

process and go against the thesis in much the same way as that anomaly works in other 

exports/imports.  

6.5.2      Drop shipments 

Generally, where a registrant supplies goods or services to an unregistered non-

resident in Canada the registrant is required to collect GST on such supplies. If the 

unregistered non-resident further supplies such goods or services to other recipients in 

Canada, the supplies are deemed to be made outside Canada and on one hand the 

unregistered non-resident supplier cannot claim an ITC on its supplies while on the other 
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the recipient has to pay GST on it through the reverse charge (self-assessment) 

mechanism. In this way, the whole transaction not only causes tax cascading and 

competitive disadvantage to the non-resident supplier but it also causes a double 

collection of GST on a single supply. The drop shipment rules provided in the GST law 

handles this untoward situation.  

Under the drop shipment rules, an unregistered non-resident person can purchase 

goods or services in Canada from a registrant without payment of GST on it and supply 

them to a recipient in Canada by requiring its own supplier to ship it to the recipient.102 

The GST is accounted by the shipping registrant on the fair market value of the supply 

(not on the value sold) made to the recipient in Canada. In case the person to whom the 

shipping registrant is drop-shipping the goods or services is not the end-consumer and is 

using it in a commercial activity then the second registrant can issue a drop-shipment 

certificate and assume the accounting of the GST at the time it makes an onward supply 

of the subject goods or services and accordingly charge it on fair market value. This 

process can continue till the subject supplies reaches final consumer or is exported. The 

drop shipments rules are provided in the GST law in a fairly detailed manner but here 

only its general underlying principle is discussed.103 In this way, an unregistered non-

resident can purchase and sell goods and services in Canada without suffering 

competitive disadvantage, causing tax cascading, or paying extra GST than what would 

be otherwise due on a transaction.  

                                                        
102 In some cases where an unregistered non-resident person pay tax on its acquisition of goods or services 

that it is to drop ship, such as if it originally imports the goods and then acquires value-adding services 

from a registrant in respect of the goods and pays importation GST or GST to the registrant on supplies of 

services then the law provides rules for the flow-through of ITC whereby the unregistered nonresident 

person can pass on the credit to the drop-shipping registrant. These rules are provided in section 180 of the 

ETA.  
103 See ETA, supra note 1, ss 179, 180, 217, 218 (drop-shipment rules generally). 
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In essence the drop shipment mechanism is a representation of a transaction that 

is in a chain form, commencing at export and ending at import (as extending to the final 

consumption stage). In the absence of the drop shipment mechanism, this transaction 

would be as follows. First, the unregistered non-resident would acquire the goods from 

the registrant. This would constitute an export supply transaction not attracting GST. The 

goods will leave the Canadian economy in return for consideration from the foreign 

economy, resulting in a relatively higher gain to the Canadian economy as against the 

corresponding foreign country. The nonresident would then sell the same goods to a 

recipient in Canada. This would constitute an imported supply and attract GST. In this 

step the goods would leave a foreign economy in return for a consideration paid from the 

Canadian economy, causing a relatively lesser gain to Canada as against a corresponding 

foreign country. The Canadian recipient would pay the GST on the imported supply.  

Now if the export and re-import values of goods are the same, then this aggregate 

transaction neither pushes the Canadian economy towards deficit nor towards surplus.  

Where this value is equal to the value in the direct supply of goods by the registrant to the 

recipient, then the GST incidence on the direct supply and the re-import leg of the 

indirect supply would also be equal. But if the re-import value is more than the export 

value, then the aggregate transaction causes Canada to be a deficit-country and, in terms 

of the thesis, entitles it to the GST (here GST in addition to what would have been in the 

case of the direct supply) to the extent of the difference in values. This would however be 

charged on the whole of the re-import value (which will then comprise of the recaptured 

GST, which would have been payable in direct supply, as well as the additional GST). 
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But if the export value is more than the re-import value, then the situation becomes vice 

versa, and no GST is chargeable on the difference.  

The exact above result is yielded by the drop shipment rules. Charging the GST 

on the FMV on drop-shipping the supply takes care of the aggregate outcome of the 

transaction. If the FMV is more than the value on which it was sold to the non-resident it 

would mean that the re-import leg of the transaction is more in value than the 

corresponding export leg of the transaction. The difference between these two legs is the 

net import by Canada out of the transaction, which causes Canada to be a deficit-country, 

and is recaptured as the difference between the selling value to the FMV when the GST is 

charged on the FMV. Where the FMV is less, then the situation is vice versa. In both the 

situations, the GST treatment of the drop-shipment transaction is in line with the thesis.   

6.5.3 GST rebate to non-residents 

Usually non-resident travelers—tourists or commercial travellers—are exempted 

from consumption taxes in various countries that have some form of VAT regime in 

place.104 Although one of the conditions in most jurisdictions is to carry the goods out of 

the host country in a specified time, one can see that this happens even when they 

consume the supplies in the host jurisdiction before ultimately carrying them away. This 

is an indication that consumption is not taken on face value or physical consumption. In 

fact, non-residents who are not generating income in the host economy, brings with them 

foreign exchange (income earned in their home economy) and spends it in the host 

economy. The overall effect of this is similar to commercial exports. Goods or services 

                                                        
104 See supra note 17 at 356 for a detailed discussion. 
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produced in one economy are supplied/sold in return for consideration earned or 

produced in another economy. Different countries implement this non-application of 

consumption tax on the consumption of nonresidents in different ways. Some provide a 

refund/rebate on application and others make arrangements at the point of 

consumption/supply/purchase. 

The Canadian GST regime provided a similar rebate to visiting nonresidents. It 

would allow rebate on some purchases of goods that were subsequently exported out of 

Canada. This regime from the very beginning was not as broad in scope as in some of the 

other countries though. Since such supplies are essentially exports, relieving them from 

GST is in conformity with the thesis. However, due to changes in the law in 2007 the 

rebate regime for Canadian purchases was greatly reduced in scope for non-resident 

rebates on Canadian purchases.105  Now it is available on supplies in respect of tour 

packages,106  foreign conventions,107  and non-resident exhibitors,108  etc. It is no more 

available on other supplies. In situations where the GST rebate is not given on supplies 

made to visiting non-residents, the GST regime is inconsistent with the thesis.  

On the other hand, the services that are consumed in Canada, such as the tour 

package, are now exempted from GST under the Foreign Convention and Tour Incentive 

Program (FCTIP).109 This renders supplies that are physically consumed inside Canada 

                                                        
105 Ibid at 356. 
106 See ETA, supra note 1, s 252.1. 
107 See ETA, ibid, s 252.4. 
108 See ETA, ibid, s 252.3. 
109 See supra note 17 at 356, (stating that this regime was brought in response to submissions from the 

tourist and convention industry sectors). It made good the gap left by doing away with the GST exemption 

available through the rebate regime.  
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are no longer taxed in Canada when they are purchased by non-resident persons with 

their foreign income.  

Moreover, Canada still allows full rebate when non-residents purchase certain 

tangible personal property for business purposes exclusively outside Canada.110 These are 

in essence commercial exports and, therefore, cause Canada to be a surplus-country. Not 

charging GST on it is in conformity with the thesis.  

6.6 Conclusion 

The GST applicability is fairly complex in the case of cross-border supply of 

services, IPP, and e-commerce as compared to physical or material goods. The intangible 

nature of these supplies makes the place of supply, place of consumption, the time of 

supply, etc. hard to determine. The GST regime, therefore, uses the proxy of making a 

supply to, or receiving a supply from, a non-resident as the basis to determine that a 

supply is cross-border in nature, and an export or import, respectively.111 The use of the 

proxy in the case of such supplies of services and IPP closely resembles the pattern of 

GST applicability in cross-border supply of goods. Here too, the main theme is that a 

supply that causes Canada to be a surplus-country (i.e. exports) is exempt from GST and 

a supply that causes Canada to be a deficit-country (i.e., imports) is chargeable to GST. 

This shows that the GST treatment of cross-border supply of services and IPP is generally 

                                                        
110 See ETA, supra note 1, s 252.  
111 See generally Walter Hellerstein, “Consumption Taxation of Cross-border Trade in Services in an Age 

of Globalization” in Arthur J Cockfield, ed, Globalization and its Tax Discontents: Tax Policy and 

International Investments, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010)  (arguing that consumption taxes 

such as GST relies on proxies for determining the country where consumption takes place in cross-border 

supplies rather than on the actual/physical/pure consumption of the supplies; and although the use of 

proxies is a more practical approach, it entails its own issues, such as inconsistency in taxability by 

different jurisdictions, and that therefore they would be at the center of tax policy and tax administration 

discourse particularly on the taxability of cross-border supplies of services).  
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in conformity with the thesis: tax goes to the country that makes a relatively lesser gain 

than the corresponding country from their mutual cross-border commerce.  

On the other hand, the intangible nature of the supplies in this case coupled with 

the use of a proxy to determine whether a supply is export or import by its very nature 

leads to more inconsistencies with the thesis than was seen in the case of goods. In some 

situations, a supply of services and IPP that is an export is charged to GST whereas a 

supply that is an import is relieved from GST. These exceptions may be dictated by 

competing policy concerns. Nevertheless, they are inconsistent with the thesis, and have 

the potential for double taxation (or double non-taxation) and its deleterious effects for 

both the countries, as the case may be. Court decisions have gone both ways where cross-

border GST taxability has come before them. In some instances, they have sided with a 

GST applicability that was in conformity with the thesis; in other instances, they have 

sided with an applicability that was inconsistent with the thesis. Nonetheless, court 

deliberations have entailed legislative intervention that has fixed the inconsistency of 

GST applicability with the thesis, too.  

Moreover, like goods, the GST regime does not engage in redistribution of 

income or wealth to address the issue of socioeconomic disparities between countries in 

the case of supplies of services and intangible property as well, despite having some 

potential to do so.112 Furthermore, in view of its general principle of taxing imports and 

not taxing exports of goods, the GST regime neither affects the starting positions of 

exporting and importing countries of having relatively higher gain and relatively lesser 

                                                        
112  For details on the dynamics of how value-added consumption taxation plays an inter-country 

redistributive role in the context of cross-border commerce between corresponding countries, see the 

discussion above in sections 2.2.5 and 5.4 of chapters 2 and 5, respectively.  
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gain, respectively, nor plays a causal role in the socioeconomic disparities between them 

in the context of cross-border commerce. In the case of services and supplies, it 

nevertheless has more room for improvement as regards the inconsistencies with general 

principle than in the case of goods. In other words, the destination-based principle on 

which the right to international VAT is normally vested in the importing country is in line 

with the proposed thesis, rendering the international value-added consumption taxation as 

a system that generally serves inter-nation tax equity; however, the inconsistencies with 

this principle pointed out above have to be addressed to bring it in more alignment with 

it. 

Thus, both this chapter and the previous one show that the pattern of tax 

allocation to the deficit-country under the GST system in principle conforms to the inter-

nation tax equity proposed in this study and although it does not address the 

socioeconomic disparities between corresponding countries by redistributing the excess 

gain of the surplus-country to the deficit-country it also does not bump up the extra-gain 

of the surplus-country that would occur if the GST is allocated the other way round, i.e., 

to the surplus-country, giving rise to socioeconomic disparities between them. It can 

therefore be concluded that the GST system has no causal role in the global 

socioeconomic disparities that persists even as global commerce and the global economy 

grows. On the other hand, it has also not addressed the issue according to its potential. 

As the GST system has been used as proxy for all other expenditure side tax 

systems, all such systems offer roughly similar implications with regard to the inter-

nation tax equity conception of the thesis and their role in addressing global 

socioeconomic disparities. 
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Chapter 7 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

MODEL TAX CONVENTIONS AND INTER-NATION  

TAX EQUITY  

 

7.1 Introduction 

As a charge on the income arising from cross-border commerce, international 

income taxation can directly affect a country’s economic gain from such commerce and 

has therefore acquired more significance in the debate on inter-nation tax equity than 

international consumption taxation. On the basis of its redistributive potential witnessed 

in the domestic context, income taxation has been viewed as a medium that can be 

employed to tackle socioeconomic disparities between countries by redistributing income 

and wealth associated with cross-border commerce from rich to poor countries. By the 

same token, it has also the potential to be an obstacle in addressing such disparities if 

applied improperly.  

As discussed in chapter 2, both corresponding countries engaged in mutual 

commerce have the authority to tax their international income but for avoiding double 

taxation they usually strike a compromise on their taxing sovereignty, and depending 

upon various other factors, forgo their revenues to varying degrees. To limit their loss 

from giving up the revenues in this process, countries usually resort to bilateral tax 

treaties where they negotiate the sharing of the revenue sacrifice and balance the same 
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against other factors.1 Since cross-border commerce occurs between all countries in a 

crisscross manner, international efforts have led to the formulation of uniform rules of tax 

treaties. These rules have crystallized into mainly two model tax conventions (MTCs): 

the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the United 

Nations MTCs.2 Most countries use these conventions as the basis for their tax treaties 

with other countries as well as adjust the international taxation component of their 

national tax regimes to it accordingly. Therefore, for the most part, the pattern of tax 

treatment of different classes of international income found in these conventions is 

standard for all countries and can be viewed as representing their respective international 

income taxation regimes. 

This chapter, therefore, examines these two MTCs as a proxy to investigate and 

evaluate the extent to which international income taxation by different countries meets 

the conception of inter-nation tax equity envisaged in the thesis of this study and by that 

way judges its redistributive role in addressing socioeconomic disparities between the 

corresponding countries through the fair sharing of the benefits of mutual cross-border 

commerce. It begins with a recap of the account discussed earlier as to how income tax 

fits into the conception of the thesis as well as the background of the two prototype or 

                                                        
1 Multilateral tax treaties can also be employed for tax cooperation. See e.g. Convention Between the 

Nordic Countries for the Avoidance of Double Taxation with Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital, 

(1996) (a multilateral tax treaty arrangement between Denmark, Faroe Islands, Finland, Iceland, Norway, 

and Sweden) (online: <https://noppa.aalto.fi/noppa/kurssi/32c23000/lisatty5864/32C23000_article_9.pdf> 

last visited April 2, 2015). See also Convention for the avoidance of double taxation with respect to taxes 

on inheritances and gifts, (Helsinki: 12 September 1989) (a multilateral tax treaty between Denmark, 

Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden) (available online: <http://www.norden.org/en/om-samarbejdet-

1/nordic-agreements/treaties-and-agreements/taxation-affairs/convention-for-the-avoidance-of-double-

taxation-with-respect-to-taxes-on-inheritances-and-gifts> last visited April 02, 2015). 
2 See Yariv Brauner, “An International Tax Regime in Crystallization” (2003) 56 Tax L Rev 259 (arguing 

for more rule-harmonization for formulating a world tax regime and stating that the current world tax 

regime is based mainly on the OECD and UN models, the latter one for tax treaties between developed and 

developing countries). 
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model tax conventions. It then examines some of the main articles of these MTCs to 

explore the pattern of tax allocation between two corresponding countries in these articles 

vis-à-vis the thesis. A tax allocation that conforms to the thesis would imply that taxation 

of international income under that head is redistributive in a way that meets inter-nation 

tax equity concerns and helps in addressing global socioeconomic disparities. And a tax 

allocation that does not conform to the thesis would imply the opposite, indicating the 

need for reforms in order to make it an equitable tax system. Moreover, the analysis 

highlights the differences between the two MTCs as well (UN model generally better for 

developing and OECD model for developed countries), which on account of representing 

two different camps generally will show how competing sets of countries view the 

taxability of international income.3 Finally, on the basis of the outcome of the analysis, it 

concludes the international income tax regime generally does not satisfy inter-nation tax 

equity in terms of the thesis.  

7.2  International income taxation 

The development and underlying economic dynamics of international taxation 

have been dealt with in Chapters 2 and 3 of this study. These are briefly reviewed here in 

the particular context of international income taxation system for a proper appreciation of 

the analysis that follows in this chapter.  

 

                                                        
3  Kim Brooks, “Canada’s Evolving Tax Treaty Policy toward Low-Income Countries” in Arthur J 

Cockfield, ed, Globalization and its Tax Discontents: Tax Policy and International Investments, (Toronto: 

University of Toronto Press, 2010) [Kim Brooks] at 190 & 191 (commenting that UN MTC generally 

favours developing/least developed countries as compared to OECD MTC “which was crafted by 

representatives of the major western industrialized countries” and that by adopting provisions from the UN 

model by countries in their treaties with low-income countries is “some indication of their concern that 

low-income countries be able to retain their tax base in cross-border transactions”). 
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7.2.1 The economic dynamics of international income taxation 

When two countries engage in mutual commerce, both of them register an 

economic gain that is more than what their respective gains would have been from 

engaging in similar commerce domestically only.4 However, such commerce causes a 

surplus in the current account (an economic determinant) of one of them (the surplus-

country) and adds to its economy, and a deficit in that of the corresponding country (the 

deficit-country) and reduces its economy.5 Therefore, between them, the gain of one 

country (the surplus-country) is more in relative terms than the gain of the other (the 

deficit-country). It is this extra gain—the difference between the gains of the two 

countries from mutual commerce—that if not redistributed fairly renders international 

commerce a lopsided affair: a mutually-sourced activity ends up in benefitting one of the 

corresponding countries more than the other, which if left uncorrected would lead to 

socioeconomic disparities between the two countries over a period of time. This would 

raise questions of distributive justice in the economic cooperation between countries that 

lies at the center of economic globalization. When seen from behind the “veil of 

ignorance”,6 this excess gain would be divided equally between the two corresponding 

countries that source it if those countries are on equal socioeconomic footing, or 

unequally in favor of the poorer country if there are substantial pre-existing socio-

                                                        
4 See the discussion on the international commerce notions of comparative and absolute advantages in 

chapter 2 for more details, particularly section 2.2.3. 
5 See generally the discussion in chapter 2 on the economic determinants that gauge the income and wealth 

in the case of countries. 
6 See especially John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971) at 136-142. 
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economic disparities between them.7 This division can be effected systematically through 

the medium of income taxation.8  

Prima facie, the most effective systematic way to equally divide the excess gain 

(in the equal socio-economic footing scenario) would be to assign to the deficit-country 

the right to tax international income at a fifty percent rate. In this manner, the deficit-

country will charge tax on such income (which will all be sitting in the surplus-county’s 

economy in the form of income in the hands of its residents) and transfer half of it to its 

economy (in the form of revenue with its treasury) from the economy of the surplus-

country. However, it must be recalled from the earlier discussion that international 

income in the hands of a resident person of the surplus-country does not represent either 

the exact overall gain from cross-border commerce or the exact extra gain of the surplus-

country. The extra gain of the surplus-country is only a percentage of that international 

income,9 which is impossible to determine in real time, rendering its taxability at a fifty 

percent rate for equal sharing moot. Besides, the fifty percent tax rate might not be in 

accordance with the domestic tax rates of the deficit-country, which rates could vary from 

country to country and from fairly high to quite low, and would therefore raise issues of 

inter-individual equity as a consequence. Thus, an equal redistribution of the excess gain 

through income taxation is not as simple as it may seem though.  

                                                        
7 This is as per the thesis of the study. See chapter 4 for detailed discussion in this respect, particularly, 

section 4.4 that states the thesis.  Generally, the equal sharing notion arises from the fact that any gain 

associated with cross-border commerce is sourced by both corresponding countries and that entitles both of 

them to it on a more or less equal basis (for the indeterminable nature of its exact quantum). In other words, 

such gain would simply not accrue when any one of the two countries is not participating in the activity. 
8 See e.g. Richard A Musgrave & Peggy B Musgrave, “Inter-nation Equity” in Richard M Bird & John G 

Head, eds, Modern Fiscal Issues (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1972) [Musgraves]. 
9 See Musgraves, ibid at 73. See also the discussion in section 3.3.2.B of chapter 3 above for more details. 
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On the other hand, in view of the fact that the exact amount of the extra gain of 

the surplus-country is indeterminable, its taxability as per the domestic tax rate of the 

deficit-country can give different results of redistribution, at times causing equal division 

of the excess gain between the two countries and at times leaving more excess gain in the 

hands of the surplus-country or transferring more of it to the deficit-country.10 Hence, the 

equal sharing of the extra gain for redistribution purposes through income taxation will 

always be connoted by a rough approximation in practice. Therefore, in the absence of a 

quantifiable standard, taxability of the international income by the deficit-country at its 

domestic tax rates would approximate to a fair sharing (if not equal sharing) of the extra 

gain. In these cases, depending upon how two countries desire to have their economic 

relations, bilateral tax treaties may be used to alter the tax rates accordingly.11 Tax rates 

inversely proportional to the corresponding countries’ economic health have already been 

proposed in this respect in the past as one of the ways to inter-country fair sharing of such 

gain and redistribution through the income taxation system.12 

On the other hand, if the surplus-country is entitled to the tax on the international 

income of its resident person then the extra gain arising out of the mutual commerce will 

not be redistributed at all. The surplus-country will end up with all of the extra gain 

                                                        
10 For example, where the international income is $100 and it comprises $60 (@ 60%) excess gain then a 

lesser gain country charging tax @30% would get $30 from the transaction which in turn equals 50% of the 
excess gain.  In the above example: (i)- If the excess gain is 20% of the international income, i.e., $20, then 

tax @30% on the international income levied by the lesser gain country would transfer to it $30 which is 

even more than the excess gain let alone equal sharing of it. In this case, tax @10% would lead to equal 

sharing of the excess gain. (ii)- If the excess gain is $80 (@80%) then tax @30% would transfer $30 of the 

excess gain to the lesser gain country which would be $10 less than even equal sharing.     
11 To find out the approximate percentage of the excess gain in international income falls outside the legal 

domain and is not commented upon here. However, for general discussion see chapter 3 above, particularly 

section 3.3.2.B. See also Musgraves, supra note 8 at 73 (reaching at an approximate rate for taxing the 

excess gain or the difference of the gain between two corresponding countries).  
12 See Musgraves, ibid at 74 (applying tax rates inversely to the per capita income of two corresponding 

countries); section 3.3.2.B of chapter 3 above. 
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arising from such commerce. The tax charged by it on such income would effect only an 

intra-nation transfer from private hands to the treasury, which would not affect the gain 

of the economy as such.13 In both forms, whether the extra gain is in the hands of the 

private persons or with the treasury of the surplus-country, it stays within the economy of 

the surplus-country. The deficit-country will not get any portion of the extra gain, and 

such taxability would not cause a fair redistribution of the benefit of mutual cross-border 

commerce between countries.14  

As discussed in chapters 2 and 3, all cross-border transactions that are in essence 

commercial imports (i.e., goods and services produced in a foreign economy are 

purchased in return for consideration paid for it from the home economy) or negative net 

primary income (i.e., payments of foreign investment income or returns on imported 

capital and employment income paid by a country to non-residents) to a country renders 

it to be a deficit-country, meaning that it makes a relatively lesser gain from such 

economic activity as against the corresponding country. Therefore, for the fair 

redistribution of the extra gain that goes to the exporting surplus-country, which it cannot 

make without the importing country’s participation or involvement in the commerce, the 

entitlement to tax on the income generated by such commerce ought to vest in the 

importing deficit-country and the burden of that tax ought to be borne by the exporting 

country on account of its higher income from it. Whether or not the deficit-country in a 

                                                        
13 See Musgraves, ibid at 68; section 3.3.2.B of chapter 3 above. 
14 In real time, if the surplus-country in a specific commerce happens to be an otherwise poor country then 

such allocation could be redistributive in the larger sense; however, this outcome can also be achieved even 

in cases where the taxing right is assigned to a deficit-country that happens to be a rich country where it can 

relinquish such right in favor of the poor country through bilateral tax treaties. This kind of approach to 

redistribution moves to Rawls’ “difference principle.” This study views transactions under Rawls’s 

principles, i.e., in order to first establish which country is originally entitled to tax and thereafter see if it 

wants to relinquish some of its entitlement in favor of the other. In the absence of fair original entitlement, 

there is no point in relinquishing one’s right to tax or sharing the tax base.  
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given commerce exercises such a right to tax is then up to that country, which might 

forgo it for other policy concerns, etc.  

In situations where the surplus-country in a given cross-border commerce happens 

to be the poorer of the two corresponding countries then the extra gain will help it in 

bridging its socioeconomic gap with its richer counterpart in the absence of any 

intervention whatsoever. In this case, assigning the right to tax to the deficit-country (the 

richer country in this scenario) would redistribute the extra gain from the surplus-country 

to the deficit-country and achieve fairness in a limited sense, i.e., in the context of sharing 

the gain from a given commerce but it will not achieve fairness in the larger context 

(because it will redistribute the extra gain from the poorer to the richer country and 

hamper the progress of the poorer country towards bridging its socioeconomic gap with 

the richer one). For the international tax system to meet the distributive justice objectives 

in the larger context of addressing such disparities, it would require the deficit-country 

not to exercise its right to tax and allow the corresponding surplus-country (the poor 

country in this scenario) to use its taxing authority instead. In this way, the poor country 

between the two corresponding countries would keep the excess gain in full within its 

economy. Thus, depending upon the relative socioeconomic statuses of corresponding 

countries, allocation of international income tax to one or the other country can help or 

obstruct the march towards the achievement of the global objective of alleviation of 

socioeconomic disparities between rich and poor countries, as the case may be. 

As such, international income taxation would meet its fiscal objective of raising 

revenue as well as its non-fiscal objective of serving distributive justice in the same 

manner as domestic income taxation. The country that forgoes its right to tax bears the 
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tax burden. In this case, either the surplus-country, i.e., the country that makes a 

relatively higher gain from a cross-border commerce (where there are no pre-existing 

socio-economic disparities), or the rich country (where there are pre-existing socio-

economic disparities) bears the tax burden for redistribution of income and wealth arising 

from cross-border commerce. In other words, the economically well-off country bears the 

tax burden among countries in the same way as the economically well-off person bears 

the tax burden among persons in domestic taxation. Resultantly, it would address global 

socio-economic disparities, paving the way to more cross-border commerce and more of 

its benefits for the countries participating in this phenomenon—rendering international 

income taxation an equitable system.   

7.2.2 The model tax conventions 

Tax sovereignty of countries broadly comprises of their ability to tax a person on 

her/his income within their respective territories.15 Apparently, this means that countries 

exercise tax sovereignty over persons present in their territories as well as income that is 

earned in their geographical frontiers. However, in essence, such exercise of sovereignty 

extends the taxing jurisdiction of a country beyond its boundaries. Residents of other 

countries earning income in a host country are taxable by the host country by virtue of the 

fact that the income is earned there, whereas its own residents earning income abroad are 

taxable by it by virtue of the fact that the person belongs to it. As a result, taxing powers 

of one country extends into the jurisdiction of another. Now, if both the countries 

exercise their taxing power in a given cross-border commerce then both will get their due 

                                                        
15 See the discussion in chapter 2 above, particularly, section 2.3.2 for more details on tax sovereignty of 

countries and their mutual interaction in view of it. 
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tax on the international income arising from it in accordance with their respective tax 

bases. In this situation, the issue of sharing a tax base or redistribution through a tax 

system does not arise to begin with, as both get whatever is their due tax and it has no 

effect on the treasury of the other country.16  

The exercise of taxing authority over cross-border commerce by two 

corresponding countries together, however, causes international juridical double taxation 

and its deleterious effects on global economic progress. 17  International efforts have, 

therefore, been made to avoid double taxation, which is possible where one or both the 

corresponding countries sacrifice their taxing sovereignty. As different countries have 

different tax requirements, the predominant way to forgo their tax is through treaties 

where countries mutually agree as to how the tax base is to be allocated between the two 

countries so as to avoid double taxation as well as minimize the cost paid for such 

avoidance. But as the number of bilateral tax treaties grew with the increasing integration 

of global economy, they formed a network that would later turn out to be the precursor of 

the modern international income taxation system.18 This expansion led to the need for 

systematization of the treaty regime, giving rise to the model tax conventions (MTCs). 

                                                        
16 See generally the analysis in chapter 2 above. 
17 OECD, Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital 2010 (Updated 2010), (OECD Publishing, 

2012) [OECD] (“International juridical double taxation can be generally defined as the imposition of 

comparable taxes in two (or more) States on the same taxpayer in respect of the same subject matter and for 

identical periods. Its harmful effects on the exchange of goods and services and movements of capital, 

technology and persons are so well known that it is scarcely necessary to stress the importance of removing 

the obstacles that double taxation presents to the development of economic relations between countries” at 

I-1). Online <http://www.keepeek.com/Digital-Asset-Management/oecd/taxation/model-tax-convention-on-

income-and-on-capital-2010_9789264175181-en#page1> last visited April 02, 2015.  
18 See e.g. OECD, Developing a Multilateral Instrument to Modify Bilateral Tax Treaties, OECD/G20 Base 

Erosion and Profit Shifting Project, (OECD Publishing, 2014) at 11. Online: OECD 

<http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264219250-en> last visited March 30, 2015 (currently there are more than 

3000 bilateral tax treaties, constituting the modern international taxation regime). 
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 The primary purpose of the MTCs was, therefore, to develop, harmonize, and 

standardize the rules in order to systematize the bilateral tax treaty regime so that 

countries and taxpayers alike can follow them in arranging their tax affairs with a greater 

degree of predictability, uniformity, certainty, transparency, and simplicity.19 Resultantly, 

the MTCs have become a de facto (and arguably a de jure) system of international 

taxation.  They have laid out an extensive framework of taxation rules for avoiding 

double taxation of international income in order to facilitate cross-border flow of goods, 

services, and capital that provide an impetus to the global economy and enhances socio-

economic welfare globally. Almost all bilateral tax treaties as well as international tax 

aspects of domestic taxation of countries around the globe are shaped by the rules in the 

MTCs.20 In short, they have been instrumental in tackling international double taxation 

and lowering tax barriers to international commerce and its associated global progress. 

As discussed earlier, at the root of the model tax conventions lies the League of 

Nations Report.21 After a series of draft models, which notably included the Mexico and 

London drafts,22 the process culminated in two major MTCs that are in operation now, 

the OECD and the UN models. A look at the historical background of the MTCs depicts 

that from the outset it were mainly the capital exporting (or developed) countries who 

                                                        
19 See OECD, supra note 17 at I-1, paras 2, 3 and at I-2, para 5. 
20 Ibid at I-3, I-4. 
21 See League of Nations, Report on Double Taxation Submitted to the Financial Committee by Professors 

Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp, League of Nations Doc. E.F.S. 73. F. 19 18 (1923) 

[League of Nations Report] (being one of the first formal multilateral efforts to streamline international 

taxation on the pattern as it exists today). 
22 See OECD, supra note 17 at I-1, I-2 (“This work led to the drawing up in 1928 of the first model bilateral 

convention and, finally, to the Model Conventions of Mexico (1943) and London (1946), the principles of 

which were followed with certain variants in many of the bilateral conventions concluded or revised during 

the following decade”). 
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were instrumental in the formation of the MTCs.23 That is why a process started by the 

League of Nations and then taken over by the UN ultimately first materialized in the form 

of the OECD’s model, the OECD being “a club mostly of rich countries”.24 However, for 

the same reasons, the OECD model was perceived to be not favorable to the developing 

countries;25 therefore, the UN started to work at its own end in a bid to arrive at a model 

that is beneficial to the developing countries as well.26 As a result, we now have two 

MTCs that together form a de facto international tax regime through a network of 

bilateral (and sometimes multilateral) treaties.27 Although the UN model essentially is a 

replica of the OECD model, nevertheless, there are also some important differences 

between them, because of which we have two separate rather than a single MTCs in place 

today. 28  It is generally perceived that the OECD’s model is the culmination of the 

London draft model and the UN’s model of the Mexico draft model.29    

                                                        
23  See Alex J Eason, International Tax Reform and the Inter-Nation Allocation of Tax Revenue 

(Wellington, New Zealand: Victoria University Press, 1991) at 20. 
24 “Tax Revenue”, The Economist 413:8917 (13 December 2014) at 91.  
25 See supra note 23. 
26 See United Nations Department of Economic & Social Affairs, United Nations Model Double Taxation 

Convention between Developed and Developing Countries, (New York: United Nations, 2011) [UN] (the 

title speaks for itself as to the concern for developing countries in the tax treaties equation). Online: un.org 

<http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/documents/UN_Model_2011_Update.pdf>. See also Yariv Brauner, “An 

International Tax Regime in Crystallization” 56 Tax L. Rev. 259 (2003) [Brauner] at 317 (“[t]he other 

important ultranational model treaty is the U.N. Model Treaty, originally created for tax treaties between 

developed and developing countries” at 317).  
27 See Brauner, ibid (“[the] current world tax regime is based mainly on the OECD Model Treaty … [and] 

the U.N. Model Treaty” at 317). 
28 See Michael Lennard, “The Purpose and Current Status of the United Nations Tax Work” (2008) 14:1 

Asia-Pacific Tax Bulletin 23. 
29 See e.g. ibid (“In the Mexico draft (with many representatives of developed countries unable to travel 

during the war) the source country preference predominated and there was less source country yielding of 

taxation rights than in the later (post-war) London Model. In modern terms, the UN Model Tax Convention 

is more the successor to the source country-predominant Mexico Model. The Organisation for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD) Model is more of a successor to the London Model, in preserving 

less source country (and therefore more residence country) taxing rights as a means of avoiding double 

taxation” at 23). See also the discussion in chapters in 2 and 3 above for more details in this regard. 
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The modus operandi of the MTCs is that tax on international income should be 

charged by one of the corresponding countries engaged in cross-border commerce—

either by a residence or by a source country—and in the rare cases where both are 

permitted to charge such tax then the combined tax rate in such a situation should not 

exceed the higher of the tax rate in any of those countries and each should adjust their 

position to this end accordingly. Therefore, the MTCs’ rules are largely about assignment 

of the right to tax between corresponding countries in order to avoid international double 

taxation. 

The MTCs use the source/residence principle of taxation developed through the 

League of Nations Report for allocation of tax (or tax base) to denote the two 

corresponding countries. Source country is the country where the income originates and 

residence country is the country where the person earning that income is resident. The 

original objective of the cooperation between countries was to relieve cross-border 

investment income from double-taxation. 30  Since this was an economic activity that 

usually rich countries engaged in, a pro-residence tax allocation system was viewed to be 

more in favor of developed countries.31 For the same reasons, a pro-source tax allocation 

system was viewed to be more in favor of developing countries.32 This notion ultimately 

led to the presumption in international taxation that residence countries are rich and 

                                                        
30 See generally UN, supra note 26. For more details, see also the discussion in chapters 2 and 3 above. 
31 See UN, ibid (commentary generally); supra note 28. 
32 For example, the source-based inclination of the Mexico model because of a predominance of developing 

countries as against the London model where developed countries were controlling the show. See supra 

note 28 (for more details on the matter). 
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source countries are poor. To a large extent, the MTCs regime is based on this 

presumption.33  

Under the MTCs, assigning the right to tax on a given international income to a 

source country largely implies assigning it to a poorer (developing or least-developed) 

country, and vice versa.34 However, the presumption that residence countries are rich and 

source countries are poor neither holds good in theory nor in practice. International 

taxation is no more only about cross-border investment income, and the global economic 

situation has changed much since the advent of the MTCs or its precursors. Not only did 

the role of international income taxation extend from providing relief from double 

taxation of foreign investment income to other types of incomes too,35 it also extended 

under the MTCs umbrella to other spheres such as prevention of fiscal evasion, exchange 

of information, non-discrimination, etc. With time, as cross-border commerce became 

more sophisticated, so did the international income taxation regime.36 

In the age of modern globalization, a source country can very well be a rich 

country and a residence country a poor country, which would literally render the debate 

on allocation of tax on the rich/poor (or residence/source) basis redundant in the context 

of redistribution through taxation.37 The same type of allocation of right to tax can be 

                                                        
33 For example, the commentaries of the MTCs, as discussed in the following analysis, repeatedly shows 

developing countries vying against residence-based taxation and in favor of source-based taxation, whereas 

the opposite holds true for developed countries.  
34 For general discussion regarding interconnectedness of source taxation with developing countries or 

transitioning economies, see generally UN, supra note 26. See also supra note 23; supra note 28. 
35 For example, business profits, employment income, etc. 
36 See e.g. OECD, supra note 17 at I-2, I-3 (development of the OECD model).   
37  See e.g. OECD, Tax Sparing: A Reconsideration (Paris: OECD Publishing, 1998) (stating that 

globalization has set a rapid economic growth in developing countries which has “created a more balanced 

distribution of trade and investment flows” between developed and developing countries generally, and that 

“[t]hese developments have blurred a number of traditional distinctions which underlie existing 
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redistributive as well as anti-redistributive from rich to poor countries. For example, 

allocation of the right to tax on international income to residence countries would be 

redistributive if a residence country is the poorer one and anti-redistributive if the 

residence country is the richer one of the corresponding countries.  

On the other hand, the residence and source country notions under the MTCs 

correspond with the surplus-country and deficit-country notions adopted in the thesis. 

Therefore, wherever tax is allocated to source countries, this study would construe it as 

assignment of the right to tax to the deficit-country, which would meet distributive justice 

and inter-nation tax equity concerns, and would be in conformity with the thesis. And 

allocation of tax to residence countries would be construed as assignment of the right to 

tax to the surplus-country, which would not meet distributive justice and inter-nation tax 

equity concerns, and would be inconsistent with the thesis. This would be the outcome 

both in the case where the deficit-country is poorer than the surplus-country as well as in 

the case where the deficit-country and the surplus-country are on the same socioeconomic 

footing.  

To recall, the thesis provides for allocation of tax to the deficit-country under its 

right to tax notion in terms of its first principle of equality and to the surplus-country 

under the notion of the favor that it gets from the deficit-country in terms of its second 

(difference) principle (which applies only in situations where the surplus-country is the 

poorer of the two). This implies that in some situations the allocation of tax even to 

surplus-countries also conforms with the thesis. It then goes without saying that whether 

                                                                                                                                                                     
international tax arrangements” at 9) [Also available online: <http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-

en> last visited April 12, 2015).  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en
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the MTCs allocate tax to the deficit-country (source country) or the surplus-country 

(residence country), both types of allocations could be seen to be in conformity with the 

thesis, in the former case under the first principle and in the latter case under the second 

principle. However, as per the presumptive scheme of the MTCs that residence countries 

are rich, allocation of tax (or the right to tax) to residence countries (surplus-countries) 

under the MTC would not be automatically construed in this study as conforming with 

the second principle of the thesis, unless it is stated in the MTCs to this effect. If it is not 

so stated, that allocation would be construed to be made to the surplus-country which is 

also the richer one between the corresponding countries and, therefore, treat it as not 

qualifying for conformity with the thesis under the second principle. Or it would be 

construed to be made to the surplus-country which is socioeconomically equal to the 

deficit-country and, therefore, treat it as not qualifying for conformity with the thesis 

under the second principle. Since the effect in both the latter situations is similar, where 

the MTC does not explicitly term tax allocation on the rich/poor basis, this study would 

not kick in the conformity reasoning under the second principle of the thesis. This notion 

will run throughout the following analysis. It will help in a uniform determination of the 

redistributive pattern of various tax allocations and bring brevity to the discussion.    

The format of the MTCs is described in quite detail in the OECD commentary.38 

Generally, it classifies income under different heads and then provides whether a source 

or a residence country is entitled to tax it so that double taxation is avoided. The tax 

allocation can either be exclusively to a source or residence country, or it can be a shared 

                                                        
38 See OECD, supra note 17 at I-5 to I-11 (broad outline of the OECD model).   
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one between a source and a residence country.39 However, it is not necessary that a 

shared allocation means equal entitlement to tax. It has its own qualifications for different 

type of incomes. Although these types of tax allocations avoid double-taxation, whether 

they also fairly redistribute international income from a surplus-country to a deficit-

country (under the first principle of the thesis) or from rich to poor countries (under the 

second principle of the thesis) is the question that calls further examination.  

A fair allocation in this context has been termed inter-nation tax equity, but an 

allocation that does not redistribute international income between two corresponding 

countries so as to address socioeconomic disparities cannot be termed fair even if it 

avoids double taxation. Such allocation is fundamentally against the notion of equity in 

taxation as well as the distributive justice concerns of mutual cross-border commerce 

between corresponding countries. As discussed above, the allocation of tax on 

international income can cause redistribution of the benefits of cross-border commerce 

between the corresponding countries. Does the present international income taxation 

regime do so? An analysis of the tax allocation pattern under the MTCs would answer 

this question as follows. 

7.3 Tax allocation under the MTCs 

This section unfolds the tax entitlement pattern under the two MTCs regarding the 

different classes of incomes to see the extent to which such entitlement is redistributive 

between corresponding countries. It brings forth the main differences in the allocation 

style between the two MTCs. On the other hand, it highlights how transactions with 

                                                        
39 Ibid at I-6 to I-7 
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similar economic effects are treated when they pertain to trade in different sectors, for 

example, treatment of import of services and import of goods. This will show whether or 

not any contradictions exist within the same MTC. Moreover, it also highlights if similar 

transactions with similar economic effects but under different nomenclature pose issues 

of contradiction and whether such contradiction is the result of a systematic or an 

arbitrary approach, for example, one set of services being treated differently from another 

similar set of services or the same set of services being taxed differently in different 

situations. Not all situations existing under the MTCs are discussed here, as that goes 

beyond the scope of this study. However, all effort is made to bring all the important ones 

in the fold of the analysis. In addition, objections made to the MTCs by various countries 

are discussed against each head where necessary to show how various countries see the 

allocation scheme. Depending upon the category of the country, developed or developing, 

it depicts which type of allocation it prefers. 

The following analysis regarding tax allocation between countries is divided into 

four loose categories for clarity, simplification, and comparability purposes only. These 

include general active business income, specific active business income, investment or 

passive business income, and employment-related income categories, respectively. The 

general format of the analysis for each class of income is more or less similar in format in 

order to develop a comparative perspective of the pattern of tax allocation between the 

two MTCs, among the classes of income within each MTC, and within each class of 

income in different situation as to their conformity with the thesis. Under each heading, it 

begins with statement of the class of income and the articles of the MTCs which covers 

such income. This is followed by an analysis of the economic effect of that income in the 
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cross-border context on the economies of the corresponding countries and the 

requirements of its taxability for conformity with the thesis. Next, the pattern of 

allocation and its distributional effects are discussed. Where possible, the reasons 

provided in the commentary of the MTCs for any allocation are highlighted together with 

any reservations made by any countries. Finally, on the basis of the analysis, the 

conformity or non-conformity of an allocation with the thesis is determined. A brief 

account of any inherent contradictions within each MTC and between the two MTCs is 

also given where appropriate, to see if they are systematic or arbitrary in nature.  

7.3.1 General active business income category 

Taxation of cross-border general business profits, i.e., business income not 

specifically included under any other article of a MTC, is dealt with by a combination of 

two articles, article 5 and 7, of the MTCs.40 Article 7.1 of both the OECD and UN models 

states that “[t]he profits of an enterprise of a Contracting State shall be taxable only in 

that State unless the enterprise carries on business in the other Contracting State through 

a permanent establishment situated therein.”41 As such, taxability of business income is 

residual in nature. All of it rests with the residence country, except when explicitly 

assigned to source countries. Consequently, tax on general business profits is not always 

allocated exclusively to a source, or a residence, country. In some cases, all tax on 

business profits is allocated to source countries while in others all of it is allocated to 

residence countries. This tax allocation pattern hinges on the concept of permanent 

establishment (PE). Where cross-border business profits are connected to a PE, the right 

                                                        
40 Article 5 (permanent establishment) and Article 7 (business profits) of the OECD and UN models. See 

OECD, supra note 17 at para 1 of the commentary on Article 7 (“[t]his Article is in many respects a 

continuation of, and a corollary to Article 5 on the definition of the concept of permanent establishment”).  
41 Article 7 of the OECD and UN models. 
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to tax is assigned to the source country; where cross-border business profits are not 

connected to a PE, the right to tax such profits is assigned to the residence country. The 

following discussion analyzes this arrangement to see its redistributive potential 

alongside its role in the avoidance of double taxation.  

However, both the MTCs do not treat all business profits under these provisions. 

These are also analyzed for their redistributive value as well as for comparison to the 

general treatment of similar business profits. The main articles in this respect are 

examined separately to see their scope under the two MTCs. 

A. Permanent establishment (PE) 

The concept of PE is a conduit for taxing the business profits of an enterprise of a 

resident state by the source state.42 Therefore, a broader scope of the concept of PE 

means more source taxation, and vice versa. Both MTCs defines a PE to mean “a fixed 

place of business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried 

out.”43 This broad definition is then explained through specific inclusions as well as 

qualified through some exceptions.44 Hence, stronger exception weakens the probability 

                                                        
42  See UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 5 (“The concept of “permanent 

establishment” is used in bilateral tax treaties to determine the right of a State to tax the profits of an 

enterprise of the other State. Specifically, the profits of an enterprise of one State are taxable in the other 

State only if the enterprise maintains a permanent establishment in the latter State and only to the extent 

that the profits are attributable to the permanent establishment. The concept of permanent establishment is 

found in the early model conventions including the 1928 model conventions of the League of Nations. The 

United Nations Model Convention reaffirms the concept” at 97-98). See also OECD, supra note 17, para 1 

of the commentary on Article 5 (“The main use of the concept of a permanent establishment is to determine 

the right of a Contracting State to tax the profits of the enterprise of the other Contracting State. Under 

Article 7 a Contracting State cannot tax the profits of an enterprise of the other Contracting State unless it 

carries on its business through a permanent establishment situated therein” at C(5)-1). 
43 Article 5.1 of the OECD and UN models. 
44 For example, Article 5.2 and 5.3 provides that it includes “a place of management”, “a branch”, and a 

“building site” under certain conditions, whereas Article 5.4 to 5.7 provides exceptions such as Article 

5.4(a) of the UN model excludes from PE “[t]he use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage or display 
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of a PE in the source country and that means assigning the right to tax on cross-border 

business profits to residence countries.  

The economic effect of business income earned by a resident of a country X 

(residence country) in another country Y (the source country) on both the countries is the 

same whether such income is earned through a PE or otherwise. In both cases, the 

economies of the two countries register a gain; and in both cases, the residence country X 

makes a relatively higher gain and becomes a surplus-country as against the 

corresponding source country Y, i.e., the transaction moves the residence country X’s 

economy towards a surplus and source country Y’s economy towards a deficit. Fairness 

in mutual commerce demands that the overall gain be shared equally, and as explained 

earlier,45 this would happen if the tax on such gain is allocated to the deficit-country, 

which happens to be the source country in this scenario. Therefore, the allocation of tax 

to a deficit-country in a transaction conforms to the thesis. In the same way, the 

allocation of tax to a surplus-country in a transaction is inconsistent with the thesis.  

The following discussion is mainly focused on the exclusions of income from the 

concept of PE. It would, therefore, highlight the conflict of tax allocation on cross-border 

business income with the thesis. Moreover, as the OECD and UN model tax conventions 

are perceived to be more in favor of residence-based and source-based taxation, 

respectively, finding a differential treatment given by the two to the same types of 

transaction with regard to the establishment of a PE will also test the truth of this 

perception. As well, it would identify if any MTC is more inclined towards a meaningful 

                                                                                                                                                                     
of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise”, and both MTCs excludes under certain qualifications 

carrying on business activities through independent agents, etc. 
45 See chapters 2 and 3 above for a detailed discussion on the concept of deficit-country and surplus-

country and the fair sharing of their mutual gains from cross-border commerce. 
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redistribution.46 In this respect, previous literature shows that generally “the UN Model 

Convention preserves greater source country taxation rights in Art. 5, which addresses the 

economic nexus required before source country taxing rights may be exercised under the 

tax treaty.”47 

i. Building site or a construction project, etc. 

The concept of PE with regard to this heading is covered under Article 5.3 of the 

MTCs. Both the MTCs are similar in principle in this respect, but exhibit important 

differences as well. 

The economic effect of a building or construction work by an enterprise of 

country X carried out in country Y is that the economies of both X and Y would gain 

from it but, as such activity in country Y’s economy generates income in the hands of the 

enterprise that is an integral part of country X’s economy, it causes country X to be a 

surplus-country and country Y to be a deficit-country. In these circumstances, in terms of 

the thesis, the rightful entitlement to tax vests with country Y (the deficit-country) for the 

redistribution of the excess gain in the hands of the surplus-country.48  [This rightful 

entitlement can be forgone in favor of country X (the surplus-country here) only for the 

larger distributive justice objective of alleviating any pre-existing socio-economic 

disparities between them (in which country X is poor and country Y is rich), which aspect 

is not enquired into as discussed earlier]. Therefore, any tax allocation under this head of 

                                                        
46 For details on the link of source-based (in favor of developing countries) and residence-based (in favor of 

developed countries) taxation with the Mexico draft and the London draft, see supra note 28. See also the 

discussion at n 29 above.. 
47  Michael Lennard, “The UN Model Tax Convention as Compared with the OECD Model Tax 

Convention—Current Points of Difference and Recent Developments” (2009) 15:1 Asia Pacific Tax 

Bulletin 4 at 4.  
48 See Musgraves, supra note 8. 
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income to country X (the surplus-country) would be inconsistent with the thesis, 

implying that it does not serve inter-nation tax equity.  

Under the UN model, a building site or construction project, etc. that lasts more 

than six months is treated as a PE, but not if it lasts less than six months.49 Therefore, the 

allocation of tax under the UN model as regards this class of cross-border income to 

source country Y (the deficit-country), where the construction activity is for more than 

six months, conforms to the thesis. However, where the exactly same activity with the 

same economic effect and thesis conformity requirements lasts less than six months, a PE 

is not established in the source country Y (the deficit-country) and the tax on the income 

from it is allocated to the residence country X (the surplus-country). Such tax allocation 

is inconsistent with the thesis. Besides, this also shows that the underlying economic 

effect of a transaction has no role in this scheme of allocation, because of which the 

question of redistribution of the gains from mutual cooperation and cross-border 

commerce through international taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-

contradictory so far its true economic imputation and distributional effects are concerned: 

it sometimes upholds these effects and at other times infringes them—revealing that the 

tax allocations under the international income tax regime are arbitrary in this regard. 

The OECD model also follows the above taxability in principle. However, the 

time element that it provides is twelve months for an activity in the source country to 

constitute a PE,50 instead of the six months period provided in the UN model. This means 

                                                        
49 Article 5.3(a) of the UN model (“The term “permanent establishment” also encompasses [ ] [a] building 

site, a construction, assembly or installation project or supervisory activities in connection therewith, but 

only if such site, project or activities last more than six months”). 
50 Article 5.3 of the OECD model (“A building site or construction or installation project constitutes a 

permanent establishment only if it lasts more than twelve months”). 
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that an activity that could be a PE under the UN model may still not be a PE under the 

OECD model. For example, a construction project that lasts eight months would be a PE 

under the UN model but not under the OECD model. Resultantly, for one and the same 

cross-border economic activity, the right to tax would be assigned to the source country 

Y (or deficit-country) under the UN model, which would conform to the thesis; whereas 

the right to tax would be assigned to the residence country X (or surplus-country) under 

the OECD model, which would be inconsistent with the thesis. This shows that between 

the two, the UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the OECD 

model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits comparatively more 

redistributive content in the case of cross-border income from building site, construction, 

etc.  

The commentary on the MTCs depicts the policy concerns that dictates the 

haphazard allocation of tax between deficit-country and surplus-country;51 however, it 

does not state that such allocation either causes equal sharing of a mutually-sourced 

international income or redistribute more of such income to the poor country between the 

corresponding countries. In other words, such tax allocation is not tied with the true 

economic imputation of the transaction for the two countries. Some developing countries 

have, therefore, totally opposed the idea of time factor for determination of a PE.52 

“[T]hey maintain that construction, assembly and similar activities could, as a result of 

modern technology, be of very short duration and still result in a substantial profit for the 

                                                        
51 See UN, supra note 26, para 10 of the commentary on Article 5.3 (stating in support of the time factor 

and possibly the reverse allocation of tax in that view that “the purpose of bilateral treaties is to promote 

international trade, investment, and development, and the reason for the time limit (indeed for the 

permanent establishment threshold more generally) is to encourage businesses to undertake preparatory or 

ancillary operations in another State that will facilitate a more permanent and substantial commitment later 

on, without becoming immediately subject to tax in that State” at 108).  
52 Ibid, para 10 at 108. 
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enterprise.”53 In addition, some other developing countries “oppose a time limit because 

it could be used by foreign enterprises to set up artificial arrangements to avoid taxation 

in their territory.”54 These concerns of the developing countries also indicate their leaning 

towards taxation on the basis of true economic imputation, instead of arbitrary allocation 

of tax between corresponding countries in the particular context of redistribution. 

It has been observed that the OECD has reduced the time element in some other 

situations and might be moving towards the reduced time period requirement in the case 

of buildings and constructions as well, particularly, in the wake of the use of modern 

technologies and a change in business practices;55 however, that has to be seen in the 

future, which would in any case only bring the tax treatment of income under this head of 

activity in line with the UN model but not in full conformity with the thesis though. 

Nevertheless, this alludes to some sort of a slight opening up of the OECD model towards 

the idea of employing true economic imputation in its tax allocation scheme. 

 ii. Furnishing of services as PE 

According to the treatment given to services under the MTCs, they can be roughly 

categorized into general services and specific services.56 The general services category is 

covered under the twin Articles 5 and 7 of the MTCs, i.e., permanent establishments and 

business profits, and is discussed here. The specific services, such as shipping services 

and performances by artistes and athletes, are dealt with under separate articles and are 

                                                        
53 Ibid. 
54 Ibid. 
55 See supra note 47. 
56 For example, in the UN model services are dealt with separately under the Articles 5 and 7 (general) and 

Articles 8, 14, 15, and 17 (specific); and in the OECD model they are dealt with in Articles 5 and 7 

(general) and Articles 8 and 17  (specific). 
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discussed later. The tax treatment of general services is different under the UN than the 

OECD model.  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis of cross-border provision of general services are similar to as in 

paragraph 2 of section 7.3.1.A.i read with paragraph 2 of section 7.3.1.A of this chapter 

and are, therefore, construed in the same manner for the discussion on general services as 

well. 

Under the UN model, tax allocation on income from services furnished by an 

enterprise of residence country X in source country Y hinges on a six months (aggregate) 

time factor test that is somewhat similar to the case in the building and construction 

projects discussed above. 57  Where the six-months test is met, i.e., the provision of 

services by the enterprise in source country Y exceeds a six months period, the enterprise 

has a PE in source country Y (the deficit-country) and the right to tax income arising 

from the provision of such services is vested in source country Y. But where the six-

months test is not met, i.e., the provision of services by the enterprise in source country Y 

does not exceed a six months period, the enterprise has no PE in source country Y and in 

that case the right to tax income arising form the provision of such services is vested in 

residence country X (the surplus-country).  

The allocation of tax as regards this class of cross-border income to source 

country Y (the deficit-country) where the provision of services is for more than six 

                                                        
57 Article 5.3(b) of the UN model. “The furnishing of services, including consultancy services, by an 

enterprise through employees or other personnel engaged by the enterprise for such purpose, but only if 

activities of that nature continue (for the same or a connected project) within a Contracting State for a 

period or periods aggregating more than 183 days in any 12-month period commencing or ending in the 

fiscal year concerned.” 
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months conforms to the thesis. However, where the exact same activity with the same 

economic effect and thesis conformity requirements lasts for less than six months, a PE is 

not constituted in the source country Y and the tax on the income from it is allocated to 

the residence country X (the surplus-country). Such tax allocation is inconsistent with the 

thesis. Besides, this also shows that the underlying economic effect of a transaction has 

no role in this scheme of allocation, because of which the question of redistribution of the 

gains from cross-border commerce and mutual economic cooperation through 

international taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-contradictory so far 

its true economic imputation and distributional effects are concerned: it sometimes 

upholds these effects and at other times infringes them—revealing that the tax allocations 

under the international income tax regime are arbitrary in this regard.. 

It is, therefore, not surprising that developing countries totally oppose the time 

limit of six months in the case of income from general services too. 58  Here, their 

reasoning is different and is based more on the underlying principles rather than on 

changing business practices or tax avoidance worries as seen in the case of building or 

construction projects. “[T]hey simply believe that the period during which foreign 

personnel remain in the source country is irrelevant to their right to tax the income (as it 

is in the case of artistes and sportspersons under Article 17).”59  

                                                        
58 See e.g. UN, supra note 26, para 10 of the commentary on Article 5.3 (doing away with the time factor is 

helpful to developing countries only in case of outflow of income and this objection depicts a greater net 

outflow of income). 
59 Ibid (in the case of Article 17, developing countries’ position is that these services are similar in principle 

with the general services so why then are they not taxed similarly). 
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In contrast, the OECD model does not have a specific PE provision for general 

services.60 Instead, it states that services should be treated more or less similar to PE 

provisions for other general business activities and profits.61 As a result, unless the fixed 

place of business test is met, the income from general services is taxed in the country of 

residence of the enterprise, which is the surplus-country denoted in the example as 

residence country X. This allocation of tax does not redistribute the international income 

under the inter-nation tax equity conception of the thesis. The OECD commentary 

justifies this non-redistributive tax allocation on account of “various policy and 

administrative considerations.”62 Among these, it mentions increased “compliance and 

administrative burden of enterprises and tax administrations”, which it views to be 

particularly problematic when the services are furnished to non-business customers,63 and 

“difficulties concerning the determination of the profits to be taxed and the collection of 

the relevant tax”64 in source countries. However, it does not discuss as to how these 

issues do not arise, or how these are dealt with, in the case of services provided in Article 

                                                        
60 Previously, Article 14 (Independent Personal Services) existed in both the OECD and UN models. 

However, it was deleted in 2000 by the OECD model and is now part of the general services covered under 

Article 5 and 7 together. This discussion, therefore, includes independent personal services in the OECD 

model account. Article 14 was deleted by the report entitled “The 2000 Update to the Model Tax 

Convention”, adopted by the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs on 29 April 2000, on the basis of another 

report entitled “Issues related to Article 14 of the OECD Model Tax Convention” (adopted by the OECD 

Committee on Fiscal Affairs on 27 January 2000). 
61 See OECD, supra note 17, para 42.11 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “the provision of 

services should, as a general rule subject to a few exceptions for some types of service (e.g. those covered 

by Article 8 and 17), be treated the same way as other business activities and, therefore, the same 

permanent establishment threshold of taxation should apply to all business activities, including the 

provision of independent services” at C(5)-28). 
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid, para 42.12 of the commentary on Article 5 ( stating that “[t]his would be especially  problematic 

with respect to services provided to non-business consumers, which would not need to be disclosed to the 

source country’s tax administration for purposes of claiming a business expense  deduction” at C(5)-28). 
64 Ibid, para 42.13 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “[i]n most cases, the enterprise would not 

have the accounting records and assets typically associated with a permanent establishment and there 

would be no dependent agent which could comply with information and collection requirements. Moreover, 

whilst it is a common feature of States’ domestic law to tax profits from services performed in their 

territory, it does not necessarily represent optimal tax treaty policy” at C(5)-29). 
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8 and 17 of the OECD model as well,65 where the right to tax may vest with the source 

country Y under the OECD model in contradiction to the approach that it takes in this 

article. The commentary does not shed light on this contradiction. Moreover, this also 

highlights that the true economic imputation of a transaction and distributional concerns 

play no role in the formulation of tax allocation rules.  

The OECD commentary also states that some countries are not comfortable with 

the exclusive entitlement of residence countries to general services taxation in the 

absence of a PE under the model and propose changes in this respect, whether or not the 

services are attributable to a PE.66 These countries view that “some service businesses do 

not require a fixed place of business in their territory in order to carry on a substantial 

level of business activities therein” and therefore considers that source country taxation 

rights are appropriate in the context.67 In addition, these countries are not in agreement 

with the compliance and administrative justification offered in support of the residence-

based taxation of services and hold that such justification cannot be used in a blanket 

manner.68 These proposals are generally aimed in the direction of more source taxation 

                                                        
65  Article 8 (Shipping, Inland Waterways Transport and Air Transport); and Article 17 (Artistes and 

Sportsmen). See the discussion at note 58 above, where developing countries contend that both types of 

services are in principle similar so why then should they be taxed differently.  
66 See OECD, supra note 17, para 42.14 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “[s]ome States, 

however, are reluctant to adopt the principle of exclusive residence taxation of services that are not 

attributable to a permanent establishment situated in their territory but that are performed in that territory. 

These States propose changes to the Article in order to preserve source taxation rights, in certain 

circumstances, with respect to the profits from such services. States that believe that additional source 
taxation rights should be allocated under a treaty with respect to services performed in their territory rely on 

various arguments to support their position” at C(5)-29).  
67 Ibid, para 42.16 of the commentary on Article 5 at C(5)-30. 
68 Ibid, para 42.17 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “these States consider that even if the 

taxation of profits of enterprises carried on by non-residents that are not attributable to a permanent 

establishment raises certain compliance and administrative difficulties, these difficulties do not justify 

exempting from tax the profits from all services performed on their territory by such enterprises. Those 

who support that view may refer to mechanisms that are already in place in some States to ensure taxation 

of services performed in these States but not attributable to permanent establishments (such mechanisms 

are based on requirements for resident payers to report, and possibly withhold tax on, 
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and in that respect comes closer to conformity with the thesis. 69  This, nevertheless, 

signifies a slight opening up of the OECD countries towards the idea of employing true 

economic imputation in the tax allocation scheme under the OECD model.  

In support of residence taxation of income from general services, the OECD 

commentary states that services provided by a non-resident are similar to imports of 

goods into a country and since imports of goods are not taxed by the importing country so 

should services be not taxed by the importing country as well.70 However, it ignores this 

line of reasoning in the case of the taxability of some other similar services that are taxed 

the other way round.71 On the other hand, it is silent about any economic or distributional 

logic as to why cross-border income arising from imports is not taxed by the importing 

country. Some non-OECD countries, therefore, do not agree with this view. For example, 

in total contradiction to the OECD stance in paras 42.18 and 42.46 of the commentary, 

India takes the position that even when services are rendered by non-residents from 

outside the source country (importing country of services) it may still be taxable in source 

                                                                                                                                                                     
payments to non-residents for services performed in these States)” at C(5)-30).  
69 Ibid, para 42.15 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “[t]hese States may consider that profits 

from services performed in a given state should be taxable in that state on the basis of the generally 

accepted policy principles for determining when business profits should be considered to have their source 

within a jurisdiction. They consider that, from the exclusive angle of the pure policy question of where 

business profits originate, the State where services are performed should have a right to tax even when 

these services are not attributable to a permanent establishment as defined in Article 5. They would note 

that the domestic law of many countries provides for the taxation of services performed in these countries 

even in the absence of a permanent establishment (even though services performed over very short periods 

of time may not always be taxed in practice)” at C(5)-29). 
70 Ibid, para 42.18 of the commentary on Article 5 (“It should be noted, however, that all member States 

agree that a State should not have source taxation rights on income derived from the provision of services 

performed by a non-resident outside that State. Under tax conventions, the profits from the sale of goods 
that are merely imported by a resident of a country and that are neither produced nor distributed through a 

permanent establishment in that country are not taxable therein and the same principle should apply in the 

case of services. The mere fact that the payer of the consideration for services is a resident of a State, or 

that such consideration is borne by a permanent establishment situated in that State or that the result of the 

services is used within the State does not constitute a sufficient nexus to warrant allocation of income 

taxing rights to that State” at C(5)-30). 
71 For example, shipping, inland waterways transport and air transport services under Article 8; and artistes 

and sportsmen services under Article 17. 
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country and that the principle of profits from sale of goods may not apply to income from 

furnishing of services.72  

It has been viewed that the “UN Model Convention perspective is that provision 

of services, as with Article 17 situations, has relevantly special characteristics, and 

fairness (inter-nation equity) to source countries dictates that the normal “bricks and 

mortar” presence is not the right minimum economic footprint for taxation of services by 

the host country.”73 Conversely, it is viewed that “[t]here are important questions for 

developing countries in evaluating this OECD provision, not just on the underlying 

policy but also as to how it can be administered effectively. These include whether a 

developing country is disadvantaged vis-à-vis developed countries and the taxpayers 

resident in those developed countries by not being able to ascertain the (effectively 

worldwide) gross revenues of such a person during a particular period.”74 Therefore, 

although both MTCs have their share of inconsistencies with the thesis in tax allocation 

under this head of cross-border income, between them the UN model has a broader scope 

for conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation 

pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of this class of cross-border 

income is comparatively more than the OECD model.  

iii. Sale of goods or merchandise through a PE 

Cross-border income of an enterprise from sale of goods and merchandise 

belonging to it through its PE in a foreign country is generally taxable in that foreign 

country under both the MTCs. Such taxability is provided in Article 5.4 of the MTCs. 

                                                        
72 See supra note 47. 
73 Ibid at 5. 
74 Ibid at 6. 
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The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis of income from cross-border sale of goods and merchandise are the 

same whether the sales are effected through a PE or directly without a PE and in that 

respect are similar to as in paragraph 2 of section 7.3.1.A.i read with paragraph 2 of 

section 7.3.1.A of this chapter, which are therefore construed accordingly for the 

discussion on cross-border sales of goods and merchandise through a PE as well. The 

direct sales, i.e., sales without a PE (in other words, essentially commercial 

exports/imports) are discussed later. 

As stated earlier, any exceptions from PE narrows the scope of the PE concept 

and thereby favors residence-based taxation. The stronger the scope of such exception is, 

the more it favors residence-based taxation, and vice versa. Article 5.4 of both MTCs 

provides for exceptions from the establishment of a PE in source country Y (the deficit-

country) where an enterprise of residence country X (the surplus-country) make sales of 

goods or merchandise belonging to it through a fixed place of business in source country 

Y and, therefore, limits the scope of source-country taxation carved out through the 

concept of PE from the general right to tax on income from cross-border sales of goods 

vested in residence countries by both the MTCs.75  

                                                        
75  See Article 5.4 of UN model (“Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this Article, the term 

“permanent establishment” shall be deemed not to include: 

(a) The use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage or display of goods or merchandise belonging to 

the enterprise; 

(b) The maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose 

of storage or display; 

(c) The maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose 

of processing by another enterprise; 

(d) The maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of purchasing goods or merchandise 

or of collecting information, for the enterprise; 

(e) The maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of carrying on, for the enterprise, 

any other activity of a preparatory or auxiliary character; 
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In the absence of any exceptions, the allocation of tax as regards this class of 

cross-border income to the source country Y (the deficit-country) where the sales are 

made through a PE conforms to the thesis. However, where the exceptions are applied, a 

PE is not constituted in the source country Y and the tax on the income is allocated to the 

residence country X (the surplus-country). Such allocation is inconsistent with the thesis. 

Thus, on essentially the same type of income, i.e., income from similar activity with 

similar economic effects on corresponding countries and thesis conformity requirements, 

both MTCs allocate the tax sometimes to the residence and at other times to the source 

country. This also shows that the underlying economic effect of a transaction has no role 

in this scheme of allocation, because of which the question of the redistribution of the 

gains from cross-border commerce and economic cooperation through international 

taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-contradictory so far as its true 

economic imputation and distributional effects are concerned: it sometimes upholds these 

effects and at other times infringes them—revealing that the tax allocations under the 

international income tax regime are arbitrary in this regard. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
(f) The maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for any combination of activities mentioned in 

subparagraphs (a) to (e), provided that the overall activity of the fixed place of business resulting from this 

combination is of a preparatory or auxiliary character”). 

See also, for the reference and comparison, Article 5.4 of the OECD model (“Notwithstanding the 

preceding provisions of this Article, the term “permanent establishment” shall be deemed not to include: 

a) the use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage, display or delivery of goods or merchandise 

belonging to the enterprise; 

b) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of 

storage, display or delivery; 

c) the maintenance of a stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of 

processing by another enterprise; 

d) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of purchasing goods or merchandise 

or of collecting information, for the enterprise; 

e) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for the purpose of carrying on, for the enterprise, any 

other activity of a preparatory or auxiliary character; 

f) the maintenance of a fixed place of business solely for any combination of activities mentioned in 

subparagraphs a) to e), provided that the overall activity of the fixed place of business resulting from this 

combination is of a preparatory or auxiliary character”).  
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In addition, article 5.4(a) and (b) of the OECD model provides that a PE “shall be 

deemed not to include: (a) the use of facilities solely for the purpose of storage, display or 

delivery of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise; (b) the maintenance of 

stock of goods or merchandise belonging to the enterprise solely for the purpose of 

storage, display or delivery;”76 however, the UN model has omitted the “delivery” of 

goods requirement from its corresponding provisions, which broadens the scope of PE 

formation. This renders the UN model less pro-residence tax allocation in the 

circumstances. Now, in the case of a fixed base in source country used solely for the 

purpose of delivery of goods a PE is established under the UN model but not under the 

OECD model. The right to tax in the former case is assigned to the source country 

(deficit-country) and conforms to the thesis to that extent and in the latter case to the 

residence country (surplus-country) and does not conform to the thesis. Thus, there also 

exists a contradiction between the MTCs in the tax treatment of similar income. Between 

the two MTCs, the UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the 

OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive 

content in the case of this class of cross-border income is comparatively more than the 

OECD model.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
76 Originally Article 5.4(a) and 5.4(b) of the OECD model and the UN model were similar. 
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iv. Dependent agents – habitually maintaining a stock of goods or merchandise  

Article 5.5 of both the MTCs provides for the taxability of an enterprise in the 

case of cross-border income earned through a dependent agent (as against an independent 

agent).77 Under both MTCs, where a person in a source country habitually exercises the 

authority to conclude contracts on behalf of the enterprise of another country then such a 

person is the PE of the enterprise if it meets other qualifications of Article 5 thereof. 

Article 5.5 provides certain exceptions that narrow the possibility of establishment of a 

PE in this regard.  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis of cross-border income earned through dependent agents are 

essentially similar to those discussed in paragraph 2 of section 7.3.1.A.i read with section 

7.3.1.A of this chapter and are, therefore, construed accordingly for a discussion in this 

case too.  

In terms of Article 7 of the MTCs, the tax on income earned through a PE is 

assigned to the source country Y (the deficit-country). Such allocation conforms to the 

thesis. Where an exception is applicable, it would narrow the scope of the establishment 

of a PE in this regard and would, therefore, assign the tax to a residence country X (the 

                                                        
77 Article 5.5 of the UN model (“Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2, where a person—

other than an agent of an independent status to whom paragraph 7 applies—is acting in a Contracting State 

on behalf of an enterprise of the other Contracting State, that enterprise shall be deemed to have a 

permanent establishment in the first-mentioned Contracting State in respect of any activities which that 

person undertakes for the enterprise, if such a person:  

(a) Has and habitually exercises in that State an authority to conclude contracts in the name of the 

enterprise, unless the activities of such person are limited to those mentioned in paragraph 4 which, if 

exercised through a fixed place of business, would not make this fixed place of business a permanent 

establishment under the provisions of that paragraph; or  

(b) Has no such authority, but habitually maintains in the first-mentioned State a stock of goods or 

merchandise from which he regularly delivers goods or merchandise on behalf of the enterprise”). Article 

5.5 of the OECD model is almost the same except the sub-para (b). 
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surplus-country). Such allocation is inconsistent with the thesis. Thus, on essentially the 

same type of income, i.e., income from similar activity with similar economic effects on 

corresponding countries and thesis conformity requirements, both MTCs allocate the tax 

sometimes to the residence and at other times to the source country. This also shows that 

the underlying economic effect of a transaction has no role in this scheme of allocation, 

because of which the question of the redistribution of the gains from cross-border 

commerce and economic cooperation through international taxation becomes moot. 

Moreover, this taxability is self-contradictory so far as its true economic imputation and 

distributional effects are concerned: it sometimes upholds these effects and at other times 

infringes them—revealing that the tax allocations under the international income tax 

regime are arbitrary in this regard. 

Here again, the UN model goes a step further and treats a person as a PE of an 

enterprise even if he does not habitually exercise the authority of concluding contracts. 

This makes it different from the OECD model in important respects.78 The UN model 

provides that if a person habitually maintains in a source country a stock of merchandise 

from which he makes regular delivery on behalf of the enterprise then such a person 

would still qualify to be a PE of the enterprise. In this case, the income earned by the 

enterprise through such a person would be taxable under the UN model by the source 

country (the deficit-country), which is in conformity with the thesis. Such income would 

                                                        
78 See UN, supra note 26, para 1 of the commentary on Article 5. “Article 5 of the United Nations Model 

Convention is based on Article 5 of the OECD Model Convention but contains several significant 

differences. In essence these  are that under  the United Nations Model Convention:  

… 

the actions of a “dependent agent” may constitute a permanent establishment, even without having and 

habitually exercising the authority to conclude contracts in the name of the enterprise, where that person 

habitually maintains a stock of goods or merchandise and regularly makes deliveries from the stock 

(paragraph 5(b))” at 97). 
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be taxable in the residence country under the OECD model though, which is inconsistent 

with the thesis. Thus, there also exists a contradiction between the two MTCs in the tax 

treatment of similar incomes. Between the two MTCs, the UN model has a broader scope 

for conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation 

pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of this class of cross-border 

income is comparatively more than the OECD model.   

v. Insurance agency PE 

Both the UN and OECD models have a separate provision for taxability of cross-

border insurance business through agency arrangements under the concept of PE. It 

appears that such business when carried on through a dependent agent is covered by 

Article 5.5 of the MTCs where the agency becomes a PE and the income of the insurance 

enterprise from a source country is taxed by the source country.79 However, if the broker 

does not habitually conclude contracts on behalf of the enterprise, which is usually the 

case in cross-border insurance business, 80  then such business will fall under the 

independent agency regime provided in Articles 5.6 of the OECD and 5.7 of the UN 

models, where such agency does not give rise to a PE (provided the enterprise also does 

not have a PE under Article 5.1 otherwise) and the cross-border income earned by the 

enterprise from a source country is taxable in the country of residence instead.81  

                                                        
79 Please refer to Article 5.5 of the OECD and UN models, respectively. Sub-para (b) of Article 5.5 of the 

UN model is not pertinent here as it relates to goods or merchandise. 
80 See UN, supra note 26, para 28 of the commentary on Article 5 (“insurance agents generally have no 

authority to conclude contracts; thus, the conditions of paragraph 5, sub-paragraph (a) would not be 

fulfilled” at 127-128). 
81 For more details, see UN, ibid, paras 27-28 at 127-128. 
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The economic effects as well as dynamics of distributive justice objectives in 

terms of the thesis of cross-border income from insurance business through dependent or 

independent agency are essentially similar to those as discussed above in paragraph 2 of 

section 7.3.1.A.i read with section 7.3.1.A of this chapter and are, therefore, construed 

accordingly for a discussion in this case too.  

As a result, in terms of both models, the tax on insurance income earned through a 

dependent agent is assigned to the source country Y (the deficit-country). Such allocation 

conforms to the thesis. And the tax on insurance income earned through an independent 

agent is assigned to the residence country X (the surplus-country). Such allocation is 

inconsistent with the thesis. Thus, on essentially the same type of income, i.e., income 

from similar activity with similar economic effects on corresponding countries and thesis 

conformity requirements, both MTCs allocate the tax sometimes to the residence and at 

other times to the source country. This also shows that the underlying economic effect of 

a transaction has no role in this scheme of allocation, because of which the question of 

the redistribution of the gains from cross-border commerce and economic cooperation 

through international taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-

contradictory so far as its true economic imputation and distributional effects are 

concerned: it sometimes upholds these effects and at other times infringes them—

revealing that the tax allocations under the international income tax regime are arbitrary 

in this regard.  

Therefore, countries have been wary of tax allocation on income from cross-

border commerce to residence countries in cases where the requirements of Articles 5.1 

and 5.5 of the MTCs are not met with, which can easily be the case in insurance 
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businesses, 82  and have called for source country taxation “even where there is 

representation by such independent agents” in cross-border insurance business.83 This 

position reflects some countries’ desire to use true economic imputation of a cross-border 

transaction as the basis and principle for allocating tax on cross-border income, which 

would allocate the tax to a deficit-country (the source country). Both the MTCs have 

recognized this position.  

Accordingly, some of the OECD members have adopted source taxation in their 

conventions even though the OECD model does not have a provision in this respect.84 

Conversely, the UN model provides a separate paragraph in Article 5 to effect taxation by 

source countries. 85  It provides for the establishment of a PE even if an insurance 

enterprise in residence country X (the surplus-country) collects premiums in the territory 

of source country Y (the deficit-country) or insures risks situated therein through a person 

other than an independent agent covered under Article 5.7 of the UN model. In this 

manner, it enlarges the scope of the PE in insurance business and assigns taxing power to 

the source country (deficit-country) on cross-border income of an enterprise from 

                                                        
82 See UN, Ibid, para 28 at 127-128. 
83 UN, ibid, para 29 at 128. 
84 See OECD, supra note 17, para 39 of the commentary (“various conventions concluded by OECD 

member countries include a provision which stipulates that insurance companies of a State are deemed to 

have a permanent establishment in the other State if they collect premiums in that other State through an 

agent established there—other than an agent who already constitutes a permanent establishment by virtue 

of paragraph 5—or insure risks situated in that territory through such an agent. The decision as to whether 

or not a provision along these lines should be included in a convention will depend on the factual and legal 

situation prevailing in the Contracting States concerned. Frequently, therefore, such a provision will not be 

contemplated. In view of this fact, it did not seem advisable to insert a provision along these lines in the 

Model Convention” at C(5)-22). 
85 The UN model has paragraph 6 of Article 5 in this regard. (“Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of 

this Article, an insurance enterprise of a Contracting State shall, except in regard to re-insurance, be 

deemed to have a permanent establishment in the other Contracting State if it collects premiums in the 

territory of that other State or insures risks situated therein through a person other than an agent of an 

independent status to whom paragraph 7 applies”). See UN, supra note 26, para 27 of the commentary 

(stating that “[t]his paragraph [6] of the United Nations Model Convention does not correspond to any 

provision in Article 5 of the OECD Model Convention and is included to deal with certain aspects of the 

insurance business” at 127).  
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insurance business as compared to the OECD model. Thus, there also exists a 

contradiction between the two MTCs in the tax treatment of cross-border insurance 

income. Between the two MTCs the UN model has a broader scope for conformity with 

the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its 

redistributive content in the case of this class of cross-border income is comparatively 

more than the OECD model.   

vi. Independent Agents 

Cross-border income earned by a non-resident enterprise from business carried on 

in a foreign country through independent agents is covered under Articles 5.6 and 5.7 of 

the OECD and UN models, respectively. They provide that independent agents or brokers 

do not constitute PEs of non-resident enterprises in source countries in such a situation. 

The main logic behind this provision appears to be that independent agents are separate 

businesses and they provide services to the non-resident enterprise in their ordinary 

course of business.86  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis of income from a cross-border business carried on through 

independent agents are essentially similar to those discussed above in paragraph 2 of 

section 7.3.1.A.i read with section 7.3.1.A of this chapter and are, therefore, construed 

accordingly for a discussion in this case too. As a result, similar patterns of conformity 

and non-conformity with the thesis apply to this class of cross-border income as well.  

                                                        
86 See UN, supra note 26, para 1 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “an independent agent acting 

as such will usually not create a permanent establishment for the enterprise making use of the agent 

because such an agent is effectively operating his own business providing a service” at 97). 
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As a general rule, the MTCs assign the right to tax on such cross-border income 

of an enterprise to the residence country (the surplus-country, which is also the rich 

country). This tax allocation is inconsistent with the thesis.  

Both the MTCs also provide that even an independent agent can constitute a PE in 

certain circumstance where it is indirectly controlled by the principal in some way.87 In 

this respect, an implied arm’s length principle controls the establishment of a PE. 88 

Where the arm’s length relationship is absent between an enterprise of residence country 

X (the surplus-country) and its independent agent in source country Y (the deficit-

country), then that independent agent would be a PE of the enterprise and the tax on the 

cross-border income of such enterprise earned from business through the independent 

agent in source country Y would be allocated to the source country. This tax allocation is 

in conformity with the thesis.  

Thus, on essentially the same type of income, i.e., income from a similar activity 

with similar economic effects on corresponding countries and thesis conformity 

requirements, both MTCs allocate the tax sometimes to the residence country and at other 

times to the source country. This shows that the underlying economic effect of a 

                                                        
87 For example, Article 5.7 of the UN model provides in respect of an independent agent that “when the 

activities of such an agent are devoted wholly or almost wholly on behalf of that enterprise, and conditions 

are made or imposed between that enterprise and the agent in their commercial and financial relations 

which differ from those which would have been made between independent enterprises, he will not be 

considered an agent of an independent status within the meaning of this paragraph.” Similar provision is 

not found in the corresponding Article (Article 5.6) of the OECD model but words of similar import are 

provided in the OECD commentary on Article 5, particularly in paragraph 38.6. 
88 See UN, supra note 26, para 33 of the commentary on Article 5 (stating that “the essential criterion for 

automatically treating an agent as not being of “an independent status” is the absence of the arm’s-length 

relationship” at 131) [emphasis original]. See also OECD, supra note 17, paras 36-38.8 at C(5)-20 to C(5)-

22 of the commentary on on Article 5, for example, para 38.6 (providing, “[a]ll the facts and circumstances 

must be taken into account to determine whether the agent’s activities constitute an autonomous business 

conducted by him in which he bears risk and receives reward through the use of his entrepreneurial skills 

and knowledge” at C(5)-21 to C(5)-22). 
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transaction has no role in this scheme of allocation, because of which the question of the 

redistribution of the gains from cross-border commerce and economic cooperation 

through international taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-

contradictory so far as its true economic imputation and distributional effects are 

concerned: it sometimes upholds these effects and at other times infringes them—

revealing that the tax allocations under each of the MTC and by that reason under the 

international income tax regime are arbitrary in this regard. 

vii. Subsidiary company PE 

Both MTCs provide that a subsidiary company and a parent company that are 

residents in different countries are, as such, not PEs as between themselves.89 This is 

based on the notion that a subsidiary is a separate and independent legal entity from its 

parent and has its own tax consequences in the source country (that would be its country 

of residence in its own stead).90 Therefore, despite the fact that its business activities are 

managed by its parent company, it would still not be a PE.91 The cross-border economic 

connection of a parent and subsidiary usually arise in the passive income domain, such as 

payment of dividends and interest, etc. These have nothing to do with the cross-border 

business activities of the parent and are the subject of later discussion. Therefore, 

excluding a subsidiary relationship from the concept of PE in the case of business income 

effectively turns such income domestic in nature, not cross-border. Accordingly, each 

                                                        
89 See Article 5.7 of OECD and Article 5.8 of the UN models, respectively.  
90 See OECD, supra note 17, para 40 of the commentary on Article 5 (“[t]his follows from the principle 

that, for the purpose of taxation, such a subsidiary company constitutes an independent legal entity” at 

C(5)-23). 
91 Ibid  (“[e]ven the fact that the trade or business carried on by the subsidiary company is managed by the 

parent company does not constitute the subsidiary company a permanent establishment of the parent 

company” at C(5)-23). 
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company’s income is taxed in the country of its residence (which is also the source 

country for each of them), respectively. This taxability does not raise the issue of inter-

nation tax equity and does not require the analysis for conformity with the thesis.   

However, where the parent’s connection with the subsidiary is such that it falls in 

any other qualification of a PE as provided in Article 5 then the subsidiary can become a 

PE of the parent and the income earned by the parent through such a relationship would 

therefore become taxable in the source country.92  Depending upon in which para of 

Article 5 such a PE falls, the UN and the OECD model would deal it as per the provisions 

of that para, which could be different in the two models as discussed above. Its 

conformity or non-conformity with the thesis would, therefore, vary accordingly.    

B. Business profits  

The taxability of those cross-border business profits which are not covered in any 

other article of the MTCs is provided in Article 7 of the MTCs.93 However, as stated 

earlier, it works together with Article 5 (Permanent Establishment). As a general rule, 

both MTCs assign the right to tax on cross-border business profits to the residence 

country. But when such profits are earned through a PE, they become taxable in the 

source country.94 The interposition of a PE does not turn all cross-border business profits 

to be taxable in the source country though. Depending upon the MTC, only the profits 

that are either attributable or relatable in some other fashion to a PE falls in the source 

                                                        
92 See e.g. OECD, ibid, para 41 of the commentary on Article 5 (for example, it states that “[a] parent 

company may, however, be found, under the rules of paragraphs 1 or 5 of the Article, to have a permanent 

establishment in a State where a subsidiary has a place of business” at C(5)-23). 
93See generally OECD, ibid, para 10 of the commentary on Article 7. 
94 See Article 7.1 of the OECD and UN models. 
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country’s share of tax base. In this regard, the two MTCs have some differences between 

them.  

The economic effect and the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives in 

terms of the thesis of cross-border business profits earned by an enterprise directly or 

through a PE are essentially similar to those discussed in paragraph 2 of section 7.3.1.A.i 

read with section 7.3.1.A and are, therefore, construed accordingly for a discussion in this 

case too.  

The allocation of tax under both MTCs where there is no PE as regards this head 

of cross-border income to the residence country X (the surplus-country) is inconsistent 

with the thesis.  

The OECD commentary states that an enterprise engaged in international 

economic activity that has no PE in a source country “should not properly be regarded as 

participating in the economic life of [source country] to such an extent that the [source 

country] should have taxing rights on its profits.” 95  This means that although such 

transactions would yield international income to the enterprise and by that virtue cause 

the residence country X a surplus-country and the source country Y a deficit-country, yet 

the tax on such income would go the residence country (or the surplus-country). 

However, the same economic outcome when achieved where the said income is routed 

through a PE would lead to taxation by the source country (or the deficit-country), a tax 

allocation that conforms to the thesis.   

                                                        
95 OECD, supra note 17, para 11 of the commentary on Article 7 at C(7)-4. 
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In addition, the commentary provides that “the right to tax of the State where the 

permanent establishment is situated does not extend to profits that the enterprise may 

derive from that State but that are not attributable to the permanent establishment.”96 This 

means that tax on business profit derived from even two similar cross-border transactions 

carried out by a non-resident enterprise in the same source country Y, one attributable to 

its PE and the other not attributable to its PE, which have the same economic effect—a 

surplus to residence country X and a deficit to source country Y—is differently allocated 

between the corresponding countries. In the former case, it is allocated to the source 

country Y (the deficit-country) in conformity with the thesis; in the latter case, it is 

allocated to the residence country X (the surplus-country) not in conformity with the 

thesis.  

On the other hand, in some other situations both MTCs assign the right to tax to 

source-country on business profits of an enterprise that are not attributable to its PE, such 

as profits derived from the operation of ships and aircraft in international traffic and 

profits derived by an enterprise in respect of personal activities of an entertainer or 

sportsman.97 This taxability is not in accordance with the rationale of “participating in the 

economic life” of a source country that is the basis for allocating tax on non-PE related 

business profits to a residence country as discussed above.  

This shows that the underlying economic effect of a transaction has no role in this 

scheme of allocation, because of which the question of the redistribution of the gains 

from cross-border commerce and economic cooperation through international taxation 

                                                        
96 OECD, ibid, para 12 of the commentary on Article 7 at C(7)-4. 
97 See e.g. OECD, ibid, para 10 of the commentary on Article 7 at C(7)-4. These business profits are 

excluded from Article 7 through its para 4. Moreover, they are separately covered under Article 8 

(Shipping, Inland Waterways Transport and Air Transport) and Article 17 (Artistes and Sportsmen). 
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becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-contradictory so far as its true economic 

imputation and distributional effects are concerned: it sometimes upholds these effects 

and at other times infringes them—revealing that the tax allocations under each of the 

MTC and by that reason under the international income tax regime are arbitrary in this 

regard. 

In response to the above haphazard approach, some countries came up with the 

“force of attraction” theory. A few countries pursued “a principle of general “force of 

attraction” according to which income such as other business profits, dividends, interest 

and royalties arising from sources in their territory was fully taxable by them if the 

beneficiary had a permanent establishment therein even though such income was clearly 

not attributable to that permanent establishment.”98 This meant enhancing the tax base of 

source countries (or deficit-countries), implying moving towards greater conformity with 

the thesis. On the other hand, some countries had recourse to “a restricted force of 

attraction approach that only applies to business profits derived from activities similar to 

those carried on by a permanent establishment.”99 It also expanded source-country tax 

reach but not as much as in the former case. This signifies some degree of opening up of 

various countries towards the idea of employing true economic imputation in the tax 

allocation schemes under the MTCs. The OECD model did not adopt any of these 

theories, however. 

A limited form of the “force of attraction” theory nevertheless found place in the 

UN model, differentiating it from the OECD model in this respect as regards tax 

                                                        
98 OECD, ibid, para 12 of the commentary on Article 7 at C(7)-4. 
99 OECD, ibid, para 12 of the commentary on Article 7 at C(7)-5. 
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allocation under this head of cross-border income. Article 7.1 of the UN model provides 

that profits attributable to a PE are taxable in the source country. 100  In addition, it 

provides that profits that are not attributable to the PE but to sales of goods and 

merchandise that are similar to those sold by the PE as well as to other business activities 

of the same or similar kind as those carried on by the enterprise through its PE are also 

taxable in the source country.101 Therefore, it enlarges the scope of source-country tax 

base. This shows that between the two MTCs the UN model has a broader scope for 

conformity with the thesis than the OECD model. It also shows a slight inclination of the 

UN model towards the use of true economic imputation in international taxation. 

In the end, Article 7 of the MTCs (with or without Article 5 thereof) largely 

assigns taxing power on the same kind of income sometimes to source country and at 

other times to residence countries without having regard to the underlying economic 

effect of such income on the economies of the corresponding countries. For distributive 

justice purposes, tax burden has to be born by high income/wealth entities engaged in a 

given mutual economic intercourse with low income/wealth entities. Therefore, the 

economic effect of a cross-border business engagement and the income derived therefrom 

plays an essential role in tax allocation considerations between countries. Any other basis 

of allocation would not be able to serve the redistributive objectives of taxation. The 

above allocations are more or less arbitrary in that they do not use the true economic 

                                                        
100 Article 7.1(a) of the UN model provides, “If the enterprise carries on business as aforesaid, the profits of 

the enterprise may be taxed in the other State but only so much of them as is attributable to (a) that 

permanent establishment”). 
101 Article 7.1(b), (c) of the UN model provides, (“If the enterprise carries on business as aforesaid, the 

profits of the enterprise may be taxed in the other State but only so much of them as is attributable to …  

(b) sales in that other State of goods or merchandise of the same or similar kind as those sold through that 

permanent establishment; or (c) other business activities carried on in that other State of the same or similar 

kind as those effected through that permanent establishment”). 
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imputation of cross-border income as their basis. Therefore, they fall short of conforming 

to the thesis.  

The major implication of the tax allocation pattern of Article 7 is that under both 

the MTCs it assigns tax on international income from trade in goods and merchandise 

(i.e., commercial imports and exports) to the residence country (the surplus-country). The 

residence country in such situations is the exporting country, the country that makes a 

relatively higher gain from the commerce vis-à-vis its corresponding importing country. 

It is the country whose economy registers a surplus by virtue of the transaction and 

income therefrom. For redistribution purposes, the entitlement to tax on such cross-

border income ought to vest with the corresponding importing country in terms of the 

thesis. However, the MTCs provide otherwise. As a major portion of international 

commerce is in the form of commercial imports and exports,102 the tax allocation under 

this Article, which is non-conforming with the thesis, hands over a major part of 

international revenue entirely to the surplus-countries without taking into consideration 

their relative socio-economic positions as against the corresponding deficit-countries. 

Such allocation, therefore, ignores the redistribution concerns of taxation. Some debate 

                                                        
102 The magnitude of cross-border trade in the case of goods stood at $18.8 trillion in the year 2013 (data 

source, online: un.org < http://unctadstat.unctad.org/wds/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=101>  last 

visited March 30, 2015) and in the case of services at $4.7 trillion (data source is the same and is available 

online: <http://unctadstat.unctad.org/wds/TableViewer/tableView.aspx?ReportId=17648>). The total 

inward and outward flow as well as the total stock of foreign direct investment in 2013 stood at $1.4 trillion 
and $25.4 trillion, respectively (same data source). For further details see the discussion in section 2.3.3 of 

chapter 2.  
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on this phenomenon has found place in the ongoing international discourse on tax 

allocation in the context of inter-nation tax equity though.103  

Although both MTCs have their share of inconsistencies with the thesis in the 

pattern of the allocation of tax on cross-border business profits, there also exists some 

contradiction between the two MTCs in this regard. Between the two MTCs, the UN 

model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—

implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of 

this class of cross-border income is comparatively more than the OECD model. 

7.3.2 Special active business income category 

 Cross-border business engagements that have peculiar aspects are dealt with 

under separate articles by both the MTCs. These include businesses engaged in shipping 

or air operations and sport activities, etc. The following discussion highlight the general 

tax allocation patterns in the case of cross-border income from these activities.   

A.  Profits from ships and aircrafts operation  

Under the MTCs, the right to tax on profits from cross-border shipping or aircraft 

business vests with the country where the effective management of the enterprise is 

situated, which is presupposed to be residence country under the scheme of the MTCs.104 

                                                        
103 Klaus Vogel, “Worldwide vs. source taxation  of income: A review and re-evaluation of arguments (Part 

III)” (1988) 11 Intertax 393 at 401 (arguing for sharing through taxation the income from cross-border sales 

of goods and services between corresponding countries).  
104 See Article 8.1 and 8.2 of the OECD and 8.1 (of both Alternative A and B) of the UN model. “Profits 

from the operation of ships or aircraft in international traffic shall be taxable only in the Contracting State 

in which the place of effective management of the enterprise is situated.” See also, OECD, supra note 17, 

paras 1-3 of the commentary on Article 8 (providing that “[t]he provision is based on the principle that the 

taxing right shall be left to the Contracting State in which the place of effective management of the 

enterprise is situated” and if that State is not the residence State then the right to tax is to be given to the 
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This means that the right to tax on such income could go to a source or residence country, 

or to a country which is neither a residence nor a source country. 105  However, the 

effective management requirement can be replaced with a residence-based taxation rule 

in bilateral conventions.106 A combination of the effective management and residence-

based taxation can also be used where, as between the country of effective management 

and residence country, the primary right to tax rests with the former country and if that 

could not cover all the profits then the latter country’s taxing right comes into play to tax 

the remaining profits.107 This depicts that when three countries are involved there exists 

some flexibility in the assignment of the right to tax between the country of residence and 

the country where the effective management is situated. However, this arrangement 

essentially eliminates the probability of taxation by source country. In this case, even the 

concept of PE does not come to the assistance of source-based taxation in some 

circumstances.108  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis where cross-border income is earned by an enterprise of residence 

country X (directly or through effective management in country Z) from a shipping or 

airline business with source country Y are similar in principle to those discussed above. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
residence State fully or partially; in this way, even the main basis of the place of effective management is 

contradicted and negated in favor of residence-based taxation). 
105 See UN, supra note 26, para 10 of the commentary on Article 8; OECD, supra note 17, para 2 of the 

commentary on Article 8 (“In certain circumstances the Contracting State in which the place of effective 

management is situated may not be the State of which an enterprise operating ships or aircraft is a resident, 

and some States therefore prefer to confer the exclusive taxing right on the State of residence. Such States 

are free to substitute a rule on the following lines: Profits of an enterprise of a Contracting State from the 

operation of ships or aircraft in international traffic shall be taxable only in that State” at C(8)-1). 
106 OECD, ibid. 
107 See OECD, ibid, para 3 of the commentary on Article 8. 
108 See UN, supra note 26, para 9 of the commentary on Article 8 (“It provides an independent operative 

rule for these activities and is not qualified by Articles 5 and 7 relating to business profits governed by the 

permanent establishment rule” at 164). 
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A transportation service produced in the economy of a residence country X is imported 

into the economy of the source country Y for consideration paid for it from such source 

country Y’s economy—causing the former to be a surplus-country and the latter a deficit-

country.  

In terms of the thesis, entitlement to tax in this situation rests with the source 

country (or deficit-country). However, Article 8 does not generally assign the right to tax 

to source countries and for that reason is not in conformity with the thesis. The rationale 

given for such allocation in the commentaries on Article 8 in the MTCs is one of 

administrative convenience of such taxability. 109  Thus, they do not consider true 

economic imputation and distributional concerns while allocating taxes for the avoidance 

of double taxation and its harmful effects. Not only this, Article 8 even allocates the tax 

on profits derived from inland shipping within source country by an enterprise whose 

effective management is situated in another country to that other country.110  

                                                        
109 See e.g. UN, ibid, para 2 of the commentary on Article 8 (“shipping enterprises should not be exposed to 

the tax laws of the numerous countries to which their operations extend; taxation at the place of effective 

management was also preferable from the viewpoint of the various tax administrations. They argued that if 

every country taxed a portion of the profits of a shipping line, computed according to its own rules, the sum 

of those portions might well exceed the total income of the enterprise. Consequently, that would constitute 

a serious problem” at 162-163); UN, ibid, para 3 of the commentary on Article 8 (while pointing to the 

difficulties that are associated with source country taxation of shipping profits it states that “considerable 

difficulties were involved in determining a taxable profit in such a situation and allocating the profit to the 

various countries concerned in the course of the operation of ships in international traffic” at 163); UN, 

ibid, para 9 of the commentary on Article 8 ( “The exemption from tax in the source country is predicated 

largely on the premise that the income of these enterprises is earned on the high seas, that exposure to the 

tax laws of numerous countries is likely to result in double taxation or at best in difficult allocation 

problems, and that exemption in places other than the home country ensures that the enterprises will not be 

taxed in foreign countries if their overall operations turn out to be unprofitable. Considerations relating to 

international air traffic are similar” at 164). 
110 See para 2 of Alternative A of Article 8 of the UN model and Article 8 of the OECD model. “Profits 

from the operation of boats engaged in inland waterways transport shall be taxable only in the Contracting 

State in which the place of effective management of the enterprise is situated.” See also OECD, supra note 

17, para 16 of the commentary on Article 8 (“[t]he provision applies not only to inland waterways transport 

between two or more countries, but also to inland waterways transport carried on by an enterprise of one 

country between two points in another country” at C(8)-5). 
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In view of the anomaly of a complete exclusion of source-based taxation under 

this head of profits, the UN model provides an Alternative B of Article 8. It bifurcates the 

tax allocation on shipping from aircraft businesses.111 Basically, it provides that where 

the shipping activities in a source country are “more than casual” then in that case the 

taxing power over the profits from such activity would rest with the source country.112 “It 

covers both regular or frequent shipping visits and irregular or isolated visits, provided 

the latter were planned and not merely fortuitous. The phrase “more than casual” means a 

scheduled or planned visit of a ship to a particular country to pick up freight or 

passengers.”113 Again, the essence of the transaction remains the same, i.e., causing the 

residence country to be a surplus-country and the source country a deficit-country, but the 

right to tax is now vested in the source country.  

The tax allocation under Alternative B of Article 8 of the UN model to the source 

country (the deficit-country, also the poor country) conforms to the thesis. This signifies 

a slight inclination of the UN model towards the ideal of using true economic imputation 

in its tax allocation scheme. 

Nevertheless, on essentially the same type of income, i.e., income from a similar 

activity with similar economic effects on corresponding countries and thesis conformity 

requirements, both the MTCs allocate the tax sometimes to the residence country and at 

                                                        
111 Aircraft business is dealt with in paragraph 1 similar to paragraph 1 of Alternative A of Article 8. 

Shipping is provided separately in paragraph 2 in Alternative B of Article 8. 
112 Para 8.2 (Alternative B) of the UN model. “Profits from the operation of ships in international traffic 

shall be taxable only in the Contracting State in which the place of effective management of the enterprise 

is situated unless the shipping activities arising from 15 Articles 8 and 9 such operation in the other 

Contracting State are more than casual. If such activities are more than casual, such profits may be taxed in 

that other State. The profits to be taxed in that other State shall be determined on the basis of an appropriate 

allocation of the overall net profits derived by the enterprise from its shipping operations. The tax 

computed in accordance with such allocation shall then be reduced by ___ per cent. (The percentage is to 

be established through bilateral negotiations.)” 
113 See UN, supra note 26, para 13 of the commentary on Article 8. 
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other times to the source country. This shows that the underlying economic effect of a 

transaction has no role in this scheme of allocation, because of which the question of the 

redistribution of the gains from cross-border commerce and economic cooperation 

through international taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-

contradictory so far as its true economic imputation and distributional effects are 

concerned: it sometimes upholds these effects and at other times infringes them—

revealing that the tax allocations under each of the MTC and by that reason under the 

international income tax regime are arbitrary in this regard. 

Again, although both MTCs have their share of inconsistencies with the thesis in 

the pattern of the allocation of tax on cross-border shipping income, there also exists 

some contradiction between the two MTCs in this regard. Between the two MTCs, the 

UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—

implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of 

this class of cross-border income is comparatively more than the OECD model. 

B. Independent personal services 

Professional services or other activities of an independent nature are taxable under 

Article 14 of the UN MTC.114 The corresponding provision in the OECD MTC has been 

omitted.115 This Article states that “[t]he term “professional services” includes especially 

independent scientific, literary, artistic, educational or teaching activities as well as the 

independent activities of physicians, lawyers, engineers, architects, dentists and 

                                                        
114 See Article 14 of the UN model. 
115 Article 14 was deleted from the Model Tax Convention on 29 April 2000 on the basis of the report 

entitled Issues Related to Article 14 of the OECD Model Tax Convention (adopted by the Committee on 

Fiscal Affairs on 27 January 2000 and reproduced in Volume II at page R(16)-1). See the OECD 

commentary for discussion on the history of the omitted Article 14.  
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accountants.” 116  This description is of “an explanatory character only and is not 

exhaustive.”117 Article 14 is also residual in nature where when certain conditions are met 

the professional services are taxable by the source country, otherwise by the country of 

residence. The source-country taxability of income derived from such services is 

qualified by the requirement that the provider of such services should have a fixed base in 

the source country or stay there for an aggregate of 183 days in any twelve-month 

period.118  

The present form of the above taxability rests on the competing positions of 

developed and developing countries. Some developed countries view that “the 

exportation of skills, like the exportation of tangible goods, should not give rise to 

taxation in the country of destination”.119 Conversely, some developing countries are of 

the view that “the source of income should be the only criterion.”120 In between these 

views, other developed and developing countries are varyingly inclined to the idea of 

“fixed base”, 121  “continued presence”, 122  “length of stay”, 123  and/or “amount of 

                                                        
116 Article 14.2 of the UN model. See also UN, supra note 26, para 10.1 of the commentary on Article 14 

(“professional services and other activities of an independent character [ ] excludes industrial and 

commercial activities and also professional services performed in employment, e.g. a physician serving as a 

medical officer in a factory. It should, however, be observed that the Article does not concern independent 

activities of artistes and sportsmen, these being covered by Article 17” at 240). 
117 UN, ibid, para 10.2 of the commentary on Article 14 at 240. 
118 See Article 14.1(a) and (b) of the UN model. 
119 UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 14 at 238 (developed countries agreed with the 

notion of source-based taxation in case of fixed base (like a PE) or continued presence basis; some 

developing countries agreed with this, others expressed preference for the length of stay criteria). 
120 Ibid. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 
123 Ibid. 
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remuneration.”124 However, no explicit mention of the true economic imputation and 

redistributive concerns is found in the commentary from any side. 

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis where cross-border income is earned by residents of country X by 

providing professional services in source country Y are similar in principle to those 

discussed above in this chapter. A service produced in the economy of a residence 

country X is imported into the economy of the source country Y for consideration paid 

for it from such country Y’s economy—causing the former to be a surplus-country and 

the latter a deficit-country. In terms of the thesis, entitlement to tax in this situation rests 

with the source country Y (the deficit-country). 

An analysis of Article 14 depicts that the above-stated economic effect is reached 

in whatever form the services are provided, viz., through a fixed base, by staying in 

source country for at least 183 days, or directly without involving a fixed base or a length 

of stay element. However, it allocates the tax either exclusively to the source country (the 

deficit-country), when the prescribed conditions are met, or exclusively to the residence 

country (the surplus-country), when the prescribed conditions are not met. In the former 

case, it conforms to the thesis; in the latter case it is inconsistent with the thesis.  

Thus, on essentially the same type of income, i.e., income from a similar activity 

with similar economic effects on corresponding countries and thesis conformity 

requirements, the UN model allocates the tax sometimes to the residence country and at 

other times to the source country. This shows that the underlying economic effect of a 

                                                        
124 UN, ibid, para 3 of the commentary on Article 14 at 238. 
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transaction has no role in this scheme of allocation, because of which the question of the 

redistribution of the gains from cross-border commerce and economic cooperation 

through international taxation becomes moot. Moreover, this taxability is self-

contradictory so far as its true economic imputation and distributional effects are 

concerned: it sometimes upholds these effects and at other times infringes them—

revealing that the tax allocations under each of the MTC and by that reason under the 

international income tax regime are arbitrary in this regard. 

The contradiction also exists between the two MTCs. As the OECD model does 

not have any prescribed conditions that would assign the right to tax to source countries, 

they would fall under the general provisions of Article 7 of the MTCs.125 As such, the 

right to tax would vest with the residence country (the surplus-country) under the OECD 

model in the case of comparable income if not covered in any other PE provision. 

Therefore, between the two MTCs, the UN model has a broader scope for conformity 

with the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits 

that its redistributive content in the case of this class of cross-border income is 

comparatively more than the OECD model.   

 C. Artistes and sportspersons 

Income of non-resident artistes and sportsmen derived from independent or 

dependent (as employees) personal services in a source country are taxable in the source 

country.126 Both the MTCs clearly acknowledge that this provision is in contradiction in 

                                                        
125 Assuming that such income does not fall under the PE provision (or any other Article) of both the 

MTCs.  
126 See Article 17 of the OECD and UN models, respectively.  
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some respects to Article 7, 14, and 15.127 The reason given for this tax allocation is that 

“[t]his provision makes it possible to avoid the practical difficulties which often arise in 

taxing artistes and sportsmen performing abroad.”128 This makes it clear that there is no 

redistributive objective in this allocation. 

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of distributive justice objectives in 

terms of the thesis of the taxability of this class of cross-border income is similar to the 

professional services (under Article 14 of UN model) discussed above in section 7.3.2.B. 

Thus, the tax allocation in this case to source country (the deficit-country, also the 

poor country) conforms to the thesis 

Assigning the right to tax on income of similar nature, i.e., income earned from 

the rendering of cross-border services, to source countries (or deficit-countries) in this 

Article and to residence countries (or surplus-countries) in other Articles of the MTCs, 

nevertheless, reveals an inherent contradiction in the tax allocation pattern under the 

MTCs with respect to the economic effect of cross-border income. It also reinforces the 

argument that assignment of the right to tax under the MTCs is of an arbitrary nature, not 

systematic, as regards the true economic imputation and distributional concerns of the 

income and its taxability for corresponding countries.   

                                                        
127 See, for example, the text of Article 17 overriding Article 7 and 15 (in the OECD) and 14 and 15 (in the 

UN) models. See OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the commentary on Article 17 (“Paragraph 1 provides 

that artistes and sportsmen who are residents of a Contracting State may be taxed in the other Contracting 

State in which their personal activities as such are performed, whether these are of [an independent or of a 

dependent] nature. This provision is an exception to the rules in Article [14] and to that in paragraph 2 of 

Article 15, respectively” at C(17)-1).   
128 OECD, ibid, para 3 of the commentary on Article 17 at C(17)-1. 
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7.3.3 Investment or passive business income category129 

The MTCs cover income derived from cross-border investment-intensive economic 

activities or activities that are passive businesses separately than active business income. 

The tax treatment of such income is generally provided in separate articles. The main 

heads of income in this category are discussed as follows.    

A.  Income from immovable property 

The right to tax the income of a non-resident from immovable property situated in 

a host country is vested in the host (i.e., the source) country.130 Under both the MTCs, 

none of the countries object to this principle; so much so that no country even suggests 

sharing such a tax to any degree. In other words, all countries unanimously agree on this 

provision.131 Therefore, it provides a good benchmark for contrasting other allocations 

with it.  

The reason given for this exclusive entitlement to taxation by the source countries 

is similar in both the MTCs. They state that “[t]his is due to the fact that there is always a 

very close economic connection between the source of this income and the State of 

source.”132 However, the definition or the scope of the term “economic connection” has 

                                                        
129 This account is usually in the deficit for developing and least-developed countries and surplus for 

developed countries. E.g., the net primary income (which primarily comprises of investment income) for 

2013 stood at $199.6 billion for the US and at minus $43.8 billion for China. (data source, online: World 

bank <http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BN.GSR.FCTY.CD> last visited on Jan 16, 2015).  
130 Article 6 of the UN and OECD models.  Taxing authority is granted under para 1, which states that 

“Income derived by a resident of a Contracting State from immovable property (including income from 

agriculture or forestry) situated in the other Contracting State may be taxed in that other State.” 
131 No reservations are raised by member or non-member countries pertaining to the exclusive jurisdiction 

to the source country. 
132 OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the commentary on Article 6 at C(6)-1.   

http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/BN.GSR.FCTY.CD
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not been provided in any of the MTCs so that it could be authoritatively used as a tool for 

evaluating tax allocation in the case of other types of incomes.   

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of distributive justice objectives in 

terms of the thesis where cross-border income is earned by residents of country X from 

immovable property in source country Y are similar in principle to those discussed above 

in this chapter.133 A cross-border economic activity takes place between two countries 

that is beneficial to the economies of both the countries. 134  Investment is made in 

immovable property in the source country Y, and the income that it generates goes to the 

residence country X. Payment of income on foreign investment causes a deficit in the 

current account balance of the source country Y (the deficit-country) and a surplus in that 

of the residence country X (the surplus-country). In terms of the thesis, entitlement to tax 

in this situation rests with the source country Y (the deficit-country). 

Thus, the allocation of the right to tax to source countries under this head of 

income conforms to the thesis.  

B. Income from dividends 

The term “dividends” is defined in the texts of both the OECD and UN MTCs.135 

Generally, dividends comprises of “distributions of corporate profits to shareholders”,136 

or “the distribution of profits to the shareholders by companies limited by shares, limited 

                                                        
133 For example, see the discussion in section 7.3 above. 
134 See Musgrave, supra note 8.   
135 Article 10.3 of the OECD and UN models. “The term “dividends” as used in this Article means income 

from shares, “jouissance” shares or “jouissance” rights, mining shares, founders’ shares or other rights, not 

being debt claims, participating in profits, as well as income from other corporate rights which is subjected 

to the same taxation treatment as income from shares by the laws of the State of which the  

company making the distribution is a resident.” 
136 UN, supra note 26, para 1 of the commentary on Article 10 at 176. 
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partnerships with share capital, limited liability companies or other joint stock 

companies”,137  or “dividends are income from the capital which [shareholders] have 

made available to the company as its shareholders.”138  

The taxability of income from cross-border dividends is provided in Article 10 of 

the both the MTCs. Neither source nor residence countries are assigned the exclusive 

rights to tax income from dividends. Therefore, income from dividends received by a 

resident of country X (residence country) from a company resident in country Y (source 

country) is taxable in both the countries.139 The OECD commentary states that “[t]axation 

of dividends exclusively in the State of source is not acceptable as a general rule. 

Furthermore, there are some States which do not have taxation of dividends at the source, 

while as a general rule, all the States tax residents in respect of dividends they receive 

from non-resident companies.”140 “On the other hand, taxation of dividends exclusively 

in the State of the beneficiary’s residence [ ] would be more in keeping with the nature of 

dividends, which are investment income, but it would be unrealistic to suppose that there 

is any prospect of it being agreed that all taxation of dividends at the source should be 

relinquished” and therefore such taxability is also “not feasible as a general rule.”141 For 

these reasons, taxation of income from dividends has been assigned to both countries 

with limits on source-based taxation.142 True economic imputation and distributive justice 

objectives, however, have not figured up in the reasoning for arriving at this taxability.  

                                                        
137 OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the commentary on Article 10 at C(10)-1. 
138 OECD, ibid, para 3 of the commentary on Article 10 at C(10)-1. 
139 See Article 1 and 2 of the OECD and the UN models, respectively. 
140 OECD, supra note 17, para 5 of the commentary on Article 10 at C(10)-1 to C(10)-2. 
141 OECD, ibid, para 6 of the commentary on Article 10 at C(10)-2. 
142 See Article 10.2 the OECD and the UN models, respectively.  
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The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis where cross-border income is earned by residents of country X from 

dividends paid by a company in source country Y are similar in principle to those 

discussed above in this chapter.143 A cross-border economic activity takes place between 

two countries that is beneficial to the economies of both the countries.144 Investment is 

made in the source country’s economy, and the income that it generates goes to the 

residence country’s economy. Payment of income on foreign investment leads to a 

negative net primary income that causes a deficit in the current account balance of the 

source country Y (deficit-country) and a surplus in that of the residence country X 

(surplus-country). In terms of the thesis, entitlement to tax in this situation rests with the 

source country Y (or the deficit-country). 

Both the MTCs are quite similar in principle as regards the taxability of 

dividends. Nevertheless, there exist some differences between them as well. The real 

difference between the two MTCs in this respect lies in that how much source-based 

taxation should be allowed. This difference is mainly found in Article 10.2 of the two 

MTCs. 

Under the OECD model, two types of rates are provided. In the case of dividends 

from foreign direct investment—dividends paid by subsidiary to a parent company—the 

source country is allowed a maximum tax rate of 5%.145 The OECD commentary justifies 

this low rate by stating, “it is reasonable that payments of profits by the subsidiary to the 

foreign parent company should be taxed less heavily to avoid recurrent taxation and to 

                                                        
143 For example, see the discussion in section 7.3 above. 
144 Musgraves, supra note 8.  
145 See Article 10.2(a) of the OECD model. 
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facilitate international investment.” 146  But it does not elaborate as to why source 

countries should sacrifice their tax in this respect as against residence countries. The 

threshold set for foreign direct investment in this situation is that the beneficial owner be 

a company which directly holds a minimum of 25 percent of capital in the company 

paying dividends.147  

Since the 5% rate is lower than domestic tax rates traditionally found around the 

globe, it means that a source country (or deficit-country) would relinquish its right to 

tax—to the extent of the difference between its tax rate and 5%—in  favor of a residence 

country (or surplus-country). Taxing cross-border dividend income (a net primary 

income) at less than the domestic tax rate by a source country would not be as 

redistributive to that country under its scheme of taxation.148 As such, this tax allocation 

is largely inconsistent with the distributive justice requirement of the thesis.  

In the case of portfolio investments, the OECD model assigns a maximum of the 

15% tax rate to the source countries. In support of this rate, the OECD commentary 

provides that “[t]he rate of tax is limited to 15 per cent, which appears to be a reasonable 

maximum figure. A higher rate could hardly be justified since the State of source can 

already tax the company’s profits.”149 The principle of less than the domestic tax rate as 

in the case of 5% discussed above applies here as well. Although 15% is more 

redistributive than the 5%, yet it could still be a lesser rate than the domestic tax rate on 

domestic dividends where the company profits also have already suffered its part of the 

                                                        
146 OECD, supra note 17, para 10 of the commentary on Article 10 at C(10)-2. 
147 Supra note 145. 
148 For analysis on approximation notion used for equal sharing of the extra gain through the application of 

domestic tax rates, see the discussion in section 7.2.1 and chapter 2 above. 
149 OECD, supra note 17, para 9 of the commentary on Article 10 at C(10)-2. 
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tax. And once more, as it is difficult to take the exact stock of the excess gain and then 

divide it equally between the two countries, the best approximation would be application 

of domestic rate, which is not the case here.150 If the domestic rate of a source country 

(the deficit-country) is less than the rate allowed to it (i.e., 15% or 5%) then this 

provision of the OECD model would be in line with thesis even if the resident country’s 

rate is higher and it charges the remaining amount of tax at its end.151 However, domestic 

tax rates could hardly be lower than 5% (and even 15%) provided in the OECD model. 

Therefore, this allocation may or may not conform to the thesis.  

This tax allocation, therefore, leads to a complex situation in real time as regards 

its redistributive potential, changing between conformity and non-conformity with the 

thesis that depends upon factors such as the tax rates in those countries. 

As opposed to the OECD model’s initial position of favoring residence-based 

taxation of dividends, the UN model’s initial position favors source-based taxation and 

that too with a background of distributive concerns.152 But in the same way as the OECD 

model eventually adopts a mixed residence/source approach, the UN model also adopts a 

similar approach. Nevertheless, the UN model does not specify a maximum limit for 

source-country taxation of income from dividends. This is left to the countries executing 

                                                        
150 See supra note 148 . 
151 Because that would be the residence country’s intra-nation transfer as the source country would have 

already taken its due tax. For a detailed analysis, see Musgraves, supra note 8. 
152 See UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 10 (“When the United Nations Model 

Convention was first considered, many members of the former Group of Experts from developing countries 

felt that as a matter of principle dividends should be taxed only by the source country. According to them, 
if both the country of residence and the source country were given the right to tax, the country of residence 

should grant a full tax credit regardless of the amount of foreign tax to be absorbed and, in appropriate 

cases, a tax-sparing credit. One of those members emphasized that there was no necessity for a developing 

country to waive or reduce its withholding tax on dividends, especially if it offered tax incentives and other 

concessions. However, the former Group of Experts reached a consensus that dividends may be taxed by 

the State of the beneficiary’s residence. Current practice in developing/developed country treaties generally 

reflects this consensus” at 176-177).    
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a treaty to negotiate. On its face, this approach seems to have been deliberately adopted 

for providing a more flexible option to source countries including the paving of way to 

source-based taxation at rates equal to the domestic rates, but as it occur the maximum 

rates schedule was left open because a consensus could not be developed on this matter 

particularly as developing countries were uncomfortable with the rates of the OECD 

model.153 Nevertheless, it has covered much ground towards source-based taxation at 

domestic tax rates. In this regard, the UN commentary gives suggestions of how to 

negotiate the source country tax rates on income from cross-border dividends, which 

center on the domestic tax rates of both the source and residence countries and could end 

up in a tax rate quite higher than as per the OECD model.154 In this respect, the UN 

model comes closer to conformity with the thesis than the OECD model. 

Moreover, by providing a foreign direct investment threshold, the UN model 

suggests different tax rates for FDI and portfolio investments on the style of the OECD 

model. Therefore, it also gives two regimes of tax allocation on income from cross-

border dividends.  In the case of FDIs, where lower tax rates are suggested, it reduces the 

FDI holding to 10 percent as against the 25 percent in the OECD model. The reduction in 

the threshold leads to a broader application of the lower tax rates for dividends taxation 

by source country (or deficit-country). The UN commentary states that this is based on 

                                                        
153 See UN, ibid, para 7 of the commentary on Article 10 (“The former Group of Experts was unable to 

reach a consensus on the maximum tax rates to be permitted in the source country. Members from the 

developing countries, who basically preferred the principle of the taxation of dividends exclusively in the 

source country, considered that the rates prescribed by the OECD Model Convention would entail too large 

a loss of revenue for the source country” at 178). 
154 See UN, ibid, para 8 of the commentary on Article 10 (“The former Group of Experts suggested some 

considerations that might guide countries in negotiations on the rates for source country taxation of direct 

investment dividends. If the developed (residence) country uses a credit system, treaty negotiations could 

appropriately seek a withholding tax rate at source that would, in combination with the basic corporate tax 

rate of the source country, produce a combined effective rate not exceeding the tax rate in the residence 

country” at 178. 
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the fact that some developing countries put a 50 percent cap on FDIs so that 10 percent is 

good enough holding of the total.155 It also states that the reduction in threshold is only 

illustrative.156 But wherever it lowers the tax rate in the hands of source country (or 

deficit-country), it assigns more taxing power to residence country (or the surplus-

country). This is inconsistent with the thesis.  

In addition, allocating a greater or lesser right to tax on the same type of cross-

border income sometimes to residence countries and at others to source countries reveals 

an inherent contradiction in the taxability of this head of cross-border income under both 

the MTCs with respect to its economic effect and distributional concerns. It also indicates 

the arbitrary nature of assignment of the right to tax under the MTCs. Moreover, there 

also exists a contradiction between the two MTCs in the tax treatment of cross-border 

dividends. But from the pattern of tax allocation under the two MTCs, between them the 

UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—

implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of 

cross-border dividends is comparatively more than the OECD model.   

C. Interest income 

Interest income is taxable under both the MTCs by a mix residence/source basis 

on quite the same pattern as dividends. It is covered in Article 11 of both the OECD and 

the UN models. For the purposes of the MTCs, the term “interest” is defined in the text of 

                                                        
155 See UN, ibid, para 6 of the commentary on Article 10 (“[w]hen it last considered this issue, the former 

Group of Experts decided to replace “25 per cent” by “10 per cent” in subparagraph (a) as the minimum 

capital required for direct investment dividend status because in some developing countries non-residents 

are limited to a 50 per cent share ownership, and 10 per cent is a significant portion of such permitted 

ownership” at 177-178. 
156Ibid, “[h]owever, the 10 per cent threshold which determines the level of shareholding qualifying as a 

direct investment is illustrative only” at 177. 
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Article 11.157 The OECD commentary states that ““Interest” is generally taken to mean 

remuneration on money lent, being remuneration coming within the category of “income 

from movable capital””. 158  Moreover, the UN commentary explains “interest” as 

constituting “income from movable capital may be paid to individual savers who have 

deposits with banks or hold savings certificates, to individual investors who have 

purchased bonds, to individual suppliers or trading companies selling on a deferred 

payment basis, to financial institutions which have granted loans or to institutional 

investors which hold bonds or debentures. Interest may also be paid on loans between 

associated enterprises.”159  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis in the case of income from cross-border interest payments are 

essentially similar to that of in the case of dividends discussed above. The same are, 

therefore, relied upon for the discussion on interest as well. In that view, in terms of the 

thesis, the entitlement to tax on cross-border interest income (which is a net primary 

income) vests with the source country (or deficit-country). 

The OECD model views that exclusive allocation of tax on interest “to one State, 

whether the State of the beneficiary’s residence or the State of source, could not be sure 

of receiving general approval.”160 Therefore, it adopted a compromise solution in this 

respect. Like dividends, the source country is assigned the right to tax but with a tax rate 

cap on it. The cap is kept at a uniform 10 percent for all types of interests.161  In this way, 

                                                        
157Article 11.3 of the OECD and UN models, respectively.  
158 OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the commentary on Article 11 at C(11)-1. 
159 UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 11 at 192. 
160 OECD, supra note 17, para 3 of the commentary on Article 11 at C(11)-1. 
161 Article 11.2 of the OECD model. 
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the residence country is granted the remaining taxing rights as per their domestic tax 

policies. The lower tax rates cap here than in the case of portfolio dividends has been 

justified on the basis that “[t]his rate may be considered a reasonable maximum bearing 

in mind that the State of source is already entitled to tax profits or income produced on its 

territory by investments financed out of borrowed capital.”162 However, no mention is 

made of the domestic capital displaced in this respect or the income that domestic capital 

application could have produced.163  On the basis of the justification for the 10 percent 

tax rate cap, the OECD commentary advocates that “[t]he Contracting States may agree 

in bilateral negotiations upon a lower tax or on exclusive taxation in the State of the 

beneficiary’s residence with respect to all interest payments or, as explained below, as 

regards some specific categories of interest.”164 As discussed earlier, taxation of income 

at a lower than the domestic tax rate by deficit-country falls short of conformity with the 

thesis. The OECD model is, therefore, more keen towards residence-based taxation. It 

does not mention any redistributive concerns in this regard, however. As such, it does not 

employ inter-nation tax equity in the allocation of tax under this head of cross-border 

income. Therefore, it is inconsistent with the thesis.  

The UN model is essentially similar to the OECD model; however, it does not 

provide a maximum tax rate cap to the source-based taxation.165 It leaves tax rate issue to 

bilateral negotiations. 166  The UN commentary states that when the former Group of 

Experts considered this Article, “members from developing countries took the view that 

                                                        
162 OECD, supra note 17, para 7 of the OECD commentary on Article 11 at C(11)-2. 
163 See Musgraves, supra note 8 at 72-73 (foreign capital also replaces income that domestic capital would 

have produced if the foreign capital was not brought in).  
164 OECD, supra note 17, para 7 of the commentary on Article 11 at C(11)-2. 
165 See Article 11.2 of the UN model. 
166 See UN, supra note 26, para 7 of the commentary on Article 11 at 194. 
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the source country should have the exclusive, or at least the primary, right to tax 

interest…[and] reasoned that interest should be taxed where it was earned, that is, where 

the capital was put to use.” 167  On the other hand, some members from developed 

countries supported exclusive residence-based taxation of interest for efficient capital 

mobility and tax administration in the interest of developing countries. 168  The 

commentary is silent about any of the sides taking up the issue of redistribution of the 

under reference income though. Nevertheless, it is slight progress towards the use of true 

economic imputation in the scheme of tax allocation on international income. 

As regards, the 10 percent tax rate cap, developing countries found that 

unacceptable.169 Like in the case of dividends, since no consensus could be reached on an 

alternative rate, therefore, the rate option was kept open for bilateral negotiations.170 This 

implies that source countries can go for higher tax rates, i.e., up to their domestic tax 

rates, which can potentially bring the UN model in conformity with the thesis. But unlike 

dividends, the commentary does not provide any guidance as to how to reach at fair rates 

on the basis of the domestic taxability of interest income.171 Here, too, where the tax rates 

are lower than the domestic tax rates, the UN model does not conform to the thesis to the 

extent of the difference, otherwise it would conform to it.  

                                                        
167 UN, ibid, para 8 of the UN commentary on Article 11 at 194. 
168 Ibid, (“Some members from developed countries felt that the home country of the investor should have 

the exclusive right to tax interest, since in their view that would promote the mobility of capital and give 

the right to tax to the country that is best equipped to consider the characteristics of the taxpayer. They also 

pointed out that an exemption of foreign interest from the tax of the investor’s home country might not be 

in the best interests of the developing countries because it could induce investors to place their capital in 

the developing country with the lowest tax rate” at 194). Residence countries can address this efficiency 

issue by imposing tax on such income (as would be the case in worldwide taxation) with foreign tax credit. 

But the commentary is silent on this aspect being considered in their reasoning. 
169 See UN, ibid, para 9 of the commentary on Article 11 at 194. 
170 Ibid. 
171 In the case of dividends, a higher tax rate limit was put on source countries that was tied to the tax rates 

in the residence country, so that it may not exceed such residence country tax rates in any case. 
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In addition, allocating a greater or lesser right to tax on the same class of cross-

border income sometimes to residence countries and at others to source countries reveals 

an inherent contradiction in the taxability of this class of cross-border income under both 

the MTCs with respect to its economic effect and distributional concerns. It also indicates 

the arbitrary nature of assignment of the right to tax under the MTCs. Moreover, there 

also exists a contradiction between the two MTCs in their tax treatment of cross-border 

interest income. But from the pattern of tax allocation under the two MTCs, between 

them the UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the OECD 

model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in 

the case of cross-border interest income is comparatively more than the OECD model.   

D. Royalty income 

The MTCs provide taxability of royalty income in Article 12. Royalty is defined 

in similar terms in Article 12 of both the MTCs.172 The two MTCs, however, accords a 

different treatment to income derived from cross-border royalty payments.  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis in the case of income from cross-border royalty payments are 

                                                        
172 See e.g. Article 12.3 of the UN model (“The term “royalties” as used in this Article means payments of 

any kind received as a consideration for the use of, or the right to use, any copyright of literary, artistic or 

scientific work including cinematograph films, or films or tapes used for radio or television broadcasting, 

any patent, trademark, design or model, plan, secret formula or process, or for the use of, or the right to use, 

industrial, commercial or scientific equipment or for information concerning industrial, commercial or 

scientific experience”). See also Article 12.2 of the OECD model; OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the 

commentary on Article 12 (“In principle, royalties in respect of licences to use patents and similar property 

and similar payments are income to the recipient from 208 Article 12 Commentary a letting. The letting 

may be granted in connection with an enterprise (e.g. the use of literary copyright granted by a publisher or 

the use of a patent granted by the inventor) or quite independently of any activity of the grantor (e.g. use of 

a patent granted by the inventor’s heirs)” at C(12)-1).  
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essentially similar to those of in the case of other businesses discussed above.173 The 

same are, therefore, relied upon for the discussion on royalty as well. An intangible 

property is produced in residence country X and used in source country Y for a 

consideration paid for it from country Y—causing the former to be a surplus-country and 

the latter a deficit-country. In terms of the thesis, the entitlement to tax on such cross-

border royalty income vests with the source country (i.e., the deficit-country here). 

The OECD model resort to exclusive residence-based taxation of royalty, 174 

whereas the UN model adopts a mixed approach similar to dividends and interest 

taxation.175 The OECD commentary on Article 12.1 does not give any specific reason for 

this exclusive residence-based taxation. However, in terms of Article 12.3, if the royalty 

is attributable to the PE of an enterprise in source country then such royalty is taxable 

under Article 5 read with 7 of the OECD MTC.176 Therefore, the reasons for residence-

based taxability in Article 7 may also apply here.177 However, there is no mention of 

redistributive objectives in the allocation of tax to residence country on cross-border 

royalty income. Such allocation is inconsistent with the thesis.  

                                                        
173 For example, see the discussion in the cross-border business income under sections 7.3.1 (A) and (B). 
174 See Article 12.1 of the OECD model below.  
175 See Article 12.1 and 12.2 of the UN model. 
176 See OECD, supra note 17, para 20 of the commentary (“The paragraph merely provides that in the State 

of source the royalties are taxable as part of the profits of the permanent establishment there owned by the 

beneficiary which is a resident of the other State, if they are paid in respect of rights or property forming 

part of the assets of the permanent establishment or otherwise effectively connected with that 

establishment. In that case, paragraph 3 relieves the State of source of the royalties from any limitations 

under the Article. The foregoing explanations accord with those in the Commentary on Article 7” at C(12)-

16). 
177 See OECD, ibid, para 11 of the commentary on Article 7, (stating that the principle of residence-based 

taxation of non-PE related business profits “has a long history and reflects the international consensus that, 

as a general rule, until an enterprise of one State has a permanent establishment in another State, it should 

not properly be regarded as participating in the economic life of that other State to such an extent that the 

other State should have taxing rights on its profits” at C(7)-4). 
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The underlying economic effect of cross-border royalties income on the 

corresponding countries is essentially the same whether such income is earned directly 

without a PE or earned through a PE. Therefore, assigning the right to tax in the former 

case to residence and in the latter case to source countries shows an inherent 

contradiction in the OECD model, as regards the true economic imputation of such a 

transaction, and depicts the arbitrary nature of the tax allocation in this respect.   

In the case of the UN model, “members from developing countries argued that, in 

order to facilitate the conclusion of tax treaties between those countries and developed 

countries, the primary right to tax royalties should be given to the country where the 

income arose, that is, the source country. Patents and processes might be licensed to 

developing countries after they had been fully exploited elsewhere and, according to 

these members, after the expenses incurred in connection with their development had 

already been largely recouped.” 178  In response, members from developed countries 

argued that “it would be unrealistic to assume that enterprises selected the oldest patents 

for licensing to developing countries.”179 “Several members from developed countries 

held as a matter of principle that the country of residence of the owner of a patent or 

similar property should have the exclusive or primary right to tax royalties paid 

thereon.”180 Although the UN commentary is silent about the exact reason of the shared 

(residence/source) basis of royalty taxation as against the exclusive residence basis under 

the OECD model, this dichotomy in views seems to be an underlying reason for this 

                                                        
178 UN, supra note 26, para 6 to the commentary on Article 12 at 209-210. 
179 UN, ibid, para 7 to the commentary on Article 12 at 210. 
180 Ibid. 
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approach.181 It is pertinent to note that nowhere did distributive justice concerns figure up 

in this line of argument.  

On the other hand, the UN model had to provide the rates at which a source 

country could tax cross-border royalty in view of its mixed source/residence tax 

allocation regime. However, due to the divergent view on the matter no consensus could 

be arrived on the tax rates.182 They were therefore kept open to bilateral negotiations.183 

The commentary however provides detailed suggestions of how to arrive at the tax rates 

which is primarily based on taking into account the expenses incurred in developing the 

property for which the royalty is payable.184 It then mentions other factors that might 

influence the determination of tax rates. These include “developing countries’ need to 

earn revenue and conserve foreign exchange; the fact that royalty payments flow almost 

entirely from developing countries to developed countries; the extent of assistance that 

developed countries should, for a variety of reasons, extend to developing countries; …   

the benefits that developed countries obtain from world development in general; the 

relative importance of revenue sacrifice; the relation of the royalty decision to other 

decisions in the negotiations.”185  

The above line of argument also does not mention concerns regarding 

redistribution of the income that is mutually sourced by the corresponding countries. 

                                                        
181 See UN, ibid, para 4 of the commentary on Article 12 (which also hints at the reservation that some 

OECD members have on the exclusive residence-based taxation of royalty under the OECD MTC. It states 

that “[b]y providing for taxing rights in respect of royalties to be shared between the State of residence and 

the State of source, the United Nations Model Convention departs from the principle of exclusive residence 

State’s right to tax provided in the OECD Model Convention. In this context, it should be noted that several 

member States of OECD have recorded reservations to the exclusive residence State taxation of royalties 

provided by Article 12 of the OECD Model Convention” at 208). 
182 See UN, ibid, para 8 to the commentary on Article 12 at 210. 
183 Ibid. 
184 Ibid. 
185 UN, ibid, para 9 to the commentary on Article 12 at 210-211. 
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However, it does show concerns as regards addressing pre-existing socioeconomic 

disparities between rich and poor countries, albeit in very general terms even in this so far 

most elaborate list of reasons.  

Tax allocation on cross-border royalty income can end up in a variety of 

arrangements because of the open tax rates and assignment of tax to both source and 

residence countries. As regards its redistributive potential, this tax allocation leads to a 

complex situation, changing between conformity and non-conformity with the thesis, that 

depends upon factors such as the tax rates in those countries. Where it assigns source 

countries the right to tax at a lower than their domestic tax rates, it would not conform to 

the thesis to the extent of the difference. And where the assigned tax rates are the same as 

the domestic tax rates, the UN model would conform to the thesis.  

Moreover, allocating a greater or lesser right to tax on the same class of cross-

border income—that has the same economic effects on the corresponding countries and 

same thesis conformity requirements—sometimes to residence countries and at others to 

source countries reveals an inherent contradiction in the taxability of this class of cross-

border income under the UN model with respect to its economic effect and distributional 

concerns. It also indicates the arbitrary nature of assignment of the right to tax under this 

model as well.  

In addition, there exists a contradiction between the two MTCs in their tax 

treatment of cross-border royalties income. But from the pattern of tax allocation under 

the two MTCs shows that between them the UN model has a broader scope for 

conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern 
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exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of cross-border royalties is 

comparatively more than the OECD model. Besides, it shows a slight trend of progress 

towards true economic imputation of the taxability in this respect over the OECD model.  

E. Capital Gains 

The taxability of capital gains under both the MTCs is provided in Article 13. As 

a general rule, tax on cross-border capital gains is either exclusively allocated to the 

residence or the source country. 186  This dual-taxability has been adopted to strike a 

compromise between the competing stances of developed (favoring residence-based 

taxation) and developing countries (favoring source-based taxation).187  In this regard, the 

OECD commentary states that “[i]t is normal to give the right to tax capital gains on a 

property of a given kind to the State which under the Convention is entitled to tax both 

the property and the income derived therefrom.” 188  Linking such taxability to other 

provisions under the OECD model, which generally favor residence-based taxation, 

implies more residence-based taxation of capital gains as well.189 On the other hand, the 

                                                        
186 From the text of Article 13 it appears that residence taxability is a rule and source taxability is an 

exception to the rule. The residence taxability is residual in nature and captures all types of capital gains not 

expressly assigned to source countries under Article 13.  
187  See UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 13 (developed countries advocated 

residence-based taxation and developing countries advocated source-based taxation, therefore, “[t]he text of 

this Article resulted from a compromise which the former Group of Experts felt would be most acceptable 

to both developed and developing countries” at 225). 
188 OECD, supra note 17, para 4 of the commentary on Article 13 at C(13)-2. 
189 See e.g. OECD, ibid, para 28 of the commentary on Article 13 (justifying exception to source-taxability 

of capital gains derived from the alienation of ships and aircrafts as well as the immovable property of such 

businesses, it states that “[t]his rule corresponds to the provisions of Article 8 and of paragraph 3 of Article 

22” and on that basis espouses “to confer the exclusive taxing right on the State of residence”; however, as 

also discussed under the relevant headings, there is not mention of redistributive reasons for the allocation 

in those provisions (Articles 8 and 23) as well). In their own steads, the allocation of tax primarily to 

residence countries under Article 22 is justified on the basis that “[t]his rule corresponds to the provisions 

of Article 8 and paragraph 3 of Article 13” (ibid, para 4 of the commentary on Article 22); whereas the 

allocation under Article 8 is justified by stating that “[t]he provision is based on the principle that the taxing 

right shall be left to the Contracting State in which the place of effective management of the enterprise is 

situated” and if that State is not the residence State then the right to tax is to be given to the residence State 
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term “capital gains” is not defined in the MTCs and its use is situation-specific.190 

Broadly, it implies gain from the alienation of property.191  

Article 13 of both the MTCs is residual in nature. It mentions situations where the 

right to tax income from cross-border capital gains is vested in the source country.192 The 

right to tax income from cross-border capital gains in all other situations that are not so 

mentioned automatically becomes vested in the residence country,193 with one notable 

exception in the case of ships and aircrafts where the right to tax may vest in neither a 

source nor a residence country.194 Therefore, depending upon the scope of Article 13 in 

each of the MTCs, they could be either favoring residence-based or source-based taxation 

under this head of cross-border income, as the case may be.  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis where cross-border income is earned by residents of country X from 

alienation of property (capital gains) in source country Y are similar in principle to those 

discussed above, such as in the case of dividends.195 A cross-border economic activity 

takes place between two countries that is beneficial to the economies of both the 

countries.196 Investment is made in the source country’s economy, and the income (in the 

form of capital gain) that it generates goes to the residence country’s economy. This 

                                                                                                                                                                     
fully or partially, and in this way even the main basis of the place of effective management is contradicted 

and negated in favor of residence-based taxation. Such circular referencing does not help in identifying 

what the real basis of vesting the right to tax a country is, and is at best confusing in this regard.  
190 See OECD, ibid, para 5 of the commentary on Article 13 (“[t]he Article does not give a detailed 

definition of capital gains” at C(13)-2.   
191 Ibid, (“[t]he words “alienation of property” are used to cover in particular capital gains resulting from 

the sale or exchange of property and also from a partial alienation, the expropriation, the transfer to a 

company in exchange for stock, the sale of a right, the gift and even the passing of property on death”). 
192 See for example paragraphs 1, 2, 4, and 5 of Article 13 of the UN model.  
193 See for example Articles 13.5 and 13.6 of the OECD and UN models, respectively. 
194 See Article 13.3 of the OECD and UN models. 
195 For example, see the discussion in section 7.3 above, generally. 
196 See e.g. Musgraves, supra note 8.  
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causes a deficit in the current account balance of the source country Y (the deficit-

country) and a surplus in that of the residence country X (the surplus-country). In terms 

of the thesis, the right to tax in this situation rests with the source country Y (i.e., the 

deficit-country).  

The right to tax on income from capital gains derived from the alienation of cross-

border immovable property vests with the source country under both the MTCs.197 This 

allocation is based on the reason that the property and the income from such property is 

taxable in the source country under both the MTCs.198 For the same reasons, the right to 

tax on income (capital gains) from alienation of shares of companies “deriving more than 

50 per cent of their value directly or indirectly from immovable property” is also vested 

in the source country generally. 199  By placing the 50 percent immovable property 

requirement (i.e., a less than full requirement in this respect), both the MTCs also vests 

the right to tax in the source country on capital gains from the alienation of the remaining 

value (that is the portion of the shares not attributable to the immovable property) of the 

shares,200 which right they otherwise assign to residence countries. The reason given for 

this source-based taxation is that it “is designed to prevent the avoidance of taxes on the 

gains from the sale of immovable property.”201 But this tax treatment is contradictory in 

both the MTCs with respect to the capital gain from movable property. The source-based 

                                                        
197 See Article 13.1 of the OECD and UN models. 
198 See OECD, supra note 17, paras 4 and 21 of the commentary on Article 13 at C(13)-2, C(13)-6; UN, 

supra note 26, para 5 of the commentary at 231.  
199 Article 13.4 of the OECD model. See also Article 13.4 of the UN model providing that the “ownership 

of immovable property means the value of such immovable property exceeding 50 per cent of the aggregate 

value of all assets owned by the company, partnership, trust or estate.”  
200 See OECD, supra note 17, para 28.4 of the commentary on Article 13 (“paragraph 4 allows the taxation 

of the entire gain attributable to the shares to which it applies even where part of the value of the share is 

derived from property other than immovable property located in the source State” at C(13)-10). 
201 UN, supra note 26, para 8 of the UN commentary on Article 13 at 233. 
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taxation of capital gains provided by both the MTCs under this head nevertheless 

conforms to the thesis. 

Capital gain from the alienation of movable business property of a PE (or the PE 

itself) or a fixed place of business is also taxable in the source country. 202  The 

justification for this allocation is that “[g]ains from the alienation of such assets may be 

taxed in the State in which the permanent establishment is situated, which corresponds to 

the rules for business profits (Article 7).”203 This conforms to the thesis similar to as in 

immovable property above. 

In addition, capital gain from the alienation of shares of other types of companies 

is also taxable in the source country under the UN model.204 Such taxability is, however, 

subject to some qualifications of time and ownership. If the alienator holds shares 

representing a certain percentage of the capital of the company at any time during the 

twelve months preceding the alienation then source-based taxation would apply, 

otherwise residence-based taxation would apply. The UN commentary states that some 

countries hold the view that a source country should tax such shares without any 

qualifications.205 However, that view has not been accepted. The present form has been 

                                                        
202 See OECD, supra note 17, para 24 of the commentary on Article 13 (“The term “movable property” 

means all property other than immovable property which is dealt with in paragraph 1. It includes also 

incorporeal property, such as goodwill, licences, etc.” at C(13)-7). 
203 See OECD, ibid, para 24 of the commentary on Article 13 at C(13)-7. This also matches for the general 

reasons for source taxation of capital gains as given in the paragraph 4 of the commentary and discussed at 

footnote 197 above. The same reason is adopted by the UN model but slightly modified. See UN, supra 

note 26, para 6 of the commentary on Article 13 (“[g]ains from the alienation of such assets may be taxed 

in the State in which the permanent establishment [or fixed base] is situated, which corresponds to the rules 

for business profits [and for income from independent personal services] (Article[s] 7 [and 14])” at 232). 
204 See Article 13.5 of the UN model. 
205 See UN, supra note 26, para 9 of the commentary on Article 13.5 (“Some countries hold the view that a 

Contracting State should be able to tax a gain on the alienation of shares of a company resident in that 

State, whether the alienation occurs within or outside that State. However, it is recognized that for 

administrative reasons the right to tax should be limited to the alienation of shares of a company in the 
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justified on “administrative reasons” 206  and the non-taxation by source countries is 

justified on the basis “to boost [the developing countries’] capital markets.”207 Therefore, 

the UN model conforms to the thesis only to the extent it allocates the right to tax to the 

source country (the deficit-country). Where the ownership and time requirements are not 

met, the right to tax on cross-border capital gains is vested in the residence country (the 

surplus-country). This is inconsistent with the thesis. The underlying economic effect of 

cross-border capital gains on the corresponding countries is the same, whether such 

income is earned with or without fulfilling the prescribed conditions of ownership and 

time. Therefore, assigning the right to tax in the former case to source and in the latter 

case to residence countries exhibits an inherent self-contradiction in the UN model, as 

regards the true economic imputation of such a transaction, and depicts the arbitrary 

nature of tax allocation in this respect.  

On the other hand, the OECD model assigns taxation on the alienation of shares 

of such companies exclusively to residence countries. This is inconsistent with the thesis. 

Not only is this contrary to the UN model as regards its source-based taxation in similar 

situation, this appears to be contrary to its own assertion that “[i]t is normal to give the 

right to tax capital gains on a property of a given kind to the State which under the 

Convention is entitled to tax both the property and the income derived therefrom”208 

because companies resident in source countries are taxed in those countries under the 

                                                                                                                                                                     
capital of which the alienator at any time during the 12-month period preceding the alienation, held, 

directly or indirectly, a substantial participation. In this context, “12-month period” means the period 

beginning with the date which is one calendar year earlier than the date of the alienation and ending at the 

time of the alienation. The determination of what is a substantial participation is left to bilateral 

negotiations, in the course of which an agreed percentage can be determined” at 234). 
206 Ibid. 
207 UN, ibid, para 13 of the commentary on Article 13 at 235. 
208 OECD, supra note 17, para 4 of the commentary on Article 13 at C(13)-2. 
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OECD model.209 Even the dividends on such shares are mutually taxed by residence and 

source countries. It is also contrary to granting taxation rights to source country on that 

part of share alienation that is not attributable to immovable property in the case of 

alienation of mixed shares (i.e., having both immovable property and other assets) as 

discussed above.210 This tax allocation did not augur well with developing countries 

though.211  

Furthermore, gain from the alienation of ships or aircrafts and the immovable 

property related to such property is taxable in the country where the place of effective 

management of the enterprise is situated.212 As such, it could be the case that such capital 

gains are neither taxable in the residence nor the source country. The OECD 

commentary, however, also provides an alternative of exclusive residence or a shared 

residence/effective management countries taxation.213  

In addition, both the MTCs provides that capital gains not specifically assigned to 

source countries for taxability under Article 13 would be assigned to residence countries 

for taxation.214  The UN commentary states that most members from the developing 

countries proposed an alternative to this provision whereby source-countries would be 

                                                        
209 For details, see the discussion on Article 5 and 7 in section 7.3.1.A.vii of this chapter above.  
210 See OECD, supra note 17, para 28.4 of the commentary on Article 13 at C(13)-10. 
211See UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 13 (“Most members from developing 

countries advocated the right of the source country to levy a tax in situations in which the OECD reserves 

that right to the country of residence” at 225). 
212 See Article 13.3 of the both MTCs. 
213 See OECD, supra note 17, para 28 of the commentary on Article 13 (“Contracting States which would 

prefer to confer the exclusive taxing right on the State of residence or to use a combination of the residence 

criterion and the place of effective management criterion are free, in bilateral conventions, to substitute 

for paragraph 3 a provision corresponding to those proposed in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Commentary on 

Article 8” at C(13)-9). 
214 See e.g. OECD, ibid, para 30 of the commentary on Article 13 (“The Article does not contain special 

rules for gains from the alienation of shares in a company (other than shares of a company dealt with in 

paragraph 4) or of securities, bonds, debentures and the like. Such gains are, therefore, taxable only in the 

State of which the alienator is a resident” at C(13)-12). 
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entitled to the residual category of capital gains.215 But their assertion has not yet been 

translated into practice. This tax allocation is inconsistent with thesis in the scheme of the 

MTCs. 

Thus, the right to tax on cross-border capital gains, which have essentially the 

same economic effects on the corresponding countries and same thesis conformity 

requirements, is sometimes vested in source countries and at others in residence countries 

under both the MTCs. None of the MTCs give redistribution objectives as a reason for 

such allocation of the tax. This reveals an inherent contradiction in the taxability of this 

class of cross-border income under both the MTCs with respect to the economic effect of 

such income on the corresponding countries. This contradiction also extends out to the 

tax allocation on other classes of income under each MTC. It indicates the arbitrary 

nature of assignment of the right to tax under the MTCs in this class of income as well.  

Moreover, not only is the tax allocation pattern in this case self-contradictory 

within each MTC, but it is also contradictory between them as well. But from the pattern 

of tax allocation under the two MTCs, between them the UN model has a broader scope 

for conformity with the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation 

pattern exhibits that its redistributive content in the case of cross-border capital gains is 

comparatively more than the OECD model.   

 

 

                                                        
215 See UN, supra note 26, para 18 of the commentary on Article 13 (“most members from developing 

countries suggested the following alternative to Article 13, paragraph 5, of the OECD Model Convention: 

Gains from the alienation of any property other than those gains mentioned in paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 may 

be taxed in the Contracting State in which they arise according to the law of that State” at 237). 
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F. Taxation of capital 

Taxation of capital is dealt with in Article 22 of the MTCs. “This Article deals 

only with taxes on capital, to the exclusion of taxes on estates and inheritances and on 

gifts and of transfer duties.”216 Taxation of capital closely follows the pattern of taxation 

of income. “Taxes on capital generally constitute complementary taxation of income 

from capital. Consequently, taxes on a given element of capital can be levied, in 

principle, only by the State which is entitled to tax the income from this element of 

capital. However, it is not possible to refer purely and simply to the rules relating to the 

taxation of such class of income, for not all items of income are subject to taxation 

exclusively in one State.”217  

Therefore, in the case where capital is represented by immovable property, the 

right to tax it is vested in the source country.218 Where it is represented by moveable 

property forming part of the business assets of a PE, it is still taxable in the source 

country.219 And where capital is represented by ships and aircrafts in international traffic, 

it is taxable in the contracting country where the effective management of an enterprise is 

situated. 220  In all other cases, the taxability over capital vests with the country of 

residence.221 There was, however, “a strong argument that the situs State would have the 

right to tax where the property was situated in that country; that would bring it into line 

                                                        
216 OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the OECD commentary on Article 22 at C(22)-1. 
217 OECD, ibid para 2 of the commentary on Article 22 at C(22)-1.  
218 See Article 22.1 of both the MTCs. 
219 See Article 22.2 of both the MTCs. 
220 See Article 22.3 of both the MTCs. 
221 See Article 22.4 of both the MTCs. 
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with the treatment of the United Nations Model Convention of other income referred to in 

Article 21.”222  

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of the distributive justice objectives 

in terms of the thesis of cross-border capital would be similar to those of the income from 

that capital, which would fall in any of the heads of income in this respect discussed 

above. In the same manner, its taxability would vest in source countries in line with that 

of the income from it. Likewise, the conformity of tax allocation with the thesis under 

this head would mirror that of the income from it. As such, it would conform to the thesis 

in some situations and not in others.   

7.3.4 Employment-related Income 

This section generally covers income from employment, including past 

employment, and other related activities. Cross-border employment income is net 

primary income that when positive causes a surplus in the current account balance of a 

country and enriches it, and when negative causes a deficit in the current account balance 

of a country.   

The economic effects as well as the dynamics of distributive justice objectives in 

terms of the thesis where cross-border income is earned by residents of country X from 

employment for which remuneration is paid from source country Y are similar in 

principle to those discussed above in the case of the different heads of services.223 A 

cross-border economic activity takes place between two countries that is beneficial to the 

                                                        
222 UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 22 at 305. 
223 For example, see the discussion in section 7.3 of this chapter above. 
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economies of both the countries. 224  A service produced in residence country X is 

provided for a consideration paid from source country Y which is realized as income in 

the hands of residents of country X. This causes a deficit in the current account balance 

of the source country Y (deficit-country) and a surplus in that of the residence country X 

(surplus-country) where the source country is a poor country (as is the case as per the 

MTCs). In terms of the thesis, the right to tax in this situation rests with the source 

country Y (i.e., the deficit-country).  

As the following analysis involves heads of income that are essentially some form 

of cross-border employment activities, the stated economic effects and thesis conformity 

requirements would be used for all of them instead of reproducing them for each head 

again.  

A. Income from employment 

Income from employment or dependent personal services is generally taxable 

under Article 15 of the MTCs.225 This Article provides that cross-border remuneration 

from employment is taxable in the residence country (surplus-country) as a general 

rule.226 However, where the employment is exercised in the source country then the 

taxing right over the remuneration for it shifts to the source country (deficit-country).227 

“Employment is exercised in the place where the employee is physically present when 

                                                        
224 See Musgraves, supra note 8.  
225 Article 15 of the UN MTC is titled “Dependent Personal Services”, whereas under the OECD MTC it is 

titled “Income from Employment”. There is no essential difference between the two though. Some types of 

income from employment is also covered under other Articles, such as UN MTC’s Article 16 (Directors’ 

Fees and Remuneration of Top-level Managerial Officials) and Article 17 (Artistes and Sportspersons). 

These are dealt with separately. 
226 See Article 15.1 of the OECD and UN models, respectively. 
227 Ibid. 
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performing the activities for which the employment income is paid.”228 Therefore, an 

employee performing activities in the country of his residence to a non-resident employer 

would not be taxable by the source country (i.e., the country of the employer) even if the 

fruit of his work is exploited in the source country.229 Thus, the rationale for cross-border 

employment income taxation is closely tied to the physical presence of the employee in a 

country. This fairly limits the scope of source-based taxation of cross-border employment 

income. Yet, there is a general exception to even this limited sphere of source-based 

taxation as well.230  

Paragraph 2 of Article 15 of the MTCs provides three conditions for the exception 

from source-based taxation carved out under paragraph 1 from the general residence-

based taxation of cross-border remuneration.231 “The three conditions prescribed in this 

paragraph must be satisfied for the remuneration to qualify for the exemption”232 from 

source-based taxation. The reason given for this exception is two-pronged: economic 

substance and administrative expediency.233 The economic reason is interesting in that it 

captures a situation where the employer is neither a resident of the source country nor has 

a PE therein and therefore would not be claiming the remuneration as a deductible 

                                                        
228 OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the commentary on Article 15 at C(15)-1. The UN commentary also 

adopted this. See UN, supra note 26, para 1 of the commentary on Article 15 at 241. 
229 See generally, Ibid. 
230 See OECD, supra note 17, para 3 of the commentary on Article 15 (“[p]aragraph 2 contains, however, a 

general exception to the rule in paragraph 1” at C(15)-1). This has also been adopted by the UN 

commentary. See UN, supra note 26, para 1 of the commentary on Article 15 at 242.  
231 See Article 15.2 of the UN model. 
232 OECD, supra note 17, para 4 of the commentary on Article 15 at C(15)-2. 
233 See OECD, ibid, para 6.2 of the commentary on Article 15 (“The object and purpose of subparagraphs 

b) and c) of paragraph 2 are to avoid the source taxation of short-term employments to the extent that the 

employment income is not allowed as a deductible expense in the State of source because the employer is 

not taxable in that State as he neither is a resident nor has a permanent establishment therein. These 

subparagraphs can also be justified by the fact that imposing source deduction requirements with respect to 

short term employments in a given State may be considered to constitute an excessive administrative 

burden where the employer neither resides nor has a permanent establishment in that State” at C(15)-4). 
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expense in the source country. This shows that an economic reason can trump the 

physical presence notion, which raises the importance of the element of deductibility of 

an expense in a country in the case of a cross-border transaction. In other words, it 

recognizes that the country where the expense is deductible from tax base should have the 

taxing jurisdiction. On this basis, the deductibility concept can apply to all other heads of 

cross-border incomes as well. In the context of the thesis, a country in which an expense 

can be claimed as deductible would always be a deficit-country and the country where the 

same expense would be treated as a receipt would always be a surplus-country. This 

would lead to tax allocation to the deficit-country. The deductibility concept is the only 

one in the entire MTCs that ties allocation of tax to the economic essence of a transaction 

in a systematic way and meets the requirements of redistributive allocation as envisaged 

in the thesis in at least some classes of incomes. (i.e., where income is realized as a result 

of deduction as expense from the tax base on the payer’s side). However, the 

deductibility notion is used only here. This leads to an obvious contradiction with tax 

allocation on other classes of income under the MTCs to which the deductibility concept 

applies squarely.234  

On the other hand, for the stated economic reasons, the allocation of the right to 

tax to residence country in this situation needs some qualification as well.235 In addition 

                                                        
234 The deductibility concept cannot be applied in some situations where the cross-border income payment 

is counted as an expense on the payer’s side. For example, this can occur in payment of cross-border 

dividends. 
235 A closer look at this situation depicts that there are now three countries involved in the transaction. In 

real terms, the employment income goes from the economy of the employer’s country (which can be 

termed source country here) to that of the employee’s country (residence country). Ideally, the tax 

allocation matter arises between these two countries. The expense in the hand of the employer, if not 

deductible in the intermediate country, would be deductible in the employer’s country though. If a similar 

treaty exist between all the three countries with each other, that is one thing, but whether or not such 

treaties exist the economic effect as among the three countries remains the same. Only a proper tax 

allocation on the basis of that effect can redistribute income as among those three countries. Since the 
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to the above, employment aboard a ship or aircraft is taxable in the country in which the 

place of effective management of the enterprise is situated,236 which could be a country 

of residence or source, or none of them.  

Another issue with the conditions of the exception is that they assign the right to 

tax on essentially the same income differently. For example, where B a resident of 

country X is physically present for employment in source country Y, the economic effect 

for both the countries of payment of remuneration for such employment is the same: 

residence country X is the surplus-country and source country Y is the deficit-country. 

Yet, where B is present in country Y for more than 183 days (in aggregate) in a twelve-

month period, the right to tax is assigned to the source country Y (the deficit-country 

here) but where B is present in country Y for not more than 183 days (in aggregate) in a 

twelve-month period, the right to tax is assigned to the residence country X (the surplus-

country here). Again, this sheds light on the inherent contradiction exhibited by the 

MTCs and the arbitrary allocation of tax as a result of it. It also shows that true economic 

imputation is irrelevant and has no role in the assignment of the right to tax in the scheme 

of the MTCs.  

In terms of the thesis the right to tax on this class of income (i.e., income from 

cross-border employment) vests with the source country (i.e., the deficit-country. 

                                                                                                                                                                     
intermediate country only acts as conduit, the effect of this transaction on its economic health is more or 

less neutral. The money that comes into it as income of the non-resident also leaves it with the non-

resident. It suffers a loss in that this transaction might replace its domestic labor income but it reaps a gain 

as a totally unrelated economic activity takes place in its economy to which it will make some intangible 

additions as posited by the Musgraves (and discussed in detail in chapter 3 above). Therefore, as between 

the physical presence and residence countries, the allocation to residence country would make sense only if 

it is shared with the physical country. 
236 See Article 15.3 of both the MTCs. 
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Therefore, tax allocation under the MTCs as regards cross-border remuneration is 

sometimes conform and at other time does not conform to the thesis.  

Besides, the inherent contradiction exhibited by assigning the right to tax on 

essentially the same income sometimes to residence and at other times to source countries 

highlights the arbitrary nature of tax allocation under the MTCs. Moreover, the 

deductibility basis used to justify tax allocation to residence countries in just one scenario 

to the exclusion of using it in so many potential scenarios that would lead to source-based 

(deficit-country) taxation depicts the absence of a systematic approach in the 

phenomenon of tax allocation.  

B. Directors’ fees and remuneration of top-level managerial officials 

Cross-border income under this head is covered in Article 16 of both the MTCs. 

They adopt a similar principle for the allocation of tax on it, but with some differences in 

in their scopes.237 The UN model is broader in scope as it includes another category of 

“top-level managerial officials” in addition to directors’ fees. Under both the MTCs, 

directors’ fees are taxable in the source country, i.e., the country of residence of the 

company.238 The reason given for this taxability is that “[s]ince it might sometimes be 

difficult to ascertain where the services are performed, the provision treats the services as 

                                                        
237 The titles of the Article under the respective MTCs is by themselves alludes to this difference. The UN 

Article 16 is titled (Directors’ Fees and Remuneration of Top-level Managerial Officials) whereas the 

OECD Article 16 is titled (Directors’ Fees). 
238 See OECD, supra note 17, para 1 of the commentary on Article 16, which is also adopted by the UN 

commentary in para 2 at 262, (“[t]his Article relates to remuneration received by a resident of a Contracting 

State, whether an individual or a legal person, in the capacity of a member of a board of directors of a 

company which is a resident of the other Contracting State” at C(16)-1). See also ibid, para 1.1 of the 

commentary on Article 16, highlighting that by using the term “fees and other similar payments” directors’ 

remuneration includes “benefits in kind received by a person in that person’s capacity as a member of the 

board of directors of a company (e.g. stock-options the use of a residence or automobile, health or life 

insurance coverage and club memberships)” at C(16)-1). 
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performed in the State of residence of the company.”239 This means that even if the 

director is physically present in his/its residence country while performing the services 

the taxability will rest with the source country, an issue on which the United States has 

registered its reservations.240 Such tax allocation contradicts the residence-based principle 

of taxation in the case of similar income in the form of remuneration from general 

employment provided in Article 15 of the MTCs.  

On the other hand, Greece has raised reservations regarding applying Article 16 

“to remuneration of a partner who acts in the capacity of a manager of a Greek limited 

liability company or of a Greek partnership.” 241  Directors’ fees do not include 

remuneration paid to a director by the company for any additional work or services, 

etc.,242 which are already separately covered in Article 15 of the OECD model. Greece’s 

position brings in the ambit of source-based taxation these additional forms of 

remuneration as well, despite siding with residence-based taxation of income from such 

remuneration in Article 15 of the OECD model. By doing so, it shows its contradictory 

position in the matter and highlights that countries are interested in a tax allocation 

pattern that land them more revenue out of the common pool of mutual economic benefit 

from cross-border commerce. They seem not to be interested in tax allocation on the 

                                                        
239 OECD, ibid, para 1 of the commentary on Article 16 at C(16)-1; UN, supra note 26, para 2 of the 

commentary on Article 16 at 262. 
240 See OECD, ibid, para 5 (in the Reservations on the Article) of the commentary on Article 16 (“The 

United States will require that any tax imposed on such fees be limited to the income earned from services 

performed in the country of source” C(16)-2). 
241 OECD, ibid, para 7 (in the Reservations on the Article) of the commentary on Article 16 at C(16)-2. 
242 See OECD, ibid, para 2 of the commentary on Article 16 (“A member of the board of directors of a 

company often also has other functions with the company, e.g. as ordinary employee, adviser, consultant, 

etc. It is clear that the Article does not apply to remuneration paid to such a person on account of such other 

functions” at C(16)-1. 
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basis of established principles of taxation that would lead to equitable sharing of the 

benefits of cross-border commerce through taxation. 

The UN model extends the scope of this Article by treating remuneration to top-

level managerial officials as taxable in the source country.243 By doing so, it contradicts 

its position and the reasons that it gave for it in Article 15, where it provided that the right 

to tax on income from cross-border remuneration vests with residence countries. Now, 

even if the official is physically present in his country of residence while exercising 

employment, the remuneration that he receives for it would be taxable in the source 

country, a stand exactly opposite to that under Article 15 of the MTCs. The reason given 

for this taxability is that “the remuneration paid to that official [is] subject to the same 

principle as directors’ fees.”244   

In terms of the thesis the right to tax under this head of income (i.e., remuneration 

income from cross-border payment of directors’ fees as well as top-level managerial 

officials) vests with the source country (i.e., the deficit-country). Therefore, the tax 

allocation to source countries under both the MTCs conforms to the thesis.  

However, both the MTCs exhibit a contradiction with its stance and reasons in 

Article 15 of the MTCs where they provide residence-based taxation (that is inconsistent 

with the thesis in its own stead). Nevertheless, the contradiction highlights the arbitrary 

nature of tax allocation under the MTCs. However, from the pattern of tax allocation 

under the two MTCs, between them the UN model has a broader scope for conformity 

with the thesis than the OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits 

                                                        
243 See Article 16.2 of the UN model. 
244 UN, supra note 26, para 4 of the commentary on Article 16 at 263. 
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that its redistributive content in the case of cross-border directors’ fees, etc. is 

comparatively more than the OECD model. 

C. Pensions and other similar remunerations 

Pension or similar payments are made for past services, etc. or some other 

connection with the source country.245 Pension payments are dealt with under Article 18 

in both the MTCs. The general principle of tax allocation in this case is similar under 

both the MTCs, but there are some differences as well.246 Both the MTCs treat cross-

border payment of “pensions paid in respect of private employment [as] taxable only in 

the State of residence of the recipient.”247 This is justified for policy and administrative 

considerations such as domestic equity in the residence country and doing away with tax 

compliance issues of the recipient in the source country.248 On the other hand, pension 

paid from a public fund on account of services provided to the government of a source 

country is taxable in such source country. But if the recipient of such pension is not a 

                                                        
245 See e.g. OECD, supra note 17, para 7 of the commentary on Article 18 (“the Article applies only to 

pensions and other similar remuneration that are paid in consideration for past employment” at C(18)-2). 

See also UN, supra note 26, para 11 of the commentary on Article 18 (“pensions are in substance a form of 

deferred compensation for services performed in the State of source” at 276). See also OECD, supra note 

17, para 28 of the commentary on Article 18 for social security payments. 
246 See Article 18 of the OECD and the UN models, respectively.  
247 OECD, supra note 17, para 1of the commentary on Article 18 at C(18)-1; UN, supra note 26, para 4 of 

the commentary on Article 18 at 270. 
248 Ibid. However, it is to be noted that these very reasons exists in the case of non-private pensions as well 

but over there they do not figure up in the debate on tax allocation bases. Also, almost exactly opposite 

reasons are given for source taxation of sportmen, creating a peculiar contradiction in that a set of reasons 

that is made the basis of allocation of tax to source countries in the case of one class of income is made the 

basis of allocation of tax to residence countries in another class of income—showing a complete disconnect 

between the bases of tax allocation and the true economic imputation (or underlying real economic effect) 

of such income and its taxability on the corresponding countries. 
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resident and a national of the residence country then the exact same pension is taxable in 

the residence country,249 which is inconsistent with the thesis. 

The UN model also has further provisions in this regard.250 In its Alternative A of 

Article 18, the UN model also provide that “the State of source has an exclusive right to 

tax pensions paid and other payments made within the framework of a public scheme 

which is part of the social security system of that State or a political subdivision or a local 

authority thereof” whether or not the recipient is a resident or a national of the residence 

country. 251  This taxability is based on “the rationale that the payments involved are 

wholly or largely financed out of the tax revenues of the State of source.”252  

In Alternative B of Article 18, the UN model provides that even the private 

pension can be taxable in the source country if it is paid by a resident of that country or a 

PE situated therein.253 This is because pension is deferred compensation for past services 

and therefore should be taxed where the original income would have been taxed, i.e., the 

source country.254 Moreover, it is also based on the significant outflow of pensions from 

                                                        
249 See Article 18 read with Article 19.2 of the OECD model and Article 18(A) read with Article 19.2 of the 

UN model, respectively. 
250 The UN model provides Alternative A and B of Article 18. Only paragraph 1 of 18A corresponds to the 

OECD model. The remaining provisions are different.  
251 UN, supra note 26, para 7 of the commentary on Article 18 at 274. See also Article 18(A).2 of the UN 

model. 
252 UN, ibid. 
253 See Article 18B.2 of the UN model.  
254 UN, supra note 26, para 11 of the commentary on Article 18 (“Several countries consider that pensions 

paid in consideration of past employment should not be taxed exclusively in the beneficiary’s State of 

residence. Various policy considerations support this rule. Since pensions are in substance a form of 

deferred compensation for services performed in the State of source, they should be taxed at source as 

normal employment income would be. When tax relief is granted for pension contributions, the tax on part 

of the employment income is deferred until retirement and the tax so deferred should be recovered even if 

the individual has ceased to be a resident before all or part of the pension benefits is paid. Pension flows 

between some developed and developing countries may not be reciprocal and in some cases represent a 

relatively substantial net outflow for the developing country” at 275-276). 
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developing countries, 255  which implies that the country that sustains a deficit in a 

transaction should have the right to tax on the transaction or income derived from it. The 

latter reason is spot on with concept of the true economic imputation that is the main 

basis of allocation under the thesis.  

In terms of the thesis the right to tax under this head of income vests with the 

source country (i.e., the deficit-country). The above discussion showed that the OECD 

model mostly vests the right to tax in residence countries; therefore, for the most part it is 

inconsistent with the thesis. However, the UN model is more in favor of source-based 

taxation and, therefore, is largely in conformity with the thesis.  

The above analysis depicts that both the MTCs do not give a standard reason as to 

the basis of tax allocation in the case of pensions. The right to tax on cross-border 

pensions is sometimes vested in source countries and at other times in residence countries 

under both the MTCs despite the fact that the underlying economic imputation of such 

income does not change for either country. Such tax allocation reveals an inherent 

contradiction in the taxability of cross-border pensions under both the MTCs with respect 

to the similar economic effect of such income on the corresponding countries. It also 

indicates the arbitrary nature of assignment of the right to tax under the MTCs. Moreover, 

not only is the tax allocation pattern in this case self-contradictory within each MTC, but 

it is also contradictory between them as well. Under similar circumstances, the OECD 

model provides residence-based taxation of pension whereas the UN model provides 

source-based taxation. However, from the pattern of tax allocation under the two MTCs, 

between them the UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the 

                                                        
255 Ibid at 276. 
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OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive 

content in the case of cross-border pensions, etc. is comparatively more than the OECD 

model. 

D. Government service, students and other income  

The taxability of cross-border remuneration for government service falls under 

Article 19 in both the MTCs. Article 19 is similar in application and scope under both the 

models. Salaries and other remuneration paid by government of a source country (deficit-

country) or its political subdivision to a person resident in another country (surplus-

country) in respect of services rendered to such government is taxable exclusively in the 

source country (deficit-country).256 Such assignment of the right to tax to the source 

country conforms to the thesis. However, in certain situations, such as where the same 

services are rendered in the residence country by a person who is a resident and a national 

of the residence country, the right to tax is vested in the residence country (surplus-

country).257 This allocation is inconsistent with the thesis.  

The economic effect of such transaction is similar in both the cases. It causes the 

residence country to be a surplus-country and the source country a deficit-country. As 

such, assigning the right to tax in this case sometimes to source and at other times to 

residence country means that it is not correlated to true economic imputation of the 

transaction for both the countries. Therefore, the tax allocation under this head of cross-

border income is self-contradictory in the perspective of economic effect. Taxation that is 

working in isolation from the true economic imputation of a transaction is at best 

                                                        
256 See Article 19.1.(a) of the OECD and UN models, respectively. 
257 See Article 19.1.(b) of the OECD and UN models, respectively. 
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arbitrary as it cannot meet its non-fiscal distributive objectives that are essential for 

mutual economic cooperation which in turn ultimately leads to meeting the fiscal 

objectives in a better way as well.  

On the other hand, payment received by international students for the purposes of 

their maintenance, education, or training is taxable in the source country (deficit-country) 

and not in the country of their education (which would be their residence country by 

virtue of the physical presence test) if the payment arises from sources outside the 

country of their education. 258  Such source-based taxation conforms to the thesis. 

Nevertheless, this provision has a limited scope only. First, it does not cover payments in 

excess of what would be required for their maintenance, education, or training 

expenses.259 Second, even if the payments are not in excess of such a requirement, if they 

are made from outside the country of education (the residence country here) and the 

student has not been a resident of such source country immediately before the educational 

engagement, they would not be covered by this provision.260 In both these situations, the 

payments received by international students are taxable in the residence country (the 

surplus-country), which is inconsistent with the thesis. Hence, payment having the same 

economic effect on both the countries for which the right to tax was assigned to source 

countries would now be taxable in the residence country (the surplus-country). It reveals 

                                                        
258 See Article 20 of the OECD and UN models, respectively. 
259 See OECD, supra note 17, para 3 of the commentary on Article 20 (“The Article covers only payments 

received for the purpose of the recipient’s maintenance, education or training” at C(20)-1); UN, supra note 

26, para 2 of the commentary on Article 20 at 294 (adopting the notion and words from the OECD 

commentary). 
260 See OECD, ibid, para 2 of the commentary on Article 20 (“The word “immediately” was inserted in the 

1977 Model Convention in order to make clear that the Article does not cover a person who has once been 

a resident of a Contracting State but has subsequently moved his residence to a third State before visiting 

the other Contracting State” at C(20)-1); UN, ibid, para 2 of the commentary on Article 20 at 294 (adopting 

the notion and words from the OECD commentary). 
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the inherent self-contradiction existing in the taxability under this article and shows the 

arbitrary nature of tax allocations under the MTCs in the case of payment received by 

international students so far as the true economic imputation and distributional objectives 

are concerned in this regard.  

However, other income, i.e., income not covered under any other Article of the 

MTCs is taxable differently under the two MTCs. Both MTCs provide that other income 

of a resident of a country, wherever arising, is taxable in the residence country (surplus-

country) in the absence of a PE connection in the source country (deficit-country).261 This 

is inconsistent with the thesis. Even some OECD countries have registered their 

reservations against such residence-based taxation.262 However, the UN model also has a 

provision that overrides this taxability in situations where the income arises in the source 

country, in which case it can also be taxed concurrently in the source country.263 This 

could cause double taxation though. “In such a situation, the provisions of Article 23 A or 

23 B as appropriate are applicable, as in other cases of double taxation.”264  

In situations where the right to tax is assigned to source countries by the UN 

model in the above classes of income, it conforms to the thesis. However, by assigning 

tax differently on income that has the same economic effect on both countries, i.e., 

sometimes to residence and at other times to source countries, it highlights the inherent 

                                                        
261 See Article 21.1 of the OECD and UN models, respectively. 
262 See OECD, supra note 17, paras 13-17 of the commentary on Article 21 at C(21)-5 to C(21)-6. For 

example, para 13 provides, “Australia, Canada, Chile, Mexico, New Zealand, Portugal and the Slovak 

Republic reserve their positions on this Article and would wish to maintain the right to tax income arising 

from sources in their own countries” at C(21)-5. 
263 See Article 21.3 of the UN model. This provision is not found in the OECD model. 
264 UN, supra note 26, para 5 of the commentary on Article 21 at 302. Articles 23 A (Exemption Method) 

and 23B (Credit Method) provides for the methods for the elimination of double taxation that could arise 

due to concurrently assigning the right to tax to both residence and source countries in particular Articles of 

the MTCs.    
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contradiction in tax allocation in the UN model. As well, this makes tax allocation on 

similar income different under the UN model than the OECD model, bringing out the 

contradiction between the two models. This whole-scale contradiction depicts the 

arbitrary nature of tax allocation under the MTCs in the case of these classes of cross-

border income. However, from the pattern of tax allocation under the two MTCs, 

between them the UN model has a broader scope for conformity with the thesis than the 

OECD model—implying that its tax allocation pattern exhibits that its redistributive 

content in the case of the above classes of cross-border income is comparatively more 

than the OECD model. 

7.4  Conclusion 

  The foregoing analysis reveals that the international income taxation system is for 

the most part preoccupied in the avoidance of international juridical double taxation to 

such an extent that distributional concerns that have become integral to modern tax 

systems do not figure in the tax allocation schemes under the MTCs.265 Double taxation 

is avoided partly by reducing the tax base of source countries (usually developing/least 

developed countries) and consequentially enlarging the tax base of residence countries 

(usually developed countries).266 Any redistribution that occurs between corresponding 

countries through the tax regime under the MTCs is therefore merely by chance, not a 

systematic phenomenon. The tax allocation patterns have no set or uniform theme or 

                                                        
265 See OECD, supra note 17 at I-1 (avoidance of international juridical double taxation is the main purpose 

of the bilateral tax treaties and the MTC that provide guidelines for such treaties; as the MTCs constitute a 

de facto international taxation regime, as discussed in the beginning of this chapter, avoidance of double 

taxation in effect becomes the main purpose of the whole international taxation system).  
266 See Kim Brooks, supra note 3 at 190 (in most tax treaties the objective of avoidance of double taxation 

is “achieved in part by effectively reducing the tax base of the source country (usually the low-income 

country) and thus increasing the tax take of the residence country (usually the high-income country)”). 
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basis. Even for the same class of income and within the same MTC, tax is sometimes 

allocated to residence and at other times to source countries largely on some arbitrary, 

and at-times contradictory, basis. The generally prevailing presumption that source 

countries are poor and residence countries are rich has given rise to two competing camps 

which vie for source-based and residence-based taxation of international income, 

respectively, without considering the true economic imputation of such income on them. 

Therefore, assigning of the right to tax to one or the other type of country is more of a 

political than an economic-cum-redistributive phenomenon. In practice, this presumption 

is not always true, where a rich country can be a source country and a poor one a 

residence country. For example, the UN model is more pro-source countries and therefore 

viewed as friendlier towards developing/least-developed countries. However, this notion 

is counter-intuitive as it works against such countries where they happen to be the 

residence countries in a given economic activity. Since it does not really account for the 

specific plight of each country, even the pro-source country UN MTC at-times does not 

help countries like China. Therefore, developed countries advocating residence-based 

taxation under this theory might end up on the receiving end of their own argument in 

practice,267 and vice versa for developing countries. In the wake of the above, generally, 

the tax allocation patterns sometimes conform to the thesis and other times does not 

conform to it, haphazardly. Overall, developed countries have a mixed record with 

respect to helping developing/least-developed countries through the MTCs regime.268 

                                                        
267 For example the argument of Greece in the case of Directors’ fees discussed above. 
268 See generally Kim Brooks, supra note 3 (particularly the discussion on Canadian tax treaties with 

developing/least-developed countries where it offers a larger tax base to contracting countries but in an 

inconsistent manner, and the observation that “[s]ome cynics have suggested that transferring revenues 

from low income to high-income countries has not been an unintentional side effect of treaties but, rather, 

an unstated goal” at 190). 
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 Therefore, it can be fairly concluded that although international income tax 

regime raises revenue on cross-border income and avoids international juridical double 

taxation, it does not systematically redistribute the economic gain from cross-border 

commerce to serve distributive justice between corresponding countries as it ought to. As 

such, it is responsible to an extent for the persistence of the socioeconomic gaps between 

rich and poor countries in the face of even an unprecedented growth in international 

commerce and the global economy. As taxation system is an effective means of 

redistribution, in the effort to alleviate socioeconomic disparities between countries as 

world trade and global economy grows, the international income taxation system needs a 

substantial alignment with the thesis. This could be done by first employing true 

economic imputation as the basis for assigning the right to tax and on that basis vest the 

right to tax to the deficit-country, and then allocate tax on the basis of that right. And 

where this does not cause redistribution from the rich to the poor countries then provide 

for the relinquishment of such right under bilateral tax treaties with corresponding 

countries to cause allocation to the country that does not have the right. 
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Chapter 8 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

 

8.1 Introduction 

 Policy-makers and scholars at-times see international taxation as a tool for 

addressing socioeconomic disparities between countries while recognizing consensus 

surrounding this issue remains elusive. Under the analysis of this thesis, the challenge is 

to allocate tax associated with cross-border economic activity in such a manner that 

international juridical double taxation is avoided and the desired redistribution is 

achieved. This vision is driven primarily by the morality, fairness, and justice aspects of 

the international economic system and the international taxation system in particular. The 

concept of fairness in the allocation of tax (or the distribution of tax burden) between 

corresponding countries is termed inter-nation tax equity.1  

 The need for tax equity, which is well established in the context of domestic 

taxation, arises from the unequal socioeconomic status of the participants in a taxation 

system. 2  Broadly speaking, it is achieved by putting a higher tax burden on richer 

individuals so that, in addition to raising revenue, the tax system also redistributes 

income and wealth to poorer individuals. As all economies consist of rich and poor 

individuals, equitable taxation adds to the economic potential of the poor and thus 

eventually benefits the whole economy and all its participants. When this phenomenon is 

                                                        
1 See Chapter 3 for a detailed discussion of equity, equity in taxation, and inter-nation tax equity. 
2 Ibid. 
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translated into the context of taxing cross-border commerce between two corresponding 

countries, the higher tax burden should lie on the richer country or, when both are of 

equal socioeconomic status, on the country that makes a relatively higher gain (or which 

earns more) from such commerce. In other words, the international tax system should be 

sensitive to the relative socioeconomic status of countries and the true economic 

imputation of cross-border transactions. As recognized in many domestic tax systems, 

this in the long term leads to higher revenue, economic growth, and distributive justice.  

This study first dissected the existing understanding of inter-nation tax equity in 

international tax systems and showed that, unlike the parallel concept in the domestic 

context, it is not informed by the relative socioeconomic status of the participants or their 

different levels of gain. The analysis showed that the present system, due to its limited 

notion of tax equity, can cause redistribution only by chance, not as a systematic 

phenomenon. On that basis, I proposed a new approach to inter-nation tax equity that 

more explicitly recognizes the aims of redistributive justice. The proposed approach 

meets both the fiscal objective (raising revenue) and the non-fiscal objective (avoiding 

double taxation as well as promoting the redistribution of income and wealth from cross-

border economic activity from rich to poor countries) of taxation, just like domestic 

taxation in the inter-individual context.  

After presenting the theoretical justification for the fair redistribution of income 

and wealth arising from cross-border commerce, the study examined the international 

aspects of value-added tax and income tax systems in this context. Some of the areas in 

which the current tax allocations do not meet the redistributive objectives of taxation 

were identified. This led to the conclusion that the current international taxation system is 
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to a degree responsible for the stubborn socioeconomic gap between rich and poor 

countries in the growing global economy.  

In A Theory of Justice John Rawls remarks, “laws and institutions no matter how 

efficient and well-arranged must be reformed or abolished if they are unjust.”3 Therefore,  

I propose that to render the international taxation system more equitable, the allocation of 

tax between two corresponding countries has to be brought into conformity with the 

redefined notion of inter-nation tax equity. To this end, the following recommendations 

are offered. They can be divided into two loose categories: redefining the theory of inter-

nation tax equity and reforms to the two tax systems discussed in this study.  

It is important to recognize that there would be many practical hurdles that would 

need to be overcome to implement my proposed system. The emphasis of this thesis has 

been to critically analyze underlying theories behind efforts to redistribute tax revenues in 

a fair fashion between wealthier and less wealthy countries, and to discern a theoretically-

sound grounding for such redistribution. Accordingly, the following analysis is general in 

nature and mainly discusses potential cooperative efforts among governments although it 

does not focus on many of the technical complexities surrounding potential 

implementation.  

8.2 Recommendations for redefining the theory of inter-nation tax equity 

 Before practical changes can be implemented, they must be justified in theory.4 

Therefore, the need for the international taxation system to be more redistributive must be 

                                                        
3 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Harvard University Press, 1971) at 3. 
4 See League of Nations, Report on Double Taxation Submitted to the Financial Committee by Professors 

Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp, League of Nations Doc. E.F.S. 73. F. 19 18 (1923) at 27. 
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given a theoretical foundation. Furthermore, the reforms must be backed by a broad-

based consensus among participating countries, as consensus is essential for any 

international legal system.  

Therefore, this study recommends that the first step to making international 

taxation more redistributive is to involve all of the participants (countries) in a debate 

about the theoretical arguments for such taxation. Once the issue of redistribution through 

international taxation is settled in theory, this aim will inform the process of making 

international taxation more equitable. This study has already proposed a new 

understanding of inter-nation tax equity, which can be a starting point for further 

discussion of international taxation and its inter-nation tax equity concerns. The 

following approaches may be considered, preferably in combination, to reach an agreed 

upon theory of inter-nation tax equity. 

8.2.1 The League of Nations approach 

The League of Nations Report is the foundation of the present system of 

international income taxation; its primary objective is avoidance of international juridical 

double taxation.5 This ground-breaking project, which created a commonly agreed upon 

theoretical basis for international taxation, can show how a shared recognition of its 

redistributive objective can be developed. In the original project, the Provisional 

Economics and Financial Committee of the League was instructed to examine the double 

                                                                                                                                                                     
(The document stresses the need to make a case for a basis of taxation (in that case, economic allegiance) in 

theory before it can be employed as a practical plan.)  
5 For details, see the discussions in Chapters 2 and 3, and herein before.  
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taxation aspects of the international taxation of cross-border investment income.6 The 

Committee entrusted four distinguished economists from Europe and America with the 

task of evaluating the economic consequences of double taxation and to formulate 

general principles that could be used as the basis for an international convention or in 

bilateral tax treaties between countries, to counter the negative consequences of this 

system.7 Work on the Report commenced in 1921 and the Report itself was prepared in 

1923.  

The theory of international taxation that was developed from these initial 

investigations involved a mix of the concepts of economic and political allegiance and 

the situs of income or persons; it eventually crystallized into the source/residence basis of 

taxation that is central to the international income tax system today. All subsequent work 

largely draws upon that theoretical foundation. Since that work was chiefly aimed at 

facilitating cross-border investment by avoiding double taxation, the resultant theory did 

not address the distributional aspects of tax allocations on international income. For the 

most part, this concern has been downplayed in most formal theories of international 

taxation. As world trade and the global economy grow, the socioeconomic disparities 

                                                        
6 W. H. Coates, “League of Nations Report on Double Taxation Submitted to the Financial Committee by 

Professors Bruins, Einaudi, Seligman, and Sir Josiah Stamp”, Journal of the Royal Statistical Society, 

Vol.87, No.1 (Jan., 1924), pp. 99-102; on page 99 stating, “The Second Assembly of the League of Nations 

instructed the Provisional Economics and Financial Committee of the League to examine the problem of 

double taxation, and the Genoa Conference also emphasized the importance of the question. Accordingly, 

in September, 1921, the Financial Committee invited four distinguished economists to prepare a report on 

the matter. Prof. Bruins of the Commercial University, Rotterdam, Prof. Senator Einaudi of Turin 

University, Prof. Seligman of Columbia University, New York, and Sir Josiah Stamp, K.B.E., of London 

University, were requested to consider, broadly speaking, what were the economic consequences of double 

taxation, and whether any general principles could be formulated as a basis for a general international 

convention, or separate conventions between particular countries, to remove its evil consequences. After an 

exchange of views by correspondence, the Committee (except Prof. Einaudi) met in Geneva in March, 

1923, and prepared a Report, which is published as League of Nations document, E.F.S. 73/F. 19. Although 

not present at the meeting in Geneva, Prof. Einaudi concurred in the views expressed in the Report.” 
7 Ibid. 
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between countries linger; there is a need to formally redefine the theory of inter-nation 

tax equity in the context of distributional objectives, and to update the theory of 

international taxation the League of Nation instituted almost a hundred years ago.  

At the time of the Report, the League of Nations was perhaps the only properly 

organized international body representing a wide array of countries, and therefore the 

only suitable forum to discuss the issue. Today, there are more than one such 

organization, some of which are specialist bodies in the field of finance, economics, and 

taxation, while others have specialized departments in these fields. Therefore, the work of 

establishing a theory can now be carried out at many different forums, which can pool 

their expertise and resources to arrive at a broad-based consensual concept.  

 Since 1923, the year of the Report, there have been many developments in the 

fields of economics, taxation, technology, accounting, law, etc. Therefore, a broad 

spectrum of professional individuals, firms, and other bodies must have input into the 

new theory. In addition, the field of experts may be extended from economists to policy-

makers, scholars, and professionals from all tax-related fields, so that concerns about 

economic efficiency (which usually dominate economists’ agendas) are balanced against 

concerns of morality, fairness, justice, and sovereignty, etc.  

In my view, such an approach would clarify the distributional aspects of 

international taxation in theory, which, combined with the other aspects of international 

relations (such as politics), would give rise to a commonly acceptable holistic and fair 

theory of inter-nation tax equity. Such a theory can be used to formulate rules of 

international tax allocation that are not only equitable, but are perceived as equitable.  
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 The rest of this section briefly reviews the main international bodies and 

organizations that could be involved in developing a consensual theory of inter-nation tax 

equity. 

8.2.2 The OECD forum 

 The OECD is arguably the leading international body for setting tax rules and 

standards with global implications. 8  Its standards cover different taxation systems, 

including both consumption and income tax systems and it has an elaborate structure 

designed to thrash out tax issues in great detail. The Center for Tax Policy and 

Administration constitutes its tax arm. Its Committee on Fiscal Affairs is largely 

responsible for handling emerging tax issues. This body engages experts from the tax 

administrations of member and observer countries as well as international tax bodies and 

the private sector in order to develop state-of-the-art solutions to increasingly complex 

tax issues. It approaches issues in a very open and transparent environment that 

stimulates genuine discussion and captures a great breadth and depth of views. This 

process includes the preparation of discussion drafts on particular issues. Discussion 

drafts are widely circulated among all interested parties including member countries, non-

member countries, organizations, businesses, scholars, experts, etc. and the responses, 

views, and feedback are posted on the OECD website. The outcome of this process is 

then communicated to member countries and decisions are arrived at by consensus.9  

                                                        
8 See e.g., OECD, Mission Statement (available online: OECD, <http://www.oecd.org/about/> last visited 

on April 04, 2015). 
9 For information on the process for handling taxation matters, see generally the website of OECD, online: 

< http://www.oecd.org/ctp/> (last visited April 18, 2015). For details on the Committee for Fiscal Affairs, 

see online < http://www.uscib.org/docs/improving_tax_compliance.pdf> (last visited on April 18, 2015). 
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The OECD is comprised of 34 members, mostly rich countries. As a group, they 

have the most developed and advanced tax, trade, political, and justice systems in the 

world. Therefore, it has the expertise, resources, and political capability to take on 

groundbreaking and challenging issues in a variety of fields, including taxation. It is 

already in the lead in pursuing modern taxation issues like transfer pricing, exchange of 

information, tax inversions in corporate mergers and acquisition, etc. Therefore, it is 

suitably placed to provide sophisticated input into the process of developing an across-

the-board acceptable theory of inter-nation tax equity.  

The general objective of the OECD is “to promote policies that will improve the 

economic and social well-being of people around the world.”10 In more recent decades, 

OECD efforts to study and promote redistribution of income and wealth from rich to poor 

countries falls well within this mission. Thus, the OECD provides an appropriate 

platform for revisiting the theory of international tax allocation for redistributive 

purposes.  

8.2.3 The United Nations forum 

   Like the OECD, the UN is engaged in promoting global socio-economic well-

being through taxation systems. It covers areas such as formulating model tax 

conventions and guidelines for bilateral tax treaties and transfer pricing, etc.11 The scope 

                                                        
10 OECD, Mission Statement (available online: OECD, <http://www.oecd.org/about/> last visited on April 

04, 2015). 
11 For details of the scope of UN’s taxation measures, see e.g., Department of Economics and Social 

Affairs, Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters, ECOSOC Resolution 2004/69 

(Terms of Reference: “1. Keep under review and update as necessary the United Nations Model Double 

Taxation Convention between Developed and Developing Countries and the Manual for the Negotiation of 

Bilateral Tax Treaties between Developed and Developing Countries; 2. Provide a framework for dialogue 

with a view to enhancing and promoting international tax cooperation among national tax authorities; 3. 

Consider how new and emerging issues could affect international cooperation in tax matters and develop 
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of its involvement in taxation, however, does not match that of the OECD. Nevertheless, 

as the primary international organization representing the whole world, the UN offers an 

unparalleled forum where developed, developing, and least-developed countries alike can 

voice their concerns on contentious issues. Since the OECD is “a club mostly of rich 

countries,”12 the UN provides an alternative forum where the concerns of poor countries 

are considered in international tax policy-making. Indeed, the titles of its model 

convention and guidelines suggest it can be seen as the OECD for developing countries’ 

coordination in tax affairs.13 The analysis in Chapter 7 also showed that, compared to the 

OECD, the UN promotes the interests of developing countries with regard to 

international tax allocations under different classes of incomes.14 

The UN’s Committee of Experts on International Cooperation in Tax Matters 

deals with tax issues under the UN mandate.15 It is a subsidiary of the United Nations 

Economic and Social Council.16 It is composed of 25 members nominated by member 

governments and serving in their personal expert capacity.17 The members represent a 

broad-based geographical distribution and different tax systems.18 The Committee’s work 

                                                                                                                                                                     
assessments, commentaries and appropriate recommendations; 4. Make recommendations on capacity-

building and the provision of technical assistance to developing countries and countries with economies in 

transition; 5. Give special attention to developing countries and countries with economies in transition in 

dealing with all the above issues.” Available online: un.ogr <http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/tax-

committee/about-committee-tax-experts.html> last visited on April 04, 2015).  
12 “Tax Revenue”, The Economist 413:8917 (13 December 2014) at 91.  
13 For example, the UN model convention is titled United Nations Model Double Taxation Convention 

between Developed and Developing Countries, the manual for bilateral tax treaties is titled Manual for the 

Negotiation of Bilateral Tax Treaties between Developed and Developing Countries, and the transfer 

pricing draft manual is titled United Nations Practical Manual on Transfer Pricing for Developing 

Countries. 
14 See the discussion in Chapter 7. In particular, see the conclusion section. 
15 See UN’s website at: <http://www.un.org/en/ecosoc/about/subsidiary.shtml> (last visited on January 29, 

2015. 
16 Ibid. 
17 See the UN’s website at: <http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/tax-committee/about-committee-tax-experts.html> 

(last visited on January 29, 2015). 
18 Ibid. 

http://www.un.org/en/ecosoc/about/subsidiary.shtml
http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/tax-committee/about-committee-tax-experts.html
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is conducted by subcommittees and working groups of experts. 19  Its mandate is to 

“consider how new and emerging issues could affect international cooperation in tax 

matters and develop assessments, commentaries and appropriate recommendations.”20  

The UN’s mandate, to encourage the socioeconomic advancement of all people21 

and specifically to improve the socio-economic conditions of least-advantaged people of 

the world, is stated in its Charter and in specific declarations, agreements, and 

conventions. 22  Thus, a fairer international taxation system fits into its repeatedly 

reiterated larger objectives.  

The UN not only has the mandate and resources needed to reform the theory 

underlying the international tax allocations for redistributive purposes, it already 

recognizes the insufficiencies of the existing model of international taxation. In one of its 

seminal economic declarations, it stresses that a new economic order is needed to correct 

socio-economic inequalities and eliminate the widening gap between the developed and 

                                                        
19 Ibid. 
20 See the UN’s website at < http://www.un.org/esa/ffd/tax-committee/tax-committee-mandate.html> (last 

visited on January 29, 2015). 
21 See, e.g., Charter of the United Nations, 26 June 1945, Can TS 1945 No 7 at Preamble (“to employ 

international machinery for the promotion of the economic and social advancement of all peoples,” and in 

Article 1, “To be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in the attainment of these common ends”). 

See also Articles 55 & 62, ibid. Available online: un.org <http://www.un.org/en/documents/charter/> (last 

visited on January 29, 2015). 
22  See, e.g., Declaration on International Economic Cooperation, in particular the revitalization of 

Economic Growth and Development of the Developing Countries (proclaiming its commitment to 

international economic cooperation for a sustained global economic growth, in particular aimed at 

addressing the socio-economic plight of people in the developing world) available on <http://daccess-dds-

ny.un.org/doc/RESOLUTION/GEN/NR0/000/44/IMG/NR000044.pdf?OpenElement>; United Nations 

Millennium Declaration (resolving to eradicate poverty through development and equitable socio-economic 

systems) available online: <http://www.un.org/millennium/declaration/ares552e.htm>; and Declaration on 

the Right to Development (providing for meaningful participation in development and in the fair 

distribution of benefits resulting therefrom) available on <http://www.un.org/documents/ga/res/41/a41r128. 

htm>. 
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developing countries.23 It attributes the socio-economic gap to the current “system that 

was established at a time when most of the developing countries did not even exist as 

independent states and which perpetuate inequality.”24  

Therefore, the UN is as suitable as the OECD as a forum for realigning the theory 

of international taxation with its redistributive goals. This study, therefore, argues that the 

UN should be one of the organizations that take up this issue and give it a practical shape.  

8.2.4  Other international bodies 

 There are many other supra-national bodies and organizations that work towards 

enhancing global commerce and the resultant global socioeconomic welfare. Although 

they may not be directly involved in international tax policy-making, in one way or 

another it bears on their objectives and any reforms should not interfere with their efforts. 

The WTO, NAFTA, ASEAN, EU, and SAARC are a few such bodies. For example, the 

WTO provides that “there is need for positive efforts designed to ensure that developing 

countries, and especially the least developed among them, secure a share in the growth in 

international trade commensurate with the needs of their economic development.” 25 

International tax allocation that does not have an equitable redistributive dimension 

would fall afoul of such an objective. In other words, it is possible for one global 

organization and system to be directed towards more redistribution, while another is an 

obstacle to it. Therefore, all interested parties must be involved in the theoretical 

                                                        
23 See the United Nations Declaration on the Establishment of a New International Economic Order 

available on <http://www.un-documents.net/s6r3201.htm>. 
24 Ibid. at para 1. 
25 WTO, Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, (Apr. 15, 1994) at Preamble (available 

online: <http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/04-wto.pdf>). 
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deliberations, so that the new understanding of inter-nation tax equity does not conflict 

with the objectives of these supra-national organizations.  

There are also regional supra-national specialist tax bodies that are comprised of 

developed, developing, and least-developed countries. Some of these bodies have 

considerable membership and offer good platforms for the discussion of tax issues with 

widespread implications. These include the African Tax Administration Forum (ATAF; 

with 36 member countries),26 the Inter-American Center of Tax Administrations (CIAT; 

with 39 member countries), 27  and the Intra-European Organisation of Tax 

Administrations (IOTA; with 46 members countries).28  These organizations echo the 

concerns expressed in the larger community of nations. They aim at improving the 

condition of countries as per their needs, using taxes as means to stimulate growth. 

Engaging this cross-section of the global society in the process of redefining the 

foundations of international tax systems will add new dimensions to the discussion.  

8.2.5 Conclusions 

 Involving as many countries as possible, across the rich/poor divide, in redefining 

the theoretical basis of international taxation is important for two reasons. First, whether 

or not these theoretical discussions lead to a major shift in the working dynamics of 

international taxation, the international tax system affects all countries and, therefore, all 

countries need to be part of the discussion. The final outcome, whatever it may be, needs 

to be arrived at in a consensual manner, whether by a unanimous, majority, or some other 

                                                        
26 See online: ATAF <http://www.ataftax.net/en/ataf-members.html> last visited on April 18, 2015. 
27 See online: CIAT < http://www.ciat.org/index.php/en/about-ciat/member-countries.html> last visited on 

April 18, 2015. 
28 See online: IOTA <http://www.iota-tax.org/iota-members/> last visited  on April 18, 2015. 
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agreement. Second, a broad-based consensus on the theoretical basis of the system would 

mean that countries would share a guiding principle for managing international tax 

allocations between corresponding countries under different types of taxation systems. 

This would instill uniformity in the tax allocation pattern in international taxation as well 

as align such allocations with other component systems of the larger international 

economic system, reinforcing all of them. It can then act as a yardstick for international 

tax allocation in any taxation system. This would help to transform the international 

taxation system into a predictable, transparent, certain, simple, and neutral system—all 

attributes of a modern taxation system. 

8.3 Recommendations for value-added tax systems 

 The recommendations related to value-added consumption taxation (VAT) 

systems are of two types. The first set of recommendations is specific to the analysis of 

the Canadian GST regime. As these findings might not be applicable in other contexts, 

these recommendations do not directly apply to all countries. However, as the 

recommendations are based on the conflict between the tax allocation pattern and the 

concept of inter-nation tax equity proposed in this study, they are relevant to comparable 

conflicts under the VAT system of any country, and in that case may be of value beyond 

the Canadian GST regime. The second set of recommendations, although grounded in the 

same findings, is of general application and applies to the international aspects of all 

VAT systems. Both sets are, however, informed by the idea of inter-nation tax equity 

proposed by this study. 
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To recall, the proposed system of international taxation based on the notion of 

inter-nation tax equity assigns the right to tax to the deficit-country in the case of mutual 

cross-border commerce between corresponding countries. However, it then provides that 

international tax should be allocated as per such right in the case where both countries are 

of equal status (or unequal status if the deficit-country is the poorer of the two), but that it 

should not be allocated as per such right in the case where the countries are of unequal 

status and the deficit-country is the richer of the two. In the first case, the taxation 

principle causes redistribution from the higher-income to the lower-income country by 

transferring the extra gain from the former to the latter. In the second case, it causes 

redistribution of the extra gain from the richer to the poorer country by leaving it in the 

hands of the poorer country. Moreover, in the second case, if the tax is allocated as per 

the right to tax principle, then it will transfer the extra gain from the poorer country (the 

surplus-country here) to the richer country (the deficit-country here) and cause 

redistribution from poor to rich countries. This will not redistribute all of the excess gain 

from the trade, rather only the tax on the excess gain. Under these principles, 

international taxation can be employed to redistribute the economic benefits of the mutual 

commerce from rich to poor countries. 

It follows from this argument that for the international VAT regime to play a 

redistributive role, international VAT should be allocated to the deficit-country in cases 

where both the countries are of equal status or the deficit-country is the poorer of the two 

corresponding countries. This is generally in line with the destination-based taxation 

applied in VAT systems around the world. Such allocation would let the corresponding 

countries keep their respective higher and lower gains from mutual cross-border 
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commerce. An allocation contrary to this rule would increase the relative extra gain of the 

surplus-country and reduce the relative lesser gain of the deficit-country, thus forming or 

enlarging socioeconomic disparities between countries. It would also cause international 

double taxation or double non-taxation with the associated consequences for the 

corresponding countries. 29 

For the international VAT regime to play a similar redistributive role in the case 

where the deficit-country is the richer country and the surplus-country is the poorer 

country, it should not allocate international VAT to the deficit-country, as per the right to 

tax principle, but should instead allocate it to the surplus-country. In this case, the richer 

country (the deficit-country in this scenario) would not charge VAT on imported supplies 

although it is rightfully entitled to do so. In this situation, if the exporting country (the 

surplus-country, the poorer country in this scenario) also does not charge the VAT, both 

the countries keep their respective gains, and the exporting surplus-country keeps the 

extra gain. In addition, this would lead to double non-taxation and give a competitive 

edge to the poor exporting country’s export supplies; a phenomenon that could be used to 

boost its exports. Thus, such non-chargeability creates circumstances that address the gap 

between the two countries under the normal economic dynamics of cross-border trade. 

This would, however, have a negative effect on tax equity issues in the importing country 

(the deficit-country).30  

                                                        
29 For a detailed analysis of the redistributive dynamics of value-added consumption taxation in the context 

of cross-border commerce between countries, see generally the discussion in Section 2.2.5 of Chapter 2 and 

Sections 5.3.3 and 5.4.3 of Chapter 5. 
30 In this situation, the overall effective tax rate would be lower for people consuming foreign supplies than 

for those consuming similar domestic supplies. Nevertheless, the equity issue is not fatal, as it pertains to 

specific activity that would be limited by various conditions and qualifications and not be involved in full-

blown market competition. Even this concern may be addressed, for example, through a process of 
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If, in the above situation, the exporting country charges a VAT on exports, then it 

will gain this tax in addition to the whole of its non-tax extra gain from the transaction; 

this increases its relative extra gain and is more effective in closing the socioeconomic 

gap with the corresponding rich importing country than even cross-border trade with no 

taxation at all. This would cost it the competitive advantage created by the complete 

absence of a VAT levy, but this can be addressed through the management of tax rates. 

This discussion shows how international VAT allocation can play a role in the 

redistribution of the economic benefits of cross-border commerce and that it can be used 

as a useful tool in combating inter-country socioeconomic disparities.31  

Even once it is ascertained that allocating VAT as per the right to tax to the 

deficit-country is a suitable system for achieving equity in economic redistribution 

between countries engaged in cross-border commerce, the tax sovereignty of countries 

stands in the way of implementing this system. The problem of relinquishing the right to 

tax would be even more acute if it is coupled with allowing the corresponding country to 

exercise such a right. Therefore, the study proposes that as the allocation of tax as per the 

right to tax principle to the deficit-country does not cause VAT-induced socioeconomic 

disparities between countries (i.e., irrespective of whether the deficit-country is rich or 

poor), such allocation ought to be the general rule for establishing inter-nation tax equity 

in the VAT regime; on the other hand, it proposes that as the allocation of taxes contrary 

to the right to tax principle to the surplus-country causes or alleviates socioeconomic 

disparities between countries, depending upon whether the surplus-country is rich or 

                                                                                                                                                                     
resembling the duty drawback system. VAT would be charged by the importing country (deficit-country) 

on imports and then reimbursed to the corresponding exporting economy (which may then use the funds for 

socioeconomic development).  
31 See supra note 29. 
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poor, respectively, such allocation ought to be the exception and left to the individual 

countries to manage. The specific recommendations for the VAT regime embody these 

themes generally. 

8.3.1 Specific recommendations—the Canadian GST system 

Chapters 5 and 6 showed that the Canadian GST regime does not conform to the 

notions of inter-nation tax equity in some situations—specifically, where GST is charged 

on exports and where GST is not charged on imports. As Canadian exports are imports in 

a corresponding country they would be charged to VAT in such other country, leading to 

international double taxation of Canadian exports. Similarly, Canadian imports are 

exports in a corresponding country where they would not be charged to VAT, leading to 

international double non-taxation of Canadian imports. This would render Canadian 

exports (i.e., Canadian goods and services) expensive and less competitive in foreign 

markets, and Canadian imports (i.e., foreign goods and services) cheaper and more 

competitive in the Canadian market than local goods and services. Eventually, such 

taxation would cause a decline in Canadian exports and a rise in Canadian imports, 

leading to a deficit in its current account balance that would negatively impact the overall 

economy.  

As already discussed, the GST non-chargeability on imports, or chargeability on 

exports, can be used for redistributive objectives aimed at addressing socio-economic 

disparities with corresponding countries or under reciprocal treaty arrangements.32 But 

the preceding discussion showed that Canada does not use it for these ends. As an 

                                                        
32  For a detailed analysis on the redistributive dynamics of GST/VAT in the context of cross-border 

commerce, see the discussion in Sections 2.2.5 of Chapter 2, and Sections 5.3.3 and 5.4.3 of Chapter 5. 
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advanced and developed country, Canada does actively contribute to socioeconomic 

uplift programs in developing and least-developed countries;33 however, the financial 

contribution comes in the form of aid, the socioeconomic viability of which is coming 

under increased scrutiny,34 and not through an equitable taxation system. 

In the circumstances, it is suggested that Canada should align its GST 

chargeability on cross-border supplies with the notions of inter-nation tax equity 

proposed above. It should, therefore, charge GST on all transactions that are imports in 

nature; currently, all imports are not subject to GST.35 These would not be subject to a 

VAT by a corresponding country as they would be exports of that country, resulting in 

double non-taxation. If the aim is to address the socioeconomic plight of least-developed 

countries (which might already by receiving Canadian assistance in the form of financial 

aid) through the taxation regime, Canada could, by not charging GST under a bilateral 

GST treaty with that country, employ its GST system to redistribute wealth between 

countries. This method of helping a country may achieve better outcomes than the 

financial aid that Canada is in many cases providing.  

                                                        
33 For example, see the International Development Project Browser of the Department of Foreign Affairs, 

Trade and Development Canada (showing profiles of more than 3,100 international development projects 

funded by the Government of Canada) available online: <http://www.international.gc.ca/development-

developpement/aidtransparency-transparenceaide/browser-banque.aspx?lang=eng> last visited April 4, 

2014. 
34 See e.g., Dambisa Moyo, Dead aid: Why aid is not working and how there is a better way for Africa 

(New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2009) (The author argues that aid is ineffective and leads to the 

further socioeconomic decay of poor countries); See also Erik Lundsgaarde, Christian Breunig & Aseem 

Prakash, “Trade versus aid: donor generosity in an era of globalization” (2007) 40 Policy Sci 157, in which 

the authors argue that socioeconomic benefits can be achieved through trade. 
35 Some situations where GST is not charged despite the clear import nature of a transaction—whether in 

the case of goods, services, or intangible property—are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 in the context of the 

inconsistency of such taxability with the proposed notion of inter-nation tax equity, e.g., non-chargeability 

of GST on imports (other than publications) amounting to less than $20 in value.  
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Under a bilateral VAT treaty, Canada may choose not to exercise its right to 

impose GST on imports for various reasons (such as administrative difficulty or cost of 

compliance), and the corresponding country may reciprocate by not charging its VAT on 

imports from Canada. This would also avoid double non-taxation. Under such an 

agreement, it is necessary to ensure that the flows of inbound and outbound supplies are 

at least roughly equal, in order to avoid any redistributive distortions. Some sort of 

adjustment would still be required to cushion the Canadian domestic supplies from a 

competitive disadvantage against similar imported supplies that are exempted from taxes 

under such a bilateral arrangement.  

Similarly, Canada should not charge GST on all export transactions when it is the 

surplus-country in the transaction; currently, such transactions are sometimes subject to 

GST.36 As stated above, there is every chance that the corresponding country would 

subject such supplies to its VAT as imports and this results in double taxation, putting 

such Canadian exports at a disadvantage. Again, GST might be charged because of other 

policy concerns under a bilateral arrangement similar to the one described above.  

As this study does not examine all of the situations where the GST chargeability 

or non-chargeability is not in conformity with the proposed notion of tax equity, there 

could be other exceptional cases that have not been examined. Therefore, further analysis 

is required to identify all areas of potential economic disadvantage to Canada. It is 

difficult to quantify the advantages or disadvantages of such policies accurately, but a 

                                                        
36 Some situations where GST is charged despite the clear export nature of a transaction—whether in the 

case of goods, services, or intangible property—are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 in the context of the 

inconsistency of such taxability with the proposed notion of inter-nation tax equity, e.g., a service provided 

to a non-resident in relation to real property situated in Canada is export in nature, but chargeable to GST. 
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more detailed investigation would give a rough picture of at least the revenue gains or 

losses to Canada from such taxation. Some monitoring, may also be helpful in revealing 

the relationships between such taxes and trade patterns, i.e., whether or not, and to what 

extent, charging GST on a specific export or not charging it on a specific import affects 

the trends in those Canadian exports or imports. Such data would be a good basis for 

planning and meeting distributive objectives through taxation. Such analysis is therefore 

also recommended.  

8.3.2 General recommendations 

The destination-based taxation principle of the VAT system assigns the right to 

VAT to the deficit-country and is therefore in general conformity with the notion of inter-

nation tax equity. However, as evident from the Canadian GST system, there are still 

certain inconsistencies. Addressing such inconsistencies on a case-by-case basis may 

have some advantages, but it would create a lack of uniformity and harmony in the 

interaction of VAT systems around the world. Furthermore, to achieve the redistribution 

aims outlined above, the right to tax may not be exercised in some situations. Therefore, 

uniformly applicable guiding principles are needed for countries that are willing to not 

exercise their right to VAT in order to address socioeconomic gaps with other countries. 

These issues can all be addressed through a set of internationally agreed upon rules that 

would integrate and synchronize the international VAT systems. Two approaches may be 

taken in this regard: the first option is to have an international convention for the 

international aspects of VAT systems, and the second option is to have a model 

convention for bilateral VAT treaties based on uniform principles that countries may 

resort to when forming a treaty with another country. The second approach more closely 
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resembles the current OECD Guidelines on GST/VAT. These options are not mutually 

exclusive and their salient features can be combined to form a single system. They are 

however discussed separately in the following sections.  

A. Option 1: International value-added tax agreement or convention 

Using an international agreement or convention to achieve global objectives in a 

uniform manner is not a new phenomenon. The WTO is an appropriate example in this 

regard. On that pattern, an international agreement may be arrived at by member 

countries of the UN for the regulation of international value-added taxation.37 It is not 

necessary for such an agreement to earn unanimous approval from all countries. Similar 

agreements in the past have started with cooperation between a few countries and then 

expanded their membership over time.38 An agreement or organization of this kind would 

act as a forum for establishing the rules and other parameters of an international VAT 

system that all member countries, and with time non-members, will follow. In addition, it 

might also prove to be a platform for dispute resolution between countries.   

Generally, to formulate the rules for a specific application, an agreement would 

classify the different types of cross-border supplies and use the concept of surplus-

country and deficit-country to identify which country has the right to tax in the case of 

each class. It would allocate tax on all cross-border supplies to the destination countries 

                                                        
37 All UN member countries are committed through various declarations to the socioeconomic development 

of people all over the world and to equitable enjoyment of the fruit of mutual collaboration and 

international commerce, particularly, extending extra assistance to the least-developed countries and 

transitioning economies. For a detailed discussion, see Section 8.2.3. For examples of the various 

declarations, see supra notes 20 and 21. 
38 For example, the GATT, which came into existence in 1947 to establish a free-trade regime, commenced 

with only 23 signatory countries (see < http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/gatt47_e.pdf>, last 

visited on January 31, 2015). That regime, which eventually became the WTO, had 160 member countries 

as of June 26, 2014 (see < http://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/whatis_e/tif_e/org6_e.htm>, last visited on 

January 31, 2015). By the time it became part of the WTO, it had 123 member countries. 
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in accordance with the right to tax principle outlined above. Adherence to these general 

rules could be made binding for all signatory countries, so that all countries would 

uniformly recognize where they have and where they do not have the right to tax. This 

would preclude any conflict in VAT chargeability and streamline the international VAT 

regime. In such a system, a country would be free to give up its right to tax for any 

reason, but it would not be allowed to exercise a right that it does not possess under the 

internationally recognized principles. In situations where the socioeconomic gap between 

corresponding countries is large (in cases where the deficit-country, i.e., the destination 

country is rich and the surplus-country, i.e., the origin country is poor), the agreement 

may allow exceptions from the chargeability of VAT as per the right to tax of a country. 

This can be used to the benefit of least-developed countries.  

The above outcome can be systematically achieved by maintaining two lists of 

countries as schedules to the main agreement. The first list (List I) would consist of the 

least-developed countries that are in dire need of socioeconomic assistance and the 

second list (List II) would consist of developed countries that are willing to offer such 

assistance by means of taxation systems. The countries on List II would then be required 

not to charge VAT on the imports from the countries in List I, which would provide 

impetus to its socioeconomic growth. This would encourage more exports from least-

developed countries, causing them to become surplus-countries that were retaining the 

excess tax gain. Coupled with the recommendations given in the income tax system 

below, this would increase the redistribution of the gains arising from mutual commerce 

from richer to poorer countries. The agreement may provide preset thresholds, for 

example, the GDP level of a country, for putting countries on or taking them off the List I 
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or List II. Moreover, some sort of quota regime may be incorporated to keep the system 

from being abused. 

Such an agreement would also lead to the avoidance of double taxation and 

double non-taxation (and their deleterious effects) between the signatory countries. In 

addition, it would identify the extent to which one set of countries help the other to 

achieve development targets. The provision of assistance under a mutually-arrived upon 

formal agreement would cause least-developed, and even developing, countries to 

recognize the contribution of their well-off counterparts to their socioeconomic 

development. It would help to create an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect, and 

preclude any perceptions of exploitation. 

B. Option 2: Bilateral value-added tax treaties 

International value-added taxation can also be regulated through bilateral tax 

treaties. The regulation of international taxation through bilateral tax treaties is also not a 

new phenomenon. Two broadly followed model tax conventions and thousands of 

bilateral tax treaties on the pattern of the model conventions are already in place in the 

international income taxation domain. Following that model, the regulation of 

international value-added consumption taxation can also be achieved through a network 

of bilateral VAT treaties formed under the guiding principles of a model VAT 

convention. At present, there is no formal bilateral network of VAT treaties (although 

there are consensus-building efforts via the OECD Guidelines on GST/VAT). Therefore, 

like the potential international agreement discussed above, any work on this option has to 

be started from scratch.  
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The purpose of a bilateral VAT treaty would be to regulate the allocation of VAT 

between origin and destination countries. To achieve inter-nation tax equity, the right to 

tax would be vested in deficit-countries as a general principle. The treaty would come 

into play where a deficit-country opts not to exercise such a right in order to support the 

socioeconomic development of the corresponding countries. 

The first step in this process would be to build a consensual model VAT 

convention on the style of the MTCs in the international income tax regime. The general 

theme of such conventions would be to avoid double taxation or double non-taxation and 

to redistribute the economic benefits of cross-border commerce between corresponding 

countries. It should assign the right to tax to deficit-countries as a rule. Thus it would 

classify the different types of cross-border supplies, such as tangible property, intangible 

property, services, etc., and make rules to identify which country constitutes the deficit-

country in their context, so that it is clear where the right to tax lies. This would eliminate 

the possibility of double taxation (or double non-taxation) and redistribute the economic 

gain from mutual cross-border commerce.  

After assigning the rightful entitlement to tax, the model VAT convention may 

then provide rules for cases where a right may not be exercised by a country either on a 

reciprocal basis or where there is an intention to redistribute gains in favor of a 

corresponding country. These rules would delineate the modus operandi of taxability in 

different types of supplies, for example, how to deal with the taxability of tangible and 

intangible supplies, enforceability and collection procedures, etc. For the case of 

reciprocal non-chargeability, a treaty may identify areas that require mutual 

collaboration, such as supplies where collection procedures or costs are much higher for 
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the destination country than for the origin country. However, it is critical that such 

exceptions are minimized to avoid the number of exceptions from spiraling out of control 

and edging into other areas (in other words, so that it cannot be used as an excuse for 

origin-based taxation). The advancements in technology, law, and accounting practices, 

and the professional development of tax administration all over the world may be used to 

mitigate recourse to exceptions.  In addition, the treaty may provide abuse avoidance 

clauses and guidance so that treaty countries cannot be used as a conduit (or backdoor 

method) through which highly organized and integrated businesses gain access to foreign 

markets or as the pivots of carousal schemes, etc.  

To achieve the redistributive objective, the right to tax would be forgone in a non-

reciprocal way. The corresponding country would not be required to accord the same 

treatment to the right-relinquishing country. A model convention may give guidelines for 

whether the whole right to tax or a percentage should be relinquished. It may also give 

guidance on forgoing the right only in specific sectors. These guidelines would instill 

uniformity in the process internationally. A restricted most-favored nation (MFN) 

provision may be considered here both to extend the favor to other least-developed 

countries and to instill uniformity in the process, although it is not clear if this would be 

useful in this context, as some countries might only offer a limited tax sacrifice.  

Once the general format is established, the specific format can be negotiated 

between individual countries, which will manage their tax allocation arrangements on a 

case-by-case basis. This would leave open the door to preferential treatments, but would 

also allow corresponding countries to develop arrangements suitable to their situation, 

such as arriving at a focused approach to support particular sectors of the origin country’s 
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economy. For example, an importing rich country (deficit-country with rightful 

entitlement to tax) can maintain a list of imports from the corresponding country (say 

textile products) that it will not tax, where such imports would not raise domestic 

competition issues in the destination country but would stimulate the development of a 

particular sector (textile in the example) in the origin country.   

As stated above, the VAT treaties regime could work together or in tandem with 

an international VAT agreement regime. If such regimes were developed, in today’s 

ultra-competitive world, even countries that did not formally become part of a broader 

formal international VAT regime would still follow it informally, as any conflict with the 

broader regime would entail international juridical double taxation and double non-

taxation and their deleterious effects. In these circumstances, the VAT systems of 

individual countries would naturally gravitate towards uniformity in the larger 

perspective. The more widespread such an international VAT regime, the better it would 

serve the distributive justice component of international economic intercourse.  

Currently, the OECD’s International VAT/GST Guidelines provides an 

overarching and broad framework as a reference point for individual countries to 

structure their VAT/GST regimes, particularly in the cross-border context. 39  The 

principle of allocating tax between countries on cross-border supplies is different under 

the Guidelines than as proposed by the thesis. Therefore, the Guidelines cannot be 

recommended as such to be adopted as a model agreement or convention for advancing 

inter-nation equity through the international VAT/GST regime. However, the Guidelines 

                                                        
39  See OECD, International VAT/GST Guidelines at 9 (OECD: November 6, 2015), online: OECD, 

<www.oecd.org/tax/consumption/international-vat-gst-guidelines.pdf > last visited on February 9, 2016).   
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is a valuable precedence in the VAT/GST field to follow for the recommendations stated 

above. 

8.4 Recommendations regarding the international income tax regime  

 International income taxation is largely regulated through a network of bilateral 

tax treaties under the guiding principles of the OECD and UN model tax conventions 

(MTCs). 40  Unlike the destination/origin principle of taxation in the value-added tax 

system, the residence/source principle of taxation that forms the basis of tax allocation 

between corresponding countries in the existing income taxation system does not 

generally conform to the proposed definition of inter-nation tax equity. The rules of tax 

allocation in the latter case were developed as a measure to avoid international juridical 

double taxation. As a result, any redistribution that addresses the socioeconomic 

disparities between countries under the existing framework is of windfall nature only. 

The current system of international income taxation cannot be meaningfully employed in 

the elimination of the socioeconomic gaps between rich and poor countries. In this view 

of the matter, it is important to reform international income taxation so that it not only 

prevents international juridical double taxation, but that it also systematically causes 

redistribution of the income and wealth arising from mutual cross-border commerce 

between countries.  

The OECD has demonstrated that the regulation of international income taxation 

is an evolutionary process.41 The member countries are generally open-minded about the 

adaptability of tax regimes in changing circumstances. Accordingly, this study makes 

                                                        
40 For more details, see the discussion in Chapter 7. 
41 See, e.g., OECD, Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital 2010 (Updated 2010), (OECD 

Publishing, 2012) at I-3 para. 10.  
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recommendations for modifying the existing international income tax regime to make it 

more equitable.  

The starting point is the assignment of the right to tax to one of the corresponding 

countries in a cross-border transaction. According to the notion of inter-nation tax equity 

proposed above, that right vests with the deficit-country, which is normally the source 

country in terms of the MTCs. The redistribution effect of the allocation of tax as per 

such right is similar to that as discussed in the case of VAT.42 It precludes the formation 

and enlargement of socioeconomic gaps between corresponding countries where they are 

of equal status or unequal status such that the deficit-country is the poorer of the two, 

respectively. It slows down the process of bridging the gap between such countries where 

they are of unequal status such that the deficit-country is the richer and the surplus-

country is the poorer of the two. In all three scenarios, it has an impact on the 

socioeconomic disparities between corresponding countries. Since in the last case it slows 

down the gap-bridging process, an allocation of tax not as per the right to tax principle 

(either no tax is charged at all or the tax is charged by the surplus-country) would leave 

all of the excess gain with the poorer surplus-country and thus would not interfere with 

the gap-bridging process. As in the case of VAT, this will violate the principles of tax 

sovereignty.43  

As the allocation of tax as per the right to tax principle to the deficit-country 

causes redistribution of the extra gain between the corresponding countries such that it 

attends to the socioeconomic disparities between countries systematically (i.e., 

                                                        
42 For a detailed analysis of the redistributive dynamics of income taxation in the context of cross-border 

commerce, see Sections 2.2.5 and 7.2.1, respectively, of Chapters 2 and 7. In the case of VAT, see Section 

2.2.5 of Chapter 2, Sections 5.3.3 and 5.4.3  of Chapter 5, and Section 8.3 above.  
43 See Section 8.3 above for the discussion in the case of VAT. 
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irrespective of whether the deficit-country is rich or poor), it is recommended that such 

allocation ought to be the general rule for establishing inter-nation tax equity in the 

income tax system; however, in cases where the allocation of tax (contrary to the right to 

tax principle) to the surplus-country causes or alleviates socioeconomic disparities 

between countries, depending upon whether the surplus-country is rich or poor, 

respectively, the allocation ought to be regulated by the individual countries to ensure 

inter-nation equity is supported. The specific recommendations for changes to the income 

tax regime embody these themes generally.  

 As in the VAT regime, to serve distributive justice, in the income taxation 

system, the right to tax ought to be primarily assigned to deficit-countries (which in the 

current scheme of international income taxation corresponds to source countries 

generally) but exceptions must be provided from this broad principle where tax allocation 

slows down the process of addressing pre-existing socioeconomic gaps between 

corresponding countries.  The two options for developing such as system are the same as 

for VAT regime change: an international agreement or convention and/or a bilateral tax 

treaty network. These options are discussed below. 

8.4.1 Option 1: International income tax agreement or convention 

The recommendation to regulate international income taxation through an 

overarching international agreement or convention is essentially similar to the 

recommendation for reforms to the value-added taxation discussed in Section 8.3.2.A. 

The whole argument applies here mutatis mutandis. The following discussion is, 
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therefore, largely a restatement of the earlier argument with modifications for the income 

tax case.  

To formulate rules for general application, an agreement would first define the 

principle of taxability and vest the right to tax with the deficit-country. It would then 

identify the different classes of cross-border incomes and identify the deficit-country in 

each category so that tax on all classes of cross-border incomes would be allocated to the 

corresponding deficit-countries as per their right to tax. Adherence to these general rules 

may be made binding for all signatory countries so that all countries uniformly recognize 

where they have and where they do not have the right to tax. This would preclude any 

conflict in the way countries charge tax and would streamline the international income 

taxation regime as a whole. Under this regime, a country is free to give up its right to tax 

for any reason, but it should by no means be allowed to exercise its right to tax when it 

does not possess such a right under the general principles discussed above. In situations 

where the deficit-country is richer and the surplus-country is poorer, the agreement may 

provide for an exception from the chargeability of tax as per the right to tax of a country. 

Such exceptions can be used to the benefit of least-developed countries.  

The agreement can systematically benefit least-developed countries by 

maintaining two lists of countries as schedules to the main agreement. As in the case of 

VAT discussed above, List I would consist of least-developed countries that are in dire 

need of socioeconomic assistance and List II would consist of developed countries that 

show their willingness to offer economic assistance through the taxation systems. The 

countries in List II would then be required to not charge tax (as per their right to tax 

accorded to them by the agreement) on the cross-border income of the corresponding 
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country in List I. This would leave all the extra gain with the List I country, and would 

thus provide an impetus to its socioeconomic growth. The List I country would be free to 

deal with such income as per its own internal tax policies, such as giving tax concessions 

to exporters which, when coupled with other measures (for example, the 

recommendations given in the VAT regime), would encourage more exports from least-

developed countries, causing them to become surplus-countries holding on to excess 

gain. The agreement may provide preset thresholds, for example, the GDP level of a 

country, for putting countries on and taking them off List I or List II. Moreover, some 

sort of quota regime may be incorporated to keep the system from being abused. 

Such an agreement would also lead to the avoidance of double taxation and 

double non-taxation (and their deleterious effects) between the signatory countries. In 

addition, it would identify the extent to which one set of countries helps the other in 

achieving their development targets. The provision of assistance under a mutually agreed 

upon formal agreement would cause least-developed, and even developing, countries to 

recognize the contribution of their well-off counterparts to their socioeconomic 

development. It would help to create an atmosphere of mutual trust and respect, and 

preclude any perceptions of exploitation. 

As such an international agreement would be arrived at and adopted by many 

countries together, it would have the advantage of uniform applicability among 

signatories and could, therefore, at least minimize the growing complexity of the bilateral 

tax treaties regime, if not replace it altogether, on the pattern of the WTO regime. Such 

an agreement would be different than a multilateral tax treaty (as called for during the 

recent OECD BEPS reforms) as such treaty may be less able to redistribute income 
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because its principles would apply broadly to many countries without accounting for 

individual differences.44 

 8.4.2. Option 2: Bilateral tax treaties 

 The second approach to making international income taxation more equitable is 

inter-country bilateral tax treaties. International income taxation is already regulated 

through a vast network of bilateral tax treaties. For the most part, these treaties follow the 

two model tax conventions—the OECD and the UN models—and are therefore uniform 

in content and application. The analysis of these models in Chapter 7 depicted their 

general form and tax allocation patterns. It also showed that the redistributive content of 

the UN model, although insufficient, is somewhat better than that of the OECD model 

because of its pro-source countries tendencies. However, as source countries can be 

sometimes poor and sometimes rich countries, a reality which the MTCs do not factor in 

their overall schemes, at-times the UN model will have the exactly opposite outcome 

instead. This could particularly happen in the case of countries such as China, which as a 

developing country is increasingly becoming a residence country in the cross-border tax 

context. These models nevertheless provide a structure for the regulation of international 

income taxation through a bilateral tax treaties regime such that it causes the 

redistribution of income and wealth arising from cross-border commerce from rich to 

poor countries. The following recommendation is therefore directed at reform in the 

present models so that they render the international taxation regime that they oversee 

systematically redistributive.  

                                                        
44 See OECD, Explanatory Statement, OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project, OECD (online: 

<www.oecd.org/tax/beps-explanatory-statement-2015.pdf> last visited February 10, 2016) (providing for 

the development of a multilateral instrument which will facilitate implementing BEPS-related changes in 

over 3500 bilateral tax treaties uniformly).   
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The model should provide at the outset that the right to tax vests with the deficit-

country in cases of cross-border commerce and that as a general rule tax should be 

allocated as per such right. It should then formulate rules to determine which of the 

corresponding countries is the deficit-country for each class of income.45 For the most 

part, the source countries in the present scheme of the MTCs would be the deficit-

countries. This would put to rest any impending conflicts as to whether a country is a 

deficit-country or a surplus-country in a given circumstances and would crystallize each 

country’s position vis-à-vis its corresponding country. 

Presently, the MTCs allocate tax to source and residence countries both separately 

and jointly under different classes of incomes. For example, tax on non-PE business 

profits is allocated to residence countries, tax on athletes’ income is allocated to source 

countries, and tax on dividends is allocated jointly to both residence and source countries. 

Therefore, one of the first step to bring the MTCs in alignment with the principles of 

redistributive justice would be to formally interconnect the source-country concept to the 

deficit-country concept and then assign the right to tax only to source countries as a 

general principle.  

As already discussed, the above allocation affects the socioeconomic disparities 

between the corresponding countries, irrespective of their relative socioeconomic status. 

The one area of concern is that the general rules of allocation given above slows down 

the gap-bridging process in the situation where the deficit-country is the richer country 

and the surplus-country is the poorer country. Therefore, the only further improvement to 

                                                        
45 The classes of income are already sorted out in the current scheme of both the MTCs, for example, 

business income, dividends, royalty, income from services, etc. 
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the process of redistribution through such tax allocation is in this area. An exception from 

the general principle would have to be carved out for this purpose. This would require the 

richer country to not exercise its right to tax, raising issues of tax sovereignty, and putting 

the right-relinquishing (deficit-country or source country) in the position to determine the 

scope of such exception. However, a new model may provide guidance in this context 

and instill uniformity in this process globally. 

The model would provide general rules that would provide a wide array of 

options to the right-relinquishing countries; this would provide enough standardization to 

create a system, while allowing countries to pick options that do not constrain their policy 

implementation. To begin with, these options may include full/partial relinquishment of 

the right to tax, with qualifications to meet before tax is forgone, and forgoing the right to 

tax for specific classes of incomes or categories of businesses, etc. These notions are 

already present in various forms in the current scheme of the MTCs. For example, the 

reformed model may provide whether the whole right to tax or a percentage of it ought to 

be relinquished, and in the case of percentage to provide what the right percentage ought 

to be in different situations (such as the different percentages of sharing tax that presently 

exists in the case of dividend and interest incomes).46 It may provide that tax on services 

would be forgone only if certain time requirements are met and not forgone if those 

requirements are not met. Moreover, it may provide to forgo tax only on some specific 

class of income in order to support a particular industry/sector in the corresponding 

country. Such flexibility would enlarge the number of options, yet keep the process 

                                                        
46 See the discussion on dividends and interest in Sections 7.3.3.B and 7.3.3.C of Chapter 7 (showing that 

differing tax rates are applicable in the case of dividends and interests, and that within dividends the tax 

rates and other conditions are different for FDI and portfolio dividends). 
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systematic. Since the giving up of tax for redistribution would come as a favor from a 

deficit-country in a given situation, some sort of sunset rules would also fit well into the 

overall scheme.  

There is the additional issue of inter-individual tax equity in the income tax 

regime. In contrast to VAT, countries pursue such equity more keenly in the case of 

income tax. They usually maintain such equity at home in the case of cross-border 

income through the mechanism of foreign tax credit. 47  This entails certain peculiar 

consequences. If a tax is forgone by a rich country X to favor a poor country Y, and 

country Y either does not levy it at its end or levies it at a lower rate than that of country 

X then the difference is recouped by the first country X through foreign tax credit 

mechanism, which may vary from a percentage of the forgone tax amount to the whole of 

it. This mechanism undercuts the favor that country X extends in the first place, because 

least-developed countries usually use tax incentives to prop up various sectors of their 

economies. To avoid such an eventuality, the model may provide tax sparing rules to let 

least-developed countries fully capitalize on the tax favor that they receive from their 

corresponding countries. 48   As previously stated, however, current OECD policy 

discourages tax sparing provisions. 

A restricted MFN provision may be considered here both to extend the favor to 

other least-developed countries and to instill uniformity in the process, although it is not 

                                                        
47 Usually countries use the FTC, deduction, and exemption systems to avoid double taxation and double 

non-taxation, which eventually involves the issue of inter-individual tax equity as all these mechanism have 

different equity consequences. See Articles 23 of the MTCs.  
48 See, e.g., OECD, Tax Sparing: A Reconsideration (Paris: OECD Publishing, 1998) [OECD Tax Sparing] 

at 10-11 (online: < http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en> last visited April 12, 2015). It is an 

excellent resource providing guidelines on tax sparing, how to regulate the tax sparing regime, what are its 

best practices, and details on its potential abuse, etc. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264162433-en
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clear if it would be useful in this context, as some countries might offer only limited tax 

sacrifice.  

As in the case of VAT, once the general format is laid down, individual countries 

may manage their tax allocation arrangements on a case-by-case basis within the general 

format. This would nevertheless open the door to preferential treatments, but would also 

allow corresponding countries to develop arrangements that are suitable to their situation, 

such as arriving at a focused approach to support particular sectors of the origin country’s 

economy.  

Again, as in the case of VAT, the treaties regime can work together or in tandem 

with an international agreement regime; both cases would lead to the formation of a full-

fledged system that would serve distributive justice between countries in the context of 

their mutual economic intercourse and address the socioeconomic gap between them.  

As stated, since the MTCs and treaty regime is already at play and these changes 

can all be made within its structure, these recommendations do not entail erecting a new 

system from the scratch. 

8.5 Practical implementation of the recommendations  

 While recognizing that the devil is in the details and that there are many technical 

complexities that would need to be overcome, the recommendations for both the value-

added and income tax systems can be practically implemented in a variety of ways. For 

example, if the primary objective is to establish the allocation of all tax as per the 

principle of rightful entitlement to tax, these reforms can be originally implemented only 

among equal-status countries. Alternatively, if the primary objective is to encourage 
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richer countries to forgo their rightful entitlement to tax, the reforms can first be 

implemented only for commerce between highly unequal-status countries. They can also 

be started without such specific targets. Moreover, once the framework is erected, 

individual countries can employ it as per their own requirements and preferences, as is 

the situation currently in the MTCs’ case. However, as the recommended reforms have 

greater implications for some countries than others, it would be prudent to implement the 

reforms incrementally. An appropriate way to begin is through a pilot project between a 

few select countries. 

As the bifurcation of the major allocation patterns is based upon the recognition 

of the relative socio-economic statuses between corresponding countries, pilot projects 

may be commenced on those lines. This would include a few projects between roughly 

equal-status countries and a few projects between highly unequal-status countries. As the 

OECD countries are not only roughly equal-status countries but also have more or less 

similar flows of inbound and outbound trade, services, investment, etc., and have highly 

developed taxation and trade systems with state-of-the-art services and administration in 

this sector, they would be suitable candidates for a pilot project on tax allocation under 

the principle of rightful entitlement to tax. These small scale projects could identify the 

challenges in this area and lead the way for others to follow. Furthermore, the effect of 

revenue gain or loss would not bear very heavily on the experimentation. This would be 

particularly true where two such countries are selected whose bidirectional mutual 

commerce is more or less similar. For example, if country X is making $500M of exports 

to country Y while importing a similar amount of goods, they can reverse the current 
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taxability principles—assigning the right to tax the income of exporter in country X to 

country Y, and vice versa—without much change in the revenue aspects of the taxability.  

For a pilot project on tax allocation under a bilateral tax treaty on the basis of 

forgoing the rightful entitlement to tax, a suitable combination would be a treaty 

arrangement between a developed and a least-developed country. The best combination 

would be a developed country that is already extending financial assistance to a least-

developed country. Instead of giving such assistance in the form of aid, it could engage 

the country through commerce and tax redistribution to earn that same assistance. Even if 

the system does not work properly, the developed country would sustain hardly any loss 

revenue-wise. Furthermore, the pilot project would identify the challenges iof such 

arrangements without risking too much. It would also illustrate a working redistributive 

pattern and show the efficacy of this system. As the above pilot projects mature into a 

proper system and concrete patterns emerge, the system can be gradually extended to 

other countries,  or perhaps particular sectors of countries. Such a project would also 

export some of the professional, administrative, and technological sophistication in trade 

and taxation to the least-developed countries, both directly by training their personnel and 

indirectly by encouraging home grown efforts, such as private firms etc. to use the 

opportunity to grow as businesses and acquire the required know-how and sophistication.   

The viability of the pilot projects can be periodically assessed with close analysis 

of the socioeconomic data that emerges from such projects. This would identify the pros 

and cons as well as any unforeseen legal, economic, administrative, or technical 

difficulties. More importantly these projects would provide an example of the planned 
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redistribution through taxation and pave the way to making the international taxation 

system, including all direct and indirect tax systems, more equitable.  

8.5 Conclusions 

 I have argued that there is a need to redefine the concept of inter-nation tax equity 

so that both the fiscal and non-fiscal objectives of taxation are considered. Once the main 

parameters of this notion are agreed upon, it can be employed as a basis for international 

taxation of all hues: direct, indirect, consumption taxation, etc. The present concept of 

international taxation does not explicitly acknowledge any distributional objectives, 

rendering the current system inadequate for dealing with the socio-economic disparities 

of the modern age. The proposed re-thinking of the international taxation forms a good 

starting point for such reforms, as it not only accounts for the concerns embedded in the 

present concept—raising revenue, avoiding double-taxation, etc.— it also lays a 

framework for distributional objectives. These changes would be more beneficial to some 

countries than others, and the powerful countries might be required to make the biggest 

changes to achieve such reforms. Issues of tax sovereignty and giving up revenues that 

they receive under the current system would be major hurdles to overcome. But if 

international taxation is to play a distributive justice role, then some sacrifice would have 

to be made. In the long run, a tax system that is inherently working against the true 

economic imputation of the cross-border economic activity is defective, cannot go on 

forever (as the global economic landscape changes with time),49 and has to be reformed. 

                                                        
49  For example, in 1960, the US had a surplus of $4,892.00M in its Balance of Payments regarding 

international trade in goods. By 2014, this had turned into a deficit of $736,839.00M. In contrast, it had a 

deficit of $1,384.00M in its account for international trade in services in 1960. But by 2014, this had turned 

into a surplus of $231,792.00M. Thus, vying for residence-based taxation in the case of goods was 

favorable to the US in 1960, but unfavorable in 2014. Alternatively, vying for source-based taxation in the 
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This principle of sacrifice is not new; in the context of domestic taxation, putting the tax 

burden on the well-off  is done for the overall betterment of all, poor and rich together. 

Nevertheless, where taxation of an income changes hands from one country (which has 

an established implementation and enforcement mechanism in place) to another country 

(which will have to put in place an implementation and enforcement mechanism for it), 

there will initially be challenges of implementation and enforcement. These issues are 

beyond the scope of this study. But in light of the great improvements in the various 

pertinent disciplines, it is hoped that this aspect would also be manageable. Such reforms 

will help to reduce global inequality and lead to the betterment of all countries alike, 

because socioeconomic equality promotes global growth.50 The recommendations given 

are by no means complete but they provide a broad roadmap and show that this objective 

is not unachievable in today’s world.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                     
1960 was unfavorable to the US, but favorable in 2014. (source:< https://www.census.gov/foreign-

trade/statistics/historical/gands.pdf>, last visited on February 5, 2015)  
50 See, e.g., OECD, “Focus on Inequality and Growth” (December 2014) (“Does income inequality hurt 

economic growth”; the study is in the context of individuals, but the same analogy is applicable in the case 

of countries. It states that “[t]he biggest factor for the impact of inequality on growth is the gap between 

lower income households and the rest of the population” and that “[t]he most direct policy tool to reduce 

inequality is redistribution through taxes and benefits. The analysis shows that redistribution per se does 

not lower economic growth” [emphasis in the original]). Available on OECD’s website, online: 

<http://www.oecd.org/els/soc/Focus-Inequality-and-Growth-2014.pdf> last visited April 15, 2015). 
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Chapter 9 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The existing international measures aimed at the liberalization of trade and 

investment and financial assistance to fledgling economies reflect a desire to enhance 

global socioeconomic wellbeing. International taxation has rightly been seen as an 

important tool in this program, both in the context of avoidance of double taxation and as 

an instrument for the inter-country redistribution of income and wealth. However, the 

foundation on which much of this system stands was laid down in a different era. 

Economic concepts were not as developed, and the political and economic conditions 

were quite different than those we see today. Unfortunately, the principles of 

international taxation have not been realigned to properly address the wider objective of 

socioeconomic wellbeing under the current circumstances. Without such a change, 

international taxation cannot live up to its potential. Although the system built on the old 

foundation has been quite effective in avoiding double taxation, it has not achieved its 

redistributive aims. This study has examined how the system can be improved so that its 

potential for bridging the inter-country socioeconomic gaps can be realized.  

This study had two objectives. It examined the fairness of the principles that 

determine how the international tax base is allocated between corresponding countries in 

the context of economic redistribution. It then explored alternate ways of achieving an 

equitable inter-country redistribution of the economic gains from cross-border commerce 
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through the taxation system. The study was guided by three inter-connected research 

questions which are re-stated as follows: (i) Can international taxation redistribute 

international income and wealth between countries in a systematic manner in the same 

way as domestic taxation redistributes income and wealth between individuals?; (ii) Does 

the present form of international taxation cause fair redistribution of income and wealth 

between countries?; and (iii) How can the distributive justice aspects of the international 

tax regime be improved in the age of enhanced globalization?  

To find answers to the above questions, the study analyzed some basic economic 

concepts in the context of cross-border commerce and the concepts of distributive justice 

and equity in taxation (which are together embodied in the notion of inter-nation tax 

equity). It analyzed the theory of inter-nation tax equity and found some insufficiencies in 

the concept of fair economic redistribution between countries through taxation systems as 

it was understood. The main finding was that it has become necessary to revise the 

concept of inter-nation tax equity so that it is more meaningful in terms of fairness to 

corresponding countries and redistribution objectives. Next, it investigated the extent to 

which the present patterns of international tax allocations conform to the theoretical 

model of inter-nation equity and identified shortcomings in the international tax system’s 

application of the principles of distributive justice. Finally, it made recommendations to 

address those shortcomings. 

The analysis of the economic dynamics of cross-border commerce explored the 

true economic imputation of cross-border commerce. It showed that when two countries 

engage in mutual economic intercourse, one earns a higher income than the other. If the 

higher-income country forgoes its international tax in favor of the corresponding lower-
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income country some of its excess income is redistributed to the other country. These 

phenomena can be quantified or measured through various economic determinants, such 

as GDP, current account balance, balance of trade, etc. This quantification is important as 

it makes it possible to determine whether economic redistribution is in the direction of the 

rich or the poor countries. This analysis showed that by requiring the higher-income or 

the well-off countries to forgo taxes to their lower-income or less well-off counterparts, 

tax systems can act as a medium for economic redistribution in the inter-country context. 

As such, this analysis showed that the economic concepts (of high-income/low-income 

and rich/poor) that underlie the process of economic redistribution through taxation in the 

case of individuals also exists in the case of countries and can, therefore, be resorted to in 

the inter-country scenario.  

  This analysis was followed by a survey of previous research on equity and 

distributive justice in taxation. Existing understandings of equity in taxation at-times 

embody this principle of distributive justice, both in the inter-individual and the inter-

country contexts and distributive justice generally requires economic transfers from the 

higher-income or the well-off to the lower-income or the less well-off entities. However, 

the approach to redistribution is different for inter-individual and inter-country 

inequalities. In the inter-individual scenario, the concept of equity uses the 

socioeconomic statuses of persons, i.e., their relative income levels, as the basis for 

effecting fair redistribution through tax systems. In contrast, in the inter-country scenario, 

the socioeconomic statuses of countries are not used as a basis for achieving 

redistribution through tax systems. In the latter scenario, redistribution is achieved only 

as a by-product of the measures aimed at the avoidance of double taxation, not as a 
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systematic phenomenon. For example, international income tax allocations are based on 

the residence- and source-based principles of taxation, which successfully avoid double 

taxation, but have the potential to cause economic redistribution from less wealthy to 

wealthy countries, violating the principles of distributive justice. Thus, the objectives of 

tax equity in the inter-individual and inter-nation contexts are similar, but the modus 

operandi are different. As a result, the redistributive potential of international tax systems 

can be misdirected, contributing to inter-country socioeconomic disparities.  

  The theories discussed in Chapter 3 attempted to align international tax 

allocations with the principles of distributive justice. Although somewhat different in 

their approaches, almost all of the extant theories retained the source/residence principle 

of taxation as the basis for tax allocation; most of them emphasized source-based taxation 

as the tool for redistributive objectives. This line of argument has its own problems. For 

example, allocation of tax to source countries is sometimes based on the assumption that 

source countries are poorer; an assumption that is not always true in practice. 

Furthermore, even where source countries are poor, such allocation is not based on sound 

economic theory. Therefore, neither the theory nor the practice provides for the full 

allocation of tax to source countries. Even when the source country is poor, international 

tax is allocated to the residence countries. None of the theories can justify full allocation 

away from residence countries. Because all of these theories use the source/residence 

principle as the basis for tax allocation, instead of the socioeconomic status principle that 

dominates in the inter-individual context, none of them can justify not allocating any tax 

to a high-income/rich residence country. Therefore, even where they provide for more 
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source-based taxation, these theories are generally skeptical about the practical worth of 

such provisions.  

Based on the above analysis, and in particular on the work of Richard Musgrave, 

Peggy Musgrave and Klaus Vogel, I conclude that to make international taxation 

redistributive in an equitable manner, it is necessary to apply the redistribution principle 

used in the inter-individual context of domestic taxation to the international setting. Thus 

the relative socioeconomic status of countries (i.e., whether wealthy or less wealthy) and 

the true economic imputation of cross-border commerce (i.e., one country earning 

relatively higher income from a given commerce than the other) would inform tax 

allocations for achieving inter-nation equity. Accordingly, the notion of inter-nation tax 

equity should be redefined to include the same determinants for tax allocation as those 

used in the case of inter-individual tax equity.  

On this basis and under a Rawlsian veil of ignorance, tax should generally be 

allocated to the country that earns less income from mutual cross-border commerce 

(termed the deficit-country in the study) rather than to the corresponding country (termed 

the surplus-country). However, in the case where one of the countries is substantially 

poorer than the other, tax should be allocated to the poorer country even if it happens to 

be a surplus-country. In the former case, economic redistribution is effected from the 

higher-income to the lower-income country in the course of mutual cross-border 

commerce. This allocation redistributes only a portion of the extra income of the higher-

income country. Thus, it is redistributive as well as fair to both countries. In the latter 

case, economic redistribution is effected from the wealthy to the poor country during 

mutual cross-border commerce. This allocation lets the surplus-country (the poor country 
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here) keep all of the extra gain from its cross-border commerce. Although this does not 

seem to be redistributive and fair in the immediate sense of sharing the extra income from 

cross-border commerce, it is redistributive and fair within the larger objective of 

transferring wealth from richer to poorer countries and bettering the wellbeing of all. 

Therefore, it is established in theory that international tax can be allocated to a country in 

a way that is fair to both countries as well as but also redistributive in terms of the 

principles of distributive justice. This analysis showed that international tax systems have 

the potential to affect global socioeconomic disparities and wellbeing in both directions. 

This reexamination of the theoretical justification for the redistributive role of 

international taxation systems provided a benchmark for the investigation and evaluation 

of the inter-nation distributive justice components of the present patterns of international 

tax allocations under value-added and income tax systems.  

The inquiry into the international tax allocation patterns under the value-added tax 

regime, which used the Canadian GST system as an example, revealed that tax was 

allocated on the basis of the origin/destination principle of taxation. Under this principle, 

VAT/GST is generally assigned to the country of destination of a supply. In terms of the 

true economic imputation of a transaction, the country of destination corresponds to the 

lower-income country (or deficit-country) in the thesis. Therefore, for the most part, such 

allocations were in line with the first principle of the proposed thesis, which generally 

provides that, in the case of cross-border transactions between equal-status countries, tax 

should be allocated to the country that makes a relatively lesser gain from such 

transactions. These allocations work against the creation of socioeconomic disparities 

between countries. Some inconsistencies, where the allocations were not in line with the 
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proposed thesis, were noted. These existed mainly in the case of the cross-border supplies 

of services, e-commerce, and intangible property. It was found that the VAT regime 

generally avoids the creation of socioeconomic disparities between countries and 

therefore fits into the larger objective of improving wellbeing for all.  However, none of 

the allocations conformed to the second principle of the thesis, which provides for tax 

allocation from rich to poor countries irrespective of their relative earnings from a given 

transaction. Nonconformity in this regard shows that pre-existing disparities between rich 

and poor countries are not addressed by the VAT tax allocations. In this case, it was 

found that the VAT regime does not reduce the pre-existing economic disparities between 

countries.  

The analysis of the international income tax regime was performed in the context 

of the model tax conventions (MTCs) of the OECD and the UN. This inquiry found that 

international tax was allocated to countries on the residence/source principle of taxation. 

The general approach under this principle was that tax on business income went to source 

countries and tax on investment or passive income (such as dividends, interest, and 

royalty) went to residence countries. In the latter case, residence countries shared the tax 

to a degree with source countries. For example, a source country would be permitted to 

tax cross-border dividends at a lower rate (say 5 percent) leaving the residual taxation in 

the hands of the residence country as per its own rates. However, the residence-/source-

based allocation does not take into account the relative socioeconomic status of the 

countries concerned in both situations. As a result, these allocations do not address the 

issue of distributive justice. Although tax allocation to one or another of the countries 

does redistribute the economic benefits between countries, it occurs in a haphazard 
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manner. For example, allocating tax on business income to source countries could cause 

the redistribution of economic gains from a rich to a poor country if the source country 

happens to be the poorer one in a given transaction, but from a poor to a rich country if 

the source country happens to be the richer one in a given transaction. It also found that 

between the two MTCs, the OECD model exhibited more inconsistencies with the 

proposed thesis and with the distributive justice objectives than the UN model. The 

OECD model was generally supported by developed countries, whereas the UN model 

was supported by the developing and least-developed countries—suggesting that the 

latter set of countries is more interested in the redistributive role of international taxation. 

However, the competing views of these sets of countries were premised on a presumption 

about the relative richness/poorness of residence/source countries rather than their actual 

statuses in this respect, which could be the opposite in reality. This analysis therefore 

concluded that the current international income taxation regime does not systematically 

allocate tax between corresponding countries in a manner that is fair as well as 

redistributive.  

In the light of these findings, the study made recommendations for first fixing the 

gaps in the theory of inter-nation equity, and then removing the inconsistencies found in 

practice. These recommendations included measures to make the concept of inter-nation 

tax equity and the conformity of international tax systems with it more meaningful. This 

can be achieved without great departure from the existing structures of international tax 

regimes and would not cause major disruptions if adopted stepwise. An obvious political 

barrier to reforms in this area is that some wealthier countries may not wish to implement 
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any system that reduces their share of tax revenues from international trade and 

investment. 

 From the perspective of the research questions that inform the study, the findings 

summarized above show that international taxation can cause economic redistribution 

between countries in a systematic manner, although it is currently not doing so.  

Furthermore, the analysis pointed out deficiencies in the both the accepted theory of 

international taxation and its applied forms. For example, it showed that the concept 

caters only to a partial tax base of the income tax system, entirely ignoring the rest of 

international tax regime including the value-added tax system. Furthermore, unlike 

domestic tax systems, in international taxation the economic status of a country has no 

influence on the allocation of the tax burden between countries. The current pattern of 

international tax allocation is more or less arbitrary in nature from the point of view of its 

underlying economic dynamics. This arbitrariness is more marked in the case of the 

income tax system than the value-added tax system. 

This study also highlights the role of international taxation in the creation and 

amelioration of socioeconomic disparities between countries. It is quite clear that the 

general principle (origin/destination) underlying the allocation of tax under the value-

added tax system does not induce the creation of new or the exacerbation of existing 

disparities in most cases. In contrast, the general principle (residence/source) used in the 

international income tax system can induce such outcomes. Both systems also fail to 

address existing disparities. Thus, it can be said that the socioeconomic disparities that 

exists between countries may have some income-tax-induced content, but that both 
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systems could do more to ameliorate these disparities. International taxation is not as 

equitable a system as it could or ought to be, and this study calls for its improvement. 

Currently, there are problems in the theory as well as the application of inter-

nation tax equity, the concept of international taxation that denotes fairness in the 

allocation of the international tax base between corresponding countries. The existing 

international tax regime does not need to be completely replaced, but it must be modified 

to address the issue of inter-country socioeconomic disparities and attend to the overall 

wellbeing in the era of globalization. 
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